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HAVE a room set apart, if possible, expressly for 

chemical operations. It is generally convenient to 
hare this laboratory on the ground floor, for convenience 

in supplying water and draining off the waste. This room 

must be well ventilated. Secure a ventilating chamber 

(App. 22) for the laboratory, and a ventilating hood con

nected with the chimney flue or ventilating shaft for each 

pupil, if yon can. If yon can not do this, keep an open 

fire burning, so that offensive gases and vapors may be 

removed from the room as well as possible in that manner. 

Around the walls of tho room, provide working benches or 

tables, about 75 em. (2! feet) wide. Each pupil should be 

allotted about a meter of working space at the&' tables, 

and !teltl1·esponsible jo1· its con(tiNon. If the building is 

provided with gas and water, run pipes around the walls, 

and provide each pupil with a gas cock and a water cock, 

to which he may attach flexible tubing. Over the benches 

place narrow shelves, to hold the chemical reagents; be

neath the benches place shelves or drawers, for holding 

pieces of apparatus, etc. If the building is not connected 

• 
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iv TO Tfi:A CRERS. 

with a regular water supply, see that plenty of water is 

always at band in a ta,nk, barrel, or in pails. A small 

cook stove will be a great con vonience. 

If a room can not be set aside as a laboratory, flat tables 

may be laid upon tho desks, and the reagents, apparatus, 

etc., kept in a cabinet or cupboard. 

Of course, a regularly fitted laboratory, with further and 

better means than those above suggested, is desirable, and 

slwuld be provided, when means can be secured for the 

purpose. Sec Frick's Pl1ysioal Tecltnics, Chap. L 

The chief significance of the foregoing is that, as far as 

possible, the experiments arc to be performed by tho pupil 

rather than for him. Make careful examination of the 

pupil's notes, seeking to lead him to accurate obserration, 

intelligent discrimination between essential and merely 

incidental conditions and results of an experiment, as well 

as to precision and conciseness of statement. 

Have your pupils habitually pronounce the full name of 

substances symbolized in this book. For example, " H 2 0 

is composed of Hand 0 ," should be read: " Water is com-

posed of hydrogen and o·xygen." .· 

The author would be glad to receive suggestions from 

teachers using this book, or to answer any inquiries they 
may make. 



HAVE a place for everything, and keep everything in 

its place, when you arc not using it. Clean every 

utensil or piece of apparatus when you have used it; never 

put away anything dirty. Cleanliness is a necessity iu thb 

chemical laboratory. Acquire the habit of labeling every 

chemical that yon put away or leave for a time, writing 

the name or the chemical symbol in easily legible char

acters. 

Before beginning an experiment, look over all of yout· 

preparations, be sure that eve•·ything is ready and within 

easy reach, or you may suddenly discover a need for 

another hand. Be.sure that all corks anu connections are 

well fitted. Place your materials and apparatus at your 

left hand and lay them down at your right, when you havo 

used them, keeping the middle of your bench clen,r for 

operating. 

Do not W!lSte even inexpensive material. Be sure that 

you know wlty you do a thing before you do it. Always 



Vl TO TH E P UPIL. 

use the simplest form of apparatus. Do not think that 

you must have everything ju t as described by the author. 

If a Florence flask is called for by the text-book, and you 

have not one, you may be able to get along with a bottle. 

A llammer is not wholly necessary for lhe driving of a 

nail, although it may be desirable. 

Make careful notes on all experiments as tltey proceed. 
"The scmp of paper well stained with acid is of much 

greater value than the half worked out, though clean, 

notes written down after the experiment has paSsed away." 

These rough notes should subsequently be neatly copied 

into a book, the mere copying of the observations being of 

great help in remembering them. 

Ever keep in mind the fact that an experimen~ is in

tended to teach sometlting, and that it can not serve its 

purpose unless it is accompanied by careful observation of 

the effects produced, and equally careful stndy of the rela

tions borne by these effects to the conditions of the exper

iment. 

Take an early opportunity for a careful reading of tho 

Appendix to this book, so that you may be able to refer to 

it subsequently, when yon need help that it may give. 

In the following pages, the specific gmvity of all gases is 

referred to hydrogen as the standard. All temperatures 

are recorded in Con tigrade degrees. 
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T H E D 0 M A I N 0 F C H E M I S T R Y. 

1. What is Matter ?-.Matter is anything that 
occupies space or " takes up room,.'' 

Everything that has weight is matter; all matter has 
weight. 

2. Divisions of Matter.-.Matter may be con
sidered as existing in n1tasses, molecules, and atoms. 

NutfJ.- The word molecule is from the diminutive of mole8, & 

Latin word meaning a mass. Etymologically, molecule means a little 
nJIIllS. The word atom is from the Greek, and signifies, etymologi
cally, a thing that can not be cut or divided. 

3. What is a Mass ?-.II. n?tass is any qrw,ntity of 
matte1· that contains more tha11t a single m,olecule . 

.Any quantity of matter that can be appreciated by the 
senses, eren with the aid of modern apparatus, is a 
mass, while many ma.sses are too minute to be thus appre

ciable. 

4. What is a Molecule?- A. molecule is the 
smallest particle of matter that can exist by itself, 
separate from other pa1·ticles of matter; or it is the 
smallest quantity of matter into which a mass can be di
vided by any process that does not destroy its identity or 
change its chemical nature. Molecules are exceedingly 
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small, far beyond the reach of vision even when aided by 

a. powerful microscope. 

(a.) According to one of the best authorities, a cubic decinwt,•r 
{Appendix 2) of gas, at the ordinary atmospheric pressure, contnios 
about 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 (=10«) molccuiCi'. 

(b.) Natural Philosophy !Raches us that beat is onu kind of eo('rgy 
resulting from motion (Ph.§ 473). Bot this motion of a hot body, 
constituting ~bo beat of thn body, is wholly iu;isible. 'fhc motion 
pertains to " parts of the body too minute to be seen scpamtely ami 
within limita so narrow that we cannot detect the absence of nny 
part from its original place. \Vo are to have tho conception of 
a body consisting of a great many small parts, ench of which is in 
motion. W e shall call any one of these puts a molecule of the sub
stance. A molecule may, therefore, be defined as a small ml\88 of 
matter, the parts or which do not part company during the excur
Blons which tho molecule mnkes when the body t.o which it belong1' 
is hot." 

(c.) The molecules of any givl'n substance ore held to be exactly 
alike, but different from the molecules of any other substance. For 
example, one copper molecule is exactly like evl'ry other copper 
molecule, but ditferrnt from every molecule of any Rubstance that is 
not copper. The nature of the substanco, therefore, depends upon 
the nature of its molecule. 

5. What is an Atom ?-.1n atom, is the snw1l
est particle of 1natter that can, exist even, in, con1r 
bination. 

(a.) Nearly every molecule is composed of two or more atoms. As 
we shall see, some molecules nre very complex. Tho common sugar 
molecule contains fony-fivo atoms. 

(b.) An ntom may also be defined as tho smallos\ quantity o f an 
element that exist-s in any molecule. 

6. Elementary aml Compomul Subst.:'lnces. 
-All substances are cla~ ified as being either elementary 
or compound. .IJ.ny st.Wsta,nce. that can not be. sep
arated, by any lcnown m,eans, into two m· nw1·e 
essentially clijj'erent kin,(l,s of matter, is culled (U~> 
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dement. .llny sUbstance that can be thus separate<~ 
is cnllecl ft- compowtd. Compounds consisL of two 
or more elements in chemical combination. The atoms 
of any given c•lemcnL are of the same kind; those 
of a compound are of Lwo or more kinds. There are as 
many kinds of atoms as there are ·elements. Sixty-six 
elements have been already recogniood (see Appendix 1). 
Some of these are very abundant and widely distributed; 
others ha,·c been found only in such minute quantities 
that even their properties have not yet been satisfactorily 
determined. Other clements will doubtless be discovered 
and it is possible that some substances now considered ele
mentary will be found to be compound. In iact, nearly 
every improvement in our melhods of examination (sec 
Ph., § 638, b) leads to the detection of clements previously 
unknown. Silver and gold a•·c elements; wood and water 
arc componucls. 

7. Organic and Illoi·ganic Substanc~s.
Szt-bstances that luwe been, form,er~ by animal or 
"!.legetable life are ccdlerl ·organic substances; those 
tha,t have not been thus formed are called inor
ganic. Flesh and bone, oak and cotton are organic snb
stances; metals, air, water, etc., are iuorgauic. 

(a.) This distinction is less important than formerly. Of late 
venrs chemists have succeeded in producing several "organic" sub
~tlln~s from "inorganic" materials. The oltl barrier bt·tw::-en or· 
ganic and inorganic chemistry is being b roken down, and many 
chcmiijtS now look forwanl. not hopelessly. to a future when even 
food may be made in the chemical laboratory as well as in the fields 
and pastures. 

8. :Forms of Attraction.-Each of the three di-
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visions of matter has its peculiar form of attraction. The 
attractions of masses and molecules pertain more particu
larly to ntttural philosophy; tho attraction existing be
tween atoms perlains chiefly to chemistry. .Jtmnic at
traction is callecl chemisn1t or chemical affiliil!f. 

Jhperinunt i.-Pulverize separately a teaspoonful each of loaf. 
sugar and potassium chlorate (cblorat.o of pot1111b) and mix them 
together upon a porcelain plate. Dip a gln88 rod (Appendix 4, a) into 
strong sulphuric acid and bold the rod in a horizontal p<l@ition 0\·er 
the mixture and close to it but so as not to touch it. Notice that 
there is no peculiar action visiblo. Now bold tho rod in a vertical 
position, so that a drop of acid will fall upon tho mixture. Tho 
mixture is immediately i~:,rnitod. 

Experiment e.-Into a mortar, put a l>lt of pot.usium chlorate the 
size of a grain of wheat, and cover it with powdered sulphur. 
Notice that ther;J is no peculiar action visible. Now rub them to· 
g11thcr vigorously wiLh the ~tie A sharp explosion or a succes
sion of minute oxplosions will take place. 

fir See the Oautio1~ following Experiment 86. 

Experiment .f.-Cover a bit of phosphol11!l, tho size of a pin hMld, 
with pulverized potassium chlorate lllld \vrap tho materials In a biL 
of soft parer, so as to form a minute torjledo. Tho phosphorus and 
the particles of potassium chlorate lie cloeo together, but nn action 
takes place. Now place tho torpedo on a smllll anvil or other 
I!IDMth, hard surface and jurce tht phmrplwrru nnd plltauium rhlnrau 
clour U>gether by a blow with a hammur. A violent explOI:!ion takee 
plaoo. 

9 . Peculiarities of Ch emical Afllnity.-The 
foregoing experiments illustrate the fact that ntnn1-ir at
traction is effective nt insensible d i sl rtn res only. 
In only a few cases is it possible by mechanical means to 
bring solid particles sufficiently near en.ch other for lbo 
desired chemical action. 'fhe necessary frredom of 
molecular motion (Ph. , §§54, 55, 57), is generally secured 
by solution, fusion or vaporization of one or more of lhe 
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materials used. Hence solvents and heat are important 
agents in the chemical laboratory. Another peculiarity is 
that atomic attraction is most energetic between 
dissimtla1· substances. 

(n.) A body Is dissolved or" in solution" when it is so finely di
vided and its particles are so complotely dispei'Sed through the water 
or other solvent that they can neither be seen nor separated from 
the liquid by fil tering. 

10. P hysical and Chemical Changes. -.!1 
physical chan~e is one that does not chan~e the 
composition of the molecule, and, therefore, does 
1Wt change the nature of the substance acted 
upon. .!1 chen1-ical chan~e is one that does chan~e 
the composition of the molecule and, therefore, 
does change the nature of the substance. -

(a.) A piece of marble may be ground to powder, but each gTain 
is marble still. Ice may change to water nod water to steam, yet the 
nature of the substance is unchanged. Such 118 these are ph~·sical 
changes. But if the piece of me.rble be acted upon by sulphuric 
acid, a brisk offervoecence taket1 pl&.ee, caused by tho eeca.pe of carbon 
dioxide, which was a constituent of the marble; calcium sulphate 
(gypsum), not marble, will remain. (Experiment 18.5.) Tho water 
may, by the action of electricity, be decomp<li!Crl into hydrogen and 
oxygen. (Experiment 12.) Such 118 these are chemical changes. 

Experiment 4.-Rub t{)gother in a mortar 4 g. of sodium sulphate 
crystals and 2 g. of potnssium carbonate. Tho two solids form a 
liquid. Repeat the experiment with ice and salt. 

~iment 5.-Satu.ra.te 4 cu. em. of water with calcium chloride 
(§ 291). Add slowly 0.5 cu. em. of sulphuric acid. The two trana
parent liquids form a white, opaque solid. (Ph., § 524 (4).) 

Elpl!1'imtnt G.-Moisten the inner surface of a. beaker glnss, or 
clear tumbler, with strong ammonla. water, and place a few drops of 
the liquid in tho glass. Cover it with a glnss plate (or piece of 
writing paper). Moisten the inner surface or a similar clear gl&88 
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veeecl with hydrochloric (muriatic) acid. Invert tho second vessel 
over tho first, mouth to mouth, so thaL tho contents of the two 

FIG. I. 

vessels Khall be sep
arated only by tho 
gliU!S plate. &ch 
vessel is filled with 
an invisible A"US. 
Now remove tho 
glaas plate. 'I'he in
visible gases diffuso 
into each other and 
form a dense cloud 
that slowly settles 
In the form of a 
white powder. 

&periment 7.-Dissolve five or six lumps of loaf-sugar in a beaker 
gllll!l! or a tea.eup with as little warm water as poesible. Place the 
beaker glass upon a large plate and into the syrup slowly pour strong 
sulphuric acid, stirring the contents of the beaker glass at the same 
time. A black, porous solid will fill the glass, and probably overflow 
upon the plate. 

Experiment 8.-In a conical test ·glass, or o. test-tubo, dissolve a few 
eryst11ls (0.5 g.) of silver nitrate in 10 cu. em. of water. In a second 
test-glass, place a similar solution of lead nitrnto ; In a third, a solu
tion of mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate) ; in a fourth, 10 ctt. em. 
of chlorine water (Exp. 6), to which a few drops of a freshly prepared 
dllute solution of starch have been added. Each solution will boas 
clear as water. To each, add a few drops of tho colorless solution of 
potassium iodide, and notice the 
colors produced, yellow, orange, 
BCarlet and blue. 

limperiment 9.-lnto a glllBB tube 
2 em. in diameter, and 15 or 20 ~m. 
in length, having one end closed 
and rounded like a test-tube, place 
20 mg. of freshly burnt char
coal. Draw tho upper part of the 
tube out to a narrow neck. Fill tho 
tube with dry oxygen o.nd seal the 
tube by fusing the neck. Weigh 
the tube and its contents very care- FIG. 2 . 
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fully. By gradually heating the rounded end of the tubo, the char
coni may be ignited and, with sufllcient care, entirely burned without 
breaking the tube. When the chnrconl bas disn.ppeared, weigh tht~ 

·tube and Its contents again. The chemical changes that Jed to the 
disappearance of the charcoal have caused no change in the weight 
of the ruaterials used. See App. 4, c and d. 

E:rperim~nt 10.-Put a few small pieces of zinc into a test-tube 
ancl pour some strong nitric acid upon them. Redclieh fumes appear. 
and the tube becomes warm. 

11. Characteristics of Chemical Action .. -
From the preceding pages we learn that atomic attraction is 
a very powerful agent in its own field, but that it acts only 
npon the minutest divisions of matter (atoms) and at dis
tances too small to be perceptible. The resulting action 
leads to a general change of properties, physical and 
chemical, always excepting weight. This exception is 
the direct result of the indestructibility of matte r (Pb., 
§ 37). Every atom of matter bas a certain definite weight, 
and as, in these changes, tho atoms arc met·ely rearranged 
but none destroyed or created, the sum total of the weights 
of these atoms must remain unchanged. Whenever these 
atoms rush together (synthesis, § 18) they develop heat, 
which is thus a frequent result of chemical action (Ph., 
§ 568). As will be seen from the next paragraph, chemi
cal action takes place between definite quantities of mat
ter only . 

.Experiment 11.-Fine iron filln~ and powdered sulphur may be 
mixed in any proportion. From such a mixture thtl iron way be re
moved by a magnet; tho sulphur may be removed by solution in 
carbon disulphide (~ 201), fi ltration and subeequent evaporntion 
of the filtrate. The iron is eLill iron , the sulphur is still sulphur. 
In the mixture thejrt<l iron or sulphur particles may be detected 
with a microscope. Now mix thoroughly 4 g. of the powdf"red sul
phur with 7 g. of the iron filings, and place the mixture in an igni
tion tube (Appendix 4, 11) about 12 em. long. B1 wooden nippers, 
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bold the tube over the gas or &loohol lamp (Appendix 15), as shown 
in the figure. The sulphUl' melts and oombines with the iron to 

form fer rous sulphide (sulphide or sul. 
phuret of iron). Tl1ere is no longer any 
thing to be attracted by a magnet, or to be 
dissolved by csrbon disulpbidA. 'l'be mi. 
Cl'0800pe revenls no particle of either oon
stituent of tbe mixtu.re. The ferrous suJ. 
pbide, which contains the iron and the sul
phur, differs from both in appearance and 
properties. It always consi8t8 of '1 parts ol 
iron to 4 parte of sulphur by weight (or 06 : 
32), however or wherever obtained. I nstcad 
of using the ignition·tube represented in 
Fig. 3, the mixed iron and sulphur may be 
placed in a small HC@Ilian crucible (Appen
dix 21), covered with a similar Inverted 
crucible and beatod in a coal fire. FtG. 3· 

12. Mixtures and Compotm<ls. - Mixtures of 
two or more substances may be formed by mingling tbom 
in all conceivable proportions, but a compound formed by 
chemical o.ction consists of certain invariable proportions 
of i ts constituents. Th us, oxygen and hydrogen may be 
mixed in any desired proportion, but they will unite to 
form water only in the ratio of eight parts to one by 
weight, or one part to two by volume. When iron rusts, the 
oxygen of the air combines with the metal at the rate of 
3 grams or ounces of oxygen to 7 grams or ounces of iron. 
No chemist can make 3 grams of oxygen uni te with G 
grams of iron. In a mixture, the constittwnts a re 
said to be f ree ; in a compouna, they are saiil to be 
combined or in combination. 

\ 

(a.) Gunpowder is com polled of cba.reoal , eolphur and potassium 
nitrate (nitre or saltpeter) muhanicaUy miud. The potassium nitl'llte 
may be washed out by water and, by evaporating tbe water, may be 
eecured In the solid form. The sulpbUl' may then be removed from 
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the nrlxture, as in Experiment 11. The charcoal will be left alone. 
The constituents of gunpowder could not be thus separated if they 
were in chemica.! union. When gunpowder is ignited, the constit
uents cqmbiTUJ to form enormous volumes of gaseous products. 

13. Chemistt·y D efined. - Chenbistry is the 
branch of science that examines the elements and 
their compounds experinwntally, and investigates 
the laws that reJ!ulate their combirw,tion. 

(11.) The experimental exaurlnation above mentioned has to do with 
the properties and composition of substances and the known or poe
sible cheurlcal changes they may undergo. 

(b.) Such changes as we have seen In the foregoing experiments 
can not bo foretold ; they can bo ascertained only by experiment ; 
i.e., by placing the substances in question under circumstances that 
the chemist can control and vary. Hence, chemistry is called an 
e~ICience. 

' 
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-sx.S E~TION I. 

ANALYSIS OF WATER. 

14 . The First Question.-One of the most famil
iar substances in nature is water. I ts appearance, uses, 
occu!Tence, and many of its valuable properties are mat
ters of common observation and every day application. 
We know that it furnishes the units of weight (Ph., § 36), 
of specific gravity (Pb., § 24t), and of specific heat (Ph. , 
§ 532). We know that it may assume the solid, liquid and 
gaseous forms in succession. While these and many others 
are well-known facts, tho healthy mind still asks, "Of what 
is it made ?" This very question, "Of what is it nwde ?" 
which thus confronts tho young chemist at the tbreshohl 
of the science, will force itself upon his attention at every 
step ~f his progress. It, therefore, deserves carefu 1 con
sideration. Working together, we shall find an answer. 

Experiment 1!.- The apparatus rel)reeentcd in Fig. 4 consists of 
a vessel containing water (to wl1ich n little acid has been added to 
increase its conductivity) in which arc immersed two platinum 
strips which constitute the two electrodes of a galvanic battery. 
Glass tubes containing acidulated watar are Inverted over the plati
num elootrode11. A battery of three or four Grove cells will 
answer very well for our present purpose (Ph., § 384). When the 
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F1c. 4· 
circuit -is closed and tl10 current passed through tho water between 
the electrodes, bubbles will be notieed rising in the glass tubes and 
gradually displacing the water therefrom. Gas will n.ccumulate 
about twice as rapidly iu the tube covering the negative electrode 
(Ph., § 877) n.~ in tho other. 

15. Anotl1er Question.-By the time the water 
has been displaced from one of the tubes, we shall, per
hap~, be wondering what is in the tube. This question, 
"What is itt!" is also continually recurring to the chemist. 
Lift ibo tube carefully, holding it mouth downward, and 
gently cover its mouth with the thumb. It looks like air; 
is it air? To obtain our answer, 
we must., as usual, make an ex
periment. 

.Experiment 13.-Light n taper or dry 
splinter of wood, and thrust it into the 
tube, as shown in Fig. 5. Tho taper 
fiamo will bo extinguished and the gns 
wiJI burn at the mouth of the tube. 
Notice the appearanoo of the flame. 
Tho taper ruay be withdrawn and re
lighted at the month of the tube and 
the experiment repeated. Wtu it air in 
tlte tube 1 

F1c. 5· 
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We have now interrogated Nature, conversing with her 

in her own language. 'l'he question being properly put, 
she answered that it wns not air. The answer was intelli

gible and satisfactory. As a matter of present convenience, 

we shriU call this gas hydrogen. 

16. What is in the other Tube ?- By this 
time the other tube is probably full of gas, generated at 

the positive electrode. If so, break the circuit (Ph., 
§ 376) and remove the tube, closing its mouth as before. 
Is it air? Is it hydrogen? 

Experiment 14 -To put these questions in proper fonn, light the 
taper and let it burn until 11 spark will remain upon the wick when 
'be flame is blown out. Thfll8t the glowing taper (or a glowing 
splinter) into the tube. The taper 18 rekindled and bums with un.
tUUal vigor and brilliancy. 

The answer is as prompt and unmistakable as before. 
It was not air; it was not hydrogen. For purposes of 
present convenience, we shall caU this gas oxyJen. 

17. The Synthesis of Water.- So far, we have 
seen that water is composed of oxygen and hydrogen, 

there being twice ns great a volume of the latter as of the 
former. We have also learned that these gases look like 
common air, but that, in their action upon burning sub-

. stances, they are very different from air and from each 
other. If we wish to know whether water has any other 
constituent, or suspect that these gases cn.mo from the 

small quantity of acid used to increase the water's con
ductivity for the electric current, it would be natural to 
try to unite these gases and sec what the product is. For 
such an experiment we are not quite ready. By the anal
ysis of something we have secured separated oxygen and 
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hydrogen; for their synthesis, it is desirable that we know 

more about them (Exps. 28 and 53). 

18. Analysis, Synthesis, and 1\letathesis.
By chemical analysis, we mean the breaking up of a com
pound into its constituent parts (Exp. 12); by chemical 
synthesis, we mean the union of two or more substances to 
form one, different fi'Om any of its constituents (Exp. 27). 
Synthesis is chiefly used to pt·ove the resulte of analysis. 
Metathesis consists in the inf..erchange of dissimilar atoms 
or groups of atoms between two sets of molecules, and 
implies that the structure of these molecules is not other
wise altered (§ 74 a). 1t may almost be regarded as a con
currence of analysis and synthesis. 
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H YDROGEN 

IT Symbol, H ; apec'fW gracity, 1; atomic tuight, 1 m. c. (§ 62) ; 
molecular weigltt, !J m. c.; quanticalenu, 1 (§ 92). 

19. Occtu-ren ce.-It was long thought that hydro
gen did not occur free in no.ture, but i t has been found 
uncombined iu meteors, volcanic gases, and t.ho solar and 
stellar atmospheres. In combination, it is almost every
where, being found in water, iu petroleum, and in all 
animal and vegetable subst.'l.nccs. 

Note.-The word hydrogen is derived from the Greek lmdor 
( = water) and gennao ( =1 produce) . 

. t'lc. o. 

20 . The A pparatus.-Provide a good bottle, about 
20 em. (8 in.) high, and having a mouth about 2.5 em. 
(1 in.) in diameter. Reo that the edges of the bottle are 
smooth, so that they will not cub the cork. Get a caout
chouc stopper or fine grained cork (App. 9) that will fit 
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the mouth of the bottle snugly, and furnish it with a 
funnel tube, a, and a delivery tube, b, (App. 4,b) as shown 
in Fig. 6. Tbe funnel tube should be of such n l&ngth 
that, when the cork is in its place, the tube will reach 
within 1 em. (! in.) of the bottom of the bottle. To 
the delivery tube, b, connect a piece of gl~s tubing, cl, 
bent near each end. The connection may be made by a 
short piece of snugly fitting rubber tubing, c. If desira
ble, c and d may be replaced by a piece of rubber tubing 
of suitable length. The lower end of d terminates beneath 
the inverted saucer or tin plate, e, placed in the pan, f. 
The saucer bas a notch in ils edge for the admission of cl, 
and a hole in the middle of its bottom; this hole should be 
a little larger than the delivery tube. Into the pan, pour 
enough water to cover the saucer. Fill a bottle, g, with 
water and invert it over the hole in tho bottom of e. 
Atmospheric pressure will keep tbe water in g. (Ph., 
§ 275). 

21. Th e P1·eparation.-Granulate some zinc by 
melting about 250 g. (l lb.) in a llessian crucible or iron 
ladle, and slowly pouring it, while very hot, into a pail or 
tub of water, from as great a height as you can conven
iently reach. Put about 25 g. (1 oz.) of this granulated 
zinc (clippings of ~rdinary sheet zinc will answer, but not 
so we11) into the gas bottle, B, pour in water until the 
bottle is about a quarter full and replace the cork. Be su1·e 
tliat all ~f tlte .foints about tlw mouth of tlie bottle m·e ligltt. 
To test this, place the delivery tube between the lips and 
force air into the bottle until water rises in the fnnnel tube 
and nearly fills the funnel. Place the end of the tongue 
against the end of the delivery tube to prevent the escape 
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of air from the bottle. If the water retains its elevation 
in a, the joints are tight. If the water falls in a to the 
level of that in B, the apparatus leaks and must be put 
into satisfactory condition before gaing on. Pour sulphuric 
or hydrochloric acid tluough the funnel tube, a, in small 
quantities, not more than a thimble full at a time. Gas 
will he generated with lively efferrescenoo in Band bubble 
up in g, displacing the wat.er therefrom. This method of 
collecting a gas, by the displacement of water, is called 
"collecting over water." It will be thus briefly indicated 
hereafter. 

22. The Collection.-The gas first delivered will 
be mixed with the air that was in the apparatus at the 
beginning of the experiment. This should be thrown 
away, as it is dangerously explosive. When a quantity of 
gas about equal to the contents of the gas bottle hllB thus 
boon allowed to escape, fill a test tube or small wide
mouthed bottle with tho gas, remove it fro.m the water pan, 
being careful to hold it mouth downward, and bring a 
lighted match, or other flame, to the mouth. If the gas 
burns with a puff, or slight explosion, it is not yet free 
from air. In this way continue to test the gas, as it is de
livered, until it burns quietly at the mouth of the tube 
and within it. Keep the end of the delivery tube, d, under 
water until you are sure that the hydrogen is unmixed 
with air. Do not, at any time, bring a flame into contact 
with any considerable quantity of hydrogen until you have 
established its non-explosive character by testing a small 
quantity as just described. For such tests, bottles are 
not so good as test tubes or cylinders (App. 7), as they 
confine the gas m~re and thus increase the danger in case 
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of an explosion. Add acid through the funnel tube from 
time to time, as may be necet~sat·y to keep up a brisk effer
vescence in the gas bottle. Fill seveml bottles with the 
unmixed gas, slipping the mouth of each, as it is filled, 
into a saucer contuining enough water to seal the mouth 
of the bottle and pre\·ent the escape of the hydrogen. If 
you have used the pneumatic trough (App. 12) instead of 
the water pan, the bottles may be left upon the shelf of 
the tt·ough, which should be a little below the surface of 
the water. At your earliest convenience, fi ll one of the 
gaa holders (App. 13) with hydrogen. 

Note.-There are several other ways of preparing hydrogen_ 
Some of them will be considered subsequently. 

23. The Reaction.-The hydrogen just prepared 
resulted from the action of the zinc upon the acid, water 
being used to dissolve the solid compound thus formed. 
Resulting from this action we have the hydrogen gas and 

a chemical compound called zinc chloride ir hydl·ochloric 

ucid was used, or zinc sulphate if sulphuric ncid was used. 
This compound remains dissolved in the water of the gas 

bottle. The zinc chloride or sulphate may be obtained 
separate by filtering and evaporating the solution. We 
may represent hydrogen by the symbol H, and zinc by tho 
symbol Zn. Hyd1'0Chloric acid is composed of hydrogen 
and chlorine (an element which we shall soon study § 104) 
and may be represented by HCI. Tho zinc chloride is 
composed of zinc and chlorine and may be represented by 
ZnC1 2 . In :!Jwt, chemists of all nations represent these 
substances by these convenient abbreviations and other 
substances by similar symbols, as will be explained soon 
(§ 56). '!'he chemical changes that took place in the gas 
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bottle may be represented by the following equation 

(§ 127); 
Zn + 2HCI = ZnCI2 + H2. 

The free zinc united with the chlorine of tho acid to 
form the zinc chloride, thus setting free the hydrogen of 

the acid. As hydrogen is a gas, it bubbled through lbe 
water c.'\using the effervescence. A zinc ch Iori de is a 
soluble solid, it was dissolved by the water. From lhe 

clashing together of otoms in this reaction, much heaL \\as 
de\'eloped (Ph.,§§ G74, G7G). At the close of the experi

ment, smoll black particles are sometimes to be seen float;.. 
ing in the solution in tbe gus bottle. Tbc o arc bits of 

carbon that were present, ns impurities, in the zjnc. 

t 

FIG. 7· 

Experiment 15. - Instead of " collecting over 
water," collect the gas by " upward displacem ent," 
os follows: Bring the delivery tube, d, of tho gas 
l>ottl11 (Fig. 6) or gas holder into a vertical J>08ilion. 
Hold over it a test tube, or small boltl<>, as shown in 
Fig. 7, and call80 the H to flow rapidly t hroug h the 
tube, d. In a fpw moments the air will be driven 
from the test tube and replaced with H. That this 
gas is not mixed with air (after nllowing the H to 
fi()W a Sufficient length or time) may be shoml by 
testing it in the manner described in § 22. lVItat 

d.MR tlti& e;rperiment teach 1 
F4JPeriment 16.-Re!ill the bottle with H, cover t11o mouth, turn 

the bottle right side up, remove the cover and quickly apply n flnme. 
How does the H fin me differ from those previously seen? Why Y 

E:l;periment li.- Tako two cylinders or 
largo test tube.~ of equal size. Fill one of 
them, a, with H. Bring the mouth of a 
to that of II, gradually turn a from its 
invertoo position, ns shown in Fig. , 
until it is upright below II. J>Jaco a upon 
a table and in half a minute test tho two 
tubes with a flame. If the experiment 
has been neatly perfonned it will be 
found that b, which had ni;, now has H, FIC. 8 
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and tbat a, which had H, now bas air. The H was p0t1red ttpward 
from a to b. This is called "upward decantation,'' and is possible 
because of the extreme levi ty of this gas as compared with the sur
rounding air. 

E.rperiment 18. - Equipoise two beaker glasses, as shown in Fig. 0. 
Fill the invert('(} beaker with H, by upward decantation. The equi
librium wil! be destroyed, and the glass containing H will rise. 

FIG. 9· 

E:r-periment 19.-To the tlexible rubber delivery tube of a gas 
holder containing H, attach the stem of an ordinary cla.v pipe, or a 
small glass funnel. Wi th the gas flowin!l' slowly (the flow bei u,:t 
controlled hy the stop-cock), dip thl' pipe into a saucer of soap-sucls, 
and, when a film is formed over the mouth of the pipe, turn its 
mouth upward and open the stop-cock wider. The bubble soon 
breaks away from the pipe and rises like a balloon. 

Note.-The last experiment will be more satisfactory if the soap 
solution be prepared by making a strong solution of white caetile 
soap in wann soft water that has been recently boiled, and adding 
half its volume of glycer in. Shake the mixture thoroughly, and it 
is mady for uso. 

Experiment eo. - Over a vertical tube delivering H, hold a 
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sheet of gold leaf or unglazed paptlr. The gtUI will pass through 
the gold or paper, and may be lighted on the upper side of the 
sheet. 

A 

F rc. 10 . 

&pcriment t l. - The remarkably 
rapid dilfusion of H mny be shown a11 

follows: Cement with sealing-wax 
the )JOrous cup of a. Grove eel\ to a 
glass fun nel, mouth to mouth. P ro
long the stem of the funnel, 1, with 
a glass tube passing snugly through 
the cork of the bottle B. The funnel 
may be supportod by the retort struld, 
R, and connected to tho glass tube by a 
pirce of rubber tubing. 'l'he bottle is 
to be half full of wat.er and provided 
with a delivery tube. d, drawn out to o. 
j et above and dipping into the water 
below. When a bell glass, G, contain· 
lng H is placed over the porous cell, 
the H diffU808 inward so much more 
rapidly than the air can diffuse out
ward that an incrcaaed pressure is 
exerted on the surface of the water In 
B. If all of the joints are tight, water 
will be thrown from the jet, a11 shown 
in Fig. 10. The experiment may be 
simplified by allowing the t ube, a, to 
dip Into water in an open vcsscl. Bub
bles will rise through the water. 

~imtnt t i?.-The diffusion of H may be shown more easily 
but less prettily by closing one end of a gla88 tube 3 or 4 em. 
(lt in.) in diameter and about 80 em. (12 ln.) long, with a plug of 
plaster of Paris 1 or 2 om. thick, filling It with H by upward 
displacement and placing the mouth of the tube in a. tumbler of 
water. The outward diffusion of the gas throu~th the porous septum 
reduces the pressure on the water In the tube, which is then forced 
upward by atmospheric pressure. An argnnd lamp chimney answer~~ 
well for the ex periment. The plug may be inserted by spruading o. 
stiff paste of tho pla.ster and water in a. layer of the desired thicknees 
upon a piece of writing-paper a.nd pressing one end of the chimney 
down into it. Jn an hour or two the plast.er will have set. The paper 
may then be easily removed and the plaster outside the tube broken 
oft'. Allow it to dry over night before using. In filling the tubo 
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with gas, hold it so that the septum wiU be covered with the .fleshy 
part of the hand to prevent premature diffusion. The water may be 
colored with cochineal or indigo or ink. 

JIJxprrimmt !!J.-To show the dlect of 
H upon sounds produced in it, fill u huge 
bell glMs with the gas, suspend it mou th 
downward, and strike a bell in it,us shown 
in Fig. 11. Inslend of the bell, one of tho 
smull squtJakiog toys well known to chil · 
drcn may be sounded in the H. When 
the gas has been purified (~ 26), the pupil 
may with BUfoty inhale it once or twice and 
try w speak or to sing bnss with his lungs 
filled with it (Ph., § 424). 

24:, Physical Properties.
Hydrogcn is a transparent, color
less, t.'lstcless, odorless gas, as may 
be seen by direct inspection. It is 
the lightest kuown substance. One FIG. n 

liter of it weighs 0.0896 grams, wlticlt weigltt is called 
a critlt; 100 en. in. weighs 2.14 grains. It refracts 
light much more powerful1y than air (Ph., § 6i2), anu is 
often taken as the standard of specific gravity for aeriform 
bodies. It has recently been liquefied by subjecting it to 
a very great pressure (Ph., §§ 58, 59, 277), at a very low 
temperature. Because of its extreme lightness, it diffuses 
more rapidly than any other known substance, and has a 
peculiar effect upon sounds produced in it (Ph., § 426). 
It is only sparingly soluble in water, 100 volumes of the 
liquid absorbing only one or two of the gas. 

(a.) H is about 14t times as light as air, 11,000 timr.s as light as 
wat4:'r, 150,000 tim('s as light as mercury. and 240,000 timet< as light 
as platinum. 

(b.) That H is not very soluble in water is shown by the fact that 
it may oo collooted ovrr water. But the metal palladium nbsorhs or 
"occludes" several hundred times its volume of H, forming what 
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~~eems to boa truo alloy . For tllis nnd other reasons it is thought by 
some that H is the vapor of a higlll y volatil e metal. 

(c.) We havo many metallic solids and one metallic liquid (§ 834) 
which muy bo solidi fit'<! by cold W hy may we not., it is nsked. have 
a metallic gas? H twa bctn liquefied ; it 'fn{ty be solidi fietl. In fact, 
it is claimed that H Ions boon solidified. 

Mercury vapor is present in the " vacuum'' of every thermometer 
nnd barometer. As we know a metal tha t is liqujd under ordinary 
circumstances aud solid or gll.f!COus under peculiar conditions, it iH not 
difficult to conc~ive a motu! that is gaseous under ordinary circum
slanct!S und liqui I or solid under peculiar conditions. 'l'ho metallic 
nature of H has not yet been generally admitted. 

(d.) Palladium, at a red heat, occludes 935 times its volumo of H 
and 876 times its volume at the ordinary temperature. After absorb
ing tho gas, the tenacity, specific gravity, thPrmal nnd electric con
ductivity of the metal are diminjshed. Platinum, at a red heat, 
absorbs 8 8 times its volnmo of H. 

Experiment 24.-RPp~t Exp. 13, and describe the phenomena 
ftilly. What two chemica/, properties of H does this experimnnt 
illustrate? 

Experiment es .- Rep<'nt Exp. 19, and w}li!O the bubble is in thP 
rur, touch it quickly with a lig hted taper. Be sur!' 
to sec all that the experiment shows, and then t1•lt 

t what you see. 

Expt riment €6.- Replaoo the bent de-livery t uho 
of the gas bottle wiLh o. straight I 
ono having the upper part 1- ~ 
drawn out to form a jet. After ~6\ 
the H has been escnping for 
some time, test small quanti-
ties of it until you nrc Rure that 
it is unmixed with air. Then, 
and not until then, apply flame 
to the j ot. This is the "Philow. 
phor's cnndle." Hold a smull 

' coil of fine wire in the upp<>r 
FIG. 12. part of the flame. Descril e 

fully the flame of the ' ' Philoso· 
phcr's candle" tFig. 13). FIG. IJ. 

Experiment e?'.-Over the flam!' of thl' "Philosopher's cnndle,' 
hold a clear, dry, cold tumbler. In a lew moments the clear glass 
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will become dimmed with a sort of dew, evidently caused by the 
conrlensation of 801ne taporformed by tile ba1·ning of H in air. . . 

Experiment :'!8.- Pass a 
stream of H from the gas 
holder through a U-tul>e, a, 
(Fig.14), containing calcium _ 
chloride, tohit:h will retain 
rmy aqu.wus 'O<Lpor that may 
bo mixed with tho gas. To 
the further end of this dry
ing tube attach a piece of 
glass tubing, b, drawn out 
to form a j et. Over the jet, 
place the bulb of a thistle or F:G. 14. 

funnel -tube, c, which is bent and connected by a perforatOO cork 
to one leg of the U-tube, d. In the other leg of this U -tube, place a 
loosely fitting test tub<>, e, ncarly filled with ice-water. 'l'he hydrogen 
flame should be l!'l or 14 mm. (~ in.) long. The size of the flame 
may be largely controlled by regulating the pressure at the gas holder 
In four or five minnlt-s, an appreciable quantity of liquid will be 
found in t he bend of d ; by keeping the flame steadily burning for 
half au honr, a considerable quantity of the liquid will be secured. 
This liquid is •tcatel·. Why was the gas passed through the drying 
tube? Why was tho test tube of cold water placed in tho leg of d Y 

Note.-Tl1e leg of d that co:ltains e would better be connected 
by rubber tubing with an aspirator (App. 13), and the flow of steam 
and air through o and d thus increased. 

Experim.ent fe9.-0•.>er the flame of the "PhilosophE-r's candle," 
l1old a glass tube, t , 30 or 40 om. (12 or 15 in.) long, as shown in 
Fig. 15. By moving the tube up and down, n position \vill be 
found in which the apparatus givt>B forth a musical tone. lf the 
experiment does not work at first, vary the size of the flame or 
change the tube, t, for a lnrger or smaller one. The current of 
air drawn upward into t (Ph., § 541) gives rise to a series of minute 
explosions which follow in such rapid succession that a continuous 
sound is produced (Ph.,§~ 429, 469, a.). See Fig. 15. 

Notr.-The two-necked bettie, to, shown in Fig. 15 (p. 24), is 
caiJPd a Woullfo bottle. Such bottlPa are also made with three 
necks. As the mouths nrc amaller than that of the gas bettie pre
viously described, tight joints ar!' mol'e easily secured . Woullfe bot
tles are V!'ry convenient for many purposes. See A pp. 6. 
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&perimtn4 30.-lf you be.vu e. piece of platinum sponge, the size 
of e. pea, make for it a support by 
winding a fine wire spirally into tl1e 
form of n little cup. Hca~ the sponge 
w r dncss in the le.mp,lllld when cold, 
hold i ~ 2 or 3 rm. a hove a struill je~ of 
dry H. The cold gns soon beats tho 
cold sponge to rednet!B ; tl1e sponge in 
turn ignitC8 the gos. 1n r-Ppeo.t:lng the 
experimEmt, the preliminary heating of 
the sponge, probably, will not be neces
sary. (§ 898, b.) 

Note.-The h~ating of the sponge 
drives off traces of certain o.bllorbable 
gases, such as ammonia, which il'ter
fere with the inflaming power of the 
platinum. Tllis property of platinum 

Ftc. 15. bas been explained by saying that tho 
metal condenses or even liquefies a film 

of H and one of oxygen on its surface, and tbo.t the two condensed 
elements when bMught together, under circumsmnces of such inti
mate contact, chemically unite 11t the ordinary temperature, the heo.t 
of such union excitinsr the combination of the rest of the gases. 

2 5. Chemical Prop el1iies.-.Ilydrogen is an ele
ment, combustible at about 500° 0. (App. 3), i. e., it 
combines chemically with the oxygen of the uir at that 
temperature. Its flame is pale (almost non-luminous 
under ordinary atmospheric pressure) bnt intensely hot. 
The burning of a. given weight of it, as 1 g., yields more 
than 34,000 lheat units (Ph., § 569), it having thus the 
greatest heating power of any k'llown substance. When
ever burned, either in the free state or in combination 
with other elements (e. g., alcohol or petroleum), the pro
duct of its combustion is water. It does not support ordi
nary combustion or respiration. When immersed. in it, a 
lighted t..'l.per is extinguished and an animal is suffocated, 
in both cases because of the absence of oxygen. It forms 

·. 
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an explosive mixture with au· or oxygen. It is the 
standard of atomic weight (§ 64) and. of quantivalence 
(§ 92) . 

.&periment 31.-Pnss the deli\·cry tube from the gas holdPr to the 
bottom of a drying bottle, a. nearly filled with pieces of pumice
stone saturated witl.t concentrated sulphuric ncitl. As tho gas riS<:s 
through the drying bottle it comes into contact with a large surlilce 
of acid, which eagerly roiJs it of any watery vapor with which it may 
lm londl'd. Into the bui!J of tho tube, c, put about 1G 0· U oz.) of the 
black oxide of copper. Weigh the tube and its content5 very cure
fully, make a note of the weight and connect c with tho delivery 
tui.Je of a. Fill the U-tube, a, with calcium chloride, wd~rh this tube 
nnd its contents very carefully, make a note of tho weight anti con-

FrG. 16. 

nect a with c, as shown in lfig. 16. The conoection~ with c may 
be made with pPrforated corks. To nl! of tho weighings, remove 
the corks and connectin$! tubes. Pn.ss H from the ~1\8 holdPr 
through the apparatus until it is deliver('(} from d unmixNl with nir. 
Then bring n. small flame under the bulb of c. Notice that the 
copper oxide, when heated io H, clutn_!res in color from black to 
red, and that, near the end of r, is former! a dew which subsoqncntly 
di~ppenrs. Continue the operation until the contents of the bulb 
remain r!ld when the lamp is removed an'l the flow of gas cltO"ked 
by the stoJ)-oock of the gas holdPr. When tho appn.ratus hns cooled , 
disconnect the parts, carefully weigh c with its contents, nnd a with 
its contents, and note tho weights. We shnll fiwl thnt tho contcn ' s 
of c have lost in weight and thnt those of d have j!"llined, the gain 
at d bcing about t gr.-nter than thd 101!8 at r. In the meantime, tho 
copper oxide has been changed to metnllic copper. In technical 
phrnae, the copper oxide was " redLiced" hy the H. 
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26. Pnrification.-The materials used in the gen- ' 
eration of hydrogen are seldom free from impuri ties. In 
conseque>nce, the hydrogen is frequently mixed with car
bon dioxide (C02 ) and hydrogen sulphide (H2 S), as well 
as watery vapor. The e impurities may be removed by 
passing the gas through a series of bottles, as shown in 
Fig. 17, in which a contains lime-water or a solution of 

FIG. 17. 

caustic soda(§ 270) ; b, a weak solution of silver nitrate; 
c, lumps of charcoal (§ 188); and d, strong sulphuric 

acid, calcium chloride, or other drying materiaL If the 
gas is to be collected ovet· water, the last bottle is of no 
use. 

27. Uses.- On account of its lightness, hydrogen has 
been used for the inflation of balloons. On accoun t of 
the intense heat produced by i ts combustion, it is used for 
melting platinum (§ 397) and other refractory substances 
and in producing the calcium ligh t (Exp. 49). As we 
have seen, it is useful in reducing metallic oxides, the 
metals thus formed being remarkably free from impurities. 

28. Tests.-Ilydrogen is easily identified by i ts physi
cal properties, c pecially its lightness, its r eady inflam
mability and the extinction of a taper flame placed in it. 
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3$~TKON. KKL 
O XY GEN . 

[ir Symbol, 0 ; specific gra'!Jity, 16; atomic weiglu, 16 m. c.,
molecular weight, 32m. c. ; quantivalence, e. 

29. Occurrence.-Of all the elements, oxygen is 
the most abundant and the most widely diffused. One
fifth of the air, by weight, is free oxygen, and eight
ninths of water, by weight, is combined oxygen. It has 
been estimated that three-fourths of the animal world, 
four-fifths of the vegetable world, one,half of the min
eral world, and fully two-tltirds of the whole world is 
oxygen. 

N ote.-The word oxygen is derived from the Greek oxua (=acid) 
and gennao (=I produce). 'l'hc name arO!le from the erroneous bdief 
that oxygen is a necessary constituent of nn acid. The element 
studied in the last section has a better claim to the title of "acid
former," but there is li ttle probability that either of the names wiil 
ever be changed. 

30. Preparation.-Oxygen is generally prepared by 
the decomposition of potassium ch lorate by heat. Pul
verize 5 g. of clean potassium chlorate (KCI0 3 ) and mix 
it thoroughly wi th an equal weight of black oxide of 
manganese (Mn02 ) that has been previously heated to red
ness and allowed to cool. Place the mixture in an igni
tion tube (App. 4, (t) of such size that tbe tube will be 
not more than a third full. Close the tube with a per
fomted cork, carrying a delivery tube. Support the igni
tion tube in a slanting position and apply heat, as shown in 
Fig. 18 (p. 28). The upper part of the mixture should be 
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heated first and the beat so regulated that the evolution 
of gas sball be nearly uniform. Collect the gas over water 
in bottles of about 250 cu. em. (t pt.) capacity. The first 

FIG. 18. 

half bottle full of the gas may well be rejected. Wily 'I 
Remove the end of the deli>ery tnbe from the water, or, 
better still, break the connection at c before rcmoYing the 
lamp. JF!ty f 

As soon as it is convenient, fill one of the larger gus 
holders with oxygen. For this- purpose it will be better to 
use larger quantities of the materials, and beat them in a 
flask. This flask may be of glass, but n retort of copper 
or iron, expressly constructed for the purpose, is desirable 
in every laboratory. ( e App. 22.) 

Cautinn.- Commercial MnO t is sometimes ndultcrntod with carbon. 
When such a mixture is heated with KCI01 , it gives rise to danger
ous explosions. Tioncc, n new or d<>nbtfuJ sample may well be te~t(>'d 
on a small scale by heating it with KCIO, in a t!'tlt-tube. 

31. The Reaction.-.A.t the close of the process just 
described, the ignition-tube will contain manganese diox
ide, (Mn0 2, black oxide or manganese) and potassium chlo
Jide (KCI). The KCI is easily soluble iu water; the M n02 
is not. After the tube bas cooled, by agitating its con-
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tents with water and filtering, theM n02 may all be recovered 
1tnchanged. It suffered no chemical cbaJlgo and was used 
only because, in some way still obscure, it caused the 
KCI03 to decompose more quietly and at a lower tempera
ture. Powdered glass or fino sand might be used with 
similar results. This effect, produced by what seems to 
be the mere presence of a substance, has been called 
catalysis. 

2KCI03 +2Mn02 = 2KCI+2Mn02 +30 2, 

or ....... .. ... 2KCI0 3 = 2KC I +30 2 . 

(a.) Pure KCI01 needs to be heated to 350° C. to decompose it: 
whtm mixed with Mn01 , the KCI01 decompost>s at 200· <.:. 1L bas 
been suggested that tho Mn01 is capable of a higher degree of oxida
tion, and that the higher oxide easily parts with some of ita 0, form
ing again the lower oxide. In this way the Mn01 would act us a 
carrier of 0, taking it from tho KCI0 1 and tht!n setting it free. (Com
pare § 140, d.) .But tlus is mere hypotllcsis. 

32. Physica1 P1·operties.-Oxygen is a transpar
ent, colorltss, tasteless, odorless gas, not to be distinguished 
by its appearance from hydrogen or ordinary air. It re
fracts light less powerfully than air. One liter of it (under 
ordinary conditions of temperature and atmospheric pres
sure) weighs 16 criths or 1.43 g. As it is about one-tenth 
heavier than air, it may be collected by downward dis
placement, but it is more sutisfuctorily collected over water. 
It is only sparingly soluble in water, 100 volumes of the 
liquid absorbing about three of the gas. Like hydrogen, 
it hns recently been liquefied by subjecting it to high 
pressure and low temperature. 

Note.-The bottles containing the 0 for the experiments imme
diately following should be prepnred by grinding their lips fiat with 
ornery powder, os described in App. 4, 1£. Have ready several greased 
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glass plates with which to close the mouths of the bottles 
thus prepared. During the combustions, it will be well to 
keep the mouths of the bottles covered loosely, as with card· 
board . 

.Exptriment 3£'.-Repeat Experiment 14, holding the bot
tle right side up, and allow tl1e taper to burn until the flame 
dies out. Remove the taper and cover the mouth of the 
bottle. Label the bottle " No. 1." 

FIG. 19. lhptriment 33.-lnto a second bottle of the gas, thrust a 
splinter of dry wood, having a glowing spo.rk at its end. 

When aftame, withdraw it, blow out t he flame and repeat until the 
gas fails to rekindle the splinter. Cover the mouth of the bottlt>. 
Label this bottle "No. 2." 

E:rperiment 34.-Place a lighted candle on a stand between two 
boys, A and B . Let B fill his mouth with 0 from the gas 
holder. A may blow out the flame, leaving a glowing wick; B may 
then puff 0 upon the wick and relight it. Repeat the experiment 
until the mouthful of 0 is exhausted.. B need not inhale the 0, but 
if a little does get into his lungs it will do no harm. 

Note.- If convenient, perform the next six experime~ts in a dark
ened room. 

Experiment 35.-Secure a piece of charcoal made from oa'k or other 
bark, if you can; otherwise use charcoal made from 
wood. Around the charcoal, wind one end of a 
fine wire, to form a handle. Have ready a bottle 
containing a liter or more of 0 . Ignite the charcool 
at the lamp and thrust i t into the bottle. Brilliant 
combustion will take place and continue until all 
of the charcoal, or all of the 0 , is consumed. 
Cover the bottle as before, and label it "No.8. •· 

E:rperiment 36.-Place a bit of sulphur (brim-
stone) the size of a pea into a deflagration spoon FIG. 20. 

(App. 19) and bold it in the lamp-flame. It soon melts and then 
takes fire. While burning, thrust It into a good sized jar of 0 . It 
will bum with a beautiful blue flame and much more brilliantly 
than it did in the air. At the end of the experiment cover the 
jar and label it w No. 4." ' ' 
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Oaution.-Phosphorus should not be handled with naked, dry 
fingers. It ignites easily by friction or 
slight elevation of temperature. Phos· 
phorus burns are serious. Under 
water, it may be handled and even 
cut with safety. When taken directly 
in the fingers, the fingers should be 
wet. 

&periment 37.- A larger glass ves
sel is desirable for this experiment. A 
g-ood·sized bell glass, such o.a is used FIG. 2 1. 

in air pump experiments, or a glo~. 
such as is used for keeping gold-flab, will auswer well. In the 
middle of a large plate or tray containing water 4 or 5 em. deep, 
place a metal support rising several em. above the surface of the 
water. From a stick of phosphorus, cut, under water, a piece the 
size of a large pes, dry it thoroughly between pieces of blotting 
or filter paper, place it upon the support in the tray, ignite it with a 
hot wire and quickly invert over it the bell glass or globe of 0. 
The combustion ~ exceedingly energetic and indC!'Cribo.bly brilliant. 
The metal support for the phosphorus may be protected from combus
tion by coating its uppPr surface with lime, c:talk, or plaster of Paris. 
The experiment bas beeu called the "Phosphoric Sun." At first, 
part of the go.a may bubble out at the mouth of the glebe, but o.a the 
dense fumes formed· by the burning of the phospl1orus are absorbed, 
water will rise within the vessel. Then pour more water into the 
tray, if necessary, and label the globe" No.5." 

lhperiment 38.-Heat an iron r<>d, o.a thick o.a an ordinary lead 
pencil, to bright redness. Bring it quickly in front of a j et of 0 
from the gas bolder. It will burn with beautiful effects, throwing 
off sparks and dropping globules of iron oxide. 

&periment 39. - Form a spiral of fine iron wire (pianO-forte wire 
is preferable) by winding the wire upon a lead pencil or piece of 
glass tubing ; wind some waxed thread upon the lower end of the 
wire, or dip the end of the wire in to melted sulphur eo tl1at a small 
sulphur bead shall adhere to the wire. At the bottom of a. vessel 
containing 2 or 3 liters of 0 place a layer of water or sand. Ignite 
the thread or sulphur and quickly place the wire in the 0 . 'rhe 
burning wax, or sulphur, heats the end of the wire to redness. The 
wire then burns with beautiful scintillations. The tlxperiment 
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may be made more brilliant by using a. coiled watch spring instead 
of the iron wil't'. The watch 
spring, which may be had 
gratis of almost any jew!ller, 
is to be softened by heating 
it to redness and allowing 
it to cool slowly ; it mny 
then easily be coiled. \Yiud 
the lower end of the spring 
with twine and dip it into 
melted Anlphur, to pr<•paro 
tho kindling mnterial. The 
kindling matter ehould bo 
no larger in qua ntity thnn iR 
u~ry to h eat the wire or 
spring to t he n~ssnry tem
p eratu re; any cxress ictt>r
fcres with the success of tho 
experiment, by consuming 

F tG. 22 . the free 0 and forming un-
desirable compounds in the jar. The melted metnl globu les some
times fuse their way into or through the glass bottom of the jar, 
when the water or sand is not provided to prevent such a resnlt. 

Ezperiment 41J.- Blow a. j et of 0 into the Oame of an alcohol lamp. 
In tho Rame thus prod need hoM a piCC!l of watch spring or steel 
wire. It will burn with brilliant Beintillations. 

Erperiment 41.-Into bottle No. 1, p nt a piece of m oistened blnc 
litmus paper; it will bo reddened. Now pour in n little clear 
lime water (slacked l im~ dissolved in water), cover the mouth of 
the bottle tightly with the palm of the hand and shake the bottle 
vigorously; a partial vacuum will be formed (Exp. 190) and thu 
clear limo water will bccbmo t urbid and soon yield a white pre
cipitate. TIM reddening 11j the blue litmU/1 paper slw~es tlte pruenu 
of an "cid. The colorless gos formed by the burn ing of the t aper 
in 0 has united with the water to form an acid. What is this 
colorless ~? Thfl turbidity of the lime water and the precipitate 
(~ 200) show that it iR r.ar2!?n dioxide (C0 1 J, sometimes called 
carbonic anhydride, but, 'ffiorc frequently, car bonic acid gas. The 
carbon (symbol = C) of the taper nnitcd with the 0 (synthesis): 

c + o, = co1 • 

Ezperiment 4f.l.-Try tho contents of j ars Nos. 2 and 3 with a 
lighted taper. The Oame is t•xtingui~hed as promptly as it would 
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be by water. Numerous goscs net in this way. \Ve have seen 
that H extinguishes flame; hut this gas is not kmdled as we 
know that H would be. Try the contents with moistened blue 
litmus paper. The paper is reddened. Have you any idea of what 
the gas is? Try the gas with clear limo water. ·w o have the 
turbidity, etc., as beforil. What do you now think the gus is? The 
dry wood burned in No. 2 wu largely carbon, and tho charcoal 
burned in No. 3 was nearly pure carbon. In either case, 

c + o. =co •. 
Bxperiment 4$.-Test the contents of jar No. 4 with a lighted 

taper. The flame is promptly extinguished us before. Test with 
the moistened blue litmus paper. The paper is reddened as before. 
What does this reddening show? Does the jar contain H ? Does it 
contain 0? Do you think that it contains carbon dioxidot Why? 
Test with clear lime water. Doe8 it contain Cltrbon dioxide? How 
was this gas formed t Was any carbon used in its production t The 
gn~~ is sulphur dioxide (S01 ) sometimes called eulpburona nnhy
dride or sulphurous acid gas (§ 144). Write the reaction for its 
formation. The symbol for sulphur is S. 

Note.-If a. very little of the S01 IX' inhaled, it will be quickly rec
ognized us tho irritating gas familiar to all from tho use of sulphur 
matches. If we turn to jar No. G we shall find that the phosphoric 
oxide (P1 0 0 ) formed by the combustion of tho phosphorus was dis
solved iu the water. If this water bo tested with l.lluo litmns paper 
it will be found to have acid properties. We ha\'e \bus formed 
oxides of carbon, of sulphur and of phosphorus, and seen tha.t these 
oxides unite with wator to fonn acids(§ 168}. If the litmus pnper 
used in tceting these gases had been dry instead of wt it would not 
ho.ve bren reddened. The oxide of iron (Fe8 0 4) formed in experi· 
mente 38 and 39, are solid and insoluble in water. 

33. Ch emical Properties. - Oxygen is chiefly 
marked uy its great chemical activity. IL enters into com
bination with all the elements except fluorine (§ 120). In 
the ordinary use of the term, combustion is chemical 
union with oxygen with the resulting phenomena of heat 
and light. 

34. Uses.-Oxygen is used in countlesa ways iu the 
laboratories of Nature and of man. It is essential t.o the 
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processes of animal respiration, ordinary combustion, fer
mentation aud decay. It is used in the arts to increase 
the intensity of combustion for purposes of beat and light, 

and in medicine as an anresthetic. 

FIG. 23. 

E-xperiment 44.- Fill tho luuge 
with air. Slowly exhale the uJr 
through a tube so that the air shall 
bubble up through clear limo watt•r 
in a clear glass bntt.le. The lime
water quickly becomes turbid, as in 
Exp. 41, showing that C01 is one 
of the produl'.IS of respiration. 

35. Relation to Ani
mal Life .-A11 animal crea
t urE'S are adapted to the absorp
tion of free oxygen, either that 

of the air or that held in solution by water. The oxy
gen, when inhaled, enters into chemical combination 
with various parts of the animal structure, and is then 
exhaled as C02 • We thus see that oxygen is neccsEary to 
animal life, for which reason it was formerly called vital 
ai1·. The chemical changes occurring in the animal are 
the sa.me ns those exhibited in Experiments 32 and 33, 
excepting so far as rapidity of combustion or vigor of 
chemical activity is concerned. The heat thus evolved 
(Ph., § 674, e) keeps the temperature of the uody abo•e 
that of surrounding inanimate objects; when this chemi
cal notion ceases (death), the temperature of the body falls 
to that of its surroundings. Wheu, by any means, the sup
ply of oxygen is cut off, this chemical action is arrested 
and the victim dies. This effect may follow from chok
ing, drowning, or the inhalation of even non-poisonous 
gases that contain no free oxygen, as hydrogen or ni-
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trogen. These do not poison; they suffocate. Every 
part of every" animal is being continually burned up by 
oxygen. Unless the Joss be made good by proper foOO., 
emaciation and final death must follow. As we shall soon 
see, common ai~; is diluted oxygen. An animal breath
ing pure oxygen can not Jive long, because it li\·es so 
fast; there are undue excitement, over action, fever and 
speedy death. ' 

Ii/:cpe1·iment 45.-lnto a large test tube filled, over water, with 
nitric oxide (NO, § 83) pnss a small quantity of 0. The two color. 
less gaSI'S combine eagerly, forming dense red fumes, which are 
rapidly dissolved in the water. 

Experiment 46 -Di!lSOive a piece of potassium hydrate (caustic 
potash, KHO) the size of a pea, in 10 cu. em. of water and pour 
the solntion into a long test tube filled with 0. Add a few flakes 
of pyrogallic acid. Close the mouth of tho tube with the thumb 
and shake the contents. The liquid will be blackened. Pineo the 
mouth of the tube under water and remove the thumb. Water will 
rise in the tube to fill the partial vacuum formed by the absorption 
of the 0 in the tube by the liquid mixture. 

36. Tests.-Free oxygen, not much diluted with other 
gases, is most easi ly tested by plunging into it a glowing 
splinter, as in Exp. 33. The only other gas that will 
thus rekindle the splinter is nitrous oxide (laughing gas, 
N20; § 70). Tl:.is kst, though ger.erally enough, is not 
conclusive. The properties of oxygen, illustrated in the 
last two experiments, i. e., that of forming red fumes with 
nitric oxide and of blackening a mixture of dissolved . 
potassium hydrate and pyrogallic acid and of being rapidly 
absorbed thereby, constitute unmistakable tests for the 
presence of free oxygen. 

37. Ozoue.-ln addition to the ordinary form of 
oxygen, which contains two atoms in each molecule, a re-
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markable variety is known in which th ere are th ree atoms 

to each molecule. This condensed cuul m ore activo 
fonn of oxygen is called ozone. I n changing oxy
gen to ozone thoro is a volumetric condensation of one

thir<.l. lt is formed at the + electrode iu the electrolysis 
of water; by the di~charge from an electric machine 

through air or oxygen; or by the slow oxidation of phos
phorus in moist uir, etc. It is best prepared by elect ric 

apparatus devised for that purpose, but tho phosphor us 

or ether method is more convenient. 

E.rperiment 47.-Prcparc n. cylinder of phosphorus 3 or 4 em. long, 
by scraping it~ surface clean under wutcr. (Remember tho CILttt•on. 
prerediug Experiment 37.) Pineo tho cylinder in a cleun bottle of 
1 or 2 liters capacity, and pour in. enough water to half cover the cyl
indar. Close the mouth of the bottle with n p!nte of glass or n. loose 
atop!J('r, nod sot tho bottle in n. wnnn 1lnco (20 C. ur 30' C.). ln 10 or 
15 min ., notice the fog above the p hc spborus. Allow the bottle to 
rem6iu for several h ouno. Tho fL't'llle, chlorine.like odor of o~one 
will be clisr.ernible. A still more convenient method is to place o. 
few drops of ether in o. tall beaker gl~, anti stir the quickly formed 
vapor with o. hot glass rod. 

E.rp•1immt 48.-Prepare two slips of white paper hy dipping them 
into n solution of starch and potassium io<lidc (Exp. 09). Thrust 
one of these into a bottle of 0; no change will bo noticed. 'l 'hrust 
the other t~'llt paper into tho bottle or beaker glaRS containing ozone; 
tho white paper will bo rromptly colored blue. The energetic 
ozone displaces t he io:line. 

2 Kl +0,=K1 0+01 +11 

The free iodine colors the sto.rrh blue. (Exp. 122,) 

38. Properties of Ozone.- Ozono bas been pre
pared on ly in small quantities, but it mani fests its presence 
by its peculiarly energetic action. It is one of the most 
powerful oxydizing agents known. It is unquestionably 

present in pure country and sea air, and noticeably absent 
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in the atmosphere of large cities, where its oxidizing in
fluence upon organic and other deleterious matter results 
in partial disinfection and its own transformation into 
oxygen and oxygeu compounds. In its oxidizing action, 
its volume is snpposrd to undergo no change, tho third 
atom of the ozone molecule (03) entering into combination 
and leaving the two atoms of the ordinary oxygen mole
cule (0 2 ) . It is changed by heat into ordinary oxygen 
with increase of volume, the change being instantaneous 
at 237' C. 

(a.) It wns formerly thought thnt ozone hnd Its counterpart in a 
form of oxygen, hnving one atom to tho molecule, and called 
rtntozone. '' Further experiments hn\'e, however, proved that nut
ozone is nothing more than hydrogen dioxide." (§ 44.) 

3 9. Allotropism.- We h~H·e seen that ozone mani
fests characteristics decidedly cWiereut from those of ordi
nary oxygen. Still, its fundamental, chemical identity 
with oxygen is unquestionable. For example, tho potas
sium oxide (K20) that it formed by displacing Lhe iodine 
of the potassium iodide, in Experiment 48, is identical 
with tbe potassium oxide formed in any other way. This 
capability. of ~-cistin_g in, llifferent forms with 
chemical identity undestroye<l is called allotrop_isrn. 
Ozone is an allotropic modification of oxygen. 
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~~TXO!\t XV. 

COMPOUNDS OF HYDROGEN AND OXYGEN. 

40. Combustion of Hydrogen.-Wben hydro
gen is heated to the t<>mpemture of about 500° C., in the 
presence of free oxygen, the two elements enter into chemi
cal union, forming water (H20). 'l'his was ~hown in a gen

eral way in Experiment 2 . Whatever the conditions 
u,nder which hydrogen is burned in oxygen or in air, 
the sole product is water. This is true, oven in the com
bustion of a compound containing hydrogen, as bus been 
previously statecl (§ 25). 1'be clashing together of the 
hydrogen and oxygen atoms iuvolred in the combustion 
(§ 11} develops an extraordinary amount of heat (Ph., 
§ 472}, viz., 34,462 beat units ; i. c., the combustion of a 
given weight of hydrogen in oxygen den•lops enough beat 
to warm 34,462 times that weight of water from 0° C. to 
1° 0., or more than 62,000 times that weight of wat4!r 
from 32° F. to 33° F. The experiments in this section 
are in tended to set for th the principal features of the 
direct synthesis of hydrogen and oxygen. 

41. The Compound Blowpipe.- The compound 

~ or oxyhydrogen blow-
• pipe consists of a double 

tube, one in ide the 
·t other, ns shown in Fig. 

F IG. 24· 24. The interior tube 
is connected by rubber tubing with the oxygen gas holder; 
the outer tnbt>, wi th the hydrogen gas holder. Hyclrogeu 
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is first turned on and ignited at a. Oxygen is then turned 
on until the flame is reduced to a fine pencil. 'I'he pres
sure at the gas holders should be steady, the amount 
thereof being easily determined by trial. 

&periment 49.-Hold bits of iron and copper wire, watch springs, • 
stripB of zinc, etc., in the flame of the compound blowpipe. 'fi.Jey 
will he read ily dissipatl'd with characteristic luminous effects. A 
fine wire of platinum, an exceedingly refractory metal, is readily 
melted, and silver can be thus distilled. A piece of lime or chalk, 
freshly scraped to a point and held in the fiam~>, is heated to such a 
high degree of incandescence that it produces a lig ht of remarkable 
intensity. This is essentially the Drummond or calcium li~ht. 'fhe 
temperature of the oxyhydrogen flame lu1a been estimated to be 
above 2800• C. 

&perimmt 50.-0vor 
the jet, a, of the com-

pound blowpipe, slip a ~S!~~~y~==~-JC~Ilo!UJ' piece of rubber tubing . 
.Allow both gases to flow 
through the apparatus, 
nod dip tho tubing into a 
metallic dish full of soaP
!Iuds unti I a mass of foam FIG. 25. 

haa formed, as shown in Fig. 25. Ckse the stop-cocks at the gas 
holders or the blowpipe, remove the turing from the soap suds, and 
then touch tho foam with a flame cl\rried at the end of a stick about 
n meter in length. A violent explosion will take place. (See§ 22 
and the Note following Exp. 19.) 

.3~ot.,.-lf you liave no compound blowpipe. in troduce one volume 
of ('\ and two of H into a gas bng or small gns h older (App. 18). 
'fho gnaes will soon becomo thoroughly mixed by diffusion, when 
th<'y may be passed into ~he soap. suds t hrough the rubber tubing. 
Remember that this mixture is dangerouiJly erplo1ie~; be 1ure that 
tlter., it no pfluibility of flame (Oming into contoct trith thll content1 
oj thll gtu bog or thll conntcted tubing. The explosion just dlll!Cribffi 
was free from danger, because the restraining wall of th<' explosive 
mixture was only a thin film of H,O, the fly ing fragments of which 
could do no harm. lf the contents of your gas h older should ex
plode, the flying fmgments would proballly do serious damage. It 
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is advisable to throw away the mixed gnses that may remain at the 
close oi the experiments with them. Any attempt to burn these 
j.!'8Se8 prellioruly mixed, even n.s they issue from the j et of tho com· 
pound blowpipe, will result in an explosion. 

&perimenl 51.- Repeat Experi ment Ill, using the mixed gases 
•instead of H and guarding carefully against an accidental cxplo. 
sion. 'fhe bubble, or a mass of bubbles, dipped f rom the dish 
shown in F ig. 25, may be safd y exploded while resting in the palm 
of the hand. 

N ote.- A hydrogrn pistol may be made of a tin tube 3 or 4 rm.. in 
diameter and 15 or 20 em. in length, closed ot one end. The open 
end is to oo fitted with a cork, and the closed end provided with a 
small opening the size of a pin hole. By placing tho thumb over 
tho p:n hole, the l•istol may be filled over water ''ith the mixed 
gases, tho cork put into place, and the pin hole presented to a candle 
or lamp flame. The cork is the bullet of this pistol. 'f he pistol 
may be partly fi lled with H by upward displacement, thus providing 
a mixture of H and ai r, that is less violently explosive becan"' of 
the dilution of the 0 of the atmosphere. 

E:cpe1"im.ent 5!!.- A tall tin cup filled \vith a detonating mixture 
of H and 0 may be inverted ovt:r a pirce of platinum spon,l!'c. The 
sponge may be supported a few Inches above the table by the wire 
ul!ed in E xp. 80. In a few moments the mixed gases will be ex· 
ploded. 

4 2 . The E ndiometer.- 'l'bc eudiometer. is an in
strument for determining tho propor

\.,+ tions in wbich gases uni te. It consists 
• of a strong glass tube with two plati

num wires fused into the sides, ncar 
tho closed end. The wires nearly 
touch within the t nbe. One of the 
most common forms, devised by Ure, 

FIG. 26. cousists of a U-tube with the closed 
arm, b, graduated to cubic centimeters. 

It is represented in Fig. 26. 
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l!J:r:perimene 53.-Fill the eudiometer with water and hold it with 
the open arm, a, horizontal, nuder water and under tho closed arm, b. 
By means of a ruboor tube carrying a short piece of glass tubing 
drawn out to a fine jet, pass about 20 cu. em. of pure 0 from 
the gas bolder into b. Be sure that tho air bad been previously 
driven out of the delivery tube; make the measurement with tho 
eudiometer erect nod the water standing at the same level in both 
tubes. Water mny bo removed from a, if nec;:ssary to this end, 
by means of a pipette (App. IS.) Now introduce about 50 cu. em. 
of vure H into b, and note the exact amount of gas therein as 
heforo. It may prove difficult to introduce exaetly20 and 50 cu. em . 
.A little variation matters not, 11rocided that you measure accurately 
the amounts actually introduced, and that the volume of the H 
is more than twice that of the 0. Suppose that the first measure
ment shows 21 ctt. om. of 0, and thnt the second shows 75 cu. em. 
of mixed l('ases. 'l'hen you have introduced 54 cu. cn.. of H. 
Close the open cud firmly with the thumb, leaving a cushion of nir 
between it and the surfacs of the water, as shown in l:ig. 26 P ro
duce an electric spark ootween the ends of the platinum wires in tho 
mixed gases. [Ph., ~ 371 (21), (33), (35), § 411.] The spark pro· 
duces combination betwotln the 0 nod part of the H. On removing
the thumb and bringing the liquid surfaces to the same level, it will 
be found that there arc only 12 cu. em. of gas in b. By filling a with 
water nnd closing it with the thumb, the gas may be easily passed 
from b into a, nod thence, under water, to a convenient vessel for 
testing. It will be found to be pure H. The 21 cu. em. of 0 has 
united with 42 ct~. em. of H to form a minute quantity of H1 0 , leav
ing the 12 cu. em. of H because thoro was no 0 with which it could 
unite. See § 12. If the eudiometer l1ad been kept at a tempera
ture above too• C., •>r 212• F., and the gases confined by mercury 
instead of water, b would have contained 42 cu. em. of steam and 
12 cu. em. of H. Tho volume of steam would be the same as that 
of the H that entered into its composition. The combination was 
accompanied by 1\ diminution of volume equal to thnt of the 0 entcr
in~t into chemical union. In other word~. three volumes shrink to 
two volumes in the process of combination. Representing equal 
volumes of the gases by equal squares, the volumPtric composition 
of H10 nnd t11e condensation just mentioned may be represented to 
the eye as follows : 
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As 0 is 16 times ns hea'')' ns H (Ph.,§ 253 (8)), tho one vol ume of 
0 weighs 8 times as much ns the two volumes of H. lienee, we 800 

that the gravimetric composition ol water Is 8 part.s of 0 to 1 of H, 
as previously stated . 

.&periment 54.-Supporl a wido tubo of clear glass in a vertical 
position. A bottomless bottle, tl1e 
noek of a broken retort, or n lnmr· 
chimney will answer well . Through 

loi4oiiiiiiii!!!~ tl1e perforated cork that clOt;<'S the 
upper end, pa1!8 a stream of H from 
the gas holder. \Vhen the nir has 
btJen driven out of the bottl<•, apply 
a flame at tho lower end anti regu· 
latl' the flow so that the gas hums 
slowly at the opening. l~rom 
another gas hold~> r, J.AII8 a current 
of 0 through a piece of gloss tubing 
drawn out to form a small j et. As 

o the jet passes through tho burning 
Ftc. 27. gas, the 0 takes fire and burns in an 

atmosphere of H. 

43. Combu~tibles and Supporters of Com
bustion.-Since all ordinary combustion takes place in 
the air, which furnishes the necessary snpply of oxygen, it 
is customary to speak of oxygen as a supporter of combus
tion, and the hydrogen or other substance that thus unites 
with the oxygen as a combustible. The experiment just 
given shows that this distinction has no reason for its con
tinued existence except custom and convenience. When 
oxygen and hydrogen atoms clash together in cbcmicul 
union, we have combustion, and it makes no difference 
whether the hydrogen emerges into an atmosphere of 
oxygen, or the oxygen emerges into an atmosphere of 
hydrogen. We shall, however. continue to speak of bum
ing hydrogen and carbon instead of burning o~:ygen. 

44. H ydrogen Dioxi<l e .-While water, H1 0, is the only 
compound of H and 0 found In natn:re, another (H1 0 1 ) , oontaioing 
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twice as much 0, may be produced by chemical meolll8. It Is a 
sirupy, colorless liquid, and at 100° C. aepan1tes into H1 0 and 0 with 
almost E-xplosive violence. It has no "practical" value, but is of con
siderable theoretical importance. It may be considered as composed 
of two groups of HO ; thus, (HOHHO). 'fhls group is called hy
droxyL Hydrogen dioxide, or peroxide, (HO)., Is sometimes called 
free hydroxyl. (§ 07.) 

EXEROISES. 

1. What is the difference between a chemical and a physical 
change? Make your answer as explicit as you can, and illustratt>. 

2. (n.) Describe briefly the common method for the preparation of 
0, omitting no essential. (b.) Tell what you can of H and its proJ)II.· 
ration. 

3. (a.) Give the symbol, atomic weight and chemical properties of 0. 
(b.) What is meant by oxidation? 

4. (a.) What is an element? (R.) Uow many are known? (c) What 
gases enter into the composition of water? (d.) Prove your answer 
in two woys, one method being the reverse of the other. (e.) \Vhat 
name do you give to each method ? 

5. Whon a current of steam is pai!Sed through an iron tubo nearly 
filled with bright iron turnings or filings, the tube being placed across 
a. furnace nnd its middle por~ion heated to redness, large quantities of a 
combustible gas that may be collected over wnter are delivered from 
the tube. (a.) What do you suppose the gas to be? Why? (b.) Will 
the iron turnings in the tube weigh more or less at the end of the 
experiment than they did at the bc>ginning? W hy? 

6. (a.) How many hydrogen oxides are known ? Name them. De
fine chemistry. (b.) What is tho di1Ierence between chemistry and 
physics? 

7. (a.) What is the distinction between organic and inor~tanic com
pounds? (b.) Between a mixture and a compound ? 

8. (11.) If 240 cu. em of H and 120 cu. em. of 0 be made to com
bine, what will be the name of the product? (b.) If the experiment 
be performed in a vessel having a temperature above that of boiling 
water, what will be the name and volume of the product? 

9. If 800 cu. c'll. of steam be condensed to water and the water 
decomposed (Exp. 12), what will be the volume and composition of 
the product? 

10. (a.) What weight of H is there in 8,064 g. of H1 0? (b.) What 
volume of H ? (c.) What is a crith ? 
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11. Give a possible explanation for the fact that recently heated 
but cool platin um sponge will explode a mixture of H and 0. 

12. What is meant by the redutt~<m of copper oxide t 
13. How could you tell 0 frcm H ? 
14. State tho principal difference between ordinary 0 and its a11o

tropie modification. 
15. (a .) If a mixture of 50 cu. em. oC H and 50 cu. em. of 0 be 

exploded in an eudiometer. what will bo tho name aud volume of 
the remaining gas ? (b.) What precaution must be taken in measur
ing the gases t 
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~~E.CTION I. 
AIR . 

45. Occnrreu ce.-The earth is surrounded by an 
atmosphere of air extending to a height variously esti
mated at from 50 to 200 miles . 

.IC;rp6riment 55.-Repoat Experiments45 and 46, using common air 
instead of 0. 'l' bese tuta show the presence of free 0 in the air. 

Experiment 56.- When mercury (Hg) is heated in air it is gradually 
changed into red oxide of mercury (red precipitate). The mercury 
oxide weighs more than the mercury used, showing that, though it 

mny have lost something in the process, it has more than made good 
any such imaginary loss by the gain of something from tl1e air. The 
process is slow and you would better buy the oxide. Put ul>out 10 g. 
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of this red mercury oxide into an ignition-tube 20 em. long, provided 
with a perforatoo cork and delivery-tube. ClotiC the tube and sup
port it over the lamp-flame in some such way as that shown in Fig. 
28. The ignition-tube should be in an oblique position so as to ex
pose at least 3 or 4 em. of its length to thr !lome. As the mercury 
oxide becomes heated, gas will bo delivered and may be collected OYer 
water in small bottle<!. 'fhe first bottle-full collected should be thrown 
away, os it contain.~ the air that was in the apparatus at thu oogin
ning of the exJ*.riment. ~en the gas is no longer delivered freely, 
remove the delivery-tube from the water, wipe the adhering liquit! 
from it, and tMn- remove the lamp. By testing the gas on hand you 
will see that it is 0 . Tl1e 0 came from the mercury oxide, to 
form which it was Riven up by the air. At the close of the experi
ment, minute globules of metallic mercury will be found U!JOn the 
sides of tile upper part of the ignition.tube. With proper apparatu~. 

the experiment might be continued until all of the mercury oxide 
disappeared, leaving behind only metallic mercury. The I}Jnthtnl 
of Hi and 0 gave us the oxide; the anaiyaia of the oxide gaYe us 
back the identical atoms of Hi and 0 . 

EzperirMnt 67.-At one end of the beam of a balance, suspend a 
long vertical tube, a, containing a taper, &nd a bent tube, c, con
taining potassiwn hydrate (caustic potash, KHO). The taper may 

FIG. 29 
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l>e supported on a cork, perforated so as to admit air freely to a, 
which should be about 4 em. in diameter. Connect the two tubes by 
a piece of rubber tubing and equipoise them and their contents by 
weights at w. Instead of equipoising the tubes, they may be weigh ed 
carefully, before and after the experiment, ns in Exp. 31. Connect 
the tube, r., with a gns bolder, g, filled wHh H.O, which on being 
allowed to escape at i produces u cnrrE'nt of air through the tubes, 
and thus maintains the combustion of the taper, which should now 
be lighted. The bead of H!O in the aspirator, g, and the size of tho 
connecting tubes should be such as to produce a strong current 
through the apparatus. In addition to lumps of KHO inc, i t is well 
to fill the bend of c with an aqueous solution of KHO, through which 
the gases will bubble. The H2 0 and C0 2 (§ 196), formed by the 
combustion of the H and C of tl1e taper, are absorbed by the KHO. 
After the taper hns burned for a few minutes, the tubes, a and e, aro 
disconnected from the gas holder and allowed to hang freely from the 
benm. They will be found to be heavier than hefore the burning of 
the taper, the added weight being thnt of the 0 of the air that hns 
entered into combination with the H and the C of the toper . 

Experiment 58.-Provide a cork about 5 t:m. in diameter nod 2 em. 

FIG. JO. 

in thickness. Cover one side with 
a thin layer of plaster of Paris 
mixoo with H,O. The paste 
may be raised near the edge of 
the cork sons to produce a concave 
surface. Dry the cork thoroughly 
and you haven convenient cnpsulu 
for floating upon H1 0. For a 
single experiment, the cork may 
be covered with dry powdered 
chalk or lime. Upon this capsule, 
place a piecn or pliOS]>bOros tltat 
ltas been d?ie(l by wrapping it in 

blotting or filter paper. Float the capsule upon H1 0, ignite the 
phosphorus with a bot wire, and cover it with a bell.glnss or other 
wide-mouthed vessel. While the phosphorus is burning, hold the 
bel!.glnss down 'vitb the hand. The phosphorus combines with the 
0 of the oir, forming dense fumes of phospl1oric oxide (P 1 0 1 ). These 
fumes nrc soon absorbed by the H 10 , which rises in the bell-glass 
to occupy the space vacated by the 0. 

Experirnent 59.-When the fumes of P1 0, have been absorbed, 
slip a glass plate under the mouth of the bell-glass and place it 

... .. 
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mouth upward, without admitting any air. If thn bcll-j!"l&.."'l be 
capped, as shown in Fig . 30, it need not be removed from the water· 
pan; H!O should be poured into tho pan until the liquid outside the ' 
rect>ivcr is at the same level as that iuside. Test the gaseous contents 
with n. lighted tn.per. Tho fl n.me is exting uished, but the gas does 
not burn. 1 t is neithrr 0 nor H. It is nilrogcn, lln element that 
we shall ~tudy in the next section. 

46. Com}tOsition of Air.- Air is composed ch iefly 
of oxygen and ni t rogen. Very cm·cful determinations 

show its rolumctric and g ravimetric composition to oo as 

follows : 

Oxygen 
Nitrogen . 

Bv Volume. 
20.9 % 

. 70.1 

100. 

Dv JVttghl. 
23.1% 

. 76.9 

100. 

This composi tion of the air is nearly but not qui te con
stant at differen t times and places. 'rhe air also contains 
small quantities of carbon dioxide (C02 ), more or less 
watery vapor, traces of ammonia, elc. 

47. Phys ical Properties. - The air, when pure, is 
transparent, colorless, tasteless, and odorlc s. Under sbmd

ard conditions (temperature, 0°0.; barometer, 760 mm.) 
a liter of it weighs 1.294.72 g. or 14.45 criths. It is therefore 

14.45 times as heavy as hydrogen. It pressc upon the 

surface of the earth with a force of 1.033 Kg. per sq. em. 
M 15 lb. per sq. in. (Ph.,§ 273, 494.) 

48. Ch e mical Pt-opet1ies.-The chemical prop
ert ies of air 1u·c those of i ts several constituents. Its 
oxygen snpports combustion, the energy of tho combus
tion bein ..,. c.heckE'd by the diluting nitrogen. Its nitrogen 
manifests all of the properties of nitrogen. Its walery 
vapor condenses when the temrerature fall , just as any 
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other watery vapor would do. Hence, we have dew and 
frost. When a stream of air is passed through lime-water, 
its carbon dioxide renders the clear' liquid turbid, just 
as carbon dioxide always does (Exp. 44). 

49. Air is a lllixture.-The first sentence in the 
preceding paragraph mtimatcs tbat tbe constituents of our 
atmosphere arc not checically united but merely mixed; 
that each of them is free (§ 12). This fact is shown by 
the following additional considerations : 

(a.) When the constituents are mixed ln the proper proportions 
they fonn air, but there is no change of volume or manifestation of 
heat, light, or electricity. 

(b.) The composition of nir is slightly variable(§ 12). 
(c.) Each gas di880lves in H1 0 independently of the other. When 

H1 0 is boiled. it loses the gases it held in solution. Collection and 
analysis of these gases show that they are 32~ 0 and 68.% nitro
gen. The H.o absorbed 0 just as if there was no nitrogen present; 
it abeorbed nitrogen just as if no 0 was present. This increased 
richness in 0 is of vital importance to fishes (§ 85). If the constit
uent gases were chemically united, they would be absorbed by H1 0 
in the proportion stated in § 46. 

(d.) 'fhe gases do not unite in any simple ratio of their atomic 
weight. As will be 860n subsequently(§ 91), this is a very lmportans 
consideration. 
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~~TK®W II. 
NITR OG EN . 

~ Sgmbol. N ; t!p6Cifol gra'flitv, 1~; atomic weight, 14 m. e. ; 
•w<ecula1· wei'gltl, :28 m. c.; quanlitalencc, 3 (Qr 5). 

50. Occune nce.-Nitrogen is widely diffused in 
nature. It is fonnd free in some of tbe nebulre and in the 

eurth's atmosphere. In combination, it exists in a number 
of minerals, as tho sodium and potassium nitrates (nitre) 

of Peru and India. It also forms an essential part of most 

animal aud vegetable substances. 

51. Preparation. - Tbe usual way of preparing 
nitrogen is to burn out, with phosphorus, the oxygen from 
a port iou of air confined over water, as shown in Experi
ment 58. Instead of tho burning phosphorus, a jet of 
burning hyd rogen may be used. Tl1e nitrogen thus pre
pared is not perfectly pure, but nearly enough so for Ol'di
nary purposes. 

(a.) Any metll(xlof ~tting the 0 o f the air to ~nter into com
bination and fom1. a compound tbl.t is easily removed from Lho 
residual N will 1\llswer. 'l'l.tus, if a slow stream of air be pass«! 
over bright copper turnings, heated to redness in a gloss tube, 
the 0 w\ll unite with the copper, leaving the N to be collected over 
H 10. 

(b..) Pure N nu.y be ubtained by chemical processes, euch as 
heating ommonlam nitrite, which decompost'll into H10 and N, as 
folloW!! : 

(NH 4) NO~ = 2H, O + N1 • 

52. Physical Properties.-Nitrogen is a trans
parent, colorless, ta~teless, odorless gas. It i~ a little 
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lighter than air or oxygen, and 14 times as heavy as hydro
gen, a liter weighing 1.2544 g., or 14 criths. It is very 
slightly soluble in water. 

&periment 60.-Fill a boll·glaBS 
wi th 0, and a stoppered bell-ghtBS 
of tbe same size with N. Cover their 
mouths with g laBS plates and bring 
them mouth to mouth, us shown iu 
Fig. 81. Remove the stopper and 
tho g laBS plates nod introduce a 
lig hted taper having n long wick (or 
a pine splinter). As tho taper paBSOS 

t!Jrough the N, the flame is extin
g uished; if tl1e wick be still glowing, 
it will be rekindled in tho 0. By 
moving the taper up and down from 
one gas to the other, it may be re
kindled repeatedly before tho gases 
become mixed by diffusion. 

53. Chemical P I·opcrties.-Thc leading charac
teristic of nitrogen is its inertness. Its properties are 
chiefly negative. It enters into direct combination with but 
few elements. It is neither a combustible nor a supporter 
of combustion. It is not poisonous; we are continually 
breathing large quantities of it. It kills by suffocation, 
by cutting off the necessary supply of oxygen, just as 
hydrogen or water does. Its compounds aro generally 
unstable and energetic. Some of them arc decomposed 
by being lightly brushed with a feather or by a heavy 
step on the floor (§ 113). 

54. Uses.-The chief use of ni trogen is to dilu te the 

oxygen of t he air and thus prevent disastrous chemical 
activ1t.y, especially in tho processes of respiration and com
lmstion. 
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55. Tests.-Nitrogen may be recognized by ita physi
cal properties and its refusal to giYe any reaction with any 

known chemical test. 

EXEROISES. 

1. What is meant by allotropism 1 Analysis Y SynthesisT 
2. What is the d.ill't:rencc between an elementary and a compound 

mol!lCule? 
3. Why does tho burning of llicohol yield !!U>..am? 
4. Why does the gas bottle become heated in the preparation of H ! 
5. What is a crith? 
6. Is H poisonous Y Can you live long in an atmosphere of H! 

Wlly? 
7. Is 0 poisonous? Can you live long in an atmosphere of 0 t 

Why? 
8. Why is the word " oxygen" a misnomer? 
9. Is the ordinary method of preparing 0 analytic or synthetic? 
10. What is the chief elut.metcristic or 0 ' 
11. Why is the inner rather than the outer tube of tho compound 

blowpipe used for 0 ? 
12. Name five constituents of ordinary air. 
13. State five reasons for holding that the air is a mixture. 
14. What is the weight of 1 cu. m. of N ? Of 0? 
111. IIow many criths are there in a gmm Y 



SYMBOLS, NOMENCLATURE, MOLECULAR AND 

ATOMIC WEIGHTS. 

56. Atomic Symbols.- Chemists hare a short
band way of writing the names of the substances wi th 
which they deal. In chemical notation, each clement is 
represented by the initial letter of its Latin name. When 
the names of two or more elcmcnl:d begin with the &'lme 
letter, the initial letter is followed by the first distmctivc 
letter of the name. Thus, C stands for carbon, Ca for 
calcium, and Cl for chlorine. This use of Latin initials 
secures uniformity among chemists of all countries. In 
only a few cases do the Latin and English initials difier. 
'l'be symbols of all the elements will be found in Appen
dix 1. These symbols of the elements are frequently used 
to represent their respective substances in general. Thus, 
we speak of a. liter of 0, bnt in the symbols of compound 
bodies and in equations representing chemical reactions 
(§ 127), the symbol of an element rept·esents a single 
atom. To represent several atoms, we use figures placed 
at the right of the symbol and a little below it. Thus, H2 

means two atoms.of hydrogen. (See§ 165, a.) 

57. 1\Iolecnla.r Syrubols.-The symbol of a mole
cule is formed by writing together the symbols of its con
stituent atoms indicating the number of each kind, as just 
stated. A molecule of water consists of three atoms, two 
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of hydrogen and one of oxygen; hence, its symbol is H20. 
Like the atomic symbols of the elements, these symbols of 
the molecules of compound substances are used to rcpre
Sflnt their respective substances in the mass. '£bus, we 
speak of a liter of H20, but in the equations representing 
reactions, each of these symbols represents a single mole
cule. To represent several molecules, we place the proper 
figure before the symbol. Thus, 3H 2 0 represents three 
molecules of water, or six atoms of hydrogen and three of 

oxygen. 

Note.-The symbol of a molecule is sometimes spoken of as its 
formula. Chemical notation is the written language of the science. 

58. Nomenclature of the Elements.- The 
nomenclature of chemistry it! an attempt to represent the 
composition of a substance by its name. The names of the 
elements were generally chosen arbitrarily, although some of 
them allude to some prominent property, as chlorine from 
the Greek cltl01'0S, signifying green, und as bas been already 
stated in the cases of hydrogen and oxygen. Chemical 
nomenclature is the spoken language of the science. 

59. Nomenclature of Binary Compounds.
The names of binary compounds (those containing only two 
elements), have the characteristic termination -ide. Com
pounds of single elements with oxygen are called oxides; 
similar compounds with chlorine are called chlorides; 
those with sulphur are called sulphides, etc., etc. Thus, 
we have lead oxide, silver chloride and hydrogen snlphide. 
When any two elements unite in more than oue proportion, 
one or both of the words constituting the name are 
modified, as in hydrogen peroxide, carbon disulphide, 
mercurous chloride and mercuric chloride. 
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60. Nomenclature of Ternary Compormds. 
-Tho most important compounds conta.ining three or 
more clements are the acids. The most important of 
these consist of hydrogen and oxygen united to some 
third element, which is the characteristic one and gives 
its name to the acid. 'l'he terminations -ic and -ous 
are used with the name of the charactt>ristic clement to 
indicate a greater or less amount of oxygen in tho acid. 
Thus we have: 

Nitric acid ... . . . ... HNO., Sulphuric acid ..... H,so, 
Nitrcms ncid ....... HNO, Sulphurous acid .... H,S01 

Tho hydrogen of any acid may he replaced with diiJcr
ent meta1lic clements, giving us the large and important 
class of compounds called salta. 'The generic name of the 
salt is formed by changing the -ic termination of the 
name of the acid to -ate, or by similarly changing -otts 

to -ite. Thus, phosphoric acid furnishes phosphates, 
while phosphorous acid furnishes phosphites. The specific 
name of the salt is derived from that of the element used 
to replace the hydrogen of the acid. Thus we have: 

Nitric acid .......... HNOa Pota.•sium nltrat6 ... KN01 

NltrOtU acid .. ...... HN01 Pota88ium nitrite ..• KN01 

Sulphuri<' acid ..... H1 SO, Potassium sulphat6.K1 SO, 
Sulphurou1 acid . . .. H 1 501 Pota88ium sulphiu.K1 501 

(a.) Some chemists prefer to modify the name of the replacing 
element making it an adjective, e. g., polru!sic nitrate. In the case 
of English words that can not be adapted to sut".b adjective forms, 
the Latin word is used ; t. g., plumbic nitrate for lead nitrate. In 
£OOme ca!w.ll old forms are still frequently used ; e. n .. chlomte of pot
ash for potassium chlorate, or protosnlphate of iron for ferrous sul
phate. In some Ca&'ll , a strict adherence to systematic chemical 
nomenclature would lead to the \19(' of inconvenient names, as potas
sium aluminum sulphnte for common alum. In the eo-called organic 
compounds this inconvenience would frequently be very marked . 

• 
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61. Amp~re's L aw.-Tbe corner-stone of modern 
chemistry, as distinguished from the chemistry of the last 
generation, is a proposition known as Ampere's or Avoga
dro's hnv, the evidence in support of which can not be 
sutis!ucLorily presented in this place. It may be stated as 
follows: EquaL volumes of alL sUbstances in the gas
eous conclitinn, the temperature and presst~re being 
the same, contain the smne number of nwLecules. 

62. The Microc r itb .- A liter of hydrogen weighs 
.0896 .'!·• or one crith . It bus been estimated that a liter 
of hydrogen, or of any othm· gas, contains lOu molecules. 

Then each molecule of hydrogen weighs 1~ .. criths, and 

each hydrogen half molecule weighs h :0 .. crit.hs. 'I' he 
weight of the hydrogen half molecule has been called a 
microcrith (m. c.), and the term is so convenient that we 
shall use it. It must be remembered that t.he absolute 
value of a m. c. is, as yet, unknown, because t.he number 
1024, used above, is only an "estimate." When physicists 
determine accurately the number of molecules in a given 
volume of a gas, the chemist will know the absolute value 
of a m. c. It will answer all of onr present purposes to 
remember that a microcrith is the weight of one atnm 
of hydrogen, a,nd that it is a reaL l~nit, measuring 
c~ clefinite quantity of matter, for, as we sba\1 soon see, 
the hydrogen half-molecule is a hydrogen atom (§ 174). 

63. Molecula r Weigh ts. -Tbe hydrogen molecule 
weighs 2 m. c. Knowing that oxygen is sixteen times as 
heavy ns hydrogen and remembering Ampere's law, it is 
evident that the oxygen molecule must weigh 32 m. c. 
Similarly, we see that the nitrogen molecule weighs 28m. c., 
etc. In brief, the moLecular weight (in microcriths) 
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of a sUbstance i.s twice the specific gravifiTJ (hydrogen 
standarcl) of the sUbstance in the aeriform, condi
tion. Dry steam being nine times as heavy as hydrogen, 
its molecular weight is 18 m. c. At the same time, the 
molecular weight must equal the sum of the weights of 
the atoms in the molecule. The combining weight of 
a chemical compound is its molecular we1ght. 

(a.) The only known method for detRmtining the molecular weight 
of a compound with certainty la the determination of its vapor 
density. The molecular weight of a compound that is not volatile, 
or volatile only at a temperature so high as to prevent the determlna· 
tion of its vapor density, or that is not volatile without decomposi· 
tion, must be considered as unknown or, at least, doubtful. 

64. Atomic Weights. -The chemist is able to 
analyze any known compound, and to determine the exact 
proportion of the elements constituting it. We have 
already seen how he determines tho molecular weights. 
One method of determining the atomic weights. will be 
best understood from nn example. 

(a). Supposo tbe chemist wishes to detemtino the atomic weight of 
0 . He begins with steam and finds, from its specific gravity, that its 
molecular weight is 18m. e., and, by analysis, thot f of this is 0. He 
procooda in this way with oll of the gaseous or volatile compounds 
of 0, and tabulates some of the resul ts, as follows: 

Water .... .. . .... .... .. 
Carbon monoxide •... . 
Nitric oxide . .. . 
Alcohol. ..... .. .. ..... .. 
E ther ...... ......... . 
Cnrbon dioxide.. .. .. .. . 
Nitrogen peroxldo .. .. .. 
Snlpliur dioxide .. ... . 
Acetic acid .. .... ...... . 
Sulphur trioxide . .. . . . 
Methyl borate .... ... .. 
Ethyl borate .. .. .. .. .. .. 
E thyl elllcato .. .. .. .... . 
Osmium oxide .. . .... . . 

Etc., lk. 
(}]cygen .. . .... . .. . .. .. 

H,O 
co 
NO 

C,Ht O 
\C, H.ti•O 

Cu , 
NO, 
so, 

C,H.O, 
so 

(CH, l,hO, 
(C,H~, BO, 
(C, H,) , SiO, 

OsO, 

o, 

W•toUT o• WBJODT o• 0 m Mou:· 
Mou:ctrL&. CUL•. 

18m. c. 
ll8 " 
M " 
46 " 
74 u 

44 " 411 .. 
64 .. 
GO " 80 .. 

104 .. 
l.a u 
208 .. 
!l63 " 
82 .. 

16m. c. 
16 H 

lO " 
16 .. 
16 " 8t .. 
8t .. 
82 .. 
82 .. 
48 " 
48 " 48 .. 
M " 64 .. 

82 .. 

16m .• ~· x 1. .. 
" 

16 m·,f· x 2. 

16m .• ~· x a. 

16 m.,f· X 4, 

16m. c. x !. 
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He notices that the smallest weight of 0 In any of these com
pounds is16 m. c. , ond that all the others are l!imple multiples of 
this. He cannot belku tlult thu u mere chance, etlpecially 11.!1 h<· finds 
similar results in determining other atomic weights. The only ex
planation po88ible is that this 16 m. c. is the weight of a definite • 
quantity of 0, and that it represents the least quantity of 0 that con 
enter into combination (§ 5). Hence, 16m. o. is the atomic weight of 
0 , and the substances analyzed contain respectively one, two, three 
and four atoms of 0 to the molecule. Of course, the symbols in the 
second column of the table above can not be determined nntU after 
the determination of the atomic weights of the elements involved. 
The table also shows that the 0 molecule consists of two atoms. 
The combining weight of an element Is its atomic weight. 

65. Composition of Elementary Molecules. 
-Chemists have ascertained that hydrogen, oxygen, nitro
gen, chlorine, bromine, iodine, sulphur, selenium, tellu
rium aud potassium have two atoms to the molecule ; that 
cadmium and mercury have one, and that phosphorus nnd 
arsenic have four. Nothing is yet known concerning the 
composition of the other elementary molecules. When 
tbe specific gravity of the vapor of any of the other ele
ments is accurately determined, the molecular weight of 
that element becomes a matter of knowledge (§ 63). 
Then, knowing both the molecular and the utomic weight, 
tho composition of the molecule is at once removed from 
the region of hypothesis to that of fact. 

ExEROISES. 

1. Which will, under similar conditions, occupy the more apace, 
100 molecules Of H or 100 molecules of N t 

2. (a.) From what acid may we consider that sodium sulphate is 
formed? (b.) Sodium sulphite? 

8. (a.) Write the symbol for hydrogen monoxide. (b.) For hydro 
gen dioxide. 

4. What is the molecular weight of a vapor that is 23 times 1\.8 

heayy 11.!1 H t 
5. How many microcriths are thero In a gram t 



COMPOUNDS OF HYDROGEN, OXYGEN AND 

NITROGEN. 

-5\~E.CTION f. 

AMMONIA. 

66. Occurrence.-Ammonia (NH3 ) exists iu small 
quantities in the air, whence it is brought down to the 
earth by min and dew. It is formed by the pntrefactiou 
of animal and vegetable matter. The ammonia of com
merce is chiefly obtained from ammoniucal salts incident
ally produced in the manufacture of coal gas. Ammonia 
is familiar to many under the name of hartshorn. 

67. Preparation.- '!'be 
preparation of ammouia is 
sufficiently illustrated by the 
next tbrec experiments. 

lhperimtnt 61.-Into a half liter 
flnsk, pour about200 cu. em. of strong 
ammonia water (NH.HO). Close tho 
flask, a, with a cork currying a fun · 
nel tube and a delivery tube, as 
shown in Fig. 82. Tho delivery tube 
l!bould pa88 to tho bottom of n tall ~~~~r., 
drying bottle, h, containing about a 
liter of quicklime broktm into small 
pieces. Gently heat tho liq uid in a, Fu.;. 32 
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ann NH, ("hicb is a gas) will be given off. After passing through b 
it may be collected by upward displacement or over mercury. 1t 
collected over mercury, the funnel tube in a must have a consider
able length. 

Jkperimmt CJ.-ln a mortar, or the palm of the hand, rub together 
equal W<'ights of puh>erized ammonium chloride (sal-ammoniac, 
NH 4 CI) and quicklime (CaO). Notice the smell before and after rub
bing. 

2NH,CI + CaO = CaCI1 + H.O + 2NH1 • 

.lhperiment 63.-:M1x 25 or 80 g. of pulverized ammonium chloride 
with 50 to 60 g. of freshly slaked lime (CaO + H1 0 = CaH .O,), 
that has been allowed to cool. Pineo the mixture in a half liter flask 
and add enough H 10 to cause it to uggregate in lumps when stirred 
with a H)(l, When the mixture is gently heated, NH 1 is produced 
in accordance with the reaction . . 

2N H,CI + CaH 1 0 a = CaCI1 + 2H .O +2NH1 

The gas, after being dried, may be collected in bottles by upward 
displacement and the bottles corked. This is the meet common way 
of preparing NH, in the labqratory. 

lhperimem 64. --Fill a liter bottle, a, with N H 1 
by upward displacement. By holding at the 
mouth of the inverted bottle a moistened strip of 
turmeric paper or red litmus paper, the experi
menter will be able to tell when the bottle is 
filled ; the turmeric will turn brown or tho litmus 
blue. Close the bottle with a cork (a rubber 
stopper is preferahle) through which pai!SC8 a 
small glass tube. Place tho end of this tube in 
H0 0 , colored with rod litmus solution (App. 24) 
The H,O will, in a moment, rush into the bottle 
with vlolPnce, changing from red to lJluo as it 
en ton< (see Fd:p. 1 06). 

F1c. 33· Experiment 65. - From the flask of Experi-
ment 68, pass the gas through a series of Woulffe 

betlh:s, partly filled with H1 0 , as shown in Fig. 34. Tl1e delivery 
tube of one bottle terminates unde.r H1 0 in the next . A safety 
tube, 8, (open at both ends) passes through tho cork in the middle 
neck of each bottle. Tbe delivery tube of the generatiu~ flask 
should not dip into the H,O of the first bottle. Tl•is precaution 
prevents tho possibility of H 10 being forced back into the heated 
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FIG. 34· 

fl.ask and breaking it. It is well to keep the Woulffc bottles in 
vessels containing cold H1 0, as heat Is evolved in tl1e condensation 
of the N H •· At tho end of thu experiment, put the ammonia water 
just prepared into convenient bottles, cork tightly, and save for 
future use. 

68. Physical Properties.-Ammonia is a. color
less, irrespirable gas and bas a pungent odot·. It is much 
lighter than air, its specific gravity being 8t, i. e., a litor 
of it weighs 8.5 criths (. 7616 g.). It liquefies under a 
pressure of 6-! atmospheres at 10°0., 4t atmospheres 
at 0°0., or 1 atmosphere at -40°0. Tho liquid solidifies 
at -75°0. Under ordinary conditions, the liquid rapidly 

evaporates, producing intense cold (Ph., § 526). It is re
markably soluble in water, one volume of which absorbs 

803 volumes of the gas at 14°0., a 
or 1148 at 0°0. This saturated ~ 
solution (aqua ammonia) has . 
a. specific gmnty of .85. 

JJb:periment 66. - From a gns 
bolder containing five volumes of H 
and two volumes of nitric oxide 
(NO,§ 83), pass a stream oftbe mlxcd 
gnses through a bulb tube contain· 

FIG. 35· 
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log platinized Mbestos, Ill! illdicated in Fig. M. The gases tliiC&p· 
ing at a will redden moistened blue litmus pa~r. Heat the bulb; 
the Hand N combine, NH 3 is formed, and, aa 1t cecapea at a, turns 
the reddened paper blue ngain. 

Experim.ent 67. - From the d rying-bottle of Experi
ment 61, lead the delivery tube, d, through a narrow 
glaas cyl inder to its upper end, Ill! shown in Fig. 36. 
As tho NH1 ieaucs at a, try to light It; It will refuse to 

·bu.rn. Through the de:rible tube, b, pass a current of 
0 into the cylinder. The jet of NH 8 being now Bar
rounded by an atm08phere of o; may be lighted; i~ 
will burn with a yellowish ftamo. 

&periment 68.-Pass a stream of 0 from the gas 
bolder through a strong aqueous solution of NH 8 in a 
flask. Heat the flask and bring a dame into contact 
with the mixed ga8l.'8 as they iBBue f rom the neck of FIG. 36. 
the dask. They will burn with a large yellow dame. 

E!llperiment 69-Upon a piece of broadcloth or dark colored calico, 
let fall a few drops of dilute sulphuric acid. The acid will produce 
red spots. Apply ammonia water to the spots and they will disap
pear. This is a familiar experiment in m08t laboratories. 

69. Chemical P roperties. - Ammonia and its 
aqueous solutiou have strong alkaline properties(§ 168}, 
neutralizing acids and restoring vegetable colors changed 
by acids. The gas is combustible only when mixed with 
oxygen. 

70. Composi tion. - Analysis of ammonia shows 
that it is composed of fourteen weights of nitrogen to three 
weights of hydrogen, or of one volume of nitrogen to 
tbree of hydrogen, the four volumes of the constituents 
being condensed to two volumes of the compound. This 
may be represented to the eye as follows : 

! ill IHI fRl f1il ~ 
~ + ~~ + ~~~ + ~e.j = [_~~1 
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In other words, when ammonia gas is decomposed, it 
doubles its volume, yielding half its volume of nitrogen, 
and one and a half times its volume of hydrogen. 

(a.) Suppose 100 cu. em. of NH1 to be confined over mercury in a 
eudiometer. By producing electric sparks in it, tbt~ gas i8 decom
poeed and increases its volume to 200 cu. om. .Add, say 100 cu. om. 
of 0 and produce a spark in the mixed g&l!e8. There is ~ shrinkage 
of 225 cu. om .. the gases now measuring 7/S cu. em. The shrinkage 
was due, of course, to the formation of H1 0 Hence, two-thirds of 
t he 2~ ou. em., or 150 cu. em., Wall H, and the other 75 cu. em. waa 0 . 
But, an we introduced 100 011. em. of 0, and only 75 ou. em. of it 
hns combined, the other 25 cu. em. must be In the eudiometer as 
part of the residual 75 cu. om. Co08eQuently, we have left 50 ou. em. 
of N, and 25 ou. em. of 0. Tho 50 cu. om. of N and the 11i0 cu. em. 
of H came from the 100 cu. om. of NH 3 • 

71. Uses.- Ammoniu water is largely used in tbe 
laboratory and as a detergent. It is also largely used in 
the preparation of .!Odium carbonate, in tbe production 
of aniline colors and in the manufacture of indigo. Liquid 
ammonia is ttfea in the freezing of artificial ice. 

Jhperiment 70.-Prepare 100 cu. em. of the "NC1!8lcr re·agcnt," 
liB follows : Into 80 cu. om. of H1 0 put 8.5 g. of potll881um Iodide, 
and 1.8 g. of mercuric chloride (coiTOI!ive sublimate, HgCI1 , a IWullg 
poiMm). Heat to the boiling point and stir until the solids are d is
solved. Add a saturated solution of Ha-CI1 in H1 0, drop by drop, 
until the color of tho red mercuric iodide Is just perceptibly per
manent. Then add 16 g. ' Q[ potnssium hydrate (caustic potash), 
or 12 g. of sodium h ydrate ~ustic soda), and add H1 0 until tho 
solution measures 100 cu. em. Tho reagent should be of a slightly 
yellowish tint. It it be colorll'f!S, add a. little more of the H~CI 1 
sol ution , until the permanent tint is just perceptible. Place the 
liquid in a well-stopporod bottle. 

Drop about 2 cu. em. of t l1o Nessler reagent into 50 cu. em. of n. 
very weak solution of NH 1 and stir the mixture, which will be 
changed to a brown color ; tho more NH 1 in the solution, tho 
deeper the brown. Save the rest of tho reagent in carefully stoppered 
bottles. 
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72. Tests.-The tests for ammonia are its pungent 
odor, its turning moistened red litmus paper blue, the 
fumes of ammonium chloride it produces with hydro
chloric acid (Exp. 6), and the test with the Kessler 
reagent. The ammonia of ammoniacal compounds may be 
generally set free by heating the compound with potas
sium hydrate and then detected by the above means. 
Ammonia testa play an important part in the analysis of 
potable waters-the development of ammonia indicating 
contamination by organic matter. 

EXERCISES. 

1. (a.>' What weight of H is contained in 17 g. of NH 1 t (b.) What 
volnme ofHY 

2. (a.) What volume of H can be produced by the decomposition 
of 2l. or NH1 t (b.) What wt>igbt of H Y 

8. (11.) Wha~ weight of H can be united with·28 g. of N to form 
ammonia t (b.) Wbat volume of H t 

4. (a.) What weight of N can be united with 0 g. of H to form N H s! 
(b.) What wlll be the weight of the product t 

5. (a.) U 100 cu. em. of NH 1 be decomposed in a eudiometer, 
100 cu. em. of 0 addoo, and an electric spnrk passed through the 
mixed~. what ga.ees will remain t (b. ) What will be the volume 
or each! 

6. Why were the B&fety tubes Ulled in Exp. 65 Y 
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~~TROW iKo 
NITRIC ACID. 

73. Sources. - The chief sources of nitric acid, 
(aqua fortis, H N03 ,) arc potassium nitrate (saltpetre or 
nitre,) which is obtained in abundance in India, and so
dium nitrate (Chili saltpetre or soda nitre), which is found 
as an efflorescence on the soil of a sterile region in Chili 
and Peru, and exported in large quantities from those 
countries. 

74. Pre}>aration.-Nitric acid is always prepared 
from a nitrate by distillation with sulphuric acid (H2 S04 ) . 

(a.) Into a quarter liter retort, a, having a glt\88 stopper, put 50 g. 
of pnlveri7.ed potassium nitrnto (KN04 ,) or 40 g. of pulvcriz1.'<1 sodium 
nitrate (NaNO.,) and 85 cu. em. ol strong H,S04 • 'fho mate
rials should be introduced through the tubulure, s, and care taken 
that none falls into the neck of the retort. It is well to use a papor 
funnel for the nitrate and a funnel tube for the acid. Replace tho 
stopper and place the retort upon sand in a shallow sheet iron or 
pressed tin pan, supported by a ring of the retort stand over the lamp, 
or upon wire gauze, as shown in tho figure. 'fbo use of the "sand 
bath " or gauze lessens 
the danger of breaking 
the retort. Place tho 
neck of the retort lOOS(.'
ly in the mouth of a 
Florence flask, r, cr 
other convenient re- c:;..._;;;~" 
ceiver, kept cool by 
H 1 0. It is well to covl!r 
the receiver with cloth 
or bibulou~ paper; the 
H1 0 may be brought ~~~~..:::,~;;;;;:.:;;,£:=;~.-..--..~p~iiP-
byarubbertnbesiphon FJO. 37· 
(Ph., § 298) from a pail 
of H

1
0 sufficiently clo\'at;JJ. As tho retort ts heated, the nitroto 
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liquefies, reddish fumes appear, and HN01 oondensee in the neck of 
the retort and in the rflceiver. 'fhe fumes in the retort will soon dis· 
appear ; continue the distillation until they reappear. 

KN01 + H1504 = HKS04 + HNO,. 

Transfer the HN01 to a glass stoppered bottle and save it for future 
use. After the retort has become thoroughly cool, the 110lid residue, 
acid potassium sulphate, should be dissolved by heating wi th H1 0. 
and then removed. 

(b.) In the arts, the retort is made of cast iron and the distillate is 
condensed in earthenware reeeivers. A higher temperature and 
frequently only half as much H1 50 4 are used. 

2KN01 + H.S04 = K0504 + 2HN0 1 , 

2NaN01 + H1 504 = Na1504 + 2HN01 • 

75. P h ysical Propertles.-Nitric acid is a fuming 
liquid, colorless when pure, but generally slightly tinted 
with the fumes seen in the retort during i ts prepamtion. 
It has a specific gravity of 1.52, freezes at 55°0., u.nd boils 
with partial decomposition at 86°0. It may be mixed 
with water in all proportions, the aqua fortis of commerce 
containing from 40 to 60 per cent. of nitric acid. 

ExptrimM&t 71.-Pulverize a few grams or charcoal nnd heat lt. 
Upon tbe heated charcoal, pour a little strong HN0 3 • 'fbe charcoal 
is rapidly oxidized to combustion. 

E.rperiment 7£'.-From the end of a meter.stick, drop a tllin slice 
or phoephorus into strong HN01 • 'fhe phosphorus is oxydized to 
violent combustion. 

Ezpwiment 73.-lnto dilute HN01 , dip a sk ein of white sewing 
silk. In a few minutes, remove and wash it thoroughly with H10. 
The silk will be permanently colored yellow. 

Experiment 74 - Put a sheet of " Dutch leaf," which may be ob
tained of a sign painter, into a test tube and poW" upon it a small 
quantity of HNO,. The metal is iustantly dil!solved. 

76. Chemical Properties.- Nitric acid is a power
ful oxidizing agent, and one of the most corrosive known 
substances. H colora nitrogenous animal substances (e. g., 
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silk, skin and parchment) yellow, and converts muny 
non-nitrogenous substances (e. g., cotton and glycerine) 
into violently explosive compounds. It dissolves all of 
the common metals except gold and platinum, forming 
nitrates • 

.&lperiTMnt 75.-Covtlr a smooth piece of brass or copper whh a 
film of beeswax. With a sharp instrument, write your name upon 
the metal, being sure to cut through the wax. Cover the writing 
with strong HN01 , In a few moments, the name will appear In a 
tracery of minute bubbles. A few momenta later, wuh the acid 
away with H 1 0 and remove tho wax. The autograph will be etched 
upon the metal. 

77. Uses.-Nitric acid is largely used in the laboratory 
and in the arts, in the mauuf.wture of gun coLton, nitro
glycerin, etc., and in the preparation of aqua regia (§ 114). 

Engra>ers use it for etching on copper and steel. 

E~riment 76.-Into a teet tube, put a few bite of oopper and 
cover them with HN0 1 • The red fumes of nitric oxide appear, and 
the liquid Ia colored blue by the copper nitrate formed. 

E.rperiment 77.-Into a teat tube, put a few cu. em. of a dilute 1!(). 

lotion of indigo. Add H NO, until tho blue solution Is hltliiChed. 

78. Tests.-In testing for nitric acid, first try blue 
iitmns paper. If this test paper be not reddened when 
dipped into the liquid in question, the liquid IS not an 
acid. If it be reddened, the liquid is some acid. As the 
nitrates arc all easily soluble, tests for nitric acid yield no 
precipitates. Free nitric acid may l>e detected by its 
bleaching an indigo solution, or by its forming red fumes 
when added to copper bi ts or filings. Nitrates show the 
same effects when heated with sulphuric acid, because of 
t he nitric acid thus set free. The nitrates also deflagrnte 
when thrown upon burning charcoal. 
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~'AOM KKL 
NITROGEN OXIDES . 

.Ez:periment 78.-ln a small evnpomting dish (App. 21), plnrc n few 
cu. em. of HN01 and add an equal bulk of H.o. In another vCilSel, 
place a small qu.antity of NH 1HO similarly diluted. lnto the first 
liquid, clip a strip of blue litmus paper. The chango of color 
shows an acid. Dip this litmus papcr(now red) into the otht'r liquid. 
The restoration of the blue color shows the presence of an nlkali. 
To the first liquid, add the second, in small quantities at first, and 
finally drop by drop. Stir the mixture continually with o. gltL~H rod, 
and test with blue litmus paper after each addition of N H • HO. 
At last, I& will be found that the mixture will neither reddcn blue 
litmus papar nor restore red litmus paper to its originnl blue. It hns 
neither an acid nor an alkal inc reaction. The acid has been " oeu· 
tralized" by the alkali, and we have a. solution of a neutral Mlt. 
Without boiling the liquid, evaporate it until, when the gla~~ rnd is 
removed, the adhering liquid becomes almost solid u pon cooling. 
Crystals will now form upon the cooling of the liquid ; thC!IC crystals 
are to be carefully drained and dried. They are ammonium nitrate 
(NH,NO.). 

79. Nitrogen Monoxide. - Nitrogen monoxide 
(nitrogen protoxide, nitrous oxide, laughing gas, N2 0,) is 
prepared by decomposing ammonium nitrate by beut. 

(a.) Into a small Florence ftask, f, place a tnblespoonful of 

FIG. 38. 

NH,N0 1 . lleatgently andcart'fully 
over the sand bath or a piece of wire 
gauze, and collect the gas over warm 
H1 0 . 

To show that H1 0 is produced, in
terpose, bet ween the Florence fll18k 
and the water pan, a condensing bot
tle placed in ice water, as shown nt c, 
in Fig. 38. Test the liquid that col
lects in this bottle by dropping a 
small piece of potru:ssinm into it. T he 
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flask would break before aU of ~he NH, N01 was dooompoeed, bui by 
heating a small quantity of the nitrate upon platinum foil, it will be 
seen that no residue i s l eft. 

&periment 79.-Repoa.t Exps. 33, 36, and 87, using N 1 0 instead of 
0. (l'hese are simply combustions In 0, the N10 being decomposed 
into its clements.) "" 

80. Properties.-Nitrogen monoxide is a colorless, 
sweet tasting gas, and a good supporter of combustion. 
One liter of it weighs 22 criths. It may be liquefied and 
solidified by cold and pressure. When the liquid is mixed 
with carbon disulphide and evaporated in a. vacuum, it pro
duces the remarkably low temperature of -140° 0. 
(Ph., § 526). It is largely soluble in alcohol or water, but 
less so in warm water. When pure !lld mixed with one
fourth i ts volume of oxygen, it may be safely inhaled, pro
ducing the effects that have secured for it tho name of 
laughing gas. If its inhalation is continued, it acts as an 
anresthetic. 

81. Composition. - The composition of nitrogen 
monoxide is strictly analogous to that of steam (Exp. 53), 
two volumes of nitrogen uniting with one of oxygen to 
form two of this compound. 

IN.'I fNl fOI ~ 
~~+~+~ =~:_:_) 

When decomposed by electric sparks, it yields lt times 
1ts own volume of mixed gases, as represenred by the 
typical squares above. 

8j, Uyponltrou!i Acld.- 't'his acid (HNO) has not yet been 
prepii.J'('d, but, the oorr<'sponding salt, pota.sllium h yponit rite (KNO), ill 
known. We moy imaoine thls reaction : N1 0 + H1 0 = 2HNO. 
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83. Nitric Oxide .-Nitric oxide (nitrosyl, NO,) is 
prepared by the action of dilute nitric acid upon copper 
clippings, turnings or filings. The gas may be collected 
over water. '!'he apparatus is arranged as shown in Fig. 6. 
The generating bottle is, at first, filled with red fumes 
(§ 87) but the gas collected over water is colorless. Save 
the blue solntion of copper nitrato [Cu(N03 ) 2 ] . 

3Cu + 8HN03 = 2NO + 3Cu (N03) 2 + 4H20 . 

.&perimtnt 80.-lnto a bottle of NO, lower a burning splinter, 
a burning candle, or Knlpbnr burning in a deflogra ting spoon 
(App. 19). I t wUJ not burn in tho goa. 

~riment 81.- Into a bottle of NO, lower a doflagrnting spoon 
containing a bit of vigorously bUcrning phosphoms, the size of a pea. 
It will continue to burn with great brilliancy . 

.E:cperiment 8S.-ln a jar of NO, place a few drops of carbon di 

F IG. 39· 

sulphide. Close the bottle for a. few 
minutes to allow the liquid to evapo· 
rate and its vapor to mix with the NO. 
In a dark room, bring a lighted taper to 
the open mouth of the jar, as shown in 
Fig. 89. Tho mixture burns with a vivid 
light rich in actinic rays (Ph.,§ 651). 

Erzperiment 83.-Into a jar of NO, 
standing in the water pan, pa.&'l a str<>..am ~~ 
of 0 from the gas holder. After the 
red f11cmes, that are promptly formed 
have been diBilOlved by the H1 0 , ro-
pcat tho experiment several times, notic· 
;ng tho phenomena cnrcfuily. 

Experiment 84.-Fill a large bell glll88 with NO at the water bath. 
Cover the mouth under H1 0 with a gliiSII plate, invert the bell glass 
~nd remove the plate (Fig. 40). The NO absorbs 0 from the air and 
forms a cloud of the now familiar red fUcmes (Exp. 45). 

84. Properties. - rrb·e leading property of nitric 
oxide is its strong attraction for oxygen. Its relation to 
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combustion is peculiar. Ordinary combustibles will not 
burn in it at all ; phosphorus may be 

molted in the gas without kindling, fii,J~~~~~ii\ 
but when once well aflame it burns 

with great energy. The gas is color
Jess and slightly soluble in water. 
One liter of it weighs 15 criLhs. 

85. Composition. - This is 
tbe first compound that we have 
studied, the gaseous constituents of 
which unite without condensation. 
One volume of oxygen unit.es with 
one volume of nitrogen to iorm two F1G.40. 

volumes of nitric oxide. 

INi+rol-1 N·o 1 

l4_~~1 ~~ -~' 
SO. Nltrol;'en Trioxide.- This gas (nitrous anhydride, 

N1 0 1 ,) is nn obseura compouud thnt unites with waler to form nitrous 
acid (HN01 ) . 

N1 0 1 + H1 0 = 2HN01 • 

87. Nitrogen Peroxide. -Nitrogen peroxide (ni
tryl, N02 ,) is the brownish red gas with which wo ha>o so 
frequently met in our experiments with nitric acid and lho 
nitrogen oxic}cs. IL is bcsL prepared by br·inging logelher 
two volumes of nitric oxide and one volume of oxygen, 
both constituents l>cing }X'rfectly dry. It is an energetic 
oxidizing agent (§ 152, d). It may be liquefied and 
solidified. In the presence of water it forms acid com
pound , probably a mixture of nitric and nilrous acids. 

Experiment 8.?.- PI\88 2!i0 r11. rm. of 0 iuto a bott lt' filled with 
H

1
0, colored with blue litmus. Then pnss in 2150 cu. rm. of NO. 
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Red fumt'S of N01 are produced but soon absorbed by the H,O. Pase 

l<'IG. 41. 

be represented as follows: 

in another 250 ru. em. of NO. 
If the 0 and NO are pure, 
th~ 0 will be wholly used to 
form NO., all of which will be 
absorbed. by tho H1 0 . The 
acids thus prorluced turn the 
colored water from blue to 
red. 

88. Composition.
Tho composition of ni
trogen peroxide, by vol
ume and by weight, may 

fNI + lol + iol- rNo.l 
~ ~ ~~·~-~~ 

89. Nitrogen Pcntoxldc. - Nitrogen pentox.ido (nitric 
anhydridl', N 1 0 1 ) is a crystalline white compound, so unstable tlu~t it 
spontnncously dccomposos in a scaled tube into oxygen and nitrogen 
peroxide. It is particularly interesting on account of its relation to 
nitric acid. 

N1 0 6 + H1 0 = 2HN01 • 

90. Law of Definite Proportions.-The truth 
staLed in § 12 has been verified by numberless anu.lysos 
and may be formulated as follows : .!l.ny given chenui<xil 
componnd always contains the same elements in 
the sanue proportions. 

~t. Law of 1\lultiplo Proportions. - If two 
szibstances comJJine to f orm more than one comr
poluul, the weight of one sUbstance being considered 
as constant, the weights of the other vary accordin_g 
to a simple ratio. 
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(a.) This important principle is best illustrat.OO by the nitrogen 
oxides just studied. 

N.uu:s. 

itrogen monoxide 
ltric oxide ...•... 
hrogen trioxide .. 

N 
N 
N 
N 
N 

itrogen peroxide . 
it11>gen pentoxide 

s 
0 

e 
rn 

---
N1 0 
NO 

N.o. 
N01 

N,o. 

BY ORA 'I'DlETBlO 

AIULT81J1. 

ACTU.U. lliTJO 

z 0 z 0 
'0 ... 

0 
... 
0 '!l 

:a ~ 
... .:; .c 

~ ~ ~ 
" .. " .. 
~ It: ~ ~ 

28 : 16 1::1 
14 : 16 1f :2 
28:48 It: 8 
14 : 32 lf : 4 
28:80 1f:5 

I DT VOLUJOTJUO 

AlULY818. -
ACTUAL lUTIO 

z 0 z 0 ... 
~ '!; ~ 0 

fl :!! :!! :! 
~ a a a 

" " " 0 ~ ~ 0 
~ p. 

--
2 : 1 2: 1 
1 : t 2: 2 
2 : 8 2:3 
1 : 2 2:4 
2 : 5 2:5 

AttentJon is called to the consecutive nnmbore, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, In 
the coluruns headed "Ratio." 

(b.) This law necc8!!&rily results from the definition of an atom 
(~ 5). Since the atoms CliO not be divided, the elements can combine 
only atom hy atom and, consequently, either in tho ratio of their 
atomic weights or some simple multiple of that ratio. 

EXERCISES. 

1. ls the air a mixture or a compound t Why? 
2. State tbe points of resemblance and difference between 0 and N. 
8. (a.) Is the process of preparing 0 analytic or synthetic Y 

(b.) Of preparing N01 Y (c.) N1 0 Y 
4. How could you prove the presence of 0 in air? 
5. If two liters of N and one of 0 be combined, whaL will be the 

name and volume of tho product? 
6. (a.) How is ammonia water prepared ? (b.) How is liquid am

monia prepared Y (c.) What will result from the decomposition of a 
liter of laughing gas into ita coustituont elements Y (d.) Write the 
reaction for tho preparation of NH 1 . 

7. When N1 0 is mixed with Hand the mixture exploded, Nand a 
compound vapor are formed. \Vrlte the reaction. 



QUANTIVALENCE, RATIONAL SYMBOLS, RADICALS. 

92. Quauiivale ncc.- ln hydrochloric uciu (HCI), 

one atom of chlorine uni tes with ono of bydrogau. ln 
water, one atom of oxygen unites wi th Lwo of hydrogen. 
In ammouia, one atom of nitrogen uni tes with three of 
hydrogen. In marsh gas (CH4 ), one atom oi carbon 
unites with four of hydrogen. One atom of potassium 
may replace one atom of hydrogen in nitric aciu ( H N03) 
yielding potassium uitrate (KN03,) whilo one atom of 
copper replaces two atoms of hydrogen in sulphuric 
acid (HlS04 ) forming copper sulphate (CuS04 ) . One 
atom of potassium can replace one atom of hydrogen, 
but no more ; one atom of copper can replace two atoms 
of hydrogen, but no less. The quantivalence of nn 
atom, or troup of atoms (§ 97) expresses the nu,m,
ber of hydrogen at01ns with which it ca111 combine 
o: for which it may be exchctnted; e. g., Lhe quan
tlvalenco of potassium is one, that of oxygen is two. 

(a) Atome are classified according to tlH'i r qunntivnJence as monads, 
dyads, triads, tetrads, pentads, hexads and heptnd~, from the Greek 
numerals. They are l!imUarly described by the adjoctivos uni valent, 
~ivalent, trivalent, quadrivalent, quinquivnJent, sexivo1ent, and sep
b_valent, from the Latin numern.le. Thue, oxygen is a dyad, or i~ is 
btvnlcnt; carbon is a tetrad, or it is quadriv&len~. 

(b.) The quantivaleuce of an element may be alisolllte or apparent. 
Absolute (or true) qunnlintlence is conceived to be a proper~y of 
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atoms, invariable for any one atom under llke conditions. H is a 
power that may or may not be exerted to tts full extent. With our 
present limited knowledge, i~ is impossible to determine the absolute 
quantivalence of an clement with certainty. Apparent quantlvalence 
is the combining power that an awm exhibits in any given compound. 
It may or may not be the same as its absolute quanti valence. Tho 
qnautivalence or N apparent ln NH 1 is three; i. e., N there apJ><lllrs 
to Ue a triad. lts qunntivalt>nce apparent in NH 4 Cl Is five; it there 
appears as a pentad. When atoms of tbe sa1uo clement act with 
different qoantivaiPnces, they frequently form compounds na dis. 
similar as atoms of different kinds would do. A chango irr tho nppnr· 
cut quanti valence of an atom Implies a chango in all of its chemical 
relations. N1 0 is as different from N1 0 1 as H1 0 is. 

(c.) Tho quanti valence of an atom is indicated by Roman numer
als placed above, or minute marks placed above and at the righL 

of the symbol, ns C or N'"· They should not bo confounded with 
the figures below and at the right of the symbol. 

(d.) Sometimes the words "valence," "equ.ivalencc" and "atom
icity" are used in the sense in which we hnvo used the word quan
ti valence. The word "atomicity " more properly refers to the num
ber of atoms in a molecule. 

(,..) The quanti valence of many common clements is not yet satie
factorily determined. Qnantivalence should not be conlounded with 
cbernism or affinity. H and Cl have a very great affinity for each 
or her, but eacl1 is univalent. 

93. Gra1)hic Symbol s of Atoms.-The graphic 
symbol of an atom represents its quant ivalence by lines or 

bond.~ mdiating from tbc symbol, as follows : 
M onad, ])yfl.d, Trifid, Tetrad, Pentad, 
H- 0= N:; C~ =p::;: 

Dezad. 
= s= 

1'be mtmber of bonds is significant ; their direction is not. 
Thus, the graphic symbol of an atom of oxygen may be 

I 

written -0-, 0=, 0-, -o, 0 <, etc., etc. 
I 

94. Empirical an<l Rational Symbols.
Molecnlar symbols are of two clnssc:;, empirical and rational. 
Au empirical symbol is ba ed upon analysis, expresses the 
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kiud and number of atoms in a molecule, and represents 
all that we know about tho constitution of the molecule. 
H20, HN 0 3, etc., are empirical symbols. A rational sym
bol attempts to represent, in addition to this, tho possible 
modes of formation and decomposition of substances 

and are sometimes necessary to enable us to distinguish 
between substances having the same empirical symbol but 
endowed with different properties (§ 216). Graphic and 
typical symbols are included under this head. 

95. Graphic Sym bols. -A constitutional or 
graphic symbol is one that indicates the constitution of a 
molecule; not, indeed, by showing tho arrangement of the 
atoms in space, for we know nothing at all about that, but 
by showing which atoms are united with each other in the 
molecule. It is composed of the graphic symbols of the 
constituent atoms : 

(a.) Tha graphic symbol of H20 may be written H-0-H ; that of 
H 0 
I .., II 

H1N, H-N-H ; that of C01 , 0 = C= 0; that of HN01 , H-0-N = 0 

and that of S011 0=5= 0. H will be noticed that each atom has 
II 

the number of bonds that represents its quantivalcnoe. 

96. Typical Symbols.- Chemical symbols are 
sometimes written in accordance with one of sororal types, 
e. g., free hydrogen or hydrochloric acid, water, ammonia 
and marsh gas. 

Tho underlying idea is that the chemical constitution of 
all known substances is modeled upon a limited number 
of types. By replacing atomic symbols in the type by 

others of the same quuntivalence, we can obtain the sym
bol for any other member of the class. 
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(a.) Examples of typical symbols are given below : 

Pru DydrOgm. Wakr. AmmonJa. Jlarlll. OIU. 

~} ~ }o ~}N ~}c. 
Dvdroclllork Sodium 11/llh.IJI- .Md/1~ Acld. EfrdraU. amln~. BIHd 

(CH 1)' } CH,} 
~I} ~a } 0 H N g~. 51. 

H CH
1 

I 

~felh.7Jl 
D vdrf4a. 

suz;,urlc 
cld. 

Trlmtlhyl-
amine. 

LtiJd 
11/(//lyl. 

c~. ~ (SO,Y' } o 
Ha • 

CH 1 } CH, N 
CH 1 

CH,} 
g~: Pb. 
CH 1 

(b.) These typical symbcls are not to be conslderod as suggesting 
similar properties in the substances referred to any one type. They 
simply suggest similarity in tho supposed grouping of the atoms In 
the molecule. 

(c.) It will be notloed, f rom thn examples abcve, that a compound 
radical(§ 07i may take its proper place in a typical symbol, replncing 
an atom or more of H according to lte qoantivalenco and that a sob
stance (e. g., H1 S0 4 ) may be repl't'80ntod as buili upon thu typo oC 
the double molecule of the typical compound. A triple molecule 

bch ed I . (C.H,Y" to may t us us , e. g., g ycenn = H, I a· 

(d.) Typical symbols are of groat assistance in classification, es
pecially in tho case of the carbon compounds. 

97. Sim}>le and Compound Radicals. -.An 
atom or group of atoms that seems to determine the char
acter of a molecule is called a radical. Ruch an atom is 
called a simple radical; such a group of atoms is called a 
compound radical In the graphic symbols given above, 
i t will be noticed that, in each case but one (S02 ) , every 
atom has i ts quantivalcnce fully satisfied ; i. e., each bond 
of each atom is engaged. Such atomic groups are said to 
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be saturated. But the group, 0=5= 0, has two free bonds. 
II 

Suck an unsaturated group of atoms is callecl a 
compound radical. It may enter into combination 
like a simple atom,, always actin_g with a quan
tivalence equal to the number of l~tnsatisfied bonds. 

(a.) The names of oompound radicals generally terminate in -yl, 
as nlti'OI!yl (NO) and nitryl (N01) . Two of these atomic groups may 
unite, like two atoms, to form a saturated moleculo. If, from H-0- H, 
we remove one atom of H, we have the compound radical H-0-, 
called hydroxyl. Two of these univalent groups may unite to form 
H10 1 (§ 44), as follows: (HO)-{HO) or H-0-0-H. 

EXEROISES. 

1. Considering Cl to be a monad, \vrito the graphic symbols for 
Cl 10, Cl 10 1 , HCIO and HCI01 , 

2. What qtw~tivaleuce for Cl is indicated by the aymbol
H-0-CI = OT 

II 
0 

8. Write three graphic symbols for S01 , two of which sluul rep· 
reeeut i t as a compound radical (sulphuryl) and all of which shall 
repreecot S as a dyad. 

(. Write two graphic symbols for SO, , one of them representing 
S as a dyad, the other representing S as a hexad. 

li. Name the substances, symbolized as follow~, indicating the sym
bols for compound radicals : 

-O-N =0; 
O=N\._; 

0 = N/" 

0 
ll. • 

H-0-N = 0 
StAte the difference between the indications given by the last two 

eymbols. 
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~SE~TION I. 

CHL O RINE. 

lir Symbol, Cl ; 1pecijic gratity, 35.5; altAnic tDeigltt, 35.5 m. c.; 
molecular tce·igllt, 71 m. c.; quanUroknce, 1, (3, 5 Qr 7). 

98. Occurrence.-Chlorine docs not occut· free in 
nature, but it is very abundant and widely dilfused, being 
a constituent of common salt (sodium chloride, NaCI), 
and of potassium chloride (KCI). Every liter of sea-water 
may be made to yield about five times its volume of 
chlorine. 

NQte.-'I'he name com 11 from the Greek clikJrQI, mllllning green. 
The elementary chnrncter of chlorine is seriously questioned, but the 
gns has not yet been shown to be compound. 

99. Preparatiou.-Chlorine is generally prepared, 
directly or indirectly, from common salt (NaCI). 

(n.) Melt a small quantity of NaCI in a Het!l!ian crucible over a coni 
fire, and pour the fused salt uvon a stone slnb or brick floor. When 
the NaCI is cool, put about 80 g. of it into a liter Florence flask, add 
80 g. of mangnnesodio.xide (MnO,) and 85 cu. em. of strong sulphuric 
acid ( H1 S04 ), previously diluted with an equal bulk of H1 0 . The 
stopper of the flask should have a delivery tube passin~ to the botLom 
of a tall, dry, glllllll cylinder. It is well to provide a 1!1\fety tube 
(App. 12) for the flask. Shake the flask to mix the mat.ru-ials, place it 
upon n sand bath and beat gently. Cl is evolved and is collected in the 
cylinder by downward displacement. When tho cylinder is full, 
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cloee the mouth with a gl'(llll!e(} gla.ss plate. The yellowish green 
color of the gas enables the ex
}>'3rimentcr to soo when tho cylin
der is full . Be careful not to in
hale the gas. Perform all experi
ments with Cl in a draught of air 
or in a ventilating closet (App. 23) 
if you have one. 

2NaCI + Mn01 + 3H 1 SO , = 
MnS04 + 2HNaS04 + 2H~O 

+ Cl,. 

(b.) Another way of pf('paring 
Cl is to use 12 g. of MnO! and 
25 cu. em. of h ydrochloric (mu· 

F:G. 42. riatic) acid instead of the NaCI, 
Mn0 1 and H1S04 • The gas may be collected, although with loss, 
over hot water or strong brine. 

4HCI + Mn01 = MnCI1 + 2H 1 0 + Cl1 • 

(c.) The ensiest way of preparing Cl is to put o. small bottle of 
chloride of limo, bleaching powder (CaOC 11 ) , say 15 or 20 g., into 
the bottom of a gllll!ll vessel of several liters capacity, and then, by 
means of a funnel tubo ]l68Sing through the )1ll8tcboard cover of tho 
large jar, to pour dilute H1 S04 upon the CaOCI

1 
• 

.lkperiment 86.-Preparo some chlorine water by passing a current 
of Ci through H10 , in a 
series of W oulff'e boLUes, 
arranged aa In Exp. 65, ex
cept that the tubc3 should 
not dip 10 far under tho sur
Caee of the H,O. The solu
tion formed is heavier than 
H,O. Tho chlorine water 
may be preserved for a con
sidt>rable time by placing it 
in bottles wrapped in opaque 
)l6pl'r and closed with 
gl"l.liU!Cd stoppare. If we 
wish lo abeorb the whole of 
a llmiLll quantity of Cl, we 
may pa88 H into 110 inverted FIG. 43. 
retort filled with H,O, 118 shown in Fig. 43. 
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Ea:periment 87.-lnto '\jar filled with Cl, pour H10 until the jar 
is a third fuJI of the liquid. Close the 
mouth of the botlle with the band and 
shake the bottle. The gas will be ab. 
sorhed, a vacuum formed and the bottle 
held aj,!'aiust the hand by atmospheric pres
sure (Fig. 44). 

100. Physical Properties-
Chlorine is a yellowish green, irres-
pirable gas with a suffocating odor Ftc. 44-

and astringent taste. Even a very small quantity of it in 
the air produces violent coughing and irrit.ation or the air 
passages, when it is inhaled. Any attempt to breathe it 
undiluted would doubtless prove fatal. It is about 2! times 
as heavy as air, one liter weighing 35.5 criths. It may be 

liquefied by pressure or cold. It is largely soluble in 
water, one volume of which, at 10°0., dissolves 2t vol
umes of the gas. The solution has most of the proper
til:'s of the gas, and, when saturated, gives off the gtul 
freely on exposure to the air. 

IiizperiTMnt 88.-Fill a tall bottle or cylinder holding 500 cu. em
or more with Cl. Tbf' gas may well be dried by passing it over cal
cium chloride, as in E xp. 28, or by passing it over fra~,rmenta of 
pumice saturated "ith sulphuric ncid (H, SO.), ns in Exp. 81, or by 
allowing the gas to bubble through H.so.. Slowly sift freshly 
prepared filin!lS or metallic antimony into the bottle. Tl1e two 
elempnts will combine with the evolution of hent nnd light. Filings 
of metallic arsenic or bismuth ~ive similnr effects. 

Experiment 89.-Place a thin slico of dry phosphorus in a deflngrat
ing spoon and place it in a jar of Cl. The gas and the solid com
lline directly with t. pale flame. 

E17'"iment 90.-Bum a jet of H, or illuminating gas, in an atmos
phere of Cl, as represented in Fig. 45. Reverse tbe conditions and 
burn a jet of Cl in H (see Fig. 27). Try to burn a jet of Cl in 0, 
and a jet of 0 in Cl. 
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FIG. 45· 
~ment 91.-Pour chlorine wa~r into a solution of hydrogen 

sulphide (H, S, § 187~ Tho Cl robs the H 1 S of its H to form HCI, 
while tbe S is precipitatod. 

Brperiment 92. - In a dark
ened room, mix equal volumes 
of H nnd Cl, previously prepared 
in the light. With the mixtnre, 
fill th ree stout sodA bottles. 
Wrap one of the bottles with a 
towel, remove the cork and afl" 
ply n ft nme to the moutll of the 
bottle. The mixed gases com
bine with nn explosion. The 
towel will protect the cxperi · 
ment~r if the explosion break 
t,he bottle. Wran tho second 
bottle \vitll a tow'el to which a 
string. two or tl1roo metl'rs lonj:\', 
hna been attaclwd. Carry the 
covered bottle into a sunny plnce 
nnd, by means of the string, re-
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move the towel. The sun's direct rays cause the mixed gases to ex
plode. 

This experiment succeeds ·best with a thin glass bulb filled with 
a gaseous mixture obtained by the electrolysis of hydrochloric acid. 
On exposing one of these bulbs to bright day light, or to the electric 

FIG, 47-
or mnguosium (Fig. 47) Ught, a sharp explosion occurs, produced by 
the synt hesis of tbe gases prepared by eledrolyiic analysis. 

P lace the tl1ird bottle in diffused sun light. The two gases will 
unite gradually and quietly. Allow the bottle to remain for futuro 
USEl. 

Expe1'iment 93.-Fill five wide-mouthed bottles with dry Cl and 
cloSfl their mouths with greased 
glass plates. Heat some oil of 
turpentine (C , 0 H , . ) over the 
watf'r bath (App. 10). Fastf'n 
a tuft of shrrodcd tissue paper 
or of cotton to a wire or splinter, 
dip it into the hot t urpenti ne, 
nnd quickly p lunl!'e it into the 
fi rst bottle of Cl. .'J'he paper or 
cotton will g enera II y take fire 
nnd burn with n very dcn8e 
smoke (Fig. 48). Into t he second 
bottle, thrust n burni ng dry 

FIG. 48. wood splinter ; into tho third, FIG.49· 
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thrust aborning piece of papt!r ; into the fourth, a bu.rning wax or 
tallow taper (Fig. 49) ; into tho fi f~h . a deflagrating spoon containing 
burning pet roleum. Note the effect in eaeh catte. 

Nute.-The combustiblesllSE'd in the last experim ent contain H end 
carbon (C). This H combinl'l! with the Cl and sets the C free, as 
smoke. 

Experimtnt 94.- Fill a tall tube with Cl and invert it over a cup 
of H.o. Pineo tho tube in a sunny place. Alter a fe w days, tt·st tl1e 
gaseous contents of the tube for 0 , and the water for an acid. Seck 
for the odor of C I. 

Note.-lf two volumes of ole fiant gas (C1 H.) be mixed with four 
volum!lS of Cl, the C will be set free, 113 dense smoke; C, H. + 2CI, 
= 4HCI + C1 • If the air bo exhausted from a flask containing a few 
leaves of "Dutcll motnl " (very thin copper) a nd Cl admittf'd into 
the vacuum, tho ~opper leaf will born, forming yfll low fumes of cop
per chloride. If sodium be melted in a spoon and placed in a jn r of 
moilt Cl , the synthesis will yield common salt: Na + Cl = NaCI. 
P ota88ium is similarly attacked by either moist or dry Cl. 

101. Chemical Properties. - Chlorine is a very 
energetic chemical agent. It unites directly with all of 
the elements except oxygen1 nitrogen and carbon, its at
traction for hydrogen being very remarkable. It is even 
able to decompose water, combining wi th the hydrogen 
anll libemting the oxygen. 

E.rp-rimenl 95.-P1188 a current of dry Cl throug!1 a bulb o r U tnbe 
containing e. bit of dry calico prlnt. After a fe w moments, a t tach a 
second to be contaibing a bit of similar calico tbat h as been molstenod. 
Notice that the Cl now pa88C8 the dry calico without bloa.ching it, 
bot that It quickly bloe.ches tho moist calico with which it s ubee· 
quontly comes into contact. 

N ote.-Pink or blue paper cambric is desirable for the above ex · 
pcrimcnt. 

Erperimtnt X. - Nearly 611 seven test tubes with chlorine water. 
l~t.o the fi l'llt, pour e. few drops of indigo !!Olution ; into the socond, 
litmull 10l u~on ; into the third, cochineal solution ; into the fourth 
and 61\b, &.lllline dyes of C.iffercnt colol'l:l ; into the sixth, the colored 
petal of e. Oo~er, and Into the seventh put a strip of colored eaUco or 
paper cambric. The colol'll Wi!J quickly disappear. 
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E:rperiment 97.-Upon a piece of printed paper, write your name 
in iuk, Dip the paper into chlorine water. Tho written characters 
will be bleached out; the printed chart1cters will remain. 

E:rperiment 98.-Repeat Exp. 91 , noticing the odor of HJS bofore 
tho addition of tho chlorine water and itaabsonco after such addition. 

102. Uses.-Chlorine is of great use in the arts as a 
ulcaching and disinfecting agent, its action depending Yery 

largely upon its attraction for hydrogen. 'l'he non-mineral 
coloring matters are largelycomposod of oxygen, hydrogen, 
nitrogen and carbon. When such coloring matter is 
brought into contact with chlorine in tbe presence of 
moisture, the chlorine attacks the hydrogen of both, 
the nascent oxygen thus lil>Eiru.tetl from the water greatly 
aid ing the chlorine in the decomposition of the coloring 
substance. Colorless compounds are formed by a process 
of ch lorination and oxidation. Chlorine has littlo effect 
upon mineral or carbon colors. 

Experiment 99.-Propare a quan, ty of thin starch paste by boiling 
l!O cu. c1n. of H1 0 and stirring into it 0.5 0· of starch previously re
d uced to the consistency of crerun b~hl~JR!xj_ng with a few 
d rops of H1 0. In this paste, dissolve a pieco olj:i0l'a88ium iodide, 
half the size of n pea. Into a test tube, put 10 cu. em. of H1 0 and 
5 or 6 drops of this mixture of starch and potassium iodide. Shako 
tho tube vijlorously for a few seconds ancl let a few drops of chlorine 
water fall into it. Notice the blue color thus formed. 

Ea;pmment 100.-lnto tho solution of starch and potassium iodido, 
clip two or three stri~s of whltc paper. Hold one ot' th:JSO strips of tu' 
po.per in n current of Cl. Tho white paper is turned to blue. Re
move tho stopper from the bottle containing chloride of lime (bleach
ing powder) and bold nnother strip of the t.Pst pnper in tl1o atmosphere 
of Cl that fills the upper part of the bottle. The paper is instantly 
colored blue. 

N 1n11.-Thc Cl decomposes tho potall!'ium iodide ; tho free iodine 
colors the starch (see Exp. 121). 

E xperiment 101.-Place a strip of gold leaf in saturated chlorine 
water. The gold will be dissol vocl. 
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&rptriflllfU lOt. - Diaeolve a few crystaJs of silver nitrate 
(AgN0

1
) in H

1
0. .Add & few drops of a solution of common 841t 

(NaCI). A white curdy precipitate of silver chloride (AgC!) is 

formod. 

.Fizperimmt 103.-Wash the AgCI obtained in the last experiment 
and try to dissolve it in HN01 . It will prove to be insoluble in 
that liquid. 

Experi~nt 104.-Wash the AgCI of the last experiment and try to 
di.olve it in strong ammoniA w&ter. I t will dissolve. 

103. Tests. -Free chlorine is easily distinguished 
by its odor; pure chlorine, by i ts color. Chlorine is also 
easily detected by its bleaching action upon organic color
ing matters, or by it.s forming a blue color with a mixture 
of starch and potassium iodide. This last men1ioned re
action is very delicate, but an excess of chlorine remoYes 

the color and tbe same effect is produced by bromine, ozone 
and a few other actively oxidizing substances. Many of 
its compounds yield, with solutions of sil>er sal ts, precip
itates of silrer chloride, insoluble in nitric acid. 

(a.} By adding & 110lntion of silver nitrate to that or a soluble 
chloride (e. g., KCI + AgN01), one part of Cl in a million parts of 
HaO may be det.eeted, & faint opaleacooce appearing. 

EXERCISES. 

1. When chlorine water is exposed to sunlight HCils formed and 
01 • 

s set free. (a.) Write the reae\lon. (b.) What volume of Cl is 
n~ th1111 to set free 20 cu. em. of 0? 

. 2. Cl unites with the metals acting as a monad. (n.} Symbolize the 
bm&ry compounds of Cl with the following: Na' • K' · Cu" · Au111 • 
A-' . F .. z If (F I • ' • 

K • e i n i •,)• ·. (b.) Symbolize the nitrates fonned by re-
placing the H In HN01 b7 the 110veml metaJs just mentioned. 
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HYDROCHLORIC ACID. 

104:. Source.-Hydrochloric acid (hydrogen chloride, 
chlorhydric acid, muriatic acid, HCI) is the only known 
compound of hydrogen and chlorine. The hydrogen is 
generally furnished by sulphuric acid (H 2S04 ) and the 
chlorine by common salt (sodium chloride, NaCI), the 
cheapest and most abundant source of chlorine. The pure 
acid is a gas, the aqueous solution of which constitutes 
the muriatic acid of commerce. 

(a.) HCI is found in the exhalations of active volcanO<'II, ('l'lpecWly 
Vesuvius and lloola, and in the waters of severs! South Am~riCiln 
rivers that have tiJeir rise in volcanic regions. • , 

105. Prepat·ation. - Hydrochloric acid ill almost 
always prepared from common salt by distillation with sul
phuric acid. 

(a.) Into a liter !<'Iorence fl&l!k, 
put 30 g. of fus:ld NaCI and SO 
cu. em. ot H1 S04 • Heat the 
fl&8k g ently over the sand batiJ 
and collect by downward dis
placement in dry jars, as in the 
preparation of Cl. By holding n 
piece of moistened bluo litmus 
paper nt the mouth of the jar, 
tile experimen!Rr may easily tell 
when the jllr is full. Comp!U't' 
this paragraph Cll16flllly with 
~ 74. 
NaCI + H1 S04 = HCI+ HNaS04 • 

(IJ.) At a higher tcmp<>rnturo, FJG. so. 
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tho I&JJle quantity of H1 504 would combine with twice as much 
NaCI, yield twice as much HCI, and leave !!Odium sulphate (Na.S04 ) 

instl!ad of hydrogen sodium sulphate (HNaSO,), according to this 
equation: 

2NaCI + H1 SO, = 2HCI + Na1 SO,. 

The greater heat necessary for this latter reaction would be severe 
upon the apparatus. At the end of tho experiment, the HNaSO, 
remaining in the Bask may be easily removed with warm H1 0 . 

(e.) HCI may be prepared by the direct union of equal volumes of 
its eonstltuenta (1100 Exp. 92). 

(d.) In the arts, the retort used Is an iron cylinder and the gaseous 
acid isdi&!Oived in H .o, contained in a series of earthenware Woulffe 
bottles. In this npparatus, either of tbe reactions above mentioned 
may tnke place. Very lnrge quantities (thousands of tons weekly) 
of the acl:l liquid are mado as nn incidental product of the manufac
ture of IIOdium carbonate (~ 268). 

(e.) Dry, gni!COus 
HCI may be ob
tained by beating 
the acid liquid and 
Jllllll!lng the gas 
given off through a 
drying tube or bot
tle. Sec Exp. 61. 

.&rperiment 105.
Fill a long test tube 
with dry HCI and 
invert it over mer
cury. Thrust a bit 
of ieo into the 

. FIG. 51. mouth of the tube. F IG. 52. 
The •ce and gas will quickly disappear, the mercury 1ising in the 
tube. E"'Plain . 

. ~rime1U 106.-Fill a bottle with dry HCI. ciose tl1e bottle 
With a eork carrying & glass tube and invert it over H 0 colored 
with blue litmus (Fig. 52). The H10 will soon enter with ;iolence 
and its eolor will be changed from blue to red. Instead of plll!l!in~ 
~ho tu~ from a lnw eolored water in an open vessel , 118 shown in the 

gure, It may be pa.ssed lhrougb the cork of a cloeed bottle into the 
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liquid. If tlus bottle be provided with a bent tube, air may be forced 
into the bottle and thus enough H1 0 forced into a to begin the ab
sorption without waiting for the HCI to dilfuse downward through 
the tube. C-ompare Exp. 64. 

- s s s 

FIG. 53· 

E~riment 107.-Pass HCI from the generating flask through a 
series of Woul1fe bottles arranged as in Exp. 65, except that the de
livery tube from each bottle should barely dip into the H1 0 of the 
ne:J"t bottle. It is well to place the Woulffe bottles in H1 0 to keep 
them cool. When. the gas ceases to flow, test the contents of each 
bottle with blue litmus paper. Bottle the liquid and save for future 
W!C. 

106. Physical Properties.-Hydrochloric acid is 
a colorless gas having an acid taste and pungent odor. It 
is irrespirable and neither combustible nor a supporter of 
combustion. It is a little heavier than air, its specific 
gravity being 18.25, i. e., a liter of it weighs 18t critbs 
(1.6352 g.). ~t liquefies under a pressure of 40 atmos
pheres, this liquid having a specific gravity of 1.27. Tho 
gas is remarkably soluble in water, one volume of which, 
at the ordinary temperature, absorbs about 450 volumes 
of the gas, or more than 500 volumes at 0°0. This 
saturated solution, the muriatic acid of commerce, fumes 
strongly in tbe air, has a specific gravity of 1.21 nnu 
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readily ~h·es up the acid gas when heated. If pure, it 
freezes at temperatures below -40°0 . to a butter-like mass 
having tbe composition HCI + 2H20. 

E.tperiment 108.-Nearly fill a test tube with dilute, commercial 
HCI and drop into it a few pieces of granulated zinc (see§ 21). The 
zinc is quickly diaaolved. What ~as escapes Y Write the reaction. · 

107. Chemical Properties.-Hydrochloric acid 
acts upon many metals and their oxides, forming chlorides, 
most of which are soluble in water. 

(a.) The liquefied HCI does not act upon any of the metals ex
cept AI. 

Experimtnt 109.-If the second bottle used in Exp. 92 was strong 
enou~h to stand the explosion without breaking, open it with ita 
mouth under mercury. Notice that no mercury enters the bottle 
and that no p:na escapes. Try it with the third bottle used in that 
experiment. Tllen test the contents of tbe bottles with moistened 
blue litmus paper. The reddening of the paper shows that we h ave 
an 1\Cid; it is HCI. We have shown that the volume of the HCI is 
the same as that of the gaaes that united to form it. How tDa8 

this shown 1 

Experiment 110.-Fit a U or V shaped tube too. wooden sto.nd by 
clamping it with strips of 
tin or cementing it witlt 
plaster of Paris. Through 
<>ach of two corks pass a 
wire attached to a strip of 
platinum. Ho.Jf fill the 
tube with HCI, insert the 
corks snugly, push the 
wires down until the plati
num strips are immersed in 
the acid liquid and connect 

FIG. 54. the wires with the poles of a 
. galvanic battery(Ph.,§§897, 

308,_401). At the end o! four or five minutes. remove the cork that 
carne3 the negati~e electrode (Ph., § 377) an.d apply a lighted match. 
H was pr{'86nt, m1xed with the air that was in that arm of the tnhe at 
the_ beginnl~g of the experiment. Remove the other cork and thrust 
a bJt of mOistened litmus or turmeric paper into that nrm of the 
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tube. The bleaching of the paper and the peculiar odor show the 
presence of Cl. Of course, delivery tubes may be provided for the 
corks and the gaaes collected separately (see Fig. 4). Exact ex peri· 
menta of this kind are difficult on acc01mt of the eolnbility of Cl in 
H, O, but when made they show that equal volumes of H and of Cl 
are liberatE'<!. 

108. Composition. -The composition of hydro
chloric acid bas been accurately determined, both ~tnalyti

cally and synthetically. Such determinations show that 
one volume of hydrogen combines with one volume of 
chlorine to form two volumes of hydrochloric acid gas. 
Tho composition may be graphically represented as follows: 

The chemical action effects neither volumetric nor gnni
metrio change. It should be noticed that hydrochloric 
acid differs from most of tho other acids in that it contains 
no oxygen (§ 60). 

109. Uses.-Ilydroobloric acid is used in preparing 
chlorine, potassium chlorate (§ 281), chloride of lime 
(bleaching powder, § 292), ammonium chloride, etc., etc. 
It is of very frequent use in the chemical laboratory and 
has become almost indispensable in the manufacturing 
arts. It acts directly upon most of the metals, forming 

metallic chlorides, e. ,q., zinc chloride. 

./hperimtnt 111.-Rcpeat Exps. 0, 102, 100 and 104, using a soln· 
tion of HCI instead of the solution of NoCI, mentioned in Exp. 102. 

110. Tests.-Hydrochloric acid gas may be detected 
by its reddening moistened blue litmus paper and its form
ing dense fumes of ammoninm chloride (NH4CI) when 
brought into contact with ammonia gas (Exp. 6). Its 
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aqueous solution may be detected by its reddening blue 
litmus paper and forming, with a solution of silver nitrate, 
a precipitate (AgCI) soluble iu ammonia water but insolu
ble in nitric acid. 

ExEROISES. 

1. When ammonium chloride (sal ammoniac, NH 4 Cl) is acted upon 
by H1504 , we have a reaction partly represented ns follows : 

2NH4 CI + H1 504 = (NH:).S04 + 
Complete tho equation. 
2. A. strip of paper moistened with a certain solution and exposed 

to Cl tum& blue. (a.) Wha~ is the solution? (b.) Explain tho l'Cl\C

tion. (c.) What other gas will produce the same change of color ? 
3. The vapor of mercnry is 100 times ns heavy ns H. The atomic 

weight of mercnry is 200 m. c. What h1 tho nnmbo.r of atoms in a 
mercury molecule? 

4. Show that a molocnle of H contains two atoms, if you can. 
5. Define and illustrate quanti valence. 
6. What is a chemical experiment ? 
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OTHER CHLORINE COMPOUNDS. 

111. Chlorine Oxides.-Cblorine does not unite 
directly with oxygen, but it may be made to do so by indi
rect means. Five oxides of chlorine are recognized by 
chemists, of which only three have been isolated. 

(a.) 1. Chlorine monoxide (hypochlorous oxide) ...... CI1 0. 
2. Chlorine trioxide (chlorous oxide) •..•....... . . CI1 0 1 • 

8. Chlorine tetroxide (chloryl) .. . .... . .......... Cl 1 0 4 • 

4. Chlorine pentoxide (cl1loric oxide) ......... .•• CI 10 1 • 

5. Chlorine heptoxide (perchloric oxide) ...... .•• CI 10 7 • 

(b.) Cl 1 0 is an explosive, yellow gas, formed by pa88ing dry Clover 
mercuric oxide: 

2CI1 + 2Hi0 = Hi1 0CI1 + Cl1 0. 

It liquefies at -2o•c. 
Cl 1 0 1 is a greenish, yellow, unstablll gas, prepared by the reduc

tion of chloric acid, thus : 

2HCI01 + N1 0 1 = Cl 1 0 1 + 2HN01 • 

Cl 1 0 4 is an explosive gas obtained by the action of sulphuric acid 
(H 1~04) upon potllssium clilorate (KCI01 ). It is sometimes called 
!roe chloryl, the molecule being coneidered as composed of two com
pound radicals : 

' 0~ ; 
0 = Cl = 0 or (CIOs), thus: /CI- Cl or 

1 // ~ 
0 0 

(CI0 1)- (CI0 1 ). See li§ 94, 95. CI,O, and CI,0 7 have not yet been 
isolated, but their compounds are known. 

(c.) Note the varying quanti valence of the Cl in these sovornl 
oxides, and that it is represented by the series of odll numbers, 
1, 3, 5 nnd 7. 

&pcritnent 11$'.-Pnlverize aeparately 1 g. o f sugar and L g. or 
potassium chlorate (KCIO,). Mix them ultimately upon a piece or 
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paper and, f rom a glass rod dipped in HtS04 , let "drop of ncid fall 
upon the mixture. Thu Cl 1 0 4 thus set free causes an energetic com
bl18tion. 

Experiment 113.-In a test glass, place 1 g. of KC10 8 (not pulver
ized). Add a few 1m11U pieces of phosphorus 
nud nearly fi.ll the glass with H1 0. Dy 
means of a pipette (App. 5), bring H,so. 
into cont-act witl1 the KCI0 1 • The phos
phorus bums unde r H1 0 in the CI,04 thus 
set froe. 

112. Chlorine Acids . -From 
four of these chlorine o:rides results a 
corresponding list of acids and salts 

FIG. 55· (sec § 60). The molecular symbols for 
the acids may be obtained from those of the correspond
ing oxides. 

(a.) The addition of H .o to the symbol of the oxide will give clotdJk 
tM '1Jf1lbol of the acid: 

Cl 1 0 + H1 0 = H•CI10 1 = 2HCIO, hypochlorous acid. 
Cl 1 0 1 + H1 0 = H1 CI, 0 4 = 2HCIO, . chlorous acitl. 
Cl1 0, + H1 0 = H1CI 1 0 1 = 2HCI01 , chloric ncid. 
Cl1 0, + H10 = H1 CI, 0 8 =2HC104 , perchloric acid. 

(b.) The most important of these a.cids nrc HCIO, bccauso of its re
lation to calcium hypochlorite, and HCI01 , because of its relation to 
potaaium chlorate. • 

(c.) The last two pam graphs may be summarized liB follows : 

O:l:ida. Add& Sall1. 
1. Cl rO HCIO NaCIO, sodium hypochlorite. 
2. Cl 1 0 1 HCI01 NaCIO,, sodium chlor ite. 
a. c1 .o. , ., 
4. 1 HCI01 KCI01 , potassium cblorntc. 
5. 1 HC104 KCI04 , potnssium perchlorntc. 

113. Nitrogen Chloride.-« Ohlorine combines 
with nitrogen, though only indirectly, to form a very re
markable compound, Lhe composition of which bas not 
yet been determined. If an excess of chlorine gas be 
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passed into a solution of ammonia, drops of an oily liquid 
are seen to form, which, on being touched, explode with 
fearful violence, so that the greatest caution must be uecd 
in manipulating even tmces of this body. The explosive 
nature of this compound arises from the fact that its con
stituent elements are very loosely combined and separate 
wit h sudden violence."-Ro.~coe. · 

Caution.-Do not try to prepare nitrogen cl1loride . . It is far too 
dangerous for a I!Chool experiment. 

&perimertt 114.-Put a small piece ( 4 or 5 sq. em.) of gold leaf into 
a test tube and pour in strong HN00 until tho tube is a 1hird full. 
Put a similar piece of gold leaf into another test tube and pour in a 
like quantity of HCI. If tho leaf is gold leaf, neither liquid will dis
solve it. Pour tho oontents of ono tube into the other. The gold 
led will quickly diBBOlve in tho mixed acids. 

U4. Aqua Regia.-Gold, platinum and many metal
lic compounds, arc insoluble in either nitric or hydro
chloric acid, but arc easily soluble in a mixture of these 
acids, especially when heated. in the mixture. The acids 
react upon each other, chlorine is set free and, in the 
«nascent" condition, acts upon the metal or metallic com
pound more energetically than it would otherwise do. 

(a.) The name "aqua regia" (royal water) was given by the old 
alchemists because the mixture was able to diBBOlve gold, the "king 
of rnelals." The mixture is sometimes called nitro-hydrochloric acid. 

(b.) Tho expression "nascent" state or condition hne appeared 
before. It is used to describe the condition of a chemical ugent at 
tho moment it is set free from some compound. What con~titutos 
tho essential features of the "nascent" stute is not known. W e 
can not yet toll wlwt tlte difference between "nnscent" H or Cl and 
ordinary H or Cl is, but we can tell what tho difference in tlui1· e.ffeau 
is. The most marked effect is greatly increased chemical energy. 
We shall see other cases in illustration as we proceed. 

(c.) It is probniJlc t hat " n!lf'cont " Cl is in the atomic condition and 
ordinary CJ in the molecular condition. They might IJc i>ymboliwd 
as follows: Cl and Cl 1 or Cl - and Cl - CI (§§ 93, 94). 
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ExERCISES. 

1. What chlorine oxide has trivalent Cl ? 
2. (a,) Writo the graphic symbol for chloric acid. (b.) What ie 

tho qtu~ntivalencc of tho Cl? 
3. (a.) Write the gruphic symbol for HC104 • (b.) What is the 

qnantivalenoo of the Cl ? 
4. Define atom; atomic weight; microcrith. 
5. (~.) If 20 l : of H be exploded with 0 , how many liters of 0 will 

bJ required ? (b. ) How many liters of dry steam will be produced? 
6. (a.) If 15 I. of H be mixed with 10 l. of 0 and the mixture ex

ploded, how many liters of dry steam will be produced? (b.) Will 
any elementary gas remain free? If so, give its name and volume. 

7. (a.) How many grams of H are there in 36 g. of H t 0 ? (b.) How 
many graws of 0 ? (c.) How many liters of H ? (d.) How many 
liters of 0? 

8. (a. ) 2! l. of oxygen will yield how many liters of ozone? (b.) 
30 I. of ozone is equal to how many liters of oxygen ? • 

9. Why should Cl- or H- have greater affinity for another 
element than C 1-C I or H- H ? · 

10. (a. ) How many kinds of atoms aro known ? (JJ.) How many 
kinds of molecules? 
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~~TK®N xv.· 
BROMINE, IODINE, AND FLUORINE. 

!1r BROMINE ; 81/mbol, Br; "J)ecifo gratity, at o•c., 3.187; atomic 
1Uigltt, 80 m. c. ; m~ecular weiglu, 160 m. c.; quantivaknce, 1 (5 or 7}. 

115. Source.-Bromine does not occur free in nature, 
but is found combined with metals, especially as magne
sium bromide, in sea water and in the water of certain salt 
wells and springs. 

(a.) l'lfuch of the Br made in the United States comes from the ealt 
wells of Ohio and W est Vir~rinia. The bittern that mmains after 
the crystallization of the NaCI contains magnesium bromide in such 
quantities that Br is profitably extracted from it. 

N ote.-Tho name is derived from the Greek brom08, meaning a 
stench. 

Erprriment 115.-luto a flask of two or three liters capacity, put a 
few drops of Br and cover the flask loosely. In a few minutes the 
jar will be filled with the hcuvy red vapor of Br. 

!J,'rperiment l16.-lnto the jar of vaporized Br, introduce a strip of 
moistened litmus or turmeric paper. It will he bleached. 

Experiment 117.-Add a few more drops of Br, and after it bas 
vaporized, introduce a thin slice of dry phosphorus. It will ignite. 

Experiment 118.-lnto a tall jar filled with Br vapor, let full 11 few 
freshly prcparoo filings of metallic antimony. Tho result is much 
like that of Exp. 88. 

116. Properties, etc. - Bromine is a dark red 
liquid of disagreeable odor, Yery volatile at ordinary tem
peratures and highly poisonous. It is sparingly solnble in 
water and easily soluble in elher or cnrbon disulphide. 
Its vapor ha.s a specific gravity of 80, being more than fiv~ 

5 
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times as heavy as uir. I ta chemical properties closely re
semble those of chlorine, but it is less active. I ts attruction 
for hydrogen fits it for bleaching and disinfecting uses. 
Some of the bromides are used in medicine and pbo
togrnphy. 

(a.) With tho exception of mercnry, Br is tho only element liquid 
at ordinary temperatures. 

(b.) Br forms acids ns follows: hydrobromic, H Br; hypobrom'luB, 
HBrO; bromic, HBr0 1 ; pe rbromic, HBr04 , They cloeely resemble 
the corresponding Cl compounds. 

(o.) Br, when swallowed, nets as nn irritant poison ; when dropped 
upon tho skin, it produces n sore that is very difficult to Ileal. 

(d.) Br hns very little action upon sodium, but combines energeti
cally with po\assium, sometimes with nhr.ost explosive violence. 

IT IODINE; eym.bol, I ; ~~pccijlc gramy, 1,.95; atomi<: weight, 
1!!7 m. e. ,· ?Mleeular !Deighi, M~ 1n. c. ; quanti role nee, 1 (3, 5, ()T 7). 

117. Source.-lodino compounds exist in very mi
nute quantities in the water of the sea and of some saline 
springs. From sea water, the iodide is absorbed by certain 
marine planta. The ashes (kelp) of these sea weeds con
tain sodium and mllgnesium iodides. Iodine is obtained 
by heating tho kelp with sulphuric acid and manganese 
dioxide. Iodine is thus set free in the form of a beautiful 
violet colored vapor which soon condenses to a solid. 

E<rperiment 119.-Pu~ a small 'PiOCC of I into n dry test tube.. Heat 
\he teet tub.: in tbe !lame and notice that the I vaporizes without 
visil.lle lique[ll('.tion (Ph., § 509). Notice that the vapor is very b oavy 
ns well ns >cry beautiful. If tl1c upper part of the tube be cold, 
minute l crystab ,,ill condcl\80 there. 

&perint~t 120.-Placc somo I upon a b oated brick and cover the 
whole with a largQ bell-glass. Tbis gives a. good exhibition of the 
beautiful vapor. 
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.Jt)zptriment 1111.-Prepare some starch paste, as In Exp. 99, and 
dilute 5 or 6 drops of it with 10 cu. em. of H1 0. Dissolve a very 
small piece of I in alcohol and add a drop of the alcoholic solution 
to the dilute !tarch. Tho starch will be colored blue even when the 
alcoholic solution is very dilute. Tho blue color wi!l disappear upon 
heating rho sol ution and reappear upon cooling it. 

Erpcrimem IJt.- Drop a lew crystals of I into a largo bottle. Dip 
a strip of white pop3r into the coloriCSB starch paste and suspend it 
in tho bottle. Tho paper may be hold in place by the stopper of lhu 
bottle. As the I sublimes and diffnses through the bottle, it soon 
coml'!l into contact witl1 tho starch and colors tl1e papor blue. 

Note.-A moment's reflection will show that In this exp<>riment tho 
quantity of I that actually r.omes into contact with the starch IUld 
changes its color Is almost immCIISlllably small. Starch will dtltect 
tho presence of one part of I in 300,000 parts of H1 0. 

E.rperi1nent 123.-.A.dd a few drops of the alcoholic solution pre
pared in Exp. 121 to 10 cu. em. of H1 0 in a teat tube. Owing to the 
sparing s:>lubility of I in H10 , most of the I will be precipitale!l. 
Pour 5 cu. em. of this aqueous solution into a test tube, add 8 or 10 
drops of carbon disulphida (CS,) and shake d1e contents of the tuoo. 
On standing fo r a. few· moments, tho CS1 will settle to tho bottom, 
when it will be SCtln to be colored purple-rod; the color is due to 
the I dissolved in the CS1 . Carbon disulphide will detect the pres. 
enc3 of one part of I in 1,000 000 of H 1 0. 

E.rperimem 1!4.-Po ur 10 cu. em. of H1 0 into each of throo tall 
test glasses. Add a few drops of a solution of potassium iodide to 
ea~h. To the first, add a fow drops of a. solution of lead acetate 
(Stlglll" of lead). Brilliant yellow l ead iodide is fonned. To the second, 
acid a few drops of a solu1 ion of mercurous nitrate. Yellowlsh·grcen 
mercurous iodide is fonned. 'l'o the third, add a few drops of a solu
tion of mercuric chloride (corrosive sublimate). Scarlet mercuric 
iodldtl is formed. 

118. Properties, etc.-Iodine is a blue-black, crys
talline solid having a metallic lustre. Its vapor has u. 
specific gmvity of 127 ; it is the heaviest known vapor. 
Iodine is very sparingly (1:5500 at 10°0.,) soluble in water 
but readily dissolves in alcohol, ether, chloroform, carbon 
disulphide or aqueous solutions of the metallic iodides. 
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Its chemical activity is less than that of bromine. It is 
used in medicine, photography and tho manufacture or 
aniline green. The blue color it forms with starch, its 
benutifully colored vapor, and the purple-red color it forms 
with carbon disulpb1dc form delicate tcsls for free iodine. 

(a.) I fonns a.cids as follows, hydroiodic, HI ; iodic acid, H10 3 ; 

periodic acid, H, IO,. ThEiy closely resem blo the corre9ponding C I and 
Br compounds. 

(b.) I has no action upon sodium, but when it is heated with potns· 
sium an explosive combination takes place. 

E~me''' 125.-Upon 0.25 g. of pulverized I, placed in a poreclain 
capsule, pour enough strong n=onia water to cover it ancl nil ow it to 
stand for 15or20 minutes. At the cud of that time, stir up the powder 
at the bottom of the liquid ond pour a quarter of the contents of the 
capsule upon eoch of four smoll fi lters (App. 8). Wash the powder 
well with cold HtO, and then remove the filters with their contents 
f~om their funnels. Pin the filters to pieces of bonrd and allow them 
to dry without heating. When the powder is dry, it may be exploded 
by brw<hing It with a feather or by jarring it with a blow upon the 
table. Tho powder is nitrogen iodide. 

119. Nitrogen I o dide.-Nitrogen iodide is much 
less explosi\"e than nitrogen chloride (§ 113) but. it should 
not be prepared by tho pupil except in very small quanti
tics. Nitrogen forms a simihtr compound with bromine. 

lir' FLUORINE ; agmbol, F; atomic treigltt, 19m. c.,· quantivaleMe, 1. 

12 0. Sonrce. -Fluorino occurs in nature in fiuor spar 
(calcium fluoride, CaF 2 } , and in cryolite (sodium and alu

minum fluorides, 6NaF +AI2 F6) . It hll8 also been found in 
minute quantities in tbc teeth, bones, and blood of animals. 

Note.-Fiuor spar is n mincrol found somewhat abundantly in 
various parts of the world, especially in Derbyshire and Cornwall, 
England. Cryolite is found in lnrRe quantities in Greenland. 

12 1. Prot>erties.- Fluorine is a very remarkable 
element in that, it is the only one that forms no compound 
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with oxygen and that it has, so far, resisted all of the 
attempts made to obtain it in the free state. When set free 
from one compound, it attacks the substance nearest at 
hand to form a new compound. It surpasses chlorine in 
its powe1· of combining with hydrogen and the metals, and 
has a remarkable tendency to comhine with silicon. · Tho 
difliculties in the way of its preparation nnd collection have 
proven ted its satisfactory study by chemists. Consequently, 
but little is known concerning free fluorine. Its com
pounds closely resemble those of chlorine, bromine and 
iodine. 

Note. - F has boon considered subtlequently to Cl, Br and I, 
because of the comparative lack of knowledge concerning it. 'l'htlro 
are good reasons why, in grouping them, F should precede Cl, Br 
~dl . 

E.rperiment 1.:?6.-Rub a heated pieco of gloss with beeswax. If 
tho glnss be hot enough to melt the wax, it may easily have one ot 
its surfaces covered with a thin layer of nearly uniform thicknes.s. 
Let the glass cool. With any pointed instrwnent, write a name or 
draw a design, being careful that every stroke cuts through the wax 
~d exposes the glass below. In a small troy mado of lend (platinum 
is better, but a saucer that you are willing to spoil will answer}, mix 
a spoonful of powdered fluor spar or cryolite with enough H1S04 to 

make a thin paste. Place the prepared glass (waxed sido down) over 
the tray; bent the troy gently (not enough to melt the wax) and set 
it aside in a. warm place tor two or three hours. (Do not in/tale the 
acidfumea.) Clean the g lass by scraping it and rubbing with turpcn. 
tine. The name or design will be soon etched upon the glass. 

E rperiTMII.t 117.-Upon a panu of glass that will fit the window of 
your chomica.l laboratory, or the glass front of one of your laboratory 
CIIS{'S, etch the proper designation of tho class, the date, and tho 
autO{JrnplUJ of tho individunl members of the class. The "class 
artist " may add an appropriate border and emblematic designs, ad 
libitum. 

E rperiment 1!8.-Coat the convex surface of a watch glass with 
wax, write a. name upon it, place it upon a small lead saucer contain· 
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ing mixed CaF1 and H1 SO,, fill the watch glass with H.O to keep 
the wax from melting, and hold the suucer in the lamp flame. The 
etching will be finished in a few minutes. 

122. Hydro:O.uoric Acid.-Tbis acid (HF) is dis
tinguished from all other substances by its power of cor
roding glass. It evidently corresponds closely to the other 
hydrides of this group (1·. e., HCI, HBr and HI) but it is 
more energetic than any of them. It is readily prepared, 
as above, by distilling some fluoride with sulphuric acid, e. g., 

CaF2 + H2 S04 = CaS04 + 2HF. 

(a.) The reaction is closely analogous to that for the distillation of 
NaCI with H1S04 (§ 105, a). The solution of HF is also used for 
etching glass. HF, when dry, does uot act on glass, but the slightest 
trace of H10 renders it capable of doing so. 

123. The Halogen Group.-Fluorine, chlorine, 
bromine and iodine constitute one of tl;le most clearly 
defined and most remarkable natural groups known to 
chemistry. They exhibit a marked gradation in proper
ties and close analogies in their elementary condition and 
in their corresponding compounds. 

(a.) U>ncerning their gradation of properties: 
1. At the ordinary temperature, F is a gas; Cl is a gas; Br is a 

liquid and I is a solid. 
2. Liquid Clls transparent; Br is but slightly so; I is opaque. 
8. Cl bas a specific gravity of 85.5; Br vapor, 80; I vapor, 127. 
4. F hilS an atomic weight of 19m. e.; Cl, 85.5 m. e; Br, 80 m. e. ; 

I , 127m. c. 

5. Generally speaking, their chemical activities are graded in the 
Inverse order, being greatest in the case of F; less in Cl; still less 
in Br and least in I. (In the caso of such natural groups the chemi
cal activities fl'llQuently vary invl'rtl!'ly as tho atomic weights.) 'l'he 
e.tomic weight of Br is nearly tho mean of those of Cl and I 
(au + t'n 81 25) d . --2 - = · an • 10 general cl1emicnl deportment, Br stands 
half way between the other two elements. 

(b.) Concerning their analogies: 

1. Their binary compounds with potassium and sodium resemble 
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Si'a salt. llenoo. these compounds are called haloid salts nnd their 
clements, halogens (Greek, ltalo8, salt and gennM, I produce). 

2. Each of them combines with H, equal volumes of the constitu· 
ent gases uniting without condensation, to fonn the haloid acids, 
HF, HCI, HSr and HL 

3. Theso hnloid acids all have a great attraction for H1 0 forming 
aqueous solutions that bav(l the same chemical properties as the 
acids themselves. 

EXERCISES. 

1. Give two of the most marked physical properties of H, ond two 
of its distinctive chemical properties. 

2. What is o. trio.d Y A pentad Y A quo.drivalent atom? A biva· 
lent compound radical? lllustra.te eo.ch. 

3. By plU'Siug the vapor of 1 with H over platinum sponge beaWd 
to rL'<lnf'SS, o. strongly acid gas is synthetically formed. What is ita 
name, its molecular weight and ita specific gravity? 

4. A lorge jar, about a quarter full of chloride of lime bo.d been 
standing for some time until the upper part contained a gas given 
off by the chloride. Into this gas, a moistened slip of paper was 
thrust. The paper was in~tantly colored deep blue. What was the 
gas and with what was the test paper moistened ? Explain the 
phenomenon. 

5. What analogies exist between members of the Halogen group? 
6. Symbolize the chlorides, bromides, iodides. cblorates, bromates 

and iodates ot the following : K', Na', Ai, Cu", Zn'', Au'", Pt1•. 
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124. U.eactions and Reagents.,-Any change 
in the compositi01~ of n 1nolecnle is callecl a chemi.
cal 1't.mclion. Substances acting in sztch a chemical 
clwnge are called reagents. 

(a.) Changes in molecular composition are of three kinds: 
1. <:lmnges in the kind of the constituPnt atoms. 
2. C'banges in the number of the constituent atoms. 
3. Changes in tho relative positions of the constituent atoms. 

(b.) When H \:urns in air, the H and 0 react upon each other; they 
aro the rcugcnts used to produce a molecular change. 

125. Ext>rcssiou of Reactions.- In auy given 
substance of homogeneous composition, the molecules arc 
all alike. The nature of the mass depends upon the nature 
of the molecule. 'rhe mass may be fittingly reprrscnted 
by the molecule. Any chemical change in the mass may 
be ropresenteu by a conesponding change in tho molecule. 
Hence, chemical reactions are generally e.-vpressed 
in nwl ecular synibols. 

126. Factors and Products. - The nwlecules 
that go into a reaction are callul factors ; the 
molecules that r..onw from, it are callecl products. 

(a.) In the preparation of H (§ 28), the factors were Zn nnd 2HCI; 
tho products were ZnCI• r.nd H •. 
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127. Chemical Equations. - Chemicat reac
tions are ve1y con&nwnly and conveniently rep7·e
senled by equations, placing the sum of the 
fartors equat to the sum of the products. 

(a.) The equality results from the indestructibility of matter 
(Ph., § 37). It indicates that the number of each kind of atoms in 
the products is cq ual to the number of the same kind of atoms in 
the factors. The atom11 are differently nrranged but not a single one 
is gained or lost. From this it follows that the symbols in tiM tu:o 
member8 of tlte eqwttion repre~ent tlte B<tme number of microcrillM. 
The chemical change does not effect any change in weight. (See 
Exp. 9.) 

(b.) Re-examine the equations aii"E'fldy givPn, showing their agree
ment or disagreement with the above statements. 

(c.) The equation also repreSE'nts tho relative weights of the several 
eubstnuces ongngcd in the rcnction. The cquntion H1 + 0 = H1 0 
means, literally, that 2 m. c. of H united with 16 m. c. ot 0 
yil'lds 18 m. c. of H 1 0, but the relation is equally true for larger 
qunntitiCII of matter. Tlms wo may learn from it that 2 g. of H 
unites with 16 g. of 0 to form 18 g. of H1 0, or that 12 Kg. of H 
unites with 96 Kg. of 0 to form 108 Kg. of H.O. 

(d.) &n"ctly 8p«lking, it is not proper to represent a fractional 
part of a molecule as entering into or resulting from o. chemical reac
tion, as we do when we write H1 + 0 = H1 0 . To obviate the error 
of repreal'nting an atom of fru 0 , we should indicate twico the 
quantity of each substance, as follows: 2H 1 + 0 1 = 2H.o. But, for 
tlte 11ake of ronununu, chemists generally write tho equations in the 
simpler form , as the g ravimetric relations expressed are tho same. 

(e.) The equation, written in. complete molecules, also represents 
YOlumetric rolntions Hememb<-ring Ampere"slnw (§ 61), we easily 
8E'E' that 2H, + 0 1 = 2H 1 0 indirates tl:at two (molecular or other) 
volumes of H unite with one of 0 to yield two volumes of dry steum, 
e. g., 2 l. of H and 1 l . of 0 unite to form 21. of dry steam. 

128. Gravimetric Computa.tions.- Knowing 
the equation for any given reaction and the atomic weights 
of the sereral elements involved, we are able to solve a 
great many problems concerning the weight of substances 
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appearing as factors or products. From the data now 
known and those given in the problem, make the follow

ing proportion: 

As the numher of microcriths of the given sub
stance is to the nunwer of microcriths of the re
quired substance so is the actual weight of the 
given substance to the actual weight of the 1'C-

quired substance. 
(a.) The number of microcriths is to be taken, of course, from the 

equation. A few examples arc ~tiven : 

1. How much H can be obtained from HCI by using 20 g. of Zn 
(zinc) t 

&!ution.-Write· the reaction with the molecular weights of tho 
eeveral reagt-nla. 

t(l + 85.5) 65 + 71 
Zn + 2HCI = ZnCit + H1 • 

Gil m. c. 'lS m. c. 186 m. c. 2 m. c. 

Form the proportion according to the above rule: 

65 m. c. :2 m. c. : : 20 g. : x g . 
. ·. x = 0.61688 g. or 615.88 mg. of H.-Am. 

2. How much HCI will be required t 

M fll. c. : 78 fll. c. : : 20 g. : X g 
.-. x = 22.43 g. of dry HCI.-.Am. 

8. How mncb ZnCI, will be produced t 

M m. c. : 186 m. c. : : 20 g. : x g • 

• •. x = 41.846g. of ZnCI ,.-Ans. 

9 4. How mucl1 Zn is necE'SSary to prepare 1 Kl. of H t 

As one liter of H weighs 1 crith or .0896 g .• 1000 l. weighs 89.6 g. 

63 m. c. : 2 m. c. : : x g. : 89.6 g . 

.-. a:= 2912 g. or 2.912 Kg. of Zn.- .4m . 

. 129. Volumetric Computattons.-Every equa
tiOn written in the molecular symbols of a~?riform sub
stances may be read by volume. For example 2H2 + 02 
== 2H20 may be read: two volumeJ of hydrogen uni te 
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with one volume of oxygen to form two volumes of dry 
steam. We give a few examples. 

(a.) 1. Dow much steam is formed by the combustion of 1 1. of H? 

Solueion.-By referring t.o our equation, we scc that the volumes 
of H and of H10 are equal, because it shows an equal numiJer o! 
molecules for those substances, and we know, from Ampere's law, 
that equal numbers of gaseous molecules will occupy equal volumes. 
Hence, the combustion of 11. of H will give 1 1. of dry steam. 

2. How much 0 is needed t:> bum up 500 cu. em. o! H! 

Solution.-The equation for the combustion of H shows that the 
volume of 0 is half that of the H.-Hence, It will require half of 
500 Ott. Clfl. or 250 cu. em. of 0. 

8. How much H must be burned to form 4l. of steam? 

Solution.-The equation shows a relation of equality between 
the volumes of H and of H1 0 (as in tho first example). Conse
quently, 41. of steam require~~ 41. of H. 

4. IIow much 0 can be obtained from the electrolysis of 8 l. of 
Rteam ? 

Solution.- Tl1e equation shows that the volume of 0 Is half that 
of af'riform H1 0 . Uence, 81. of steam will yield 1.51. or 1500 cu. em. 
of 0. 

130. Percentage Composition.-'l'hc method 
of solving problems of this kind will be illustrated by ex
amples, as follows : 

(1.) What is the porcantage composition of HN01 ? 

Solution.-The molecular weight of HN08 is 1m. c. + 14 m. c. 
+ 48 m. c. = 68 m. c. 

68 m. c.: 1m. c.. :: 100~ : 1.59 _% , the proportion of H. 
68 m. c. :14m. c..: : 100 % : 22.22_% , N. 
63 m. c. : 48 m. c. : : 100% : 76.19 _% , 0. 

100.00!.(, 

(2.) The vapor density of n certain compound is 14. AnalysiA 
shows that 85.7% of It is 0 and 14.8% is H. What is its symbol Y 
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&l11twn.-lf its vapor denAity is 14, its molecular weight is 28m. c. 
(§ 68). 

100% :85.7% :: 28m. c.: 24m. c.= C1 • 

100% :14.8% :: 28m. c.: 4m.c. = H4 or2H 1 • 

'l'hercfore, the symbol is C1 H4 • 

Nute. -Gaseous volumes will vary with pressure (Ph., § 284) and 
temperature (Ph. , § 492). In comparing such volumes, measured 
under different conditions, the proper correction must be mnde for 
this variation (Ph., § 494). It is common to refer gaseous volumes 
to a temperature of o·c. and a pressure of 760 mm. The branch of 
chemistry that deals with the nume rical relations of a.toms is called 
stoichiometry. The gravimetric and volumetric and pcrcentngu 
computations above are stoichiometrical computations. 

EXERCISES. 

1. What do atomic wtlights expl'C88? What weight of 0 can be 
obtained by decomposing 9 g. of steamY 

2. Give the law of multiple proportions, and illustrate it by tho 
compounds of N and 0. 

8. Find the percentage composition of H1 S0 4 • 

4. Upon beating potassium dichromate (K1 Cr1 0,) with a sufficient 
quantity of HCI, one may obtai!L Cr1 CI 1 + 2KC1 and water and 
chlorine. Write the reaction. 

Ci. (a.) IT ow much Zn is needed to obtain 20 g. of H? (b.) H ow 
much, if the Zn contains 5 per cent. impurities 1 

6. (a.) llow much 0 would be necessary to burn 500 cu. em. of H ? 
(b.) If tho experiment we re pcrfom1ro in an atmosphere at a tempem
turc of 100•<.:., whnt would be the name r.nd volume of the product? 
(c.) How much would he necessary to burn 5 g. of H Y 

7. (a.) What liquid is used in the prepamtion of HCI ? (b.) What 
lK tho g reatest amount of HCI that can be pre pared by using 196 g. 
of that liquid t 

8. (a.) What is the difference between hydrochloric acid and muri
atic acid t (b.) What is aqua regia? (e.) Name and symbolize the 
five oxides of N. 

9. (a.) Explain the difference between a bivalent and an univalent 
metal. (b.) What is qunntivalcnce? 

10. When HI gas is passed through a heated gla.tl8 tube it is de
oompoeed, and a violet color appears. Account for the o.~pearance 
of the color. 
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11. The reaction of Cl upon NH 1 is as follows: 

8N H1 +SCI,= N, + 6NH 4 CI. 

109 

(a. ) What weight of C I is necessary to the produclion of 12.544 g. 
ot N? (b.) What volume of Cl ? 

12. Marsh gas is 8 times as heavy as H. Analysis shows tl1at f of 
its weight is C and the rest H. The atomic weight of C is 12m. c. 
What is the symbol for marsh gas ? 

13. What is tlle normal volume of a quantity ot 0 that measures 
l l. at a barometric reading of 7M mm.1 (Ph., § 494.) 



THE SULPHUR GROUP. 

-9Z$E~TION I. 
SULPHUR . 

df"Symbol, s ; Bpuijic graflity.1.96 tq em ; atomic weight, se m.o.: 
fiUJlecular weigllt, at 1000' 0. , 64 m. c.; quantivalenu, e (4 or 6). 

131. OccmTence.-Both free and combined sulphur 
aro found in nature. Free sulphur is founu in certain 
volcanic regions, especially Sicily, occurring sometimes in 
the form of trnnsparent yellow crystals, called "virgin sul
phur," but generally mixed with earthy materials. It is 
found in comhinatiou with hydrogen or with the metals, 
as sulphides; and with oxygen and many metals, as sul
phates. 

(a.) Among the native sulphides, we may mention hydrogen sul
phide (sulphureLted hydrogen, H. S), a gaseous constituent of the 
waters of "sulphur springs"; lead sulphide (galena, PbS): zinc sul 
phide (blonde, ZnS); copper sulphide (eba.lcocite, CuS) and iron disul
phide (pyrite, FoS1 ), etc. 

(b.) Among the native eulphates we may mention calcium sulphate 
(gypsum, CaS04); barium sulphate (barite or h eavy spar, Ba50

4
) 

and sodium sulphate (G lauber salt, Na1S0
4
). 

te.) Sis found in animal and vegetable tissuce. 

(d.) ~early nil of tho S of commerce comes from Sicily. Some of 
tl1e nat1ve crystals l1ere found arc 5 or 7 em. in diameter. 
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132. Preparation.-Native sulphur is freed from 
most of its earthy impurities near the place where it is 
found and thus fitted for purposes of commerce. The 
process is one of fusion or of distillation. Sulphur is also 
obtained from pyrite by beat. 

(a.) One method of obtaining crude sulphur from the native earthy 

FIG. 56. 

material is represented in Fig. 56. The earthy matP.rial is heated in 
earthenware pots, a a,- the vaporized S passes over into the similar 
1><>ts, b b, placed outside the furnace. The S vapor here condenses to 
n liquid and then runs out into wooden vessels partly filled with 
H, O. It is said that this process is unknown in Sicily. 

(b.) When the earth is very rich in S, it is sometimes heated in 
larjle kettles. The S melts and the earthy matter settl!'B to the bot
tom, leaving the liqnid S to be dipped out from above. Somntimes 
the earth is piled up in a heap and heated, the bt>at coming from tho 
combustion of a part of tho S or of other fuel previously ndcled in 
proper quantity. The mrlted S Oows from the heap or settles into a 
cavity at the bottom. In this latter process. which is largely usod 
in Sicily, two thilds of the SiR lost by its combustion. 

(c.) Pyrite (iron pyrites, FeS1 ) is sometimt>s piled up with fuel, 
which is then ignited. The h eat frees part of the S of the FeS1 und 
melts it. The melted S settloa into cavities providod for that pur· 
]>ose. 
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(d.) The crude S, provided by the foregoing processes, is then 
further purified by distillation. It is melted in a tank, rr, rut:s 

FIG. 57· 

through a pipe into the iron reton, b, where it is vaporized. The 
vapor f698ell from b into the large brick chamber, a. where it con
d nl!e8. Wlten the walls of 0 are cold, the S condenses in the form 
of a light powder known ns "flowers of solphur" ; when the walls 
of a nre bot, tht" S condenl!e8 to a liqoid, and colh.'cts on the floor of 
the chamber, whenco it is drawn off nnd run into moulds to form 
" roll brimstone." 

E.tperimtnt 1!?9.-Pot 80 g. of small pioc:cs or" S into a test tube of 
80 ru. em. capacity. Hold the test tube in the lamp flame. Notice that 
it melt11, forming a l impid liquid of light yellow color. Heat it hot
lPr and notice that H becomes viscid and dark colored. Heat it hotter 
and notice that it becomes almost black. Invert the test tube and 
noUce that the S bas become so viscid that it will not ron out from 
the tube. Heat It hotter and notice that it again becomes fluid .
Beat It untU it boils and notice that it is l',onverted into a light yo]. 
low vapor . 

.E.rperimtnt 130.- Pour halt of the boiling S of the last experi· 
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ment, in a fine stream, into a large vessel nearly full of cold H,O. 
The S when ta.ken from the H1 0 will be 
found to have no crystalline structure, to be 
soft, nearly black u11d plastic. A II ow the S 
r~>maiuing in the test tube to cool slowly and 
quielly, under close observation. Notice that 
it repasses through the viscid and limpid 
states and finally solidifies with a cryswUine 
8tructure. The needle like crystals may bo 
seen shooting out from the cooling walls or 
the tube into the Jjquid . 

.Ezperiment 131.-Melt 200 g. of S in a 

Hessian crucible. Allow it to 1iii!iiJ1t 
cool until a crust fonns over II 
the top. Throup;h a hole 
pierced in this ernst, pou1· out 
the remaining liquidS. When 
the crucible is cool, llrcak it 
open. It will be found lined 

F1c. sS. with need Ill shaped crystals. FJG. 59· 
Note.-The crucible may be spared by pouring all of the melted S 

into a pasteboard box or other convenient receptacle and securing 
the formation of the crystals there. 

lhperiment 132.-Dissolve a piece of Sin carbon dlsulphide (CS1 ) . 

The CS, will quickly evaporate, leaving behind crystals of S, that 
resemble the native crvstals. 

Note.-The many f~rms of crystals have been classified into six 
systems of crystallization : 
1. Isometric-axes equal. ,4. Orthorhombic} 
2. Tetrn,~ronal l 1 te al al 5. Monoclinic axes unequal. 
S. IIexngonal f a r axes cqn · 6. Triclinic 

'fhc crystals of S formed by fusion (Exp. 131) nrc monoclinic; the 
native crystals nod those formed by solution and evaporation arc 
orthorhombic. Substances which, like S, crystallize under two sys
tems arc called dimo1phou~ (two formed). Sulphur is not only thllB 
dimorphus, but the plll!!tic variety (Exp. 180) is amorpl10u1 (without 
cryswllinc form). Other substances, like titanium dioxid~>, crystal
lize in tlm.'C distinct forms and are said to be trirrwrphous. A varia
tion in crystalline form is accompanied by differences in other pl1ysi· 
col properties, as 11pecific gntvity, l1nrdness. refractive rower, etc. 
Different substances that cry~tallize in the same form nro said to be 
itomnrphrma. Substance~ that cxhii.Jit a double isomorphism arc said 
to oo isodimorplto·ts. 'fho trioxidcs of arsenic und untimony arc 
isodimorpho:1s. 
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133. Physical Properties. - Sulphur manifests 
remarkable changes when heated. It melts at 115°0. ; 
becomes dark colored aud viscid at 230"0.; regains its 
fluidity at above 250°0., ancl boils at 450°0. On cooling, 
these changes occur in inverse order. The specific gra-vity 
of its vapor at 500°0. is 96, but at 1000°0. it is 32. 'l'his 
seems to indicate that at 500°0. the molecule is composed 
of six atoms, which are disassociated at a higher tempcr-a
tnre, so that, at 1000°0., the molecule is composed of only 
two atoms. It exists in three distinct forms, orthorhombic, 
monoclinic and amorphous. 

(a.) The orthorhombic or naturul form of S is brittle and sol uble in 
carbon disulphide, petroleum or turpentine. Its specific gravity is 2.05. 

(b.) The monoclinic form is brittle and unstable. After exposure 
to the air for severn! days, each transparent, needle shaped crystal is 
converled into a large number of the orthorhombic or permanent 
crystals, thus becoming opaque. Its specific gravity is 1.96. It is 
formed as shoiVn in Exp. 131. 

(a.) The amorphous form is plastic and insoluble in CS1 • Exposed 
to the air, it g1·adually assumes the ordinary brittle form at ordinary 
temperatures ; heated to lOOoc , it instantly changes, and evolves 
enough heat to raise its temperature to l10°C. Its specifi<' gravity is 
1.96. It is formed by pouring S, heated above 250°C., into .:old H1 0, 
as shown in Fig. 58. 

· Ezpcriment 199.-Mix intimately 4 g. of 

FIG. 6o. 

flowers of S and 8 g. of copper filings. 
Heat the mixture in an ignition tube (see 
El.p. 11) until the elements unita with a 
vivld comhustion to form copper sulphide 
(CuS). 

lkperiment 134.-Bum a small piece of 
S in the air and notice the poculiar blue 
light nnd the familiar odor of the suffocat
ing gaseous product (§ 144). 

134. Chemical Properties. 
- Sulphur unites with o:~.:ygen at the 
comparatively low temperature of 
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about 250"0. It enters :mergetically into union w1th most 
of Lhe elements, in many cases with the evolution of light. 

135. Uses.- Sulphur is largely used in the manufac
ture of sulphuric acid, vulcanized india-rubber, friction 
matches and gunpowder and in bleaching straw and 
woolen goods. 

136. Tests.-Free sulphur is easily recognized by its 
color and by its odor when burned. Combined sulphur may 
be detected by mixing the compound with pure sodium 
carbonate and fusing the mixture before the blowpipe on 
charcoal. The fused mass contains sodium sulphide. 
When it is placed on a silver coin and water added, a brown 
stain of silver sulphide is formed on the coin. 

Note.-Sulpbidcs were formerly ealled sulpburcts. 

EXERCISES. 

1. Why are the ends of friction matches generally dippro in 
melted S? 

2. When S is prepared from pyrite, Fe1S~ is fonned. Write the 
reaction. 

3. By bringing Br anrl P together in the presence of H2 0, both 
phosphoric (H 1 PO 4) and hydrobromic acids are formed. (a.) What 
weight of Br is necessary to yield 5 g. of tho colorleSB gas, H Br? 
(b.) What weight of Brie neces!!ary to yield 10 l. of HBr? 

4. I 11cts upon KCI01 , forming potassium iodate 11nd setting Cl 
free: 

2KCI01 + I 1 = 2KI01 + .CI 1 . 

(a.) How much Cl by weight may thus be freed by 10 D· of I ? 
(b.) How much by volume? 

5 . (a.) How many grams of H may bo prepared by tho uso of 
260 g. of Zn? (b.) How many liters? (c.) How many grams of HCI 
are necoSBUry ? 

6. (a.) If 20 g. of H be exploded with 0 , bow many g!'lliDs of 0 are 
necessary? (b.) How many gn•ms of dry steam will be produced ? 

7. (11.) 1 cu. em. of H1 0 will yield, by electrolysis, bow many 
grams of free gases? (b.) How many cu. em. of 0 Y (c.) How many 
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cu. em. of H Y (d.) The explosion of thes~ gases will yield how 
many eu. em. of dry steamY 

8. (a.) II ozone could be produced from KCI0 1 , bow many grams of 
the former could be produet>d from 10 g. of the latter? (b.) llow 
many liters of the former? 

9. (n.) Is gunpowder manufacture a chemical or a physical pro
CCl!S? Why? (b.) The combustion of gunpowder ? Why ? 

10. Calomel ond corrosive sublimate are each composed of Ha- nod 
Cl atoms. Why do the two substances differ, their atoms being of 
tile same kind Y 

11 . 'Vbnt is the difference between organic and inorganic matter? 
12. Stato two peculiarities of chemical affinity. 
13. The constituents of air are free. Is the air a compound? 
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j"$~TJI~H n. 
HYDROGEN SULPHIDE. 

137. Occm·rence.- Hydrogen sulphide (hydrogen 
monosulphide, sulphurettcd hydrogen, hychosulphuric 
acid, H2S) occurs nntivo in certain volcanic gases auu is 
the ohametcristic constituent of the waters of "sulphur 
springs." It is generated by the putrefaction of animal 
matter and causes the peculiar odor of rotten eggs. 

138. Preparation. -Hydrogen sulphide may be 
prepared by the direct union of its constituents, but it is 
generally prepared by the action of dilute sulphuric or 
llytlrochloric acid upon iron sulphide (ferrous sulphide, 
FeS). 

(fl.) Into a gas bottle, arro.nged as for tho preparation of H (§ 20), 
put about 10 g. of FeS, replace tl1o cork snuglv. add 

0 
enough H1 0 to seal the lower end of the funnel tube, 

and placo the bottle out of doors, or in a 
goocl draft of air, to rarry off any of the 
offensive H 1 5 that may cscnpe. Let the de
livery tube dip 5 or Gem. under cold H.o, 
contained in another hotUc, 1!. Add a few 
cu. em. of H1 S04 or HCI. Bubbles of gas 
appear in e and are absorb•'<~ by the H.o. 
Acid acid in small quantiti('!l, 1111 in the 
preparation of H, until tho H1 0 in e smells 
strong ly of the j.tiiB. Remove the gas bottle 
and cork tightly. 

FeS + H1 SO, = FeSO , + H1 S, 
or ... ... FeS + 2HCI = FeCI 1 + H1 S. 

FlG. 61. 

(b.) Fig. 62 rt'prcscnts a convenient pioco of apparatus for the 
preparo.tion of H

1
S. It consists of tluoo bulhs of glass, the lower 

two, b nnd c, being in a sin~lo piece, the tubular prolongation of 
tho upper one, a, being ground to tit gas tight into tho neck of b 
at l and cx tending downward nearly to thE' bottom of e Lumps of 
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FeS, as llll'ge as can be admitted through the tubulure a t m, are in
troduced into b, the stricture at e, sur
rounding the prolongation of a, pre
venting them from falling into c. The 
tubuluro at m is then closed by a cork 
carrying a gloss ~top-cock . The dilute 
acid (t part H1So. + 14 parts H,O) is 
poured in through tho safety tube, t, 
passes into c and rises into b, covering 
the FeS. H1 5 is g('neratcd in b, an~ 

('scapes ~hrougb the stop-oock at m. 
When this stop-cock is closed, the con
fined gsa prCbSell on the surface of tho 
liquid in b und forces it into e and a. 
When tho acid is no longer in contact 
with tho FeS, tho generation of H1 5 
ccaaes, and the gas in b is held, under 
pressure, ready for use. The acid may 
be removed from tho apparatus by the 
tubulure at n, when it is nooessary to 
renew it. 

(c.) Argand lamp chimneys fre
quently break at the neck near the 
bottom. Into such a brokrn chimney. 

Ftc . 62. 

put a glass ball of such @ize that it will not pass through tlu• 
stricture. Support the chimney by n perforated cork, in a V('SI!t' l 

Ftc. 63. 

containing dilute acid ond pro
vide 11. delivery tube, ns shown in 
Fig. 63. Place Jumps of FeS in 
the chimney above tho glass ball, 
replace tho cork with tbe de
livery tube, push the chimney 
down th rough tho large cork 
into tho ncid ; the g('ncrotion of' 
H1 S hegins. When tho rcoction 
l1as continued as long as desired , 
lift the chimney out of tho acid 
by sliding !~ up through tho 

la~ cork. Any mcmher of the class can mnk~ this piece of appa
l"llus, which is very convenient when only a smnll quanti ty of H

1
S is 

wantro nt n time. or colll'8C, il iK not necusary thnt the argaud 
lamp chimn!'y be broken. In the figure, the open vessel is snppoeed 
to contain ammonia wntcr, to retain the H1 5 that may escape solu
tion In the H tO of the middlt· bottle. 
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(d.) If d~>sirable, the gas may be collected over tcarm H10. 

(e.) H. S may be prepared by heating n mixture of equal pnrts of S 
and paraffin. By regulating the temperature, tho evolution of H.S 
may l>e controlled. When the mixture is allowed to cool, the evolu
tion of the gas ceases; when the mixture is ajl&in heated, H 1S is 
again gi\·cn o1f. Thi8 is a very convenient method of preparing H,S, 
but, it is said, that it sometimes lends to explosions. The chemical 
cl:taug~s involved in the process are still obscure. 

1:39. Physical Properties.- Hydrogen sulphide 
is a colorless gas, having n sweetish taste nnd the o1Iensire 
odor of rotten eggs. It may be liquefied and solidified by 
cold and pressure. Its specific gt·avity is 17, it being, thus, 
a little heavier than air. At ordinary temperatures, water 
dissolves a little more than three times its volume of the 
gas. The solution has the peculiar cdor of tho gas and a 
slightly acid reaction. 

E.rperiment 135.-Bring n flame to the open mouth of ajar of H,S. 
The A"llB will burn with a pale blue flame, forming H10 and SO, and 
depositing a Sligh~ lncmstatioo of S on the inside of the jar . 

Experiment 136.-Fill a Volta's pistol (Ph., § 871 
(35)J with a mixture composed of three volumes of 
0 and two volurntlS of H1 S. Pass an electric spark 
from the electric machine or induction coil throu~h 
the mlxed gases. They will explode ~;olently, COlD· 

plete combustion taking place. 

E:cperiment 137.-Attach 
a drying tubB, containing 
calcium chloride, to the 
delivery tube of tho gas 
bottle. Provide the dry
glass tubing. When all 
from the appuratus, and _.,lr"_ 
mntch to tl1e j et. (A mix
plosive.) The gas will 
Hold a dry bottle over the 
dense on the sides of the 
den blue litmus peper. 

ing tube with &jet made of 
of the air ltos been ~>xpellcd 
'TWt till then, hold a li~rhted 
ture of H1S and air Is ex. 
burn with a blue flAme. 
flame. Moisturo will con· 
bottle. This liqui!l willn:d· 

2H1 S + SO,= 2H 1 0 + 
2501 
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.lii:zperiment 138.-Burn a jet of H1 S, using the apparatus arranged 
os descrilx:d in E xp. 28. 
'fest the liquid that accu
molntes in thtl hen<l of cl 
with blue litmus paper. 

Jf}xperiment 1.19. - Inter
roso a glass tube between 
the drying tuiJe and the j et 
(Fig. 65}. Hoot this tube. 
The H. s will be dC'Com
posed and the S bedrpO!Iited 
on the cold part of tl1e tube. 

l<'IG. 65. '}'he product that 11QW OCCU· 

mu1ates in tho bend of d will not redden blue litmus paper. The 
analysis of H2S is here followed by the synthesis of H1 0 . 

Experiment 140.-Filla gloss cylinder with H2 S nnd o similar one 
with Cl. llring tho cylinders together, mouth to mouth. HCI is 
formed nud S deposited. 

E:r;periment 141.- Let o. few drop~~ of fumiug·HN03 fall into n globe 
of H1 S. Tbe go.s will IJe decomposed with an exploeion. Try the 
exper1mcnt with strong H1 S04 or with Nordho.usen acid(§ 150) . 

.&pt'riment 1.42.-Moisten a bright silver or copper coin and bold 
it in a stream of H1 S. Tbll coin will be quickly blackened by the 
formation of a metallic sulphide. Tho so.me effect will follow 
the dipping of the bright coin into a solution of H1 S in H1 0 (sul
phurctted hydrogen water). Sec§ 138, a. 

Expcrime11t 143.-vVrito your no.me in a colorless, aqueous solu
tion of lend ncetnte (sngnr of load). Hold the autograph, before dry· 
ing. in a Klream ot' H2 S. Tbe lead sulphide formed renders the in
visible writing legible. 

Experiment l,U.-Make a sketch in tho same colorless liquid and 
allow it to dry. At any convenient time, float the paper containing 
the invisible design upon H. s water. Tbo figure will" como out'' 
promptly. 

Ikrx~iment 1~. - Connect five bottlCil, as shown in Fig. 06. 
Put a dtlute solutton of lead acetato or nitmte into (': an acid I:IOlu
t~on of arsenic into b; one of antimony into c: a dilute s:-lution uf 
Zinc sulphat!', to which a littlo NH.HO has been ndd~-1 , into d: 
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NH 4 HO into e. Pass a current of H1 S from tho generator through 
the bottles. A black lead sulphide 
wiU bo precipitated in a; yellow ar- " ., t J ~ 
senic sulphide, in b; orange anti- -
mony sulphide, in c ; white zinc sul
phide, in d. 'fhe zinc sulphide is ~.: 
soluble in diJute ncids. The NH 8 was ·J;'~! 
added to the contents of d to destroy · ............... ..._ __ 
the acidity of tho solution, to tho end FIG. 66. 
that \he swpbide might be precipitated. 

140. Ch e mical Prope rties.- Hydrogen sulphide 
is easily combustible, the products of i ts combustion being 
water nnd sulphur dioxide (§ 144). It is readily decom
posed by heat and by cer tain metals in the presence of 
moisture and by many oxidizing agents. It precipitates 
metallic sulphides from solutions of the compounds of 
many metals. It may be liquefied by cold and pressure. 
Its solution reddens blue litmus. The gas is very poison
ous when breathed, and oren when much diluted its 
respiration is very injurious. Under such circumstances, 
t he best antidote is the inhalation of very dil ute chlorine 
obtained by wetting a towel witl1 dilute acetic acid and 
sprinkling over i t a few decigrams or grains of bleaching 
}:lowder. 

141. Composition.-The composition of hydrogen 
sulphide may be ascertained by beating metallic tin in a 
known volume of the gas. The gas will be decomposed, 
the sulphur combining with the tin as tin sn1phide and the 
hydrogen being set free. The volume of hydrogen will be 
the same as that of the hydrogen sulphide decompo cd. 
When a platinum wire spiral is heated red hot in a known 
volume of hydrogt>n sulphide by the passage of an electric 
current (Ph., § 387), the gas is decomposed, both of its 

6 
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constituents being set free. The volume of the hydrogen 
will again be the sa,me as that of the hydrogen sulphide. 
Careful analyses have proved that the gravimetric and 
volumetric composition of this gas may be expressed by · 

the following diagram: 

(a.) 'fhe thru atoms in the molecule of H1 S occupy the same vol
ume as tho two atoms in the molecule H 2 • In other words, molecular 
volumes arc <.'qual (§ 61). 

142. Uses and Tests.- Hydrogen sulphide is very 
extensively used in the chemical laboratory as a reagent, 
forming sulphides that are characteristic (in color, solu
bility or some other {'asily recognized property) for certain 
metals or groups of metals. It is easily detected by its 
odor or by holding in it a strip of paper wet with an aque
ous solution of lead acetate. 

Note.-liydrogen persulphide (H 15 1 ) is known to ch emists. It is 
a yellow, transparent, oily liquid. 

EXERCISES. 

1. Write the reaction for Exp. 135. 
2. When m<>tnllic tin is heated in H1 S, the gas is ch·.compoeed. 

'fhe S unites with the tin. (a.) Name the solid and gaseous pro· 
duels. (b.) How will the volume of this gaseous procluct compare 
with thPt of tho H,S decomposed? 

3. When n spir.U of platinum wire is h eated in an atmosphere of 
H,S, the gns is decomposed wit h the deposition of solid S. What 
volume of H can thus be set free from a liter of H S? 

4.. Tho reaction resulting from passing a curren~ of H S through 
an aquoous solution of Br is M follows : ! 

H, S + Br1 = 2HBr + S. 

(rt.) What volum'l of H, S is needed to yiclcl 4l. of HBr? (b.) Whai 
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weight of Br will thus combine with 10 g. of H,S? (c.) What 
wE>igbt of Br will yield 25 t. of HBr? 

5. How many grams of NH~HO will just neutralize 63 g. or 
HN01 ? 

0. (a.) How many liters of 0 will unite witb 20 l. of NO to form 
N01 1 (b.) How many each of 0 nnd NO to form 80 l. of N01 ? 

7. Arsenic vapor is 150 times as heavy as H. (a.) What is the 
molecular weight of As? Explain. (b.) The atomic weight of As is 
'i5 m. c. How many atoms are there in an As molecule? 

!l. (a.) What name would you apply to a substance that has only 
one kind of atoms? (b.) One that has two kinds! (c.) One that has 
tbrce kinds? 

9. Give Ampere's Law. Define chemistry. 
10. What weight of S in 10 t. of S vapor under normal preBSure at 

·OOO C.? (b.) At 1050° C.? 
II. Calculate the percentage composition of cryolite. 
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~~TKOW HKL 
SULPHUR OXIDES AND ACIDS. 

143. Sulphur Oxides.-Sulpbur and oxygen unite 
to form two acid-forming oxides (or anhydrides) symbol
ized as S02 and S03 • These unite with water to form 
the acids symbolized as H2 S0 3 and H2 S04 • 

(a.) In addition to these, we are acquainted with sulphur sesq ui· 
oxide (5.01). which hliB no corresponding known acid ; with hypo
sulphurous acid (HtS01), which hliB no corresponding known oxide; 
with sulphur peroxide (S,O,), and with the thionic acids (§ 158). 
The comp;,und, 5 10 1, is called a sesquioxido because tho number of 
its S atoms is l i times the number of its S atoms, the Latin prefix, 
1t3qui, mooning one &ncl a half. 

144. Sulpltm• Dioxide.-This oxide of sulphur 
(sulphurous oxide, sulphurous anhydride, sulphurous acid 
gas, sulphuryl, 502 ) is the sole product of the combustion 
of sulphur in the nit· or in oxygen. It is the only com
pound of sulphur and oxygen that can be formed by direct 
synthesis (Exps. 36 and 43). 

145. Preparation.- As ordinarily prepared by burn
ing sulphur in the air, the sulphur dioxide is mixed with 
nitrogen from the air. When the pure anhydride is wanted, 
it is generally prepared from strong sulphuric acid by 
heating it with copper, silver or mercury. 

(a. ) ~ut 20 or 30 g. of small bits of copper and 60 cu. em. of strong 
H.so. mto a flask and apply l1eat. The gas that is evolved may be 
purified by passing through H1 0 in the wash bottle, b (Fig. 6'1), 
and then collected by downward displacement or over mercury or 
abflor~ in H, O, as shown at e. A eclution of copper sulphate, 
(blue v1triol, CuS04 ), remains in the flask. 

2H,so. + Cu = cuso. + 2H10 +so,. 
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(b.) A solution of so. in H1 0 is oflen wanted in the laboratory. 
It may be formed by reducing 
H,.S04 with charcoal. 

2H 1 S04 + C = 2SO,. + 2H,O + 
co,. 

The mixed gases may be passed 
through H1 0 in a series of 
Woulfte bottles (Fig, 84) ; very 
little of the C01 will be ab· 
sorbed. 

(c.) It is well to save bits of 
cop!)f'r, such as pieces of wire, 
shells of metallic cartridges, frng. -
menta of sheet copper, etc., fc1r ~:::::jji!E=;;;;;;~ 
they will be of frequent usc in the 
study of chemistry. FIG. 67. -

E'.rpt riment J.W-From tho generating flask, a (Fig. 67), pn.•s tho 

FIG. 68. 

so. through a bottle or tube packed 
in ice; then dry the cool gas with 
H1 S04 (Exp. 31) or CaCI 1 (Exp. 28) · 
then pass the dry gns through a 
U-tube packed in salt and 1>0unded 
ice (Ph. § 521). Tho 501 will con
dense to a liquid at thE> low tompenv 
ture thus producro. If the U-tubo 
bas good lllass stop cocks, as shown 
in the figure, the liquid S01 may be 
sealed and preserved. Or tho two 

arms of a common JJ-tube may have been previously drawn out to 
make n narrow neck upon each ; after the condensation of the S01 , 

these necks may be fused with tho blowpipe flame o.nd the liquid 
thus scaled for preservation. 

Oautio11.-The following experiment is hardly safe for performance 
by the teacher in the class or by tho pupil. Such a pressure on the 
im•icle of a glass tube of uncerta•n qUIIlitiea, as glass tulx>s generally 
nl't', is not to be trifled with. .Although less satisfactory, it may be 
safer to rest the caso upon the assertion of tho author. 

Experiment 141.-To show tho liquefaction of S01 by presatue, 
draw out one end of a strong glass tube (2 em. in diameter) to a point. 
Fill tho tube with dry S0 1 by displacement. Into thcopcu end, thrusi 
n snu~ly fitting, greased, caoutchouc stopper. \Vith a stout rod, force 
the stopper into tho tube until tho S01 occupies about a fifth of its orig
inal volume. Liquid SO • will collect at the pointed end of the tube. 
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.liiJiperimmt 148.-Pour some of the liquid S01 upon the surface 
of mercury contained in a capsule, and blow a current of air over it 
by means of a. bellows. The mercury will be frozen. 

Experiment 149.-It you have a thick, platinum crucible, hrat it 
red hot and pour some of the liquid S01 into it. The S01 will as. 
sumo the" spheroidal state," like that of the globules of H1 0 some
times seen upon the top of a hot stove, the temperature of tlu; liquid 
being below its boiling point. If, now, a little H1 0 be poured in, the 
S01 will be instantly vaporized by the heat taken from the H10 
(Ph. § ti26), which therefore at once becomes ice. By some dexterity, 
the lump of ice may be throvm out of the red-hot crudble . 

.&periment 150.-Wrap the bulb of an alcohol thermometer In 
cotton wool and pour some of the liquid S01 upon it. The change 
of sensible into latent heat effected by the vaporization of the S01 

produces a. diminution of temperature and the thermometer falls, 
perhaps as low as -60' C . 

.&periment 151.-Ponr a quantity of tho liquid S01 Into nC!ll'ly 
ice cold H10; a part will evaporate at once, another part will diB
solve in the H10 , and a. third part of the heavy, oily liquid will sink 
to tho bottom of the vessel. If the part which has thus subsided 
be stirred with a glass rod, it will boil at once, and the temperature 
of the H10 will be so much reduced that some of it will be frozen. 

E.rperi1nent 15t.-Add a few drops of the aqueous solution of S01 

to a weak solution of potassium permanganate. The red color will 
disappear, owing to reduction by S01 • 

Experiment 159.-Burn some S under a bell glass within which are 
some moist, bright colored flowers. Tho flowers 
will be bleached. The color may be partly re
stored by dipping some of the flowers into 
dilute H1SO, and others into NH,HO. 

Experiment 154. - Partly fill each of two 
glasses witb a fresh infusion of purple cabbage. 
Add a little of tlu~ aqueous solution of S01 • 

The bleaching action is not vory manifest. To 
F each, add cautiously, drop by drop, a. solution of 

JG. 6<). potassium hydrate (caustic potash, KHO) · the 
color will disappear. To the contents of one gll\88, add a little sirong 
H,so. ; a red color appears. To tbe other add more of the solution 
of KHO ; a green color appears. 
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Ji);rperiment 155.-Suspend a small lighted taper in a lamp chlw
noy placed so that a current of air can enter from !Jclow. At the 
lower end of the chimney, vlace a small capsule containing burn
ing S. Place a piece of window glass over the top of the chimney 
so 118 to confine the S01 withln the chimney. The taper quickly 
ceases to burn. 

146. Properties.-Sulphur dioxide is a transparent, 
colorless, irrespirable, suffocating gas. It has a specif.c 
gravity of 32, being nearly :ij times as heavy as air. 1 t 
condenses to a liquicl at -10°0., and solidifies when 
cooled below -76°0. The liquid has a specific gravity 
of 1.49, and vaporizes rapidly in the air at the ordinary 
temperature, producing great cold. It has a great uffin ity 
for oxygen. Under the influence of sunlight, it unites 
directly with chlorine, acting as a dyad compound radicru 
and forming sulphuryl chloride, (S02 )"CI2 • It bl<'aches 
many colors, not by destroying the coloring matter, as 
chlorine does, but by uniting with it to form unstable, 
colorless compounds. When, by the uction of chemical 
agents, the sulphur dioxide is set free from the colorless 
compounds thus formed, the color reappears. It is neither 
combustible nor a supporter of ordinary combustion. 

147. Composition.-1'he composition of sulphur
ous anhydride is represented by the following diagram: 

~01 lol ~-~ · + , 1 + - SO 1 , 64 m.o. 
~ j16 m.c.

1 
m.o. I __ 

148. Uses ami Tests.-Sulphur dioxide is largely 
used in tbe manufacture of sulphuric acid and for bleach
ing straw, silk and woollen goods. It is also used as an 
antichlor for the purpose of removing the excess of chlo
rine present in tho bleached rags from which paper is 
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made, and as an antiseptic. When free, it is easily detected 

by its odor, familiar as that of burning matches, and by 

its blackening a paper wet with a solu tion of merc urous 

nitrate. 

149. Sulphurous Acid.-Sulphur dioxide is freely 

soluble in water, forming sulphurous acid (hydrogen sul

p!Jite, H2 S03). When this liquid is boiled, it decomposes 

into water and sulphur dioxide ; when i t is cooled !Jelow 

5°0., it yields a crystalline hydrate of sulphurous acid wi th 

a composition of H2S03 + 14H2 0 . On standing, it a b

sorbs oxygen from the air and ch anges to sulphuric acid 

(H 2S04). As one or both of the hydrogen atoms in its 

molecule may be replaced by a metal, i t gives r ise to two 

series of compounds, called sulphites (§ 170). The term 

"sulphurous acid" is frequently applied to sulphur diox

ide, but such use of the term is seriously confusing and 
objectionable. 

150. Sulphur Trioxide.- When dry oxygen and 

dry sulphurous anhydride arc mixed and passed over 

heated platinum sponge or platinized asbestos, t hey com

bine, forming dense fumes of sulphur trioxide (sulphuric 

oxide, sulphuric anhydride, S03). When these fumes are 

condensed in a dry, cool receiver, th ey form whi te, silky, 

fiber-like crystals resembling asbestos. Sulphur trioxide 

may be prepared more easily by gently beating N ordhausen 

acid (§ 156) and condt'nsing the vapor given off, as in th e 

met~~d abo,·e described. Wbt>n perfectly dry, i t does not 
exbilnt any acid properties and may be moulded wilh the 

fi.ngers without injury to the skin. It has so g reat an attrac

tion for water that it can be preservt'd only in vessels her-
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metically sealed. It unites with water with a hissing sound 
and the evolution of much heat, forming sulphuric acid. 

S03 + H20 = H2S04. 

151. Sulphluic Acid.-Sulphuric acid (hydrogen 
sulphate, oil of vitriol, H 2 S04), occurs free in the waters 
of ccrto,in rivers and mineral springs. It has been esti
mated that one river, the Rio Vinagre, in South America, 
carries more than 38,000 Kg. of this acid to the sea daily. 

Sulphuric acid is to the chemical arts what iron is to the 
mechanical arts, as it enters, directly or indirectly, into the 

preparation of nearly every substance with which the 
chemist deals. It has been said that the commercial pros
perity of any country may be well measured by the quan
ti ty of sulphuric acid that it uses. 

152. Pre}>aration.- · Sulphuric ~cid is formed by the 
addition of water to sulphu1· trioxide. The water may be 
added at the time of the formation of the anhydride or 
subsequen t ly. For this purpose, the sulphuric anhydride 
is formed by the oxidation of sulphurous anhydride by 
means of the nitrogen oxides or acids. The direct 
method of oxidation described in § 150 being too expen

sive, t he indirect method soon to be described is employed. 

(a.) In a bottla l1aving a capacity of ll. or more, burn a bit of S. 
In the atmosphere of SO, thus formed, place a stick 
(or a glass rod carrying a tuft of guo cotton) dipped 
in strong HNO, . Red fumes of NO, wiJl appear 
The red fumes show that the HN0 3 bns been robbed 
of part of its 0. 

2HN03 +so. = H, S04 + 2NO •• 

In the presence of moisture, so. is able to reduce 
(lake 0 from) HN02, HN0,1, N20 3 or N01 • In tho pro. IIUIII. ~'~" 

cess just described. the so. redwed the HN01 ; the 
HN01 oxidized tho so •. FIG. 70. 
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(b) The manufacture of H1 S04 may be prettily represented by the 
foll~wing lecture table process: A lar~o $rlass p:lobe or flask .is 
filled with air or oxygen and provided w1th fi~o tu~ as shown JD 

Fig. 71. One tube connects it with a flask which furDtshes a current 
r so (§ 145 a.) · another connects it with a soooml flask or bottle, 

~vhich1furnish'cs a ~urrent of NO(§ 83); the third connects it with a 

FIG. 71. 

flask which f11rnishes n current of steam; hy the tube, cl, a supply of 
air or 0 is admitted, from tima to time, into the globe. The fifth 
tube, e, allows the escape of the waste products of the l'CIIction ; it 
may be connected whh on lll!pirator. 

(I.) NO enters the ~tlobe and takes 0 from the air. Tlte ruddy 
fames of N01 are eeen. 

(2.) On admitting a current of S01 , the red fumes of N01 disap
JM'Br and white "lcadcn-<.hamber crystals" form on the walls of the 
globe. The N01 has been reduced and tha S01 oxidized. 

(S.) On admitting steam, the crystals disappear, and dilute H,SO, 
collects at tho bottom of the globe. 

(4.) If air be admitted, red fumes &gRin appear and the process 
may bo repeated. 

(c.) In the manuf>tcture of H1 S0 4 , the S01 is formed by burning 
crude S or pyrite (FoS1 ) in kilns provided for that purpose. Tho 
pyrite, in moderately sized lumps, is placed on the grates of the 
kil ns, about 250 Kg. (500 or 1100 lb.) at n time. When the burning 
is once started, It is kept up by placing a. now charge on top of the 
one nearly burned out. The quantity of ai r admitted is carefully 
regulated by a door placed below t11e pyrite kilns. The S0

1 
and 
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other gases e.re drawn tbrouglt all of the appnrntos by the draft of a 
large chimney. The nitrogen oxides arfl furnished, sometimes by a 
continued supply of liquid HN0 8 in the chambers, bn t more often by 
the reaction of sodium nitrnte n.nd H1 S0 4 heated by the burning 
pyrite. The air, SOt and nitrogen oxidE'S are carried into a Sl)ries of 
three or more huge leaden chambers where they come into contact 
with a constn.nt supply of steam. These lead chnmhers nrc some
times 30 m. long, 6 to 7 m. wide nod about 5 m. high, having t hus a 
capacity of 000 to 1000 cu. m. or e.bont 38,000 cu. jl. ThoJy e.re sup
ported by a wooden framework, placed on pillars of bricl; or iron. 

FIG. 72-

The gcnl'rnl appearance ill shown in Fig. 72. The H ,SO, formed in 
the chambers accumulates on the ftoor. The process is conducted so 
that this "chnmber acid" has a specific gravity of 1.55, ns a stronp;er 
acid absorbs the nitrogen oxides. After leaving tho l c~td chamber!!, 
the nitrogen oxides, which nre supplied in excess, nre absorlx.>d by 
conceutrnted H1 S04 in what is called a" Gay-LniSBilc tower," while 
the nitrog~>n escapes. The "chnmb!'r acid," which contnins 64 per 
cent. of H

1
S0

4
, is t iJen concentrated in the" denitrntlng" or " Glover 

toW('J'," where it is mixed with the" nitrot ('d ncid" from thn Oay
Lussac towl'r and exposed to the evaporating inftucncc of the hot 
glll!eB as they pass from the kilns into the chamber!!, or by evaporn
tion In loaden pons. until it has a specific gravity of 1. 7 and contn.lns 
78 per cent. of H 1 SO • . It concentrated beyond this point , tlJC hot 
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acid attar.ke the lead of the pans. In this form, the acid is techni
cally called brown oil of vitriol as it is slightly colored by organic 
impurities. It is largely sold for a great variety of purposes. 
Further concentration and purification are earried on in glass ntorts 
of from 75 to 150l. cnpncity or in large platinum stills (some of which 
cost Its much ns £6,000). until the liquid contains 98 per cent. of 
H,so. and has a specific gravity of upwards of 1.8. 

(d.) Although we hn.vu no reason t.o think tl1~t some of the reac
tions in the manufacture of H1 S04 are not simultaneous, we may, 
with propriety, trace them as if they were really consecutive; e. g., 

(1 ) s + o. = so •. 
(2.) 2HN01 + S01 = H0 S0 4 + 2N01 • 

(8.) SOs + N01 = SO. + NO. 
(4.) S0 1 + H1 0 = H1 S04 • 

(5.) NO + 0 = N01 • 

In reality, moet of the 0 uaed for the oxidation of the S01 comeP 
from the air, admitted to the cham bel'S through the kiln. The part 
taken in the process by the nitrogen oxide is very interesting, it act
ing a~ a carrier of 0 from the air to the S0 1 • Theoretically, but not 
practically, a single molecule of HN01 or of NO would be suffich•nt 
for the manufacture of an unlimited amount of H1 S04 • as may be 
seen by repeating the equation11 above (omitting the eecond) in n. 
series continued to any extent desired. Bot, since nir is need instead 
of po,re 0 , the N thus introduced into the chambers bas to be re
moved, and, in its passage out, sweeps away much of the nitrogen 
oxides, which then bavo to bo supplied anew. 

Erperiment 156.-Piace 27 cu. em. of H 1 0 in a graduated tube. 
Slowly add 73 cu. em. of H1 S0 4 • When the mixture hllB coo){)(l, 
notice that its volume is about 92 cu. em. instead of 100 ru. em. 

Cttutil>n.-In mixing H,O and H1S04 , pour the H1 S04 into the 
H10, not. tho H,O into the H! so.. If the lighter liquid be poured 
on top of the heavier, it will float tbero and great heat will be de
veloped at thtl level where they come into con tact. This bent might 
fonn steam of sufficient tt'nsion to burst through t.be lteavier liquid 
above and do damage by IIC8.tiering the H1 S04 • When the above 
directions are followed, the H1S0 4 mixes ,vith the H

1
0 as it full s 

through it. 

E.rperim~nt 157.-Piace 30 cu. em. of H1 0 in a l>enker glass of 
about 250 cu. tm. rnpacity. Into this, pour 70 cu. em. of eoneontral cd 
H.so. in a fine stream. Stir the mixture with a wt tube contain-
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ing alcohol or ether. colored with cochineal or other coloring matter. 
The liq wd in the test tube will boil. Holding the test tube in a pair 
of nippers, ignite the vapor escaping from the test tulx>. The test 
tuba may be closed wi~b a cork carrying a delivery tube and the jet 
ignitro. It will give a voluminous dame. With a chemical ther
mometer (App. 3), take the temperature of the liquids before and 
nftcr mixture. If the test tube stirrer contain H 10 instead of the 
more volatile liquids mentioned, the H1 0 will boil. 

El"]J6rime7U 1.?8.-Dip a splinter of wood into H1 S04 • It will be 
charred ns if by fire. 

Experimenl 159.-Diseolve 50 g. of crystallized sugar in 20 cu. em. 
of hot H, O. To this syrup, when cool, add a little H1 SO, and 
stir the two together. The mixture will become bot and form a 
voluminous, bluck porous DlliSS. 

153. Properties.-Tho sulphuric acid of commerce 
is largely known as oil of vitriol It bas a specific gra.nty 
of about 1.82. It generally contains, as impurities, lead 
sulphate from the chambers and evaporating pans, and 
arsenic from the pyrite. For most purposes, howe,·er, it 
answers as well as the "H2 S04, C.P.," or chemically pure 
acid. The pure acid is a colorless, oily,- very corro~ive 
liquid with a specific grarity of 1.842 at the ordinary 
temperature (1.854 at 0°0. and 1.834 at 24°0.). It has a 
very remarkable attraction for water, tho combination 
heing marked by a condensation of volume and the evolu
tion of much heat. It may be mixed with water in all 
proportions. When exposed to the air at ordinarJ tem
peratures, it does not vaporize bnt absorbs water from 
the atmosphere, thus increasing both its weight lind vol
ume. On account of this hygroscopic action, it should be 
kept in well stoppered bottles. 

Sulphuric aciU. removes water from many orgnnic sub
stances, completely charring some, like sugar and woody 
fiber, and breaking others, as alcohol nnd oxalic acid, into 
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n~w compounds (see §§ 213 and 193). It is one of the 
most energetic acids known. Diluted with 1,000 times ita 
bulk of water, it still reddens blue litmus. It liberates 

most of the other acids from their salts. 

154. Uses.- ulphuric acid is used as a drying agent 
for gases, in the prepamtiou of most of the other acids, in 

the mam1facture of soda, phosphorus and alum, in the 

preparation of artificial fertilizers, in the refining of pe
troleum, in the processes of bleaching, dyeing, etc. In 
fact, there is scarcely an art or trade in which, in some 
forbl or other, it is not u ed, it being employed directly or 
indirectly in nearly nil important chemical processes. It 
is the most important chemical reagent we have and is 
made in immense quantities, upwards of 850,000 tons 
being produced yearly in Great Britain alone. 

155. Tests.-The most convenient test for ft·ee sul
phuric acid is the chaning of organic substances. A paper 
moistened with a natural water containing the free acid, 
and then dried at 100°0. will be completely charred. 'fhe 
acid or solutions of its salts gii' C a white insoluble precip
itate with barium chloride or calcium chloride. 

156. Nordhausen Acid.-Nordhausen ucid (disul
pburic acid, fuming sulphuric acid, H2S2 0 7 ), is prepared 
by the distillation of dried iron sulphate (green vitriol, 

FeS04), in earthen retorts. It is a heavy, oily liquid \vith 
a specific gravity of 1.89. It fumes strongly in the air 
and hisses like a hot iron when dropped into water. It is 
used chiefly for dissolving indigo. 

(a.) The niUlle, Nord hansen acid, Is due to the fact that It was 
formerly prepared in Nordhnuscn, Saxony. At th e present time tl1c 
ucid I ' comes a most wholly from lklbemla. T ho propriety of the 
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term, disulphuric acid, is shown by the eqnt~tion, 2H 1 SO•- H1 0 = 
H1 S1 0 7 • It maybcconMidered as SO, dissolved in H,so., for , when 
heated, it separates into those sabstanctls, H,S,01 = so, + H, so •. 

1~1. Sulatlt u r !OcHqnlo xldc un 1l ll)'ltotmla•hn•·oaul 
Acld!I.-Salpbnr scsqaioxidc (S10 1 ) is a rnrc, bluiPh green com. 
JlOWld, resembling malnchilo in appearance H easily decompo&>s 
into sulphur dioxide and sulphur. llyposalphuroWI acid (H, SO,) is 
a very unstable, yellow liquid with powerful reducing propt>rtiel!. 
Its salt, hydrogen sodium hypoealphite (HNaS0 1 ), Is usod for there· 
duction of indigo in dyeing and calico printing. 

158. Thionic Acids.-Besides the foregoing, there 
is a well defined series of sulphur acids, but they are of 
much less importance. Their corresponding oxides are 
unknown. 

(a.) Thlosalphurie acid .. . .. . •... . ........• H,s,o, 
Dithionie acid . .. .... . .. ................ H,s,o, 
Trithionie acid . ....... . ... .... . .. . .. .... H,s,o, 
Tetrathionic acid . . .. . ... . ..... . . . .... . .. H,s.o, 
Pentathionie acid . . .. ................. . . H,S,O,. 

(b.) Tho th.iosulphoric acid Is better known by tho misnomer of 
"hyposulphurons" acid, which properly designates th11 compound 
symbolized by H 1 S0 1 • ln similar manner, the thi08nlphat•·s (r. g., 
sodium thiosalphate, Na1 S10 1 ), aro commonly, bot improperly, 
spokt'o of 118 •· hyposnlphites." 

Nott.-The word, thionic, comes from the Oreek name for S. 

1~9. !iiulpltur O:dcl('8 u nci Os:)·n c lds. -The known 11nl· 
pl1ur oxidi'S and oxyacids nro Bymbolizcd In tabular form bt'low for 
PDTJlOIWS of convenient study : 

~~~~~IH,so; I ~~~· IH~.IH~.Iii;s;o; lti,s,o; lii·;s;o; l ii·,-s;o;lii·:s·,o; 
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EXERCISES. 

1. (a.) What is the molecular weight of 501 ? (b.) 'fll<' specific 
wavity of the gas? (c.) Its percentage composition ? 

2. H1 S and SO, are often found in volcanic gases. When they 
oome into contact, they decompose each other. Write an equation 
explaining the occurrence of native S in volcanic regions. 

8. Why can not H,S04 1>e used for drying H1 S (Exp. 141). 
4. (a.) llow much HNO. can bo formed from 806 g. of KN01 ? 

(b.) How much H1S04 will be required ? (c.) What will be the yield 
of HKS0 4 ? (d.) If the produci bo K,S04 , what will bo the amount 
thereof? 

5. Write the graphic symool for H1SO, : (a.) Representing S ILBa 
dyad. (b.) As a hexad. 

6. Write the graphic symbol for H,s.o,, introducing S01 twice 
ae a b. valent radical. (H 1 S10 7 = anhydrosulphnric acid.) 

7. The symbol for pot:lEsium sulphate is K1 SO,; that for lead sul
phate is PbSO,. (a.) What is the quantivalence of potassium t 
(b.) or lead? (See § 60.) 

8. How would you write the symbol of a binary compound con
taining a dyad and a triad? 

9. !low much HNO, will just neutralize 1200 g. of ammonium 
hydrate? 

10. (a.) IIow much NH, may 1>e formed from 42.8 g. of NH,C I? 
(b.) How much CaH 2 0 1 must bo used '! 

11. (a.) What volume of Cl may be obtained from ll. of dry HCI t 
(b.) What wt>ight? 

12. When aeriform H1 0 nud Cl are passed through a porceluin 
tul>e heated to redness, HCI and 0 are formed. (a.) Write the rene· 
lion in molecular symbols. (b.) What volume of 0 may be thus 
obtained from 2 l . of steam? (c.) How will the volume of HC I 
formed com para with that of tho 0? (d.) In what simple wuy mny 
the 0 be freed from mixture with HCI ? 

18. (a.) From 100 g. of KCI01 , how many grams of 0 may bo ob 
t:1.incd? ~b.) !low many liters I 

14. HaO and N are nmong the products formed when NH
4 
Cl a."ld 

NaNO, arc heated together in a flask. \Vrite tbe reaction. 
15. (11.) 1 mix H and Cl, and expose the mixture to- sunligbt. 

~Vhat happens ? (b.) I add NH, to the product just formed. \Vbnt 
IS tho name of this second product ? 

16. Whnt is the more common name for oxygen dioxide t 
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~~TION IV. 
SELENIUM AND TELLURIUM . 

~ SELENIUM ; Symbol, Se; specific gravity, 4.3 to 4.8; atomic 
1ctiglu, 711 m. c. ; molecular weiglu, 158 m. c. 

160. Seleuhun.-This element is a rare substance, 
of li ttle industrial importance, but of comriderable in terest 
to the chemist. It is occasionally found free, but generally 
in combination as a sclenide. Like sulphur, it exists iu 

several allotropic forms. The native form melts at about 
217°0. uud boils with a deep yellow rapor below a red heat. 
In its leading properties and chemical behavior, it re

sembles sulphur, as will appear in § 162. It burns with 
an odor resembling that of decaying cabbages. It offers a 

very great resistance to the passage of the electric current, 
the r esistance being wonderfully diminished by the action 

of light. The property last mentioned, has recently been 
utili?:ed in the construction of the photophonc and the 
element thus endowed with added interest and impor
tance. 

tT TELLunruM : Symbol, T a ; Kpedjio graDity, 6.e5 ; atomic weigltt, 
1:!8 m. c. ; molecular wdqht, t56 m . c. 

161. Tellw·ium.-This clement is even more rnre 

tl1:m selenium. It has a metallic lustre and in some of its 

physical properties, such as the conduction of heat and 
electricity, it resembles the metals. It melts at about 

500°0. and volatilizes at a white heat in a current of hy
drogen. Its chemical behavior, l10wever, allies it to sul
phur and selenium. With hydrogen, it form s hydrogen 
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telluride ( H2Te), which can not be distinguished by its 
smell from hydrogen sulphide. 

Note.-The nome, selenium, is from the Greek word meaning till 
moon, and the name, tellurium, from the Greek word meaning th~ 
eartlt. 

162. The Sulphur Group.- Oxygen, sulphur, 
selenium and tellurium form a natural group. The resem
blances between the last three members of the group are 

as well marked as those of the chlorine group. As the 
atomic waight increases, the chemical activity diminishes, 
selenium being about midway between sulphur and tellu

rium. Their specific gravities, melting and boiling points, 
show a similllr gradation. 

(fl.) Some of the chemical. resemblances of the members of this 
group are easily visible in the following table: 

H!Jdroqtn Drdrogen l!J:nr:ze:' ~t~"2:. O<ridf. Mdphld.e. 
H1 0 H. s H1Se H1 Te 

lronozkU. II'!YiltulphkU. Iron MltnfiU. Iron ldlurilU. 
FeO FeS FeSe FeTe 

Sulphur &kntum 'l'NJurtum 
dio<ride. dinQ:ide. dlo:ridl. 
so. s.o. Te01 

Sulphur Selenium Tellurium 
lrki<ride. lrtO<ride. irto.ride. 

so. Se01 (?) Te01 

Sulphurou1 &knOUI T tllurou• 
acid. acid. add. 

H,so, H1 Se01 H,Te01 

Sulphurte ~ Tlllurte 
acid. acid. acid. 

H.so. H1 Se04 H1Te04 

EthylozfiU 
lUI Ethr~~- J::fJe. E% (ether). 

(C1 H1).0 (C1~1).S tellu . 
(C1 H1).Se (C1 H1 ).Te 

Eth=rale Ethyl~drogen Ethyl hf,drogtn Ethyl hrdrogm ~ ). tul ide. «len de. tellurtiU. 
( 1 H1 )HO (C1 0 )HS (C,H 0 )HSe (C 1 H1 )HTe 
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EXERCISES. 

1. (a.) Give the physical and chemical properties of H. (b.) Ex
plain tho structure of nn oxy-h ydrogen blowpipe. 

2. What ch emical process is illustrated when you prepare H ? 
S. (a.) State two ways in wl.Jich the analysis of H1 0 may be 

effected. (b.) Give the composition of H .o by volume nnd by weight. 
(c.) What weight of each constituent in a Kg. of H,O? 

<1. A chemist wishes 50 Kg. of H. What substances shall he use 
in making it. and h ow much of each? 

G. (a.) H1 SO. is poured upon nitre; name the two substances that 
you obtain. (b.) Write the reaction. 

6. (a.) What is tho least amount of H1 SO, that will completely 
react with 4 lb. of KN08 ? (b.) How much will the liquid product 
weigh! 

7. (a.) From 8 Kg. of KN01 , how much HNO, can be libentted Y 
(b.) How much H1 SO, is the least that would be required Y 

8. (a.) Give the names and symbols for the oxides of N. (b.) Give 
tho law of multiple pi'Qportion. 

ll. (a.) What is the difference between air and water, chemically 
considered? (b.) Give one chemir.a.l and one physical property of 0 
and of NH 1 • 

10. Write tlle reactions for the preparation of Cl, HF, 501 , H1 S, 
and state at least one leading pro]>erty of each. 

11. When a hot metallic wire is plungtld into a certain binary acid 
gas, violet fum('S are seen. What is tho gas? 

12. (a.) How is Cl obtained? (b) Explain the reaction. (c.) Give 
the m:>St remarkable chemical properties of the substance. 

13. (a.) What is the m011t common compound of Cl? (b.) Find 
its percentatre comp011itlon. 

14. (a.) Give tho atomic weight of each ofths eloment.s that you 
have studied. (b.) What is meant by atomic weightY 
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ACID S, BASES, SALT S, ETC . 

163. Acids.-The word acid is difficult of satisfactory 
definition. The term signifies a class of compounds that 
generally have a sour taste, u. peculiar action upon vegeta
ble colors (e. g., the reddening of blue litmus), and that 
unite with other compounds (bases) of an opposite quality 
to form a third class of compounds (salts) possessing the 
characteristics< of neither of the first two classes. The 
only ccnstitu,ent ccmmon to all acicls is hydrogen 
which is replaceable with an electro-positiue or 
metallic ele~nent. 

(a.) The term, acid, is sometimes used to designate certain com
pounds that contain no H, a.e 501 , C01 , etc. Such use of the term is 
iucorroct and seriously confusing. 

(b.) 'l'he binary acids consist, a.lmost exclusively, of H combined 
with some member or' th~ halogen group (§123). Their names all 
have the termination -M. 

(c.) We ma.y suppose tbe ternary acids to be formed of hydroxyl 
(HO, § 44), and a negative radical, as : 

HN01 ; (HO}-(N01); H-O-{N01); 
0 

H-O-N
1 

' o 
0 
II 

H- 0-S-0-H. 
II 
0 

0 
II 

H.Po.; (H0)1:(PO); H-0-{P0}-0-H : H-0- P-0-H. 
Pltosplloric acid. 6 1 

H ~ 
The atom of "saturating " 0 shown in each case in the fourth 

column becomes a part of tho ne!,"'ltive radicnl Ill! shown in tho second 
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and third columns. Similarly, the '· linking" oxygen becomes a part 
of the hydroxyl. 

(d.) Acids take their names from their non·metallic or negative 
radicals. If only two ternary acids of a non.metallic element are 
known, tho one in which the molecuJe cont-ains the greater number 
of 0 atoms takes the termination ·io; the other takes the termina.. 
tion ·QIU. &>metimes the radical forms three or even four ternary 
acids. 'l'ho acid in which the molecule contains a number of 0 
atoms grcnter than that of the -ic acid takes the prefix per- ; the one 
in which the number is less than thnt of tho -om ncid take~:~ the 
prefix, h!JPO-. 'l'he use of these vrefixes and suffixes will bo made 
clear by a study of the following examples : 

HCIO, ...•. . . perchloric acid. 
HCIO. . . . . ..... chloric acid. 
HCI01 . . • ..• chlorom acid. 
HCIO ... . hypochlorous acid. 

H1 SO, .. ... . .. sulphuric acid. 
H1 S01 ... .• • sulphurous acid. 
H,so •.. hyposulpl1uroua acid. 

Unfortunately, there is a lack of uniformity among chemists in 
the nomenclature of acids and salts ; hence, a certrun amount of con
fusion in the literature of the science. (See § 60.) 

164. Basicity of Acids.- The hydrogen of an 
acid that may be replaced by a metal is called basic hydro
gen. If the acid molecule has one atom of basic hydro
gen, tho acid is called a mono-basic acid. If it has two 
such atoms, the acid is called 11. di-basic acid. Similarly, 
wo havo tri-basic and tetra-basic acids. 

(n.) The basicity of an acid molecule depends upon the number of 
its directly ex~hangeable H atoms and may generally btl repre110uted 
by the number of hydroxyl groups it contains. For exnmple : 

HNO, is a mona-basic acid .................. (HO)-(NO,)'. 

(H0)-...(50 )'' 
H.so, is a di-basic acid ............... . .. · '(HO)/ • · 

(HO)........_ 
H1 P04 is a tri-basic acid . ......... ... . .. .... (HO) /(POY". 

(HO) 
Be it remembered, however, that the basicity of an acid moleonle 

depends, not upon tho total number of its H atoms, but upon the 
number of them that are endowed with this peculiar power of direct 
exchange from metallic atoms. H1 P04 is caJled tribasic, not be
cause it bas tlnee H atoms but because it may form three distinc~ 
salts with one metal (~ 170). 
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165. Anhydrides.-An oxide of a non-metallic (or 
electro-negative) element, which, with the elt>ments of 
water, forms nn acid, is called an anhydride. Nitrogen 
peroxide (N 20 5) and sulphuric and sulphurous oxides are 
anhydrides. Acid oxide is a better name. 

166. Bases.-The word base indicates a very impor
tant class of ternary compounds, <>pposed in chemical 
properties to the acids. 'l'he bases restore most colors that 
have been reddened by an acid. Like the acids, they may 
be considered hydroxyl compounds; unlike the acids, their 
hydroxyl is united with a mPtallic (or electro-positive) 
radical. The chief characteristic of a base is its power of 
reacting with an acid to form water and a salt. The 
characteristic difference between an acid aud a base is that 
the hydrogen of the former may be replaced by a melullic 
atom; that of the latter by a non-metallic atom. 

(a.) The tenn, base, is frequently, but ill·odvisedly, used to desig· 
nate certain compounds that neutralize acids and form sruts but that 
contain no H, as CaO (§ 290), etc. Basic oxide is a better name. 

(b.) The H of a base that may be replaced by a non.metnllic e)e. 
ment is called acid hydrogen. We have mou-acid, eli-acid, tri·acid 
bases, eto. KHO, Ca(H0)1 , AI(HO). and Ti(HO). represent bases. 

(c.) "Tho ltydroxyl compounds of the elements that ha,•e a 
markedly metallic character are bo8<'8. The hydroxyl compounds of 
the elements that have a markedly non-metallic character are acids. 
The hydroxyl compounds of the elements that are neither mark
edly metallic nor non-metallic sometimes oct as oases and some
times as acids. Thus, SbO(HO), antimonyl hydroxide, is n wenk 
bast' or n weak acid, exhibiting one character or tho other according 
to tho nature or the compound with which it is brought into con
tact." 

167. Hydrat~s.-The basic oxides unite with water 
to form hydrates or hydroxides. Thus, K20 + H20 = 
2KHO, potassium hydrate or caustic potash. In similar 
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manner, wema.yproduce Na'HO, sodium hydrate; Ca''(H0)2 

or Ca" H20 2 , calcium hydrate, etc. The hydrates are 
bases. 

(a.) A hydrate may be considered ns a mt>ta!Jic compound of 
hydroxyl. 

(b.) Some of the hydratE'S yield solutions that corrode the skin and 
convert the fats into soaps. They are called alkalies. Potassium 
and sodium hydraws are alkalies. 

168. Basic Ammonia. - .Ammonia water, in its 
physical relations, resembles a simple aqueous solulion of 
a gas, while, in its chemical relations, it acts like an alka,
line hydrate. On this account, its symbol is often written 

on the water type, thus: (NH~' } 0, or (NH4 ) HO. T his 

symbol assumes the existence of a univalent compound 
radical, N H4• '!'his pU?·ely ltypotltetical radical is called 
ammonium, and is considered a metal. The group is of 
frequent occurrence in combination. A-mmonium hydrate, 
(NH 4 HO) has been termed" the volatile alkali." 

Experiment /60.-Repeat Exp. 78. The ammonium nitmte thus 
producod is the substance we used in the preparation of nitrous 
oxide (N 10). 

HNO, + (NH 4)HO = (NH 4)N0 1 + H1 0. 

Experiment 161.- Repeat Exp. 160 using a dilute solution of 
potat!sium hydrate (caustic potash, KHO) instead of NH4 HO. The 
crystals thus produced are KN01 , the substance used in preparing 
HN01 (§ 74, a). 

HN01 + KHO = KN01 + H,O. 

169. Salts.-In the experimen~.s just given, the pro
duels of the metathesis were water and a new class of com
pounds called salts, so named on account of their general 
resemblance to common salt (NaCI), a type of this class of 
compounds. .A salt is a compound formed-

(1.) By replacing one or more of the hydrogen atoms of an add 
with electro.positive (mPtallic) atoms or radicals. Compare HNO, 
and KN0 1 . 
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(2.) By replncing one or more of the hydrogen atoms of a base with 
electro-negative (non-metallic) atoms or compound radicals. Compare 
KHO and K(NO,)O or KNO,. 

(3.) By the direct union of an anhydride and a basic oxide. Th us, 
calcium sulphate results from the direct union of sulphuric anhy
dride and calcium oxide (quicklime) : SO, + CaO = CaS04 • 

Note.-Ot' these three views of tho formation of o. salt, the first is 
thu one most frequently taken, but occnsionally tbe other two are 
convenient. An acid is 110mctimes called a " hydrogen salt;" e. fl. , 
hydrogen nitrate (HNO,). 

170. Classification of Salts.-Salts may be nor
mal (or neutral), double, acid or basic. 

(a.) A normal salt is one that contains neither basic nor acid H. 
All of tbe basic H of the acid or acid H of tbe base from which it 
was formed has been replaced as stated in the last paragraph. 

KaS0 4 nod CuSO, are normal salts. 

(b.) A double salt is one in which H of the ncid from which it was 
fonned bas been replaced by metallic (or positive) atoms of dlf
feront kinds. For example, common alum, AI1 " 1K1 '(S04 ) 4 , is o. double 
salt. 

(c.) An acid or hydrogen salt is one that contains basic H. Only 
part of the H of tbe acid from which it was formed ho.s been ro
placed, on account of which, in most cases, it still acts like an acid, 
reddening blue litmus. 'l'be hydrogen potassium sulphate, HKS04 , 

mentioned in § 74 (a.) is an ncid or hydrogen salt. 

(d.) A bo.sic salt is one that contains acid H. Only pllrt of the H 
of the base from which it was formed hilS been replaced, on account 
of whicl1, in many cases, it ~till nets like a base, turuing reddened 
litmus to blue. For exampll', lead hydmto is a base with the sym
bol, Pb" H1 0• or H1 PbO,. Replacing half of th is H with the acid 
radical, N0 1, we have H(N0 2)Pb0,, the symbol for lead hydro
nitrate, a bo.sic salt. 

(t.) A binary acid will yield n binary Ro.lt when its H is replacod. 
'l'hus, HCI yields NaCI. 

171. SniJ~Iln r Snlts.-In the ternary compounds (acids, bases, 
and salts) so far studied, the molecules have been bound or linked 
together by bivalen t oxygen. But thcrl' is another diBtinct rlnss of 
ternary molecules In which tho constit.u<"ntntoms are linked together 
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by bivulent sulphur. In these molecules, the sulphur may be 
" linking," "saturating,'' or both. The compound!! are named and 
symlx>Uzed in the same way as the corresponding orygen compounds. 
Thus: 

The type H-0-H has its analogue in H - S- H or H1 S. 
KH O or K-0-H " " K-S-H. 
K1 C0 3 or K, = 0 1 = (CO)" K1 = 51 = (CS) or K1 CS,. 

ln noml.'nclature, these " sulphur salta," (in which term, acids and 
bases aro included) are di!ltinguished from the corresponding " oxy. 
gen salts" by prefixing aulpho-. Thus, the analogue of pot888ium 
hydrnto is called potassium sulphohydrate; that of potalll!ium car
bonnto is called potalll!ium sulphocarbonate. The " sulphur salts" 
are not so numerous or so well known as the "oxygen salts." 

EXERCISES. 

1. (a.) What is the difference between an atom and a molecule f 
(b.) Between a physical and a chemical property ? (c.) Define and 

• lllustrllle base, acid, ealt. (d.) State the differences between an -ic, 
an ·oua, and an -ate compound. 

2. (a.) Why is sulphurous acid said to be dibaslc Y (b.) Whnt is 
the difference between an acid sulphit.e and a normal sulphito? (c.) 
Between an acid sulphite and a hydrogt'n sulphite Y 

8. (a.) Write the empirical symlx>l for the hydrate of the monad 
radical, nitryl. (b.) For the hydrate of (501)''. 

4. 'Why are there no ncid nitrates ? 
5. (a.) Write the symbols of the most common oxygen and hydro

gen compounds with elements of the chlorine group. (b. ) Give the 
quanti valence of each element. (c.) State the gradation of physical 
and chemical properties among these elements. (d.) Give easy tests 
for Cl and I. 

6. (a.) Give the usual mode of liberating Cl, a.nd write out the 
reaction. (b.) Find what per cent. the Cl is of the substance that 
fumishc'8 it. 

7. Write the reactions expressing the preparation of at least 
5H1 S04 , using not more than two molecules of HN0 1• 

8. When mercuric oxide (HiO) is h l.'ated, it decompoees. Write 
the reaction. (Owing to the high price of HgO, this reaction is sel
dom employed.) 

9. State the compoeition of water, both volumetric and gravi. 
metric. 
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10. Wben 0 is prepared by healing Mn01 , Mn1 0, is formed. 
Write the reaction. 

11. When a current of H, S is pasaed through a solution of a cer. 
tain salt, oopper sulphide (Cu''S) is precipitated with the fom1ation 
of H1 S0 4• Write the reaction. 

12. You are given NaCI and H1S04 and required to fill a jar with 
HCI. Describe the process and 8ketch the apparatus you would use. 

13. Complete the following equation with the symbol for a single 
molecule : Ba01 + 2HCI = BaCI 1 + 
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@'" Bumbol, B; IP«iflc gravitg, e.68 i atomic weight, 11 m. 6.; 
quantivalcnce, 3. 

172. Boron.-This element may be obtained in the 
crystalline form with a specific gravity as given above. 
These crystals are nearly as bard, lustrous and highly re
fractiyc as the diamond. It may also be obtained in the 
amorphous form as a soft brown powder, or in scales with 
a graphite-like lustre. It is not found free in nature. It 
has one oxide (boron trioxide, boric or bor~Wic anhydride, 
820 3). Its most important compound is borax (sodium 
pyroborate, Na2 8 40 7), large quantities of which are found 
in California. Boron is the only non-metallic blement 
that forms no compound with hydrogen. It is remarkable 
for its direct union (§ 53) with nitrogen, the union being 
attended by the evolution of light and the product having 
the composition, BN. 

(a.) It forms BCI1 , BF1 , etc. 

Experiment 161.-Heat some boric acid crystals (§ 173) in a clean 
iron spoon. The heat.ed cryRtals first melt and then become viscous 
as the H1 0 is driven off. Touch this mass with a glass rod and draw 
out the adhering mnes into long threads. This viscous substance 
is 81 0 1 , 

2H,B01 = 8 1 0 1 + 3H1 0. 

Experiment 163.-·Diesolve 6 g. of powdered Na1B,07 in 15 or 20 
cu. em. of boiling H1 0. Add 3 or 4 cu. em of HCI or 2 cu. em. of 
H ,SO, ; stir and allow to cool. Crystals of boric acid (H 1 BO ~> will 
be formed. 
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Experiment 164.-Dissolvo a few crvstals of H1 B01 in alcohol. 
Upon igniting the alcohol and stirring the solution, tho ftnme will be 
of a beautiful green color; or add a little c. H0 0 and H 1504 to a 
solution of Na1 B4 0 7 • Heat the materials and ignite the vapor ; the 
ftnme will be tipped with green. 

17:{. Boric Acid.-Boric acid (or tboboric acid, bo
racic acid, H3 803 ) may be freed from any borate by the 
action of almost any other acid, in consequence of which it 
is considered a rcry feeble acid. It may be formed by the 
union of the oxide with water: 

8 20 3 + 3H20 = 2H3 803. 

(a.) Upon hcatin~ H1 BO, to too•c. · it is changed to metaboric 
acid : H 1 B0 1 - H10 = HBO,. 

(b.) Upon further heating at 14.o•c. for a long t ime, this is changed 
to pyroboric acid: 4HB00 - H0 0 = H, B.o, . 

or, 4H 1 B01 -5H 10 = H1 B4 0 7 • 

(c.) The chnrn.cteristic green color which the acid gives to the 
alcohol Jlame affords a convenient test for its presence. 

(d.) Native H1 B0 1 is found free in the volcanic regions of Tuscany 
whence nearly all that is brought into commerce is obtained. Vol
canic jets of steam, charged with H1 B0 1 issue into natural or a rti
ficial ponds or lagoons, the water of which condenses the steam and 
booomes charge<! with tho acid. (Fig. 73.) Upon evaporation, these 
waters yield pearly crystals of H

1
B0

1
. 

These steam jets are called aujfioni. Deep borings into the earth 
ba.ve been made, constituting successful artificia.l ' '•ffioni. Basins of 
masonry are b11ilt at different levels on a hill side, each of which 
surrounds two or three 8Ujfi-1mi. Water from a spring or lagoon is 
conducted into the upper basin and is cho.rgcd by the sujJioni for 
twenty-four bo11rs. This water is then conducted by a wooden pipe 
to a eecond basin, whore i t is further charged, and so on through six 
or eigbi basins, when tbe H1 0 contains two or three per cent. of 
H. Bo, . From the last basin, o. thin sheet of the liquid is r un over 
a corrugatoo sheet of lead, 125 m. long and 2 m. wide. 'l'his lead 
sheet Is heated by tho l ltjftoni. below it ; the l iquid is thus eco
nomically concentmled by evaporation. The liquid is further con
centrntoo by evaporation in lead pans until the acid begins to crys
tallize. These lagoons produce about 1,500 Eg. of H

3
B0

8 
daily. 
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ExERCISES. 

1. Whnt is the molecular 
weight of boron trioxide t 

2. What per cent. of B in 
orthobor1c ncid t 

3. Write the symbol of cal
cium (Ca") pyroborate. 

4. (a.) What is the basicity 
of H1 B00 t (b.) Is Mi's (801 ) 1 
an ucid or a double salt? 

5. (a.) What results from 
boating H1S0 4 with Cu, NaCI 
and Mn0 1 respectively? (b. ) 
If the latter two are acted 
upon together, what results Y 

6. llow much Zn must be 
used to generate sufficient H 
tc raise in the air, by its buoy
ancy, a balloon weighing 
1.205.12 g.? 

7. Bystroogly heatingM nO,, 
it is reduced to a lower oxide, 
thus: 

3Mn0 1 = Mn10 4 + 0 1 . 

(a.) What waigbt and (b.) 
wl1at volume of 0 can be 
thus prepared from 50 g. of 
Mn01 ? 

8. State tho method of pre
paring HN0 1 and the amount 
of each substance needed for 
10 lb. of the acid. 

9. Write a grapl1ic symbol 

for HP"'0 1 ; for HPO~. 
(10.) (a) What is a salt? 

llow is it formed ? (b.) II ow 
d~ a chloride differ from a 
chlorate? Illustrate by potas 
sium compounds. 

11. (a.) Wb.at is the weight 

149 

FIG. 7J. 
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of the C I in 5 lb. of common saltY (b.) What per cent. of 0 is there 
in potassium chlorate t 

12. Give the economic properties of chlorine, and show on what 
they clepend. 

18. Give two of the most useful compounds of HN01 with some 
uso of each. 

14. Sulphur trioxide may be obtained by heating concontrated 
H,so. with P10 1• Write the reaction. 
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174. A Deduction. Let us imagine such a fraction· 

al part (about 1~21 , see § 62) of a liter of hydrogen, that 

it shall contain 1,000 hydrogen molecules. By Ampere's 
Jaw, the same volume of chlorine will contain 1, oo0 
chlorine molecules. By the direct union of these (§ 108), we 
shall have formed two such volumes (about

1
!., l.) of hydro

chloric acid gas, which, according to Ampere's law, must 
contain 2,000 molecules. 

1000 H2 + 1000 Cl2 = 2000 HCI. 

But each molecule of hydrochloric acid (HCI) contains 
one hydrogen atom and one chlorine atom. Consequently, 
the 2,000 acid molecules will contain 2,000 hydrogen atoms 
and 2,000 chlorine atoms. Since these 2,000 hydrogen 
atoms of the product are identical with the 1,000 hydrogen 
molecules of the factor, it follows t hat each hydrogen mole· 
cule contains two atoms or that the hydrogen nwleczde 
i s diatomic. In the same way we see that the chlorine 
molecule is diatomic. 

175. The Unit Volume. -As the weight of the 
hydrogen atom is taken ns the standard of atomic weight 
and called a microcriLh, so the volnme of the hydrogen 
atom is taken ns the standard of atomic volume and called 
the unit volume. At present, the absolute value of the 
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unit volume is as unknown as the absolute value of the 
microcrith. The accurate determination of the one wi ll 
carry with it the determination of the other (§ 62). The 
unit volume is tlUJ volume of one atom of hydro
gen i it is a real unit measuring a definite qnan
titiJ of m,atter. The (gaseous) molecular volume is al
ways two unit volumes. 

(a.) Tho symbols of ~be diatomic elementa (§ M) represent one unit 
volume and tho respective at~mic weighta of the several substanCI'R; 

e g 0 = j lO !n. c., or, l of oxygen 'l'be symbols of the moo. . ., 11 urut volume r . 
atomic elements represent two unit volumes nnd tlte respective ntomic 

weights of thoee aublltanoos; t. g., Hi' = { 2 
2!i~1\~i'::;~} of mer. 

cury. The symbols of the tetratomic elements represent one.hnlf 
unit volume and the respective atomic weights of these substances; 

P j 31 m. c., or, t r h h See$/. 240 
'· g. , = 1 l unit volume f 0 P 08P Ol'UB. ;:, ' e. 

176. Law of Gay-Lussac.-The ratio in which 
!fases contbine by volt~me is always a simple one ; 
the volwne of the resulting gaseons procluct bears a 
simpLe r(Ltio to the volwnes of its constituents (see 
§ 91). 

(a.) The following modet1 of volumetric combination illuatrnto the 
truth and meaning of the law. 

(1.) 1 unit volume + 1 unh volume= 2 unit volumes. 
E.g., HCI; HBr; HI ; NO. 

Condensation = 0. 

(2.) 2 unit volumes+ 1 unit vol ume = 2 unit volumes. 
E.g., H10; H1 S, N1 0; N01 • 

Condensation = f. 
(3.) S unl\ volumll8 + lnni\ volume = 2 unit volumes, 

E.g. , HaN; S08 • 

Condensation = t• 
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EXERCISES. 

1. (n.) What is a unit volume? (b.) A microcrith? (c.) What is 
tho relation of !!peci5c gravity to combining weight? {d.) Give 
the specific gravity of HCI,NHJ, Cl, and C01 • 

2. How could yon prove from molecules of steam that each mole. 
eule of 0 has two atoms? 

8. (11.) !low is 0 prepared in large quantities? (b.) Give tho reac
tion. 

4. (a.) Name three physical propertitJS of 0. (b.) Two chemical 
properties. (c.) How can these chemical properties be shown? (d.) 
.Mention one use of 0 in the arts. (e.) One use in the nat11ral world. 
(f.) Mention tllree of its most import.ant compounds. 

5. (a.) Explain what is meant by the atomic weights of H and 0. 
(b.) Explain the terms atom and molecule as applied to H1 0. 

6. (a.) If 180 cu. em. of NH 1 be decomposed by electric sparks into 
its elements, what will be the volume of each of these elements? 
(b.) Ir then 130 cu. em. of 0 be in trod need and anotber electric spark 
produced in the containing vessel, the temperature being t6•c., what 
will he the volume of the remaining gaseous contents of the vessel ? 

7. (a.) Name two chemical properties of H that are tho reverse of 
two of 0. 

8. (a.) How is HN01 prepared on a largo scale? (b.) How can you 
show that an acid is an acid f (c.) \Vhat are alkalies? (d.) What is 
"laughing gas"? (e.) Name thrP.e oxides of N. 

9. (a.) What are bases? (b. ) What class of elements forms acids? 
(c.) What class of elements forms bases? (d.) What is n Slllt? 

10. (a.) \Vhat is tht~ combining weight of a chemical compound? 
(b.) HN01 + KHO = KN01 + H1 0. What is the relative amount or 
the substances used? 

11. Give the most remarkable chemical properties of Cl and I and 
their industrilll applications. 

1~. (a.) \Yhere isS found ? (b.) llow is H1 S mude, and what are 
its properties ? (c.) What is moant by oxidizing agents and what by 
reducing agents! 

13. When a thin stream or H1 S04 flows into a retort filled with 
broken bricks heated to redness, the following reaction takes place : 

H1 S04 = 501 + H1 0 + 0 . 

(a.) Wbat weight and (b.) what volume of 0 can be thus prepared 
from 50 g. of H1 S0 4 , C. P .? (C. P. =chemically pure.) 

14. Mn01 and HCinre heated together. Give the properties of the 
gas evolved. 
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15. Write the symbol for the hydrate of sulphuryL 
16. (a.) A small quantity of H1 S0 4 is poured upon Zn in a flask. 

Give the chemical reaction. (b.) Substitute HCI for the H 1 S04 ; in· 
dicate the resultant change, if any. (c.) If iron be substituted for 
Zn, what change Y 
\ 17. How many liters of Cl may be prepared from 87.6 g. of HCI t 
\ 18. What weight of ea.Jh substance must be used to prepare 120 

l. of H1 S t 
19. IIow much H1S04 will dissolve 120 g. of Zn? 
20. Describe the preparation of HCI, NH 1 , and N1 0. Give there

action in each case. Name a chemical property of each. 
21. (a.) What ls the difference between chemical and pl1ysical 

propertiffi Y (b.) What is an element? (c.) What is a chemical com
pound! 

22. (a.) What Is the comvosition of air? (b.) Is the air a chemical 
compound! 
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THE CARBON GROUP. 

-sx.S E~TION 1. 

CARBON. 

ur Symbol, c ; atomic wight, ze m. (), i quanti'Mlenee, + 
177. Occw·rence.-Two allotropic modifications of 

carbon, the diamond and graphite, are found free in 
nature. Carbon is also found free in an impure form, as 
mineral coal. Combined with hydrogen, it occurs iu pe
troleum, bitumen, etc. Combined witb oxygen, it forms 
a constituent of the atmosphere upon which all vegetable 
life is dtrectly dependent. United with oxygen and cal
cium, it is found as limestone, chalk and marble. All 
organic bodies contain carbon and when any of these is 
heated out of contact with oxygen there remains a third 
allotropic variP.ty, amorphous carbon or charcoal. Uor
tainly, carbon is u very abundant and important clement. 

(a.) The chemical identity of these several allotropic forms is 
shown by the fact that, when highly boated with 0, thAy all form 
the same compound, CO, , 12 parts of any variety of C uniting 
with 82 parts of 0 to form 44 parts of the oxide. 

Experiment 1G5.-Arrange the apparatus as shown in Fig. 74. 
Two thick ropper wires pass through a. caoutchouc stopper that 
closes the mouth of a cylinder filled with 0. The enclosed ends of 
the copper wire are joined by u. spiral Qf fine platinum wiN. Plu.ce 
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a small diamond, if you have one to spare, in the 6piral at a, and 

FIG. 74-

pa88 the electric current from a battery of 
eight Grove's cells through the wires. The 
platinum is heated to whiteness and thadia
mond takes fire. On brenking the circuit, 
you wUI see a brilliant combustion rosuH
ing in the complete disappenrnnce of your 
diamond. If a small quantity of clear lime 
water has been previously placed in the 
cylinder. it will remain clear until tho din
mood has burned. Upon agitating tho 
lime water, at the cloae of tl1e combustion, 
it will be rendered milky in appearance, 
thus showing tho formation of C0 2 • Seo 
Exp.44. 

178. The Diamond.- Diamond is a crystalline 
solid, brilliant, transparent and generally colorless. Dia
monds are most frequently found in the form of rounded 
pebbles and cut in to the desirable forms by pressing the sur
face of tbe stone against a rc \:olving metal wheel covered 
with a mixture of dinmond dust and oil, diamond being 
the only substance hard enough to cut the gem. Thus, 
we see that it is the hardest known substance. It does 
not conduct heat or electricity and, when polished, has a 
magnificent lustre and high refractive power upon light 
(Ph., § 613, a.). These propea·ties, together 'vith its perma
nence and rarity, make it the most precious of gems. Its 
specific gravity is 3.5. One of the long standing prob
lems of chemistry has recently been solved by the produc
tion of artificial diamonds. 

(a.} The diamond undergoes no change nt the ordinary tempern· 
ture, but, when heated between the carbon eleetrodea of a strong 
elcetrlc Curren~. it softens, swells up and is changed to a black mass 
~mbling coke. When heated in 0, it burns to CO, . ns explained 

1 P· 165. In hydrogen or any atmosphere that has no chemical 
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action upon it, the diamond may be heated to the highest furnace 
temperature without change. " Tho Regent" diamond is valued at 
£125,000. 

179. G raphite.-Graphite or plumbago is familiarly 
known as the " black-lead" of the common "lead pencil." 
It is found abu ndantly in nature in the crystalline and 
am01·phous forms, the crystals being wholly unlike those 
of the uiamond. It is opaque, nearly black, and bag a 
semi-metallic lustre. It is very friable and has an unctu
ous feel. It is a good conductor of heat and electricity. 
It is unalterable in the air at ordinary temperatures. Its 
specific gravity varies from 2 to 2.5. It is used in making 
pencils, lubricating machinery, in making crucibles es
pecially for the manufacture of steel, as a stove polish and 
in electrotyping (Ph., § 400). 

(a.) For many yeal'!!, graphite was suppoee<l to contain lead; 
whence tho names plumbago and black-lead. Tho name, graphite, 
is from the Oroek word, grapho, ( = I write). 

ISO. lntermetllatc Form s.-IntefJilediate between graph
ito und charcoal are thfl forms of carbon known as mineral coul, coke 
and gas carbon. 

18 1. 1\lineral Coal.- Mineral coal consists of the 
remains of the vegetation of the carboniferous era in the 
earth's geologic history. The woody fibre has undergone 
a wonderful transformation through the meausof beat and 
pressure. When a considerable part of the hydrogen, 
oxygen and nitrogen of the original woocly material re
mains in this product, the coal is called soft or bituminous. 
These elemen ts may be largely removed from bituminous 
coal by distillation. Soft coal generally contains sulphnr 
impurities and cakes in burning. When the coal has been 
subjected to a sort of natural distillation, so that it has 
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been deprived of n('arly all of its hydrogen, oxygen and 
nitrogen, it is called hard coal or anthracite. There is a 
somewhat complete gradation of coals from anthracite 
down to lignite and peat, in which the wood is but little 

changed. 

E.rperiment 166.-Half fill a good sized ignition tube (one about 
15 em. long will answer well) with coarsely powdered bituminous 
coal. Close its mouth with a cork carrying a delivery tube made of 

FIG.• 75· 

good sized glass tubing that terminates in a water bath. Support 
the ignition tube in a sloping position and beat the coal. Collect the 
gas in small bottles as it is delivered in the water bath. The gas 
will burn as if it were ordinary illuminating gas. When the igni
tion tube has cooled, break it and examine the co~ that it contains. 

182. Coke .-When bituminous coal is distilled, it 
yields a variety of volatile hydrogen-carbon compounds 
(hydrocarbons) and a solid, porous residue called coke. 
The latter is an incidental product of the manufacture of 
i11umiuating gas but is also made on a large scale for use 
in iron smelting, the volatile constituents of the coal beiug 
allowed to escape. (§ 221, b.) 

183. Gas Cm·bon.- Gas carbon is a "ery hard, com
pact substance that is formed as a ernst ou the inner sur-

l 
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face of the retorts at gas works. It is a good conductor 
of heat and electricity and is largely used in the manu
facture of galvanic batteries (Ph., §§ 383, 385) and of the 
carbon electrodes of electrie lamps (Ph., § 389. ). 

Experiment 167.-Repeat E xp. 166, uaing splinters or shavings of 
wood instead of soft coal. When the gas is no long'lr evolved, re
move the end of the delivery tube from the water pan and imbed it 
in a thick paste of plaster of Paris to prevent the entrance of air to 
the ignition tube. When the apparatus has cooled, the c/w,rcoal 
may be removed without breaking the tube. 

Experiment 168.-Heat a piece of cl1arcoal upon platinum foil and 
notice that it burns with a simple g low, i.e., without any flame. 

184. Charcoal.-Oharcoal is generally prepared by 
the distillat ion or incomplete combustion of wood. In 
England, where wood is scarce, small wood and saw-dust 
are distilled in cast iron retorts, the volatile products being 
collected. In this country, where wood is yet abundant, 
the process is more primitive, the volatile products gener
ally going to waste. 

(a.) The common method of burning charcoal is to pile up sticks 
of wood in a large heap around a central flue, covering it with turf 

FIG. 76. 

and earth, leaving boles at the bottom for the admission of air and 
a hole at the top of the central tlue. The fire is kindled at the bot· 
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tom of the central ftua, and the rate of combustion controlled by 
regulating the supply of uir, tLe process often requiring several 
weeks. At the proper time, all of the openings are closed nod the 
firo thus suffocated. The method depends upon the fact that the 
volatile constituents of the wood are more easily combustible thnn 
the C and thus unite with the limited supply of 0. In some parts 
of the country, charcoal is burned in permanent kilns, instead of 
turf covered heaps. 

(b.) The cluncoal retains the form of the wood from which it was 
made, the shape of the knots and even the concentric rings being 
plainly visible. Its volume is about 65 or 70 per cent. and its weight 
about 25 per cent. of the wood from which it Wll.S formed. 

Ezperitmnt 169.-Set fire to a lump of rosin and bold a cold plate 
over tl1e flame. Soot will be deposited upon the plate. 

Ihperitmnt 170. -Press a spoon or plate down upon a candle 
flame so ll.B nearly to extinguish the flame. 
Soot will be deposited upon the spoon. 

~periment 171.-Pn.rtly fill a spirit 
lamp with turpentine, light tho wick and 
cover the lamp with a bell glass or wide 
mouthed jar. Thrust a pencil or chalk 
crayon under one edge of the bell glnl!3 so 
1\.S to raise it from the table nnd ndmit a 
small supply of air to the flame. Soot 
will collect upon the sides of the bell 
glass. 

185. Lam},black.- When n 
FIG. n hydrocarbon, like rosin, turpentine, 

wax, petroleum, etc., is burned, the hydrogen is first oxidized. 
If the supply of oxygen be insufficient for the complete 
combustion, the carbon set free by the decomposition of 
the compound will be left in a finely divided, amorphous 
state, as soot or lamp-black. The same effect will appear 
it the temperature of the flame be reduced below that at 
which carbon burns, as was the case in Exp. I G9. Lamp
oluck is manufactured on the large scale by burning tar, 
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rosin, turpentine, petroleum, or the natural gases of petro
leum (gas wells) in a supply of air insufficient tor complete 
combustion and leading the smoky products into large 
chambers, where they a.re deposited. It is largely used as 
a pigment and in the manufacture of india and printer's 
inks. 

186. Bone-black.-Bone-black, which. is the most 
importan t variety of "animal charcoal," is prepared by 
charring powdered bones in iron retorts. The calcium 
phosphate of the bone remains and ,forms about 90 per 
cent. of the black porous mass. The charcoal is conse
quently left in a very finely divided or porous condition, 
spread over the particles of the phosphate or distrib
uted among them. For this reason, it has greater ab
sorptive and decolorizing power than vegetable charcoal 
{Exp. 180). 

Experiment 17.€.- Mix 2.5 g. of black copper oxide (CuO) with 0.25 g. 
of powdered charcoal. With some of tho mixture, pnrtly fill a small 
ignition tube and heat it strongly. Metallic copper will remain in 
tht> tube while the C will unite with the 0 of the CuO and escape as 
a gas. The C has reduced the CuO and the CuO has oxidized. the C. 

187. Charcoal as a Reducing Agent.-Owing 
to the energetic union or carbon and oxygen at high 
temperatures, charcoal is largely used as a reducing agent. 
Anthracite and coke are also used for the same purpose. 
'l'he preparation of metals from their ores (metallurgy) de
pends in a very large degree upon this property of carbon. 

Experiment 179.- Break a piece of charcoal into two. Attach n. 
sinke1 to one of the fragments and immerse it in H. O. Notice tile 
bubbles rise as the H2 0 enters the pores of the charcoal and forces 
ou t the air previously absorbed. The expE'rimcnt may be impro,·ed 
by placing the beakt'r g lnas containing the H1 0 and thA C under the 
rccr iver of an air pump and exhnusting the air. 

&per~ment 174.-Placc the othl\r fragment of tho charcoal on the 
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fire, and when H bas been heated to fall redness for some time, 
plunge it quickly into H1 0. Notice that it needs no sinker to keep 
it under H1 0 and that very few bubbles escape from it through the 
liquid. 

lhperiment 175.-l''ill a long glaee tube with dry NH 1 at the mer
cury bath (Exp.61). Heat a piece of char· 
coal to redness to remove the air from its 
pores and pl11nge it into mercury. When 
the charcoal is oool, thrust i t into the • 
mouth of the cylinder . The gns will ba 
absorbed by the charcoal and mercury 
will rise in the tube (Ph., ~ 2i5). 

FIG. 78. E:-tperiment 176.- Repeat the last ex}>flri-
mont, using dry HCI instP.ad of NH 1 • 

188. Ch a r coal as an Absorbent.- The porous 
nature of charcoal gives it a remarkable power of absorb
ing gases. Beech wood charcoal has been known to ab
sorb 170 times i ta own volume of dry ammonia. Other 
gases, liquefiable with comparative readiness (e. g., HCI, 
S02, H 2 S, N 20, C02 ) are absorbed in large but variable 
proportions, while gases that are coercible only with diffi
culty (c. g., 0, H and N) are absorbed much more spar
ingly. 

'J'his power depends upon the fact that all gases condense 
in greater or less degree upon the surface of solid bodies 
with which they come into contact. It is said that 1 cu. em. 
of compact (hoxwood) charcoal exposcsasurface of 0.5 sq. m. 
Tho more easily the gas is liquefied the more largely is it 
absorbed by charcoal, whicl1 , at least, points toward the 
conclusion that in such absorption it is, at least, partly 
liquefied. 

E.rperiment 177.-Into a bottlll of H1S put some powdered char
coal. Shako the bottle for a moment. The offensive odor of the H ,S 
will have di11nppeared . 

.li}zperimmt 178.-lnto the neck of n funnel, thrust a bit of cotton 
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wool and cover it to the depth of 2 or 3 em. with powdered charcoal. 
Through this solution, ))888 a quantity of H1 0 chargod with H1 S 
(§ 138, a.). The filtered liquid wiU be free from offensive odor . 

.Et.rperiment 179.-Piace a small crucible filled wltb freshly ignited 
and nearly cold powderod charcoal into ajar kept supplied with H1 S. 
When thu charcoal is saturated \vith the gas, quickly transfer it t{l 
a jar of 0. The charcoal will burst into vivid combustion. 

189. Charcoal as a Disinfectant.-By condens
ing offensive and injurious gases and bringing them into 
intimate contact with condensed oxygen, charcoal acts as 
an energetic disinfectant. 'l'he fetid products of animal 
and vegetable decay are not only gathered in but actually 
burned up. This property is retained by the charcoal for 
a long time and, when losL, may be restored by ignition. 
A dead animal may be buried under a thin covering of 
~harcoal and waste away without giving off any offensive 
odor. This oxidizing power of charcoal fits it for use as a 
disinfectant in hospitals, dissecting rooms and elsewhere, 
and forms the foundation of much 
of the utility of charcoal filters 

·for water for drinking purposes. 

Experiment 180.-Plnco a diluto soJu. 
tion of the blue compound of iodine 
and starch (Exp. 121), of indigo dis
solved in H1 S1 0, (§ 156), ofcocbinel\lnnd 
of potllllSium perman,ganate in each of 
four flasks To each, add recently ignited 
bone-black. Cork the flasks, shake 
tbeircontents vigorously, and pour ench 
liquid upon a &'parate filter. Tho Eev
crnl filtrates will be colorless. If the 
first port of nny filtrate be colored, pour 
it back upon the filter for refiltrntiou. FIG. 79· 

190. Charcoal as a Decolorizer.-As illustrated 
in the above experiment, charcoal, and especially animal 
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charcoal or bone-black, is able to remove the color as well 
as odor from many solutions. This power seems to de
pend more upon the adhesion between the carbon and the 
par ticles of coloring matter than upon oxidation. Brown 
sugar is purified by filtering i ts colored solution through 
layers of bone-black. If ale or beer be thus treated, it 
loses both its color and bitter taBte. 'rhus we see tllat 
charcoal can remove other substances than coloring matter 
from solutions. Sulphate of quinine and strychnine may 
be thus removed. This property of charcoal (and bone· 
black) is utilized in the preparation or purification of many 
chemical or pharmaceutical compounds. 

191. Other Properties of Carbon.-Ca .. bon, in 
all of its forms, is practically infusible anu non-volatile, 
but it may be slightly fusible and volatile at the high tem
perature of the voltaic arc. Although it has great chemi
cal activity at high temperatures, it seems to be unalter
able at the ordinary temperature of the air. The lower 
ends of stakes and fence posts are often charred before 
embedding them in the earth to render them more durable. 
Charred piles driven in the River Thames by the ancient 
Britons in their resistance to the invasion of their country 
by Julius Cresar, about 54 B. 0 ., are still well preser ved. 
Wheat, charred at the destruction of Herculaneum and 
Pompeii, in 79 A.D., still appears as fresh as if recently 
prepared. Perfectly legible manuscripts, written in ink 
made of lamp-black, have been exhumed with Egyptian 
mwnmies. Carbon is unique, in that it forms a ' 'ery large 
number of volatile hydrogen compounus. These com
pounds arc called hydrocarbons. 

Note.-Binary compounds of carbon were formPrly called car
burets. 
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EXERCISES. 

1. Is charcoal lighter or heavier than H1 0? 
2. (a.) I burn a piece of woqd in the open air; what. becomes of it? 

(b.) What volume of steam will result from burning 100 g. of H? 
3. (a.) State the useful properties of charcoal. (II. ) How much 0 

is nPedt..od to burn 500 g. of charcoal ? (c.) How many liters of CO, 
will be produced? 

4. Give the characteristics of three allotropic modifications of car-
bon, ancl give a leading property of each. 

5. How would you prepare a solution of HCI? 
6. Wri te the symbol for sulphuryl oxide. 
7. Write the typical and empirical symbols for n itrosyl hydrate 

and n itryl hydrate. 
8. Write the reaction for the combustion of turpentine in Exp. 98. 
9. Give proof of the facL that diamond is carbon. 
10. In what way does the disinfecting power of C differ from that 

of Cl f 
11. Is C a bleaching agent? Why ? 
12. Would it not be a great improvement in quinl.ne to filter ii 

throu~rh charooal and thus remove its intensely bitter taste? \ Vby? 
R W Y 

18. Symbolize compounds of C with L', M11 Q,"' R and X, these 
last letters symbolizing hypothetical elements. ,. '" 

14. Write graphic symbols for H1 SO, and H. so •. 
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.3$~TXO HI. 
S OM E CARBON COMPOUN D S. 

192 . Carbon Oxides.- There are two oxides of 
carbon, having the molecular symbols CO and C02 • Tho 
first may be considered the product of incomplete combus

~on of carbon ; the second, that of complete combustion. 
Both of them are gaseous. 

193. Carbon 1\lonoxide.-Oarbon monoxide (car
bon protoxide, carbonic oxide, carbonous oxide, carbo
nyl, CO) yields, when burned, the characteristic blue flame 
often seen playing over a freshly fed coke or anthracite 
fire. It may be prepared in many ways, only two of 
which will be given here. 

E.rperimlnt 181.-Polverizo 5 g. of potassium ferrocyanide and 
place it in a quarter liter Florence flask. Add 25 cu. em. of strong 
H1 SO, and heat gently, removing the lamp aaeoon as the gasbeginR 
to come off rapidly. The gas may be passed through a solution of 
potassium hydrate (K HO) and collected over H1 0. 

Experiment 182.-Place a small quantity of oxalic acid (H1 C1 0 4 ) 

in a small Florence flask, add enough strong H1 S04 to cover it, place 
upon a sand bath and heat gently. The H1 S04 removes H00 from 
the H1 C10 4 and leaves a. mixture of CO and C01 • The C01 may 
be removed by passing the mixod gaseR through a. solution of KHO, 
as in the last experiment, or by collecting over H10 renderod nlka· 
line by sucl1 a solution. 

194:. P r o p er t ies.-Oarbon monoxide is a colorless, 
odorless, poisonous gas. It is a little Jighter tban air, 
having a specific gravity of 14 (sp. gr. = .967, air stand
ard). It is scarcely soluble in water, but is wholly ab
sorbed by an acid or ammoniacal solntion of cuprous 
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chloride (Cu2 CI2). It is liquefiable only with extreme 
difficulty. Like hydrogen, it does not support combus
tion but is combustible. It burns with a pt~le blue flame 
and yields ca.rbon dioxide (C02 } a.s the 1:1ole product of its 
combustion. It is an active poison and doubly dangerous 
on account of its lack of odor. One per cent. of it in the 
air is fatal to life, which it destroys, not merely by exclud
ing oxygen (sn:ffoca.tion), as hydrogen, nitrogen, etc., do, 
but by direct action as a true poison. As this gas is 4 
formed in charcoal and anthracite fires, and as it secures 
an easy passage through faulty joints and even tltrough cast 
iron plates heated to redness, it is the frequent cause of 
oppression, headache and danger in stove or furnace
heated and ill-ventilated rooms. Carbon monoxide is 
rightly chargeable with many of the ill effects usually at
t.ributed to the less dangerous carbon dioxide. 

(a.) CO is readily oxidized to C01 and co. is easily reduced to 
CO. 1'hus, when air enters at the bottom of an anthracite fire, the 
0 uni~ with the C to form C01 • As the C01 rises through the 
glowing eoale above, it is reduced to CO. C01 + C ::: 2CO. When 
this heated CO comes into contnct with the air above the conls, it 
burn11 with its characteristic bluo flame and forms C01 • 

(b.) Under the influence of sunlight, two volumes of CO unite 
directly with two Volumes of Cl, forming two volumes of carbonyl 
chloride or phosgene gas (COCI1 ). It will be noticed that here, ~0 
nets ns a dyad compounrl radical. 

195. Uses.-Ca.rbon monoxide is an important agent 
in many meta.llurgica.l operations, on account of its power 
b reduce metallic oxides. It may be used instead of hy
drogen in Exp. 31. In the reverberatory furnace, the air 
supply is regulated so that the fuel burns to ca.rbon mon
oxide, which, in a highly heated condition, plays over the 
metallic oxides on the hearth and,-by abstracting oxygen 
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from them for its own combustion to carbon dioxide, re
duces them to the metallic condi tion. 

196. Carbon Dioxide.-Carbon dioxide (carbonic 
anhydride, C02, often improperly called carbonic acid or 
carbonic acid gas) is always formed when carbon or any 
carbon compound is burned under conditions that afford 
nn nbumlant supply of oxygen. It may be easily obtained 
by the decomposition of cm·bonates, such as marble, chalk, 
or limestone. It is a product of animal respiration, of 
fermentation and of tbe decay and putrefaction of all ani
mal and vegetable matter. It is produced in largo quan
tities in burning limestone to quicklime. 

CaC03 = GaO+ C02• 

&periment 183.- Ropeat Exps. 42 and 44. The white precipitate 
that causes tho turbidity is calcium carbonate (CaC01 ). 

CaH 1 0 1 + co.= CaCO, + H, O. 

B.rperiment 184.-Mix 11 g. of rod oxide of mercury nnd 0.3 g. of 
powdered charoonl. Hoat the mixture nnd collect over H2 0 the 
gas that is given off. Test the gas with lime water. 'I'bo 0 that 

FIG. So. 
umted with tho C came from the mercury ox ide. 2Hg0 + C =CO, 
+ 2Hg. Examine the ig nition tube carctu1ly for t races of metallic 
mercol'y. In similar manner, many solid. l iq uid and gru!OOUS bodies 
that are rich In 0 give it up readily to unite with C &nd fonn C01 . 

In other words, such bodlee are " reduced" by the C. 
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.E:rpcriment 185.-Into a bottle, arranged 88 described in § 20, put 
a handful of small lumps of marble or chalk (CaC0 1) . Prepared 
CTIIVOIU U'iU not aMwer. Cover the lumpe with H1 0 and add small 
quantities of HCI from time to time 88 may be needed to ~~eeure a 
continued evolution of gas. Collect several bottles of the gas over 

H10. Replace the tubed by one bent downward at right angles 
near o. Insert the vertical pnrt of this tube in a bottle. As this f{M 

is heavier than air, it may be collected thus by "downward displace
ment." 

CaC03 + 2HCI =CaCI 1 + H10 +CO, . 
.Ni,te.-HCl is better than H1S04 in preparin!l' co. from CaCO. 

because CaCI1 is more easily soluble ~ban CaS04 • Old mortar, 
powdered oyster shells, coral or limestone will answer instead of 
marble or chalk, but marble is preferable 68 there is leM frothing. 

E.rperiment JBG.-Arrange two 
fiMkH containing lime water, 88 

shown in Fig. 82. Apply the lipe 
to the tube and inhale and exhale 
air through the apparatus. In a 
few moments, the lime water in a, 
throu!l'h which the air paJJSeSjroiTl 
the lunS(8, will become milky, while 
that in B , t hrough which the air 
)>MIICS to the I ungs, remains clear. 
See Exp. 44. Unrespired air rorced 
throojl'b lime water by means of a 
small bellows or other means will 
not produce such turbidity. 

E~riTMnt JR7. - DiSBOlve 50 
8 
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cu. em. of molasses in about 400 cu. em. of H1 0 and place the liquid 
in a half liter flask. Add a few spoon. 
fuls of yeast, cork the flask and con. 
nect its delivery tube with a ~mall bot. 
tle, b,ftll.ed with H1 0. A delivery tube 
should extend from the bottom of b 
into a cup, c. Put the apparatus into 
a. wann place and fermentation will 
soon begin. As the liquid in F fer· 
menta, bubbles of gas will rise througb 

FtG. 83. it and pass over into b, forcing a cor-
responding quantity of H1 0 into c. When b is nearly full of this 
jlftS, remove ita stopper and test ita contents with a flame and with 
lime water. The gas is CO, (§ 200). Let the liquid in Fremain in 
o. warm place for two or three days. Cork and eave for future use. 

The sugar (C, H1 1 0 1 ) of the molasses waR decompoeOO. into alcohol 
(C1 H,O) and C01 . The C1 H1 0 remainsdiBsolvcd in the liquid in F. 

&periment 188.-Suspend a light glass or paper jar from one end 
of a scale beam and counterpoise It with weights placed In the scale 
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pan at the opposite end. Pour C0 2 into the jar and it wiJl 
descend. 

Experiment 189. -Partly fill a wide mouthed jar with C01• 

TLrow an ordinary soap bubble into the jar. H will ftont on the sur
face of the heavy gas. 

Experiment 190.-Fill a long necked Florence flask with CO,. Pour 
in a little H,O, close the mouth with cork or finger, shake the bot· 
tla and then open the mouth under wnter. Part of the C01 will 
have heen dissolved in the H.O, and more H1 0 will enter the flnsk 
to fill the partial vacuum. Close the mouth, shake again, and once 
more open tho mouth under water, More H1 0 will t>nter. In this 
way, all of the co. may be dissolved in H1 0 . After agitating CO, 
and H10 in a test tube closed by the tliUmb or palm of the hand, 
the tube and contents mny be held banging from the band, supported 
by atmospheric pressure. (Ph., § 298.) 

197. Physical P rope r ties.-Carbon dioxide is a 
colorless gas, so heavy that it may easily be poo red from 
one vessel to another. Its Sp<:'Cific gravity is 22, it being 
lt times as heavy as air. In consequence of its high 
specific gravity, it diffuses but slowly and often accumu
lates in wells, mines and caverns (sec article, "Grotto del 
Cane," in any encyclopredia). Under a pressure of 50 
atmospheres at the ordinal'y tem'peratnre, it condenses to 
a liquid whose specific gravity is 0.83. The rapid expan
sion of this liquid, when relE'ascd. from pressure, produces 
a temperature low enough to freeze part of itself to o. while, 
snow-like mass. This solid carbon dioxide, when mixed 
with ether, produces a degree of cold that quickly freezes 
mercury, and in a vacnnm, yields a temperature of - 110"0. 
Th ~ gas is soluble in water, volume for volume ut oruinary 
temperatures and pressures ; more largely, at lower tem
peratures or higher pressures. 

Experiment 191.-From ~ large vel!lltl filled with C01 , dip" tum· 
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FIG. 85. 
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blerful of the gas and pour it, as if it were 
H20, upon the flame of a taper burning 
at the bottom of another tumbler. The 
flame will be extinguished. 

Experiment 192.-Fnsten a tuft of "cot. 
ton wool" to the end of a wire or g lass 
rod, <lip it into alcohol, ignite and quickly 
t hrus& the large flame into 11 botlle of 
C09 • The flame will be instantly extin
guished . 

E.rperiment 199.- Fasten a piece of magnesium ribbon, 15 or 
20 em. (6 or 8 in.) long to a wire, ignite the ribbon and quickly 
plunge it into a jar of C01 • It will continue to burn , leaving white 
flakes of magnesium oxide (MgO) mixed with small particles of black 
C. Rinse the jar with 11 little distilled H20, pour the H1 0 in to an 
evaporating dish, add o. few drops of HCI and heat. The MgO will 
dissolve, leaving the black particles floating in the clear liquid. 

198. Cllemical Properties. - Carbon dioxide, 
being the product of complete combustion, is incombusti
ble. It is a non-supporter of ordinary combustion. Us 
solution in water is often considered true carbonic acid 
(H 2C03). The gas may be completely absorbed by a solu
tion of potassium hydrate (KHO). 

Experiment 194.- Pass a. strf•am of CO, through lime water. 
Notice that the formation of CaCO. soon renders tho w11ter turbid 
but that, the current being continued, the turbidity soon disappears. 
When the wakr has thus lost its milky appearance, boil it. The 
excess of co. will escape in bnbbll'l!; the liquid will become turbid 
again and deposit a precipitate of CaC0

3
• 

199. Uses, etc.-Carbon dioxide has been successfully 
used for extinguishing fires in coal mines, even when the 
fires had raged for years and defied all other attempts at 
putting them out. The efficiency of the common, porta
ble "fire extinguishers" depends upon this same property 
of carbon dioxide. W uter cbarged with large quantities 
of the gas is sold under the meaningless name of "sOda 
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water." Wbile we thus see that it is no t poisonous when 
taken into the stomach, it is injurious when breathed into 
the lungs. When largely diluted with air, it bas a narcotic 
effect and its pt·escnce to the exten t of nine or ten per 
cent. of the atmosphere is sufficient to cause suffocation 
and death. When we remember that the processos of 
respiration and combustion (e. g., the combustion of illumi
nants) are robbing the atmosphere of occupied rooms of 

the invigorating oxygen and yielding immense quantities of 

injurious carbon dioxide, we see that it is not easy to over
estimate the importance of systematic school and house

hold ventilation, even ignoring the many other causes 
for its necessity. While thus destructi\·e of animal life it 

is essential to vegetable existence. 
Water containing carbon dioxide in solution is capable 

of dissolving calci um carbonate and other substances that 
are insoluble in pure water. In this way, many rocks are 
disin tegrated, stalagmites and stalactites formed, or the 

soil fitted for the needs of plants. It is also used in "cor
roding" lead for use as a pain t (lead carbonate) and in the 

preparation of sodium and other carbonates. 

200. Test.- The precipitation of calcium carbonate 
when carbon dioxide is passed through lime water or 
shaken with it, is the most common test ior the gas. Its 
power of extinguishing flame is often a convenient but 

not a definite means of detecting i ts presence. 

201. Carbon DisulJJllide. - Carbon disulpbide 
(CS2 ) is prepared synthetically on a large scale by passing 

sulphur vapor over glowing coke or charcoal. 

C2 + 252 = 2CS2. 
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Caution.-In performing nperiments 'llli.th cs., see that the-re i8 1W 

J!arM 11MJT. 

Jhper~rMnt 195.-Put a few drops of CS 2 into each of four small 
test tubes. Into the first tube put a little powdered S; into the 
second, a few crystals of I ; into the third, a very small piece of P ; 
into the fourth ," a little H20. Notice the solubility of the S, I and P 
in CS0 and the insolubility of CS1 in H, O. 

lfb;periment 196.-Wet a block of wood and 1>ln.ce a watch crystal 
upon it. A film of H10 may be seen under the ct>ntral part of the 
glass. Half fill the crystal with CS1 and rapidly evaporate it by 
blowing over its surface a stream of air from the lungs or n small 
bellows. So much heat is rendered latent in the vaporization that 
the watch crystal is firmly frozen to the wooden block. (Ph., §§ 
526, 527.) 

lib;per~rMnt 197.-Into a glass cylinder, pour a few drops of CS1 • 

Inn. few moments the cylinder will be filled with 
the heavy vapor of CS 1 . Thrust the end of a g lass 
rod, heated not quite to redness, into the cylinder. 
The vapor will be ignited. See E:xp. 82. 

ao. + cs. = co. + 2so •. 

202. P1·operties.-Ordinary carbon 
disulphide is a liquid of light yellow color 
and offensive odor. Its vapor is injurious 
to animal and vegetable life and exceedingly 
inflammable. As it is heavier than water 
and insoluble therein, it is ea.sily preserved 
under water. It is diathermanous, has a 
highly refractive effect upon light (Ph., 
§§ 552, 553, 613), evaporates rapidly at 
ordinary temperatures and boils at abont 

FIG. 86. 46°0., yielding a heavy vapor that ignites 
at about 150° C., and that forms an explosive mixture with 
air. 

(a.) .When pure, cs. is colorless a.nd has an agreeable odor re
sembhng that of chloroform. 

203. Uses.- Carbon disnlphide is used as a solvent 
for phosphorus, iodine, sulphur, and many resins and oils. 
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It is used largely in the extraction of fats and oils and in 

the cold process of vulcanizing caoutchouc. 

204. Cyanogen. - This compound of carbon and 

nitrogen (CN or Cy) is o. univalent radical(- C::N). It was 

the first compound radical isolated. It will be noticed 
that it has two symbols, the first of which indicates its 

chemical composition. It is generally prepared by heutiug 

the cyanide of gold, silver Ol' mercury, and collecting over 

mercury. 

Hg''Cy2 = Hg + Cy2 or Hg''(CNh = Hg + (CNh. 

Cyanogen is a colorless, poisonous, inflammable gas. It 
acts lik..- a monad element, forming compounds corre

sponding to the chlorides, e. g.:-

FI't'e chlorine ...... . ...... . . CI,, Free cyanogen ..... . Cy1 or C,N, 
Pota88ium chloride •........ . KCI Potassium cyanide .... KCy or KCN 
Hyclrochloric acid . . .. ....... HCI Hydrocyanic acid ... HCy or HCN 

Some of the cyanides will be subsequently noticed. 

205. Hydrocyanic Acid.-Hydrocyanic acid (cyan
hydt·ic acid, HCN or HCy) may be prepared by passing hy-

drogen sulphide over mercury cyanide heated to ~)bout 

3G0 0. HgCy2 + H2 S = 2HCy + HgS. It is a volatile, 
inflammable, intensely poisonous liquid. Its aqueous 
solution is well known as prussic acid. 

Oautum.--Potaesium cyanide is intensely poisonolll!, not only when 
taken internally, but also when brought into contact with an abrasion 
of the 11kin, 11. cut or scratch. 

Jj}rprriment 198.-Piace a small quantity of powdered pot488inm 
cya nide in a test tube and add a few drops of strong H1504 . Tbe 
I'IICaping HCy produces offervesceuce and may be detected by its 
peculiar odor, like thnL of l1itter almonds. Tbe reaction is similar 
to that between NaCI and H1 S0 4 in the preparation of HCI. 
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EXERCISES. 

1. In E:~p 181, the potassium ferrocyanide (K8 Fe1 C 11 N 11) contains 
8H10 as" water of crystallization," Additional H1 0 IS furn ished by 
the commercial H1 S04 • Among the products are to be fou nd potn& 
sium sulphate (K1 S04 ), iron sulpba:o (FeS04 ) and ammonium suJ. 
pbate [\NH4 ).S04). Write thl' reaction for that experiment. 

2. Write the graphic 8J1Illlols nnd the names of H,C08 , Na1 C0 1 

and HNaC01 • 

S. Write an equation showing what becomes of the C01 removed 
from the CO in E:~p. 182. 

4. Write the reaction for Exp. 18'2. 
IS. When irce cyanogen is mixed with an excess of 0 and an elec

tric spl\rk passed through the mixture, a.n explosion occu l'fl. On 
oooling, the residual gaset, one of which is N, have the sa.ma volume 
as the original mixed gases. Write the reaction. 

6. What is the weight of a. liter of cyanogen gas? 
7. Ilow would you prove the solubility of HCI, NH 0 and CO,? 
8. (a.) What weight of C01 would be produced by burning 5 g. 

of C? (b.) What volume? 
9. (a.) What weight of C01 may b :l obtained from 100 g. of CaC01 

by tho action of HCI ? (b.) What ,·ol ume ? 
10. What is the weight of 10 l. of C01 ? 
11. (a.) If 20 cu. em. of CO and 10 cu. em. of 0 be mixed in o.n 

eudiometer and an electric spark passed through, what wi11 be the 
name and volume of the product? (b.) Write tho reaction. (c.) If 
this product be agitated with a. solution of KHO, what will be tho 
eft'ect upon the gaseous volume? 

12. Write the empirical symbols for nitrosyl chloride and sulphuryl 
chloride. 

13. Give the laboratory mode of liberating co., with the reaction, 
and the percentage composition of the source of the C01 . 

14. (a). How many litera of C01 ClUJ be obtained from 200 g. of 
CaCO •? (b.) How many, if the carbonate contains S per uut. of 
silica? 

15. If sulphuryl chloride be lJ<>Ured into H.O, we have the follow
ing reaction: S01 CI 1 + 2H,O = H1 S0 4 + 2HCI. How much dry 
HCI may be thus prepared from 1115 g. of S0

1
CI

1
? 

16. Describe a method of preparing 0, and express, by symbols, 
the changes that take p~ace. 

17. How is HN01 prepared? Express, by symbols, the chong('!!. 
18. E~plain and illustrate what you understand by quanti valence. 
~9 .. Gwe the specific gravity of CO,, NH

1
, HCI, and H

1
, 'vith the 

pnnClple by which it is easily determined. 
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~~TKON HIL 
SOME HYDROCARBONS. 

20G. Hyd.I·ocarbons.-The compounds of hydrogen 
aud carbon are called hydrocarbons. They are so very 
numerous that any attempt at even naming them would 
carry us beyond the proper limits of an elementary text 
book. They are capable of classification into series, each 
one differing but little in composition and properties from 
its neighbors in its series. (See § 220.) 

207. Marsh Gas.-Marsh gas (methyl hydride, hy
drogen monocarbide, methane, CH4 ) occurs free in nature, 
being a product of the decay 
of vegetable matter confined 
under water. In warm sum
mer weather, bubbles often 
rise to the surface of stagnant 
pools. If the vegetable mat
ter at the bottom of the pond 
be stirred, the gas bubbles will 
rise rapidly. The gas may be F1c. ~7· 
collected by filling a bottle with water, tying a funnel to 
its mouth, as shown in Fig. 87, and inverting it over the 
ascending bubbles. Of this gas, about 75 pe1· cent. is 
marsh gas; the rest is chiefly carbon dioxide with some 
nitrogen. The carbon dioxide may be removed by ngita
ting the mixed gases with lime-water. Marsh gas also 
escapes from seams in some coal mines and forms the 
dreaded "fire damp'' of the miner. It also escapes in 
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large quantities from "gas wells" in petroleum producing 
regions. It is the first of a homologous hydrocarbon series 

known as "The Marsh Gas Series." See § 410. 

Ji}.rperiment 199.-Into a gas pipe retort (App. 22) 15 or 20 em. long, 
put an intimate mixture of 8 g. sodium acetate, 8 g. sodium hydrate, 
(caustic soda, NaHO) and 6 g. quicklime. Place the retort in a 
stove, heat to redness and collect the gas over H2 0. 

Experiment 200.-Tbe levity and inflammability of CH. may be 

FIG. 88. 

shown as in t he case of H, by introduc. 
ing a lighted taper into an inverted jar 
of it. 'l'he gas will burn at the mouth 
of the jar, and the candle flame, as it 

, passes up into it, will be extinguished. 

Experiment 201.-Filla tall bottle of 
ut least one liter capacity with warm 
H20, invert it over the water pan, and 
pass C H • into it, until a little more than 
one-third of the H1 0 is displaced ; cover 
the bottle with a towel, to exclude the 
light, and then fill tile rest of t.he bot
tle with Cl. Cork the bottle tightly, and 

shake it vigorously, to mix the gases together, keeping the bot
tle oovered with the towel. Then open the bottle and apply a 
flame to the mixture. HCI will be produced, and the sides and 
mouth of the bottle become coated with solid C in the form of lamp
black. Test for HCI with moistened blue litmus paper and with a 
rod wet with NH 4 HO. 

208. Properties.-Marsh gas is a colorless, odorless, 
tasteless gas, but slightly soluble in water. With the ex
ception of hydrogen, it is the lightest known substance. 
It is combustible, burning with a feebly luminous, bluish
yellow flame. Its calorific power is very great (Ph.,§ 569). 
It forms an explosive mixture with air or oxygen and has 
been the cause of many terribly fatal explosions in ill
ventilaLed coal mines. When decomposed by electric 
sparks, it yields twice its volume of hydrogen. It may be -
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considered a hydride of the univalent compound radical, 
methyl (CH3) . 

(a.) A mixture of CH4 with twice its volume of 0 is more violently 
explosive than a. similar mixture of H and 0. 

209. Chloroform.- When chlorine is allowed to act 
on methyl hydride, the hydrogen of the latter is gradually 
replaced, forming successively CH3CI, CH:iC12 , CHCI3 and 
CCI4• Ohloroform (CHCI3) may be considered n.s marsh 
gas in which three hydrogen atoms have been replaced by 
three chlorine atoms. It is a colorless, volatile liquid, 
much used n.s an anresthetic in surgical operations. It is 
manufactured by distilling dilute alcohol with chloride of 
lime. 

Jlarlh OGI. 

H 
H-C-H 

H 
210. Alcohol.- When the juices of plants and fruits 

that contain sugar, e. g., the juice of the grape or apple, 
stand for some time in a wam1 place, they begin to fer
ment. 'l'be fermentation may be aided by the action of 
yeast. The fermented Jiq uid has lost the sweet taste of the 
sugar because the sugar (C6 H120 6) bas been decomposed 
into carbon dioxide and alcohol (C2 H60). See Exp. 187. 
The preparation of alcohol is illustrated by Exp. 202. 

(a.) The chief peculiarity of the hydrocarbons arises from the faeil· 
lty with which tho C atoms unite themselves one to another and 
thll8 constitute the framework of the varioll8 molecules. For exam

H 

ple, we have the methane molecule, H- t-H. By replacing one atom 

8 
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H~ 
of H with the univalent radical methyl (CH,), we have H-C- C-H, 

H~ 
or ethane (ethyl hydride). By substituting the univalent radical, 

HH 

HO for one atom of the H in ethane, we have (HO)-C-C-H, or ordinary 
' I I 

HH 
alcohol (ethyl hydrate~ By successive substitutions of (CH .Y for H, 

HHHH 

we may pass from cH. to C,H,, C, H8, c.H 10 or H-C-C-C-C-H, etc. 
~~ /.i /.i 

~iment .eo.e.-Pour half of the fermented liquid of Exp. 187 
into a flask, F', placed on the ring of a retort stand. Connect li'with 
an empty fl&sk or llottle, b, having a capacity of about 100 cu. em., 
and placed in a water bath. Connect b with a flask or bottle, c, im-

FIG. 89. 

mereed in cold H,O, as shown in Fig. 89. Boil the liquid in F': the 
vapors of C,H 10 and of H1 0 pass into b, the temperature of which 
is '' litt~ beloto the boiling point of H1 0 (too•c.) because its waror 
bath is kept barely boiling [Ph.,~§ 502 (2), 5 13.) Here, most of the 
steam is condensed while the vapor of C

1
H

0
0 passes on tor, and is 

there condensed. The distillate condensed in c is dilute alcohol. If 
it .is not stroug enough to burn when a flame is brought into contact 
~1th it, it may bu distilled again, or a second bottle and water bath, 
b, may .be interpoeed between b and e. The experiment should not 
be contmued after a quarter or the liquid in F has been vaporized. 
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Instead of condensing the C1 H, O in the flask. o, the Liebig con
denser (Ph. ,~ 512, a.), shown in 
Fig. 90, may be usod. Some H1 0 
will remain in the C1 H60 even 
after re-distillation. This may 
bu removed by quicklime. 

211. Properties.-Al
cohol is a colorless, volatile, 
inflammable liquid. Its spe
cific grari ty is 0.8 and its 
boiling point 78°0. It ab
sorbs moisture from the at- " 
mosphere and is capable of ...._ 
mixing with water in all l<'JG. CJCI. 

'proportions. Alcohol that contains no water is called ab
solute alcohol. Alcohol that is "90 pe1· r.ent. proof" is con
sidered to be of good quality. As marsh gas is considered 
to be a ltydride of methyl, so ordinary ulcobol is consid
ered to be a ltyd1·ate (§ 167) of the univalent compound 
radical, ethyl (C2 H5 ). 

212. Uses.-Alcohol is largely used in t11e chemical 
laboratory, in pharmacy and in the arts. It affords a 
smokeless fuel and is au indispensable solvent for many 
substances (such as resins and oils) that arc insoluble in 
water. It is the fundamental principle of all fermented 
and distilled liquors. 

213. Eth er.-Ether [ '' sulphuric ether," ethyl ether, 
ethyl oxitle, (C2 H5hOJ is prepared by distilling a mixture 
of strong sulphuric acid and alcohol. The distiJJate, which 
is a mixtura of ether and water, is condensed in a cold re
ceiver and separates into two layers, water below and eLher 
above. 'l'he ether is drawn off and wholly freed from 
water by standing over quicklime and redistillation. 
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(a.) The chemical reaction may be represented a.s follows : 

Alcolwl. Hydrogm Eth-vl Sulp/lau 
(C1 H6)HO + H, S0 4 = H1 0 + H(C1 H6 }S0 4 • 

H(C 1 H6)504 + (C 1 H6 )HO = (C.H,)aO + H1 S04 • 

It will be noticed that the full amount of H 1 SO 4 engaged remaim 
at tlte end of tho reaction . C1 H 80 is supplied in an uninterrupted 
stream, and thus the distillation goes on continuously. 

(Jautwn.-Owing to tho danger arising from tho extreme volatility 
and inHommability of (C 1 H6 ) 10 , the pupil should deal with only 
minute qusntities of thl~ compound. 

Erperim~nt 1?03.-Put 10 or 12 drops of C1 H60 and an equal 
quantity of H2S04 into 11 test tube and heat gently. The peculiar 
odor of (C 1 H1 }.0 may be recognized. 

E:cperiln~nt £0,4.-Pour a small quantity of (C 1 H6) 1 0 into the 
palm of the hand and notice its rapid evaporation and absorption of 
sensible beat (Ph., § 517). 

Experiment 105.-Put a few drops of (C 0 H6) . 0 into a tumbler, 
cover looeely and, after the lapse of a minute, bring a flame to the 
edge of the tumbler. The heavy vapor of (C1 H,)1 0\vill ignite with 
a sudden flash. 

214. Properties.-Ether is a colorless, volatile, in
flammable liquid, having a specific gravity of 0.72. It is 

almost insoluble in water nnd has o. strong and peculiar 
odor. It is largely used as an anresthetic (§§ 80, 209) 
in surgical operations. Its common name, "sulphuric 
ether," is a misnomer as ether contains no sulphur. Ether 
may be considered as ethyl oxide. 

Nott.-The relations of C1 H,O and (C1 H,)1 0 to each other and 
to their compound radical, ethyl, may be made more evident by the 
following typical symbols (§ 96) : 

Waltr 'I'!J~. Mcofwl. EtMr. 

~ i 0 (C,H,Hyt 0 (CaH,)' l 0 
f f (C1 H0 )1 f 

215. Acetic Acid.-If the half of the fermented 
liquid of Exp. 187 remaining after Exp. 202 be tasted, 
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after standing for a few d!Lys, it will be found to be sou~ 
If allowed to stand long euough, it will be changed to vin. 
egar. By a process of oxidation, the alcohol is changed 
to Metic acid ("pyroligneous acid," C2 H4 0 2,) and water. 
Vinegar is a dilute solution of acetic acid with coloring 
matter and other impurities from the juice of the fruit 
from which it is generally made. 

(a.) If two atoms of H in the compound radical C1 H1 be replaced 
by 0 we shall have the oxygenated radical C1 H1 0, caJJed acetyl. 
This radical hna not yet been isolated. It is, consequently, a 
"hypothoticaJ, oxygenated, compound radical." Acetyl hydri!U 
(C,H.O,H), a volatile, unstable and easily oxidizable compound, 
is culled aldehyde; awetyl ltydrat6 (C1 H1 0,HO) is called acetic 
acid. 'fhis acid is monobasic. 

(b.) The conversion of C1H 1 0 to C1 H,01 is represented by the fol. 
lowing eq nations: 

.J.Jcolwl. .tJ.idlh11tU· 
(C 1 H1 )HO + 0 = H1 0 + (C 1 H.O)H. 

Acdic atid 
(C1 H1 0)H + 0 = (C 1 H1 0)HO = C 1 H,01 • 

(c.) Pure C1 H,01 is prepared by distilling a mixture of H,SO, 
and some acetate, such as sodimn acetate. Lead acetate is commonly 
called by the dr1ugerou8 name, "sugar of lead ; " copper acetate is 
called " verdigris." 

(d.) ·we have already noticed the relation between ethyl, alcohol 
and ether. The relations of acetic acid to these may be shown as 
follows: 

Ethyl (C 1 H1 }, when oxy~rcnated, becomes acetyl (C.H 1 0 ). 
Acetyl (C 1 H1 0) with hydroxyl becomes acetic acid or acetyl hy

drate (C 1 H,01 ). 

216. Isomerism.-Acetic acid and methyl formate 
are two di~tinct substances, having different properties, but 
represented by the same molecular symbol, C2 H40 2 • Dif
ferent substances having the sante percenta_te com
position m·e said to be isom,eric ; the substances are 
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called isom-ers; the peculiar phe1wmenon is called 
isornerism,. I somers tbat hM·e the same molecular sym
bol, like acetic acid and methyl formate, are said to be 
metameric. Isomers that have different molecular sym
bols are said to be polymeric. Acetylene (C2 H2 ) and 
benzene (C6H6) are polymers. 

(a.) There are at least eight distinct substanc('S having the symbol 
C10H6 CI 1 , differing from each other in solubility, fusibility and 
chemical behavior. Wo can 'only imagine that the difference be
tween metameric substances is due to a dijferenu in tM m•range· 
ment of the atoms in the molecule. 

(b.) Isomeric substances hring clearly to view the value of rational 
symbols(§ 94). Formic acid (CH 10 1 ) is a hydrate of the univalent 

radical, formyl: CH~ t 0. Replacing the H in this typical eym· 

bol for formic acid by methyl (CH 1 ) 1, we have ~~~} 0 as tho 

typicnl symbol for methyl formate. Acetic acid is a hydrate of the 

univalent radical, acetyl: c.H.~} 0. ·while, tborefore, the ompiri. 

cnl symbo~ C1 H. 0 1 affords no manns of distinguishing between acetic 

acid and methyl formate, thetypicalsymbols,c,H .~} 0 and ~~~ ~ 0 

represent clearly, to eye and mind, two distinct substuuces. Simi
larly, c.H.o represents common alcohol or methyl ether. Thu 

former is ethyl hydrate, c.H~} 0; tho latter is methyl oxide, 

CHsio 
CH 1 f · 

(c.) Isomerism is a peculiarity of the hydrocarbons. The several 
membel'!l of the olefiant gas series(§ 220) are polymers. 

2l7. Ole fiant Gas.-Oiefiaot gas (ethene, ethylene, 
hydrogen diea~·bide, C2 H4 ) is prepared by removing the 
elements of water from alcohol. It is the first of a homol
ogous hydrocarbon series, known as "The Olefiant Gas 
&>ries." 

Erpe1iment !'OG.-ln a. la.rge honker glass, mix 120 cu. em. of 
H.so. and SO cu. em. of C1 H1 0 , with caution and constant stirring. 
Half fill a litPr flask with coarse sa.nd and pour the mixed liquids 
upon the sand. <.'lose the flosk with cork aud delivery tubo, aud 
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heat it gently upon the Rand bath. 'fhe gas will oo delivered mixro 
with aeriform c.H,O, (C1 H0 ) 1 0 , C01 and 501 , and maybe collected 
over water. If pure C, H. be desired, two wash bottles, one contain
ing strong H,SO, ond the other, a solution of NaHO may be inter
posed between thl' flask and the water bath. The purpose of using 
the sand is to Jessen the frothing in the flask. 

C1 H10- H1 0 = C1 H4 • 

Experiment 207.-Apply a flame to the mouth of a bottle of C, H 1 

and force out the gas by pour
ing in H1 0 . The C2 H4 burns 
with a brilliant white flame. 

c.H, + ao. = 2C01 + 2H1 0. 

&periment eos.-Fill a soda 
watt'r bott!e with one volume 
of C1 H4 and three volumes of 
0. Wrap a towel about the 
bottle and apply a flame to the 
mouth of the bottle. A vio
lent explosion will take place. 

Experiment 209.-llalf fill a 
liter flask over tho water bath 
with C1 H4• Then introduce, 
onder H10, half a liter of Cl FIG. 91. 
into the flask, and placo a ~Small cup undor the mouth of the flask. 
The 1,000 cu. c1n. of mixed gases will rapidly decrease in volume, 
H, O will rise in the flask and oily drops will be formed and fall 
through the H

1
0 into the cup beneath. Thero has been a direct 

synthE'sis of the two gases to form ethylene chloride, (" Dutch liquid," 
or •· oil nf the Dutch chemists," C1 H4 Cl1). Hence the name, "olefi
ant gas." By agitating the C1 H4 Cl 1 \vitb a solution of sodium car
bonate, the former may be purified and its agreeable odor obtained. 
(See Note following Exp. 94.) 

218. Properties.- Olefiant gas is colorless, com
bustible and irrespimble. It is slightly soluble in water, 
and forms an explosi•e mixture with three times its vol
ume of oxygen. It may be decomposed by electric sparks, 

giving twice its volume of hydrogen. 

219. Acetylene.- Acetylene (ethine, C2H2) is n 
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transparent, colorless gas, that burns with a strongly lu
minous, smoky flaml'. It acts as a poison when iL comes 
into contact with the blood. It may be formed by direct 
synthesis of its constituents at very high temperatures. It 
is one of the ingredients of illuminating gas. 

(a.) Carbon electrodes may be fitted to pass through apertures in a 
globular glass flask, through which a slow current of pure H is flow. 
ing. By piiSSing a powerful electric current through the carbons and 
then separating them, the electric arc is produced in an atmosphere 
of H. This process results in the synthesis of C1 H1. 

2 2 0 . Homologous Series.- Methune, ethenc and 
ethine represent each a series of hydrocarbons. In each 
series, the addition of CH 2 to the symbol of one member, 
gives the symbol of the next member. Hydrocarbons 
that differ thus from orM anothe1· a1·e said to belon,_t 
to honwlotous series. 

(a.) Eacl1 series bas its general formula. or symbol: 

&riu. lknnal Formula. 
Marsh gas •..••. C.Hto+t 
Olefian t ga.s .. . .. C.H ,., 
Acetylene .. .... C.Hto-t 

8ym/Joll Q/ MnniJen. 
CH 4 ; C1 H1 ; C1 H1 ; C4 H10 ; C1 H11 

c.H. ; c.H.; C4 H,; C1 Hu 
C1 Ha; C1 H4 ; C,H , ; C1 H8 

EXERCISES. 

1. (a.) What is the specific gravity of marsh gus, on the hydrogen 
standard ? (b.) On the air lltandnrd? (c.) What will o. molecule of 
it weigh? (a.) W hat will R. liter of it wei.,.b? 

~· (a.) What are the producte of the d'mbllf<tion of methyl by
d~ld~? (b. ) When aliter of it is burned, what is the weight of tho 
dio::ude produced f (c.) Of the monoxide produced? 

3. (a.) What volume of 0 is necesEary to the complete combustion 
of a liter of CH. Y (b.) What weight of 0? 

4. Find the percentage composition of alcobol. 
5. (a.) What is the weight of a molecule of ethyl oxide? (b.) Of 

& liter of ether vapor f (c.) Of a liter of liquid (C, H
1
).0 ? 
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6. (a.) Wbat volume of H may be obtained by the decomposition 
of 500 cu. em. of olefinnt ga11? (b.) By the decomposition of 10.5 criths 
of ethylene Y 

7. Which is the heavier, C1 H4 or N1 l 
8. (a.) Give a short statement of thu procest:l for making sulphuric 

acid. (b.) Which is the most interesting action in the process? (r.) 
What is the specific gravity of the acid and how is this specific grav· 
i\y secured? 

9. When a mixture of H and CO is exposed to the action of a 
series of electric sparks the following reaction takes place : 

3H 1 + CO= CH 4 + H1 0. 
What volume of methane can thus be produced from 12.544 g. of 

carbon monoxide ? 
10. (a.) Show that the specific gravity of a compound gas is one 

half its comuining weight. (b.) How many atoms are there in a 
moltleule of P ? 

11. The composition of a comp~nnd gas is 85~ per cent. of C and 
14f of H ; its density is 14; what is its symbol! 

12. Account for the fact that 23g. of C1 H60 will, without any addi
tion of material by the manufacturer, yield about 30 O· of C,H,O,.. 

13. Find the symbol of a substance whose vapor density is 23 and 
whose analysis shows the following percentage composition : 

C, 52.2; H, 18; 0 , 34.8. 

14. Write the empirical and graphic symbols for ethyl. 
15. What word more fully descriptive than isomeric may be ap

plied to substances that have the same percentage composition and 
molecular weight Y 

16. Symbolize the acetates of Na1, K', Ca'1 nnd (NH,)'. 
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~~TKGN KYo 
I LLUM I N ATI NG G AS. 

Experiment £10.-lnto a gas pipe retort, put some fragments of 
bituminous (soft) coal. To tbo delivery tulx>, attach a piece of glass 
tubing drawn out to a jet. Place the retort in a hot fire and, a.s the 
illuminating gas is delivered, ignite it at the jet. 

221. illuminating G a s . -Illuminating gas is pre
pared by distilling sub
stances consisting in whole 
or in part of hydrogen and 
carbon. For this purpose, 
wood, resin, or petroleum is 
sometimes used but, far 
more commonly, a mixture 
of cannel and caking bitu
minous coals furnishes the 
desired products. A section
al view of the apparatus nscd 
is shown in Fig. 93. The 
coal is placed in 0 shaped 

F IG. 92. retorts, six or seven feet 
long, made of fire clay. The charge is about 200 lb. of 
coal to each retort. The retorts, 0, nre arranged in groups 
or "benches" .of from three to seven, us shown in Fig. 92. 
All the retorts of a bench are heated to a temperature of 
about 1200°0. or 2200°F. by a single coke fire. After 
charging tbe retorts, their mouths are quickly closed by 
heavy iron plates. 
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FIG. 93· 
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(a.) The products of the distillation, when cooled to the ordinary 
tempe1'1Lture. are solid, liquid and gaseous. The liquid products are 
volatile at the high temperature of the retort. 

(b.) The solid products are coke and gas carbon. The coke is coal 
from which ihe volatile constituents have been removed by intenso 
heat. I t is largely used ns a fuel for domestic, metallurgical and 
other purposes. The gas carbon is an incrustation that g rndunlly 
forms on the inside of the retorts. It is used for making plntcs for 
gnlvunic batteries and "carbons" or" candles" for electric lnmps 
(Ph., §§ 38:3, 385, 38!1). 

(e.) Th~ liquid portion of the distillate is chiefly an aqueous solu
tion of ammonium compounds, certain hydrocarbons like benzol 
and toluol, nod a viscous coal tnr which is complex in its composi· 
tion. 

(d.) The gases of the distillate are very numerous. One writer 
mentions nineteen light producing constituents, including benzol 
and toluol vapors, C1 H1 and C1 H 4 ; three diluent a, viz., H, CO nud 
CH 4 ; and fourteen impurities, including N, 0, H1 0, H1 S, C01 , 501 

nod CS1 • 

(e.) When the volatile products le.ave the retort, they pass up 
through the ascension pipes, i, down the dip pipes and bubble through 
the soal of tnr and water already collected in the long, horizontal 
iron tube, mm, called the hydJ'11.ulic main. From this point forward, 
cooling ensues, accompanied by the conden!!ll.tion of vapors " and 
the falling of the tnr particles mechanically carried along in the bot 
rush of the gas from ihe retorts." The gns is loaded with impuri
ties from which it must be freed before it is in a salable condition. 

(f.) From the hydraulic main, where it left much of its tar and 
H10, the gas pasi!eB thronll'h the vertical cooling pipe!', D, called the 
oondensers. Here it is cooled to 2o•c. or 25•c. and largely fretld 
from its tar, oils ond ammonium compounds. Thegns now ussumcs 
a condition less thickennd and turbid and more favoro ble to chemical 
treatment. In large ~t~~S works, there are many sets of these con
densers. In the Cleveland works, each sct measures 840 linear f<-'<'t . 
Every particle of gas !Jo.s to pnss the whole length of one of these 
sets of condensers. 

(g.) In huge work!!, an "exhauster" is placed between the hy
draulic main and the condensers. By this means, thegns is pumped 
fmm the retorts nod forced through tho condensers, thus reducing 
the pressure in the retorts. 
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(h.) Chief among the impurities still r~>maining, are ammonium 
compounds, C01 and H1 S. These ammonium compounds arc easily 
eoluble in H1 0. Therefore, the ga.s is next wa~bed in the tower or 
"scrubber," 0 . flere the gas, in II finely divided State, rises through 
a shower of minu te particles of H1 0 a.nd, thus, has its easily soluble 
impurities washed out by the spray. 'fo prevent the ascent of the 
gas in large bubbles, of which only the surfaces would come into 
contact with the H1 0, the scrubber is filled with coke. brush, or lat. 
lice work for " breaking up" both gas and H,O into minute particles. 
'rbis scrubbing also cools the gas still more and removtls somtJ of the 
C01 and H!S. The tower is generally three or four feet in diameter 
and thirty or forty feet high. More than one are used iu some works. 

(i.) The gas next pa8Se8 through the purifiers, M, the object of 
which is to remove the remaining CO, llnd H1S. The purifier con· 
slsts of boxes containing trays with perforated bottoms. Tbese trays 
contain the material which removes the impurities as the gas filters 
through. Some works use slaked lime in the purifiers, others a 
mixture of copperas (iron sulphate, FeS0 4 , ) saw-dust and slaked 
lime. At manufacturing establishments where iron and stel'l arti· 
cles are polished, the grindstone dnst is intimately mixed with 
tninute particles of tho metal. This inexpensive mixture of IP'ind· 
stone dust and iron or steel is used in the purifiers of the Cleveland 
Gns Light and Cok e Co. 

(j.) From the purifiers, the gas is conducted to the gasholders, G. 
Theso gas holders are sometimes sixty feet high and more than 100 
feet in diameter. 

(k.) The gas, as delivered to the consumer, consists chiefly of the 
thrae diluonts mentioned above, tho CH, constituting about a third 
of the gas sold. 'l'hese feebly luminons gases, H, CO and CH 4 , serve 
118 carriers of the six or seven 1Jtr cent. of more highly lnminons con
stituents, while the combustion of the former furnishes much of the 
heat needed for tho decomposition of the latter and tho raising of its 
carbon particles to the temperature of incandescence. 

(l.) Other conditions being the same, and within certain limits, the 
higher the temperature, the greater the quantity of gas proilnced; 
tho lower the temperature, the richer the quality. Similarly, the 
longer the timtl of the charge, the greater the quantity; the short<>r 
the time, the richer the quality. A skillful mixture of g rades of cool 
and regulation of tempcratnre a.nd time of charge f'nables tho gas 
engineer to vary the products of the chemical prooe88Cs In the retort 
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and furnish an article thnt is attractive and satisfactory to tllf." con
pumer, or profitable to the proprietors, or I{) compromi-e bcLwecn 
these conflicting inwrests. 

Exw riment 211.-Hent somo pieces of bituminous coal in t he gas 
pipe or otlu.•r rrton and 
pa88 the gas ns it isevolvt'd 
through tho nppnratus 
shown in Fig. 94. 'rho 
volatile liquid products 
will condense in the re
ceiver. m, or "hydrnulic 
maiJ1." Thence, the gas 

FIG. 94· pnsses through the 6rst 
nrm of Lho U-tube and changes tho color of a moistened strip of red 
litmus paper LO blue-, thus showing the presence of NH 3 • In the 
S<'Cond am1, it is tested for H1S (§ 142). In the bend of the second 
tube, is placed lim(' water, which becomes milky, thus showing the 
prcBC"nc:l of C01 . The gas is then co!lectcd over H1 0 . Dy lowering 
the capped receiver into the H10 or by pouring more H1 0 into the 
water bath and opening tbestop-coek, the gas may bt' forced out and 
bnrned as it issues. 

EXERCISES. 

1. See App. 1. Read the following symbols, thus: N1 represents 
one molecule of nitrogen consisting of two atoms: 0, 0 1 , 0 1 , H10, 
2H 00 , Ht , 2P4 , Cl1 , NH 1 , H1 S0 4 , FeS04 , AI1(S0 4) 1 , 4Al 1(S04) 1 , 

co •. co. 
2. WritA down the weights rtJpresented by ench of the following 

expressions: 2Hi 0, 10H10 , 2CS1 , 12CH 4 , K1 AI 1 (S0 4) 4 , 24H ,O. 
3. Name the compounds symbolized as follows : CaO, MgO, ZnS, 

KCI, NaBr, AgF, H1S, HI, KCN , SSe, PH
1

. 

4. If two volnmes of c.H. and four of Cl be mixed, o. black smoke 
11nd HCI are formed. Wrik> the reaction. 

5. How much NH 1 will just nr utrnlizl' 10 g. of HCI ? 
G. Ilow many liters of 0 are necessary to combine (completa ccm

bustion) with (a.) 12 cr iths of C ? (b.) 2 g. of S? (c). 10 g. of C ? 
7. How mo.ny liters of Cl are necessary to decompose 12 l. 

of HI ? 
8. (a.) Distinguish be~ween the properties of CO and those of 

CO,. (b.) How doee each destroy life? (c.) Give a. test for each. 
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9. Steam and Cl are passed through n porcelain tube heated to 
redness. What takes place ? 

10. (a.) What is meant by the basicity of an acid? (b.) By the 
acidity of a hase? (c.) How is the name of a salt derived from that 
of an acid? 

11. Explain the significance of each of the following symbols for 
potassium sulphate: K,SO,; K,O,S0 8 ; 

KO ~ 
KO f SO a and 

K-Oy_)) 

K- o?"~o 
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~~'AON Yo 
SOME ORGANIC COMPOUNDS . 

222. Ot·ganic Compotmds. - There are known 
t{) the chemist many substances formed by tho subtle pro
cesses of animal and vegetable l ife. T hese were formerly 
supposed to be incapable of production jn any other way 
and their consideration formed a distinct branch of study 
known as Organic Chemistry. But within the last few 
years, many of theso organic compounds have been pro
duced in the chemical laboratory from "dead matter." 
Each of these triumphs of modern chemistry removes a 
stone from the wall dividing the realms of organic and in
organic chemistry. In fact, the wall, as a wall, is already 
ruined. In this sectiou, we shall consider a few of the 
almost iunnmerablo known organic compounds. The 
molecular structure of most of them is very complicated. 

Experiment i'Jt.-Pie.ce a teaspoonful of the white of an egg in a 
test tube; add 20 cu. em. of C! H0 0. Notice the coagulation. 

Experiment .!'13.-Ple.ce the remainder of the white of the egg in a 
test tube; place the test tube and a thermometer in a vessel of H1 0; 
heat the H .o ; notice that at tho temperature of nlx>ut 6o•c. the 
whit~ of the egg coagulates. 

223. Albumen.-Albumen is a substance of very 
complicated structure. It is typical of a group of bodies 
(histogenetic) that are essential to the building up of the 
animal organism, of which group the leading members 
are albumen, fibrin and casein. These differ but little, if 
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any, in their chemical composition, but widely in their 
properties. 'l'hey all exist iu two conditions, the soluble 

and the insoluble. 

(a .) The white of the eggs of birds is the most familiar instnnce of 
albumen. lt is soluble in H10 und coagulated by heat or c.H.O. 
The ul bumcn of plants is found chiefly in tho seed. Tho formula, 
C11H 11 1 N18S0u, hlU! been given for albumen, but its chemical 
composition has not yet been satisfactorily detennined. 

(b.) Soluble fi brin is found in the blood. It hardens on exposure 
to the air und, entang ling the corpuscles or the blood. forms the clot. 
By WD.bh iug the clot with HaO, fibrin is lett as a white, stringy mass. 
Insoluble fibrin constitutes muscular fibre. 

(c.) Casein is found in tho milk of animals. It is not coagulated 
by heat but is coagulable by rennet, the inner membrane of the 
stomach of th e calf, 'l'bis property is utilized iu cheese making. 

(d.) All nf the albuminoids "are amorphous, aud may be kept, 
when dry, for any length of time, but, when moist, they rapidly 
putrefy and produce a sickening odor." 

Experiment 914.-Dilute a quantity of HCI with about six times 
its ''olumo of H 1 0 . Placo a clean bone (e. g., the femur of a chicken) 
in tl1e dilute acid and allow it to remain for three or four days. The 
minorul purt of the bone will gradually dissolve, and there will be 
left a flexible s ubslnnro which preservi'B the shape of the bone, and 
which, wht>n dry, has a tmnslul'.eut, horny appearance. 

~rim-t-nt .91.5.-Place the flexible substance left from the last 
to:tperiment in H1 0 and boil it for three or four hours. It wiU dis
solve and, when the liquid cools, will assume a j eJiy.liko condition. 

224. Gelatin. - The bones and skins of animals 
contain a substance called ossein. The product of 
Exp. 214 was ossein. When this substance is boiled 
in water, gPlatin is produced. The product of Exp. 215 
WM ~elatin. Glue is an inferior quality of gelatin. 
I si nglass is nearly pure gelatin ; it is made from the 
swimming bladder of the sturgeon. The th in ·plates of 
mica used in sto>es are sometimes, wit!~ gt·oss impropriety, 
called isinglass. 
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2 25. Sugar. - There are several varieties of sugar, 
among which the most important are sucrose, dextrose aud 
levulose. 

226. Su crose.-Sucrose (cane sugar, C12H220 11 ) is 
found in the juice of certain plants, as sugar cane, sugar 
maple and beet root. In tbe manufacture of cane sugar, 
tho juice is pressed from tho canes by passing them be
tween rollers. The juice is treated with milk of lime and 
heated. The lime neutralizes the acids and the heat coag
ulates the albumen in the juice. The coagulated albu
men rises and mechanically carries with it many of the 
impurities, some of which ha>e combined with the lime. 
The scum thus formed is removed, and the liquid evapo
rated until it is of such a consistency tbat sugar crystals 
will form when the liquid is cooled. The crystals, when 
drained, are" brown" or "muscovado" sugar. The liquid 
remaining is molasses. 

(a.) Brown sugar is refined by dissolving it in H,O, filtering the solu. 
tion throughla.yers of a.nima.l charcoal and evaporating tl1o H1 0 from 
the filtratE>. When C11H110 11 is boiled, part of it is changed to a. 
mixture of dextrose and lovu!OilE', the proportion thus changed de
pending upon the tomperatu.re and time of boiling. To lessen this 
loss of sucr<ne, the filtered solution is evaporated in largo " vacuum 
pa.ns" from which the air and steam ara exhausted. Tho degree of 
concentration d€'1!ired is thus secu.red more quickly a.nd at a lower 
temperature (Ph., §§ 503-505,) thus lessening the loss and obviating 
tho risk of burning. When the "mother-liquor" drains from the 
crystll.ls in moulds, loaf-11uga.r is left; when it is driven oft' by a cen
trifugal machine, granu latcd sugar is left. 

(b.) The sugar from the sap of the suga.r maple or from the juice 
of tho beet root is identical with cane sugar. A.s the impurities of 
ma.ple sugar are agreeable to the tnllte of many persons, the sugar 
is not refined. Beet sugnr is always refined, as its impurities are 
offensive to all. 

(c.) When sucrose is melted and allowed to cool rapidly, bar!Ry 
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1ugar is formed. When it is heated to about2111•c., H1 0 is expelled 
and caramel remains. 

(d.) Lactose or milk.sugnr and maltose are Isomeric forms 
that combine with one molecule of water or crystalli2ation 
(C11Hu011 + HrO). 'l'he former exists in solution in the ruilk of 
mammals. 

227. Dextrose and Levulose.-Wben a solution 
of sucrose is boiled or subjected to the action of yea8t or 
au acid, it is com·erted into two isomeric varieties of sugar, 
dextrose (glucose, grape sugar, starch sugar, C6H 120 6 ) and 
levulose (fruit sugar, C6 H120 6 ) . 

C11H110 11 + H10 = C8Hu06 + C, H110 8 • 

This mixture of dextrose and levulose is called inverted 
sugar. 

(a.) Dextroee is found In many ripe fruits. The '' candied " sugar 
of raisins and other dried fruits is dextrose. It crystallizes with diffi. 
culty and is generally found in a 11irupy condition. It may ba pre
pared by boiling Rtarch in H10 acidulated with H.S04 • It bas less 
sweetening power than sucrose. Large quantities of glucose are 
now made from indian com. 

(b.) Levulose is found with dextrose in many ripe fruits, in honey, 
molasses, etc. It does not crystallize. It has lees sweetening power 
than sucrose. 

(c.) Dextrose and levulose may be fermented (E:rp. 187); sucroeo 
can not be fermented until after its conversion into douroee and 
l evulose. 

(d.) If a beam of polarized light (Ph., § 667) be pnssed through 
a solution of dextrose, the plane of polarization will be turned to
wurd tho right (datra = right hand). A solution of sucrose will 
tum it still more. If the beam be pa..osed through a solution of 
levulose, the plane will be turned toward the le~ (laem = left. 
hand). 

(e.) Dextrose and levulose are isomeric with acetic acid. the mole. 
Cllle C6 H

11
0

8 
having three times as many of each kind of atoms 

as C,H4 0 1 • While, therefore, dextrose and levulose are said t~ be 
metameric, either one of them is polymeric with reference to c.H • o •. 
See~ 216. 
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228. Sta1·ch.-Starch (C6 H 100 5 ) is a familiar sub
stance found in grain (e. g., wheat and Indian corn), in the 
tuber of the potato plant and in the root, stem or fruit of 
many other plants. It is composed of microscopic gran
ules which swell and burst, forming a pasty mass when 
heated in water nearly to the boiling point. This starch 
paste forms a blue color with iodine (Exp. 121). 

(a.) Tapioca., arrow-root, sugo and inulin are varieties of starch. 

(b.) When starch is heated to about 2to•c., it is changed to an 
Isomeric compound calloo dextrin. Unlike starch, it is soluble in 
H10, forming a mucilaginous liquid. The adhesive compound on 
postage stamps is largely dextrin. When starch is boiled in di. 
lute H1S04 , it is converted, first into dextrin and then into glucose. 

229. Bread 1\laking.-In making bread, the water 
that is added to the flour forms a dough. 'rbe addition of 
emptyings or yeast causes fermentation to begin. As the 
fermentation proceeds, the carbon dioxide and alcohol 
·vapor thus produced struggle to escape through the tena
cious dough, causing the latter to "rise." In the subse
quent process of kneading, the half.fermented "sponge" 
is evenly distributed through the loaf and the large bub
bles of gas imprisoned in the dough aro broken up into 
smaller ones and the bread thus made finer grained. 
After kneading, the moulded loaves are placed in the bot 
oven. Fermentation is stimulated by the heat, the alcohol 
is vaporized and, together with the carbon dioxide, ex
panded. As these aeriform substances escape through the 
loaf, they increase its size and" lightness." If the pro
cess has been satisfactorily conducted, uy the time that 
ferm entation and the e>scape of gas and vapor have ceased, 
the walls of the bread cells will be strong enough to retain 
their form. If the dough be allowed to stand too long 
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before baking, the gas will escape, the still plastic walls of 
the bread cells will collapse and the bread " fall." If the 
oven be not hot en ough or if t be dough be too wet, a 
similar result will ensue and the bread will be "slack
baked. " lf the oven be too bot, a crust will form too 
quickly, the gas, being prevented from escaping, will col

lect at the centre and the loaf be hollow. At the surface 
of the loaf, a substance much like caramel is formed; this 
is the crust. 'l'he crust also contains dextrin. When the 
crust is moistened and the loaf returned to the oven, the 
dissolved dextrin left by evaporation gives to the crust a 
smooth, shining surface. 

230. Cellulose.- Cellulose (C18H300 15 ?) constitutes 
the outer wall of every vegetable cell and is, therefore, 
found in every part of every plant. It is insoluble in 

water or alcohol. Linen and cotton are nearly pure cellu
lose. 

(a.) Cellulose has the same centesimal com position 11.11 starch 
(C,H 1 00,) bot is probo.bly poly meric rather thnn metameric. 

(b.) By treating cellulose with a mixture of HN01 and H2 SO., it 
is changed to gun cot ton (nitro oollnloee, pyroxylin), an exploeive sub
stance that burns in air with a sudden flash and n o smoke. Oun 
cotton ma.y be considered to be oolluloee with some of its H atoms 
replaced by the componnd radical N01 • 

E,t,periment 216.-Dilute 25 cu. em. of H.so. with 10 or 12 cu. em. 
of H10 . W hen thA mixture is cold, immerao in it, for 15 or 20 
seconds, a piece of filte r paper . Rinse the paper in H10 and then in 
dilute NH

4
HO, to remove all t races of the acid. Finally, rinse the 

paper again in pure H, O. The J.llliJOr will have acquired grcntPr 
tough ness and rigidity and will resemble parchment in other rcspects. 
It has lx1cn changed t o ugetable parckment. 1t may be necessnry to 
l'l'pPat th e experiment, varying the time of immersion, to get good 
results. 
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EXERCISES. 

1. Why does it require more sugar to sweeten fruits when the 
susrar is added before cooking than it does when the sugar is added 
after cooking1 

2. Write the symbol for dextrin. 
S. Name the compollnds symbolized as follows : BaO, Ba0 1, Hg10, 

HgO, FeS, FeS1 , MnO, Mn02 , Mn20,, FeO, Fe1 0 8 , N1 0, NO, N1 0 1 , 

N.o,, N01 , P1 S3 , P.s,:snCI 1 , SnCI 4 , FeBr0• 

4. How mt1ny l . of Cl are required for the combustion of 10 l. of 
oleliantgas? C3 H4 +2CI2 = 4HCI+C2 • 

5. (a.) Give the reaction in the preparation of C01 • (b.) How 
may C08 be distinguished from every other gas? (c.) How much of 
it is produced by burning 10 liters of marsh gas? 

6. In the analysis of a. certain compound, the following data. were 
obtained: 

Carbon ... = 62.07 per cent. I Oxygen .. . = 27.58 p6r cent. 
Hydrogen.,= 10.85 " Vnpordensity,4.04, on the 

air standard; 

What is the molecular symbol of tho compound? 
7. (a.) Find the percentage composition of marsh gas. (b.) Of 

ole6a.nt gas. 
8. What weight of KCI01 ill necessary to the preparation of 

S5 f)()() cu. em. of 0 ? 
.l. On completely decomposing, by heat, a certain weight of KCIO,, 

I obtain 20.246 g. of KCJ. (a.) What weight of KCI01 did I use? 
(b.) What volume of 0 did I obtain? 

10. To inflate a. certain balloon properly requires 182.74 Kg. of H. 
What weight of Zn and of H,so. will be needed to prepare this 
quantity of H. 

11. Write the name and a graphic symbol for H1 S1 0 1 , introducing 
dyad S ar>d hexad S. 
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$~TROW Yl. 
SILICON. 

W"Symbo!, Si ; atomic weigh/,, £8 m. c.; guantioolenu, 4. 

231. Silicon.-Aithough this element does not occur 
free in nature, it is the most abundant and widely diffused 
of all tho clements except oxygen. Combined with oxygen 
alone, as silica or quartz, or with oxygen and potassium or 
sodium, etc., as metallic silicates, it forms a large part of 
the earth's crust. 

(a.) Free Si may be prepared by the action of sodium upon potas
sium silica-fluoride. 

K1 SiF, + 2Na1 = 2KF + 4NaF + Si. 

(b.) Si exists, like C, In three allotropic forms; as a soft, brown, 
amorphous powder which burns easily in air or 0, forming Si01 ; as 
hexagonal plates, corrllSponding to graphite in l ustre nod electric 
conductivity; as needle shaped octahedral crystals, corresponding to 
dlamond in hardness. Thcee octahedra are bard enough to scratch 
glass. 

(c.) Tha only acid that attacks crystallized Si, is a mixture of HNO, 
and HF. 

(d.) Tl111re is a compound of H and Si known as hy
drogen silicide(SiH4 ) that is somewhat analogous to CH4 • 

Similar compounds are fonned with members of the 
halogen group, llB SiCI 4 , etc. "' 

232. Silicon Dioxide.-Silicon bas only 
one oxide (silica, silicic anhydride, Si02 ) . It is 
very abundant in nature. I ts purest form is 
quartz or rook crystal, which is found in beauti-

95· ful hexagonal prisms terminated by hexagonal 
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pyramids. Quartz has a specific gravity of 2.6, and is hard 
enough to scratch glass. 

(a.) Amethyst, cairngorm-stone and rose quartz are nearly pure 
crystallized Si01 . Agate, carnelian, cbakedouy, flint, jasper, onyx 
and opal arc nearly pure amorphous Si01 • White sand and sand
stone are generally nearly pure Si01 • Silicious sand and sand-Btone 
are often colored yellow by an iron orirle. 

(b.) Si0 1 is insoluble in H2 0 or in any acid except HF, but it may 
be dissolved in a boiling solution of potaBsium or sodium hydrate. 
The potassium or sodium silicate thus formed is called ·• soluble 
glass" or" water glass." Si01 is dissolved in the wat!'ff! of some 
thermal springs. The Geysers of Iceland contain dissolved Si01 , 

which is depositoo by the coolin!(' waters upon objects immersed in 
them. s.o. melts in the oxyhydrogen flame to a colorlcSII glass that 
remains transrarent when cold 

(c.) SiO, from the soil is found in certain plants, especially grains 
and rushes. The outer coat of rattan contains much Si01 , as does 
the leafless plant, horse tn.i.l, which is, consequently, used for polish
Ing and scouring. 

(d.} Si01 is also found in animal substances. The feathers of cer
tain birds are said to contain 40 per cent. of Si01 • 

lkpMiment £17.-Plnce a few cu. em. of concentrated soluble glass 
in a small evaporating dish and add strong HCl until the mixture 
shows an acid reaction. A. thick jelly like muss will be formed in the 
liquid. Place the dish on a water bath and evaporate its contents to 
dryness. lleat thil! solid residue ~ently over the lamp. It will di
minish in volumE'. Add H0 0 and filter. The insoluble powder )pft 
upon the filter is precipitated Si01 , one of tho lightest known pow
ders. This jelly like mass formed in this experiment probably is 
silicic acid (H 4 Si0

4
). 

23 3. Natnral Silicates.-Silica unites with many 
metallic oxides to form silicates. Tho natural silicates are 
very numerous and mauy of them arc of a Ycry complex 
composition. Thus, clay is a silicate of aluminum; feld
spar is a double silicate of aluminum and potassium; 
mica is a triple silicate of alnminnm, potassium and iron. 
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Ezperiment t 18.-Add some HCI to a dilute solution of water glass. 
NaCI or KCI will be formed with H4 Si04 • Pour the liquid mixture 
into a dialyser, made of parchment paper stretched over a wooden 
ring and floated on the surface of pUl'u H.O. Tho chloride solution 
passes through tho membrane while the H4 Si04 remains dissolved in 
the dial yser. 

Crystu.lliznble substances, like NaCI and KCI are sometimes cnlled 
crystalluids, and uncrystalliznble substanet>S, colloids. Crystalloids 
ond colloids may be separated as in this experiment. The proccss 
is called dialy11i1. 

234. Artificial Silicates.-Sodium and potassium 
silicates (water or soluble gluss) are largely used in the arts. 
But by far the most important of the ~rtificial si licates is 
glass, which is a mixture of a silicate of sodium or of 
potassium, or of both, with a silicate of one or more other 

metals. The composition is determined by the desired 
infusibility, insolubility, transpat·eucy or color of tbe glass. 

(a.) Bohemian glass is a silicate of potassium and calcium. It is 
fusible only with difficulty and ia but little acted upon by chemical 
reagents. It is free from color and is largely used in chemical appa· 
ratus, especially m ignition tubes. 

(b.) Window, crown or plate glass Is a silicate of sodium and cal· 
cium. It is harder than Bohemian gloss, but more easily fusible nnd 
more rMdily acted upon by chemicnl reagents. 

(c.) Bottle glass, o• common green glass. is a silicate of sodium, 
calcium, aluminum and iron. Its color is due to the iron oxide pre&
ont as an impurity in the cheap materials used. h is l1arder and 
more infusible than window glass, but more easily acted upon by 
acids. 

(d.) Flint gloss is a silicate of powsium and lead. 1t bas a high 
specific gravity (Ph.,§ 258)and ~treat refracting powrr (Ph., § 613, a.). 
It is the most easily fusible variety of glass and is easily acted npo~ 
hy chemical rcn.grnts. "Crystal " is a pure flint glat~S used for o~U· 
cal purposes. "Rtrass" is a flint glass very rich i.n lead and h~vt?g 
n very biuh refractive power. It forms tbe uas1s of the arhficml 
gems and precious stones known ns "paste." 

(t.) Glass softens at a red heat and can then be readily worked and 
welded. See App. 4 . At higher t~mperatnres it become~~ stillaofter 
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and finally melt& On cooling, it~ from a thin, mobile liquid 
through all degrees of viscoeity to a hard solid. 

(f.) Glnss is acted upon readily by HF (see Exp. 126). Etched 
glass is now much used instead of the moro expensive cut glnss. 

(D.) When glass, heated almost to redness, is dipped into oill1eated 
to 300' C. and then allow:ed to cool gradually, it becomes toughened. 
Table glass thus toughened is not readily hroken by falling or beiug 
thrown, but when thrown with sufficient force to break it, it is 
shattered into minute pieces. 

(1,.) Glass is easily colored by the addition of the proper materials 
to the fused mass. Thus, a green color is produced by the addition 
of a ferrous or cupric oxide; blue, by a cobalt oxide ; violet, by 
manganese dioxido; ruby, by gold, etc. 

EXERCISES. 

1. Give the preparation and principal propertiE'I! of H1S, CS1 , 

HCN, CH 4 , C1 H~ and C, H.o. 
2. Write the symbols representing chloroform, glycerine. ether, 

acetic acid. cane sugar and starch. 
8. (a.) Name the products of the combustion of CS1 and C,H.O. 

(b.) DP.scribe briefly the process of preparing illuminnting gas and 
tell its composition. 

4. Name the substances symbolized as follows: KNO, , KN01 , 

K,SO,, K1 SO., HKS0 4 , KCI , KCIO, KCI0 1 , KCI0 1 , KCI04 , HNaS0 1 , 

SiH •• s;o •• H.s;o •. 
5. (a.) Find the weight of 20 l. of 0 . (b.) Of 50 l. of Cl. (c.) Of 

250 l. of NH 1 • 

6. What materials and what quantitilS would you need to prepare 
110 l. of each of the oxides of C Y 

7. By heating Mn0 1 with H1 S04 the following reaction takes 
place: 

2Mn01 + 2H1 S04 = 2MnS0 4 + 2H1 0 + 0 1 • 

(a.) What weight nnd (b.) whnt volume of 0 can be thus obtained 
from 50 g. of Mn0

1 
y 

8. (a.) Give the ordinary methods of preparing 0, H nod HCI. 
(b.) In whnt do they diffoJr and in what do they agree Y (c.) Find the 
amount of Cl, by wei.l!"bt and by measure, in 2 Kg. of HCI. 

9. If 100 l . of C01 be required, by what means would you ob
tain It, froru what materials, and what quantity of eacla matf'rial Y 



~1\?T~ XIV. 
THE NITROGEN GROUP. 

~$E~TlON 1·. 
PHOSPHORUS. 

IF Symbol, P ; Rpecijicgraoity, 1.8; awmio'IMight,31 m.ll.; mdec
ular tDeigltt, 1£4 m. c. ; gtvmtiMlence, 3 or 5. 

235. Source. - Phosphorus does not occur free in 
nature, but its compounds with oxygen and some metal 
(chit-fly calcium) are found in large quantities. Calcium 
phosphate is found ns a native mineral ; it forms, also, the 
greater part of the mineral constituent of animal bone. 

(a.) The ultimate source of Pis the granitic rocks, by the disinte
gration of which the fertile soil has been produced. All fruitful 
soils contain some of the phosphates, lmt diffused in such small 
quantities that their collection thence by the manufacturiJlg chemis~ 
would he very costly. Plants collect the phosphates from the soil ; 
herbivorous animals obtain them by consuming the plants: from tho 
bones of animals, tl1e chemist derives tho phosphates from which be 
prepares the P that be and the manufacturer need. The process is 
devious and complicated but the greeter part of it IR inexpensive. 

Nott.-The name comes from two Greek words that mean a bearer 
of light, phosphorus being luminous in the dark. The alchemists 
used to call it "Son of Satan." l'hosphides were formerly called 
ph06phurets. 

236. Pt·eparation.-In the preparation of phos-
phorus, the bones are bnrned and powdered. This 
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powdered bone ash is treated for about twelve hours with 

..._ ___ .... 

two-thirds its weight of 
strong sulphuric acid di
luted with about twenty 
times its weight of water. 
This treatmcn t yields an 
insoluble calcium sulphate 
(gypsum, Ca$04 ) and a 
soluble salt called ''super
phosphate of lime." 'rhe 
insoluble sulphate is re
moved by filt.mtion. The 
clear solution is then evap
orated to a sirupy liquid, 
mixed with powdered char
coal, dried and finally dis-

FIG. <}6. tilled. The long neck of 
the earthen retort (Fig. 96} dips under water contained 
in b. The liberated phosphorus distils over and condenses 
under the water. Afler purification, it is melted under 
hot water and run into cylindrical moulds placed in cold 
water. 

IT &>e the Caution on page 31. Pbospborus burns ore very dif
ficult to heal. 

Experiment !'19.-Bury a. piece of P, tbe size of a grain of wheat, 
in a teruq>oonful oflnmp-black or powdered bone-black, that has been 
freshly prepared or recently heated. The 0 condensed within the 
pores of tl1e carbon unites with the vapor of the P. developing 
enough beat to melt and finally to ignite the P. 

E.rperi11Ulnt !'~0.-Dissolve a piece of Pin cs.. Pour some of the 
solution upon a piece of filter paper placed upon the ring of a retort 
lltnnd. Tho volatile CS1 soon evaporates, leaving the P in a. finely 
dividerl state exposing a large surface to the oxidizing intluence of 
the air. The P soon bursts into ftame, which only partly consumes 
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the paper. The burning P quickly covers the paper with a coat of 
incombustible and protPCting varnish. If the f'Xperiment be per
formt'<l in a dark room, the phosphorescence will be very murked. 

E;rperiment 2.?1.-Rub a piece of dry P the size of a pin bead be
tween two bits of board. Tho heat developed by tho friction is suf. 
ficient to ignito it. 

E.rperiment 222.-IIeat a small piece of Pin a dry tube with a mere 
trace of I. Combiur.tion promptly takes place, o. amull quantity of 
volatile phosphoric iodide is formed and the rest of the P is changed 
to an allotropic form k nown as red pl10sphqru1. Try to repeat 
Exp. 221 with red P. 

E~periment e.?S.- Cloao one cud of a piece of narrow glass tubing 
about 30 em. long by fusing it in a flame. In the ignition tube 
thus made, place o. small bit of red P and heat it gently in the lamp 
flame. A yellow coating is quickly deposited upon the cool walls of 
the tube not far from tho heated end. Allow the tube to cool, and 
cut off the end just below the yellow sublimate. Scratch this yel
low deposit with a wire; it will take fire, as it is ordinary, yellow P. 
By heating the red P, o. part of it burned, thus removing the 0 from 
the lower part of the tube. The inert N remainh1g there, enveloped 
and protected the rest of the P from combustion and thus permitted 
its reconversion into the ordinary variety. 

Experiment 224.-Tonch a slice of P with a test tube containing 
boiling H10. The P will be i$1')llted. 

&periment 2!'5.-Place a piece of P under H1 0 warm enough to 
melt lt. Bring n cnrrf'nt of 0 from the gas-holder into 
contact with the melted P. The P will take fire and burn 0 
brilliantly 1mder H2 0. 

Experiment 226.-Repeo.t E xp. 8. 

237. Physical Properties.-Pure phos
phorus is an almost colorlrss, translucent, wax
like solid. The ordinary commercial article has 
a feeble yellow ti nge. When freshly cut, it has F•c. 97· 

a garlic-like odor, often hidden by the odor of ozone, which 
is generally present when moist phosphorus is exposed to 
the air. It is insoluble in water, sparingly soluble in tur· 
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pen tine, petroleum and other oils and easily soluble in car
bon disulpbic.le. It is soft and flexible in warm weather 
but britt le at low temperatures. It melts at 44"0 ., form
ing a viscid, oily liquid which boils at .290°0., yielding a 
colorless vapor. At 500"0. the vapor is 6t times as heavy 
as hydrogen. Consequently, its molecular weight is 
124m. c., or four times its atomic weight. From this we 
conclude that the phosphorus molecule contains four atoms 
and that each atom occupies half the space taken up by a 
hydrogen atom (§ 175). 

E.rperiment €27.-Upon a thin slice of P, place a crystal of I. The 
two clements promptly unite with great energy, leading to tho com
bustion of the excess of P. 

238. Chemical P roperties. - Phosphorus com
bines readily with many of the elements, especially oxy
gen. It undergoes slow combustion at ordinary tempera.. 
tures (forming P20 3) and oxidizes with great energy at a 
temperature not much above its melting point (forming 
P 2 0 5 ). On account of this easy inflamm!lbility, phosphorus 
shoulc.l be kept and cut under water and 1teve1· handled with 
dry fingers. Owing to its slow combustion, it is feebly 
luminous in the dark. This phosphorescence is a familiar 
effect of a futile attempt at lighting an ordinary friction 
match in a dark room. In distillation, the oxygen in the 
retort must be replaced hy some inert gas like hydrogen, 
nitrogen or carbon dioxide. Heated for several hours to 
about 240°0., out of contact with oxygen or any other 
substance capable of entering into chemical union with it, 
it is changed to the remarkable allotropic modification 
known as 1·ed phosphorus. 

(a.) The diffewnce between the ordinary yellow and the red varie
titlll of P &re shown in the following table : 
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1. Pale yellow, Chocolate red. 
2. Strong odor, Odorless. 
3. Specific gravity = 1.83, Specific gravity = 2.14. 
4. Philllphorescent, Not phosphorescent. 
5. Translucent, Ovaque. 
6. Soluble in CS 0 , Insoluble in CS 1 • 

7. Subjoot to slow combustion, Exempt from slow eombnstion. 
8. Melts at 44•c., Melts at 255•c. 

0. Ch:r.~ .• to red variety at } Changes to yellow variety at 260°C. 

10. Soft, Hard. 
11. Flexible, Brittle. 
12. Poisonous, Not poisonous. 

239. Uses.-Phosphorus is extensively used in the 
manufacture of friction matches, the match tips generally 
being a mixture of phosphorus, glue and potassium chlo
rate. "Safety matches" are tipped with antimonous sul
phide and potassium chlorate. These ignite, not by simple 
friction, but by rubbing on a prepared surface containing 
red phosphorus, manganese dioxide and sand. Ordinary 
phosphorus mixed with flour paste is a "rat poison" that 
has probably led to the burning of many houses. Phos
phorus is used in medicine;. many of the phosphates are 
important remedial agents. Phosphorus fumes produce, 
in the workmen i o match factories, "phosphorus-necrosis, 
a disease in which the bones of the jaw are destroyed." 

(a.) About 1200 tons are said to be made yearly, nearly all of it at 
two establishments, one near Birmingham, England, and the other 
nt Lyons, France. The manufacture is dangerous, on account of the 
easy inflammability of the product. 
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ExERCISES. 

1. (a.) Symbolize two molecules of pentad phosphorus. Three mole

cules of qWldrivalent sulphur. (b.) What do s'. and GO" 1 represent y 
2. (a.) What is a binary molecule Y (b.) A ternary molecule Y (c.) 

How are binary molecules named? Illustrate. 
S. How much P is contained in 120 Kg. of bone ash, of which 

88.5 % is Ca.(P04}t and the rest CaC0 3 ? 
4. (a.) Find the percentage composition of carbon monoxide. (b.) 

Find the symbol of a. gas having the composition 27.27% C; 
72.78% 0, and weighing 1.9712 g. to the liter. 

5. Red oxide of copper contains 88.8 parts of Cu and 11.2 parts 
of 0, by weip:ht. Black oxide of copper contains 79.87 of Cu and 
20.18 of 0. The symbol for the bla.ck oxide is CuO; what is the 
symbol for the red oxide? 

G. What is the menning of the following : 

Iffr (HO)-(N0 1)! tak H O 0 ...-(NOa) will · 
om (HO) _ (NOaH wo e • , '-(NO.) rema10. 

7. Can S1 and S8 exist at the sa.me temperature Y Explain. 
8. Write ihe name and full graphic symbol for 

(HO)- (S01)- (501) - (HO). 
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~~TllON Rio 

PHO S PHORUS COMPOUNDS. 

240. Hydrogen Phosphide. - This colorless, 
poisonous, ill-smelling gas, (phosphureLtcd hydrogen, 

phosphine, PH 3,) is generall.v prepared by heating phos
phorus in a stt·ong alkaline solution. 

(a.) Dissolve 40 g. of potnBsium hydrate (caustic potash) or GO g. of 
freshly slaked lime in 
110 cu. em. of H1 0 . Place 
it in a flask of not more 
than 200 cu. em. capacity ; 
add 1 g. of P in th in 
slices, and 5 or 6 drops of 
(C1 H1).0 ; close the flask 
with a cork carrying a 
long glaBs delivery tube 
that terminates beneath 
H,O as shown in Fig 98. 
The volatile (Ct H1 ) 10 is 
added that its heavy vapor 
may force the 0 of the air 
from the flask. \Vhen the 
contenttl of the flask are 

.t<'IC. QS. 

boiled, gas escapes from the delivery tube nnd lmbbles up through 
the H20 . As oocb bubble of gaB comes into contact with the nir, it 
b~rsts into flame with a bright light. If the air of the room be 
st•ll , beautiful expanding rings of white smoke (P10 1) will rise, 
with vorkx. motion, to the CPiling. 

3KHO + P4 + 3H 1 0 = 3KP(HO). + PH 1 • 

(b.) PH 1 is easily formed by placing calcium phosphide in H1 0. 

(c.) Two other compounds of H nod Pare known, of which one Is 
liquid nnd the other solid nt the ordinary temperature. '!'heir proper 
Symbols have not yet been definitely ascertained, but the liquid is 
gencflllly reprt-'80nted by PH= or P1H~ and the solid by PaH or P.H •. 
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(d.) Pure PH, is not spontaneously combustible in the n.ir. The 
combustion above noticed is duo to the presence of a small quantity 
of P1H.. If the gas, as it comes from the Onsk (Fig. 98), be JlllssOO 
through a tube chilled by a free'dng mixture (Ph., § 521,) the P1 H• 
will be condensed. Tho escaping PH 3 will not take fire as it subse
quently bubbles through the H1 0 and comes into contact with the 
n.ir. 

(e.) The composition of PH 1 may be represented by the accompany
ing diagram: 

H H H + + + = H 84me. -~~ I ~- ~ ~m.o. ~ lm.c. ~ __ ''.:=J 
It may now be noticed that, in the composition of the compounds 

previously studied, the weight of a. unit volume has been the atomic 
weight but that in the case of P the weight of lullf a unit wlume is 
the atomic weight. Tho unit volume, l>eing holf the molecullll" vol
ume, would include two P atoms. Compare the above diagram with 
the one given for NH,. (§ 70.) 

241. Phosphorus Oxides. - Tbeorctically, there 
are three oxides of phosphorus, having the symbols, P20, 
P20 3, P20 5• 

(a.) P1 0 (hypophosphorous ox:ido or anhydride, phosphorus mon
oxide) has not yet been isolated. Its compounds arc known. 

(b.) P10 1 (phosphorous oxide or anhydride, phosphorus trioxide) is 
formed by the slow combustion of Pin a limited current of dry air. 
I t is a white, amorphous substance, very soluble in H10 and burns 
in the n.ir to P 10 1 • 

FIG. C)9. 

(c:.) P1 0 1 (phosphoric oxide or anhy· 
dride, phosphorus pentoxide) is formed 
by the rapid combustion of P in an ex· 
cess of 0. Place a piece of thoroughly 
dry P, weighing 0.5 g. to 1 g. in a small dry 
capsuJe ; place the capsule upon n I arge, 
dry plate; i~rnite the P with a hot wire 
and quickly cover it with a dry bell glar;s 
or wide mouthed bottle of 2 or S liters 
capacity. Tbe capsule, plate and bell 
glass should be wlU"IDecl to insure their 
being dry. The P 1 0 1 will be deposited 
118 a white fleecy powder. I t absorbs 
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H10 with gn>at eagerness, and is sometimes used for drying gases. 
If left in the air, it deliquesces completely in a few minutes· if 
thrown into H 1 0, it hisses like a hot iron and dissolves with tho ~vo
lutlon of much heat. It may be kept in dry tubes senled by 
fusion. 

ln preparing large quantities of P1 0 1 , the following process may 

FIG. 100. 

be used. A is a. largt-, dry glass globe with three necks, as shown 
in Fig. 99. The fierible tube, l, being connected with 110 aspirator, 
a. strong current of air is drawn through the drying tube, f, into the 
glolx-. A straight glaee tube, closed at the upper tmd with 11 cork, 
paeecs through the neck, a, and carries a small crucible suspended 
ncar the centre of the globe. A piece of P is dropped through the 
tube into the crucible and ignited with 11 bot wire; tho tube is then 
corked. The current of air being maintained, the Pis soon burned 
to P,O,. Other pieces u.ro dropped into the crucible from time to 
time to rendur the pi'OCC88 continuous. Part of the P ,01 is carried 
over into B. 

242. Phosphorus Acids.-Phospborus combines 
with oxygen and hydrogen to form a remarkable series of 
acids, as follows : 
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P1 0('1) + 3H 10 = 2H 1 P01 , hypophosphorous acid. 
P1 0 1 + 3H,0=2H 8 P01 ,phosphorousacid. 

{

3H 1 0 = 2H1 P04,phosphoric~d(ordinaryor tribasic). 
P1 0 1 + 2H 1 0 = H 4 P1 0 7 , pyrophosphoric acid. 

H. o = 2HP0 1 , metapho~;pboric acid. 

(a.) H 1 P01 gives a series of salts known as hypophosphites : t . g., 
sodium hypopbosphite, H1 NaPO,. When heated, itrlecomposes into 
H3 P0 4 and PH 1 • It is monobasic. 

(b.) H1 P01 may be formoo by the action of H1 0 on P ,01 , by the 
slow oxidation of P in moist air or by the decomposition of phOS
phorus trichloride by H, O: PCI 3 + 3H 0 0 = H1 P<Y1 + 3HCI. When 
heated, it decomposes into H1 P04 and H. P. I t is a tribasic acid and 
forms a series of salts known as pbosphites ; e. g., normal sodiwu 
phosphite, Na1 P0 0 ; tri-ethyl phosphite {C 1 H 1) ' 8 P0 8 • 

(c.) H1 P04 may be prepared by the direct unlon of P1 0 1 and boil
ing H1 0, but the usual process is to oxidize red P with strong HN01 

or ordinary P with dilute HN01 • When heated, it changes to H4 P 10 7 

or HP01 , as explained below. ' It is tribasic, and yields normal, double 
and acid phosphates in great variety. This acid is sometimes, with 
questionable propriety, callecl orthopbosphoric acid. I t and its salts 
are the most important of the phosphoric series. 

(d.) H4 P1 0 7 is formed by hPating H3 P04 to 21s•c .• thus depriving 
it of H0 0 : 2H 1 PO,- H, O = H4 P1 0 7 • It is tetrabasic and yields 
normal, double and acid pyrophospbates in great variety. 'fhe group, 
PO (phosphoryl) acts as a trivalent compound radical. The equation 
above may be written graphically as follows : 

/ OH ~H 
(PO~OH (POK-OH 

From g~ take H-0-H and ) o remains 
(PO>f.oH (PO~H 

'oH ' oH 

(e.) HPO, is formed by the direct union of P1 0 1 and cold H, O. or 
by heating H,PO, to redness, thus depriving it of H0 0: H, Po. 
- H, O = HP01 . lt is monobasic and yields only normal meta· 
phosphates. It is sometimes called glacial phosphoric add. If its 
aqueous soluiion be boiled, It yields H

1
P0

4
• 

Not~.-For theoretical reasons, the purely hypothetical compounrl, 
H, PO, , bas been conceivt>d. Such a compound would be properly 
callecl Ol'thophosphoric acid. . 
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EXERCISES. 

ny- Fol' Li8t of Element& and tlu!ir Symbol& ~ee Appendiz 1. 

1. What is the apparent quantivalence of Pin P.o.? Represent 
this molecule by its graphic symbol. 

2. (a.) What is the name of Ca" 8 (P04 ) 1 ? (b.) Why may not the 
symbol be written CaPO,? 

3. Choose between HNa'P04 and HNa1 P04 • Give a reason for 
your choice. 

4. Write the empirical and graploic symbols for the oxide of P'"· 
5. The symbol for ''microcoso•ic salt" is HNa(NH 4)P04 • (n.) 

What is the systematic name of the salt? (b.) Is it a normal salt? 
Why ? (c.) Write the symbol of the corresponding acid. (d.) What 
is the basicity of that acid? · 

6. Symbolize hydrogen disodium phosphate and clihydrogen sodium 
phosphate, and normal sodium pyropho3phate. 

7. Whnt is the systematic name of the sodium salt of monobasic 
phosphoric acid? 

8. If 2l. of PH 1 were decomposed, what volume of P vapor would 
it yield? 

0. (a) Why is it that, wbile an atQm of P is only 81 times as 
beavy as an atom of H, aliter of P vapor is 62 times as heavy as a 
liter of H? (b.) How many criths wiU a liter of P vapor weigh? 

10. (a.) Is Na' a P04 an acid salt? Why? (b.) Is it a double salt? 
Why ? (c.) Is it a normal salt? Why? (d.) Is it a snit nt all? 
Why ? 

11. Can you write the symbol for bydrogen sodium metnphosphate? 
12. (a.) Read the equation: 2Ag'1 P04 + 3H 2S=2H,P04 + 8Ag1 5. 

(b.) " " Ag4 P20 7 + 2H 2S = H,P,07 + 2Ag,S. 
(c.) 2 AgP08 + H15 = 2HP0 8 + Ag.S. 

18. Considering the silver salts symbolized in E:rl"rcise Je to be in 
aqueous solution, summarize tbe teachin~ of tbese three reactions 
with reference to the formation of phosphoric acids. 

14. If one atom of 0 in a molecule of metapbosphoric acid bore. 
placed by two of H, what will result? 

15. What is represented by 0 = P: ? 
16. Write the reaction for the combustion of one molecule of P, 

in an excess of 0. 
17. Ca" 1 P2 + 5HC1 = 8CaCI1 + 2 . Complete the equation. 
18. Write the reaction for the decomposition of H,PO, byheat. 
10. What is the difference between a pl1ospbide and n. pl1osphure' T 
20 Read: Pb" 

1
(P0 4) 1 + 3H1 S0 4 = 8PbS04 + 2H,PO,. 
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21. The tube represented in Fig. 101 hill! a fine opening at a, burning 
pa P at c and a tube, e, con-

~ ! e. nected with an lll!pirator 

F IG. IOI. 
so that a current of air 
may be drawn through 

the apparatus. What is the product of the combustion ? 
22. I ha.ve a substance insoluble in carbon disulphide but which 

causes HN 0 3 to give off red fumes, and forms with it H3 P0 4 • Wbat 
is the substance~ What are the red fumes Y 

23. (a.) If from the imaginary double molecule, 2H1 P01 , we take 
2H~O, what will r emainf (b.) What, if weta.keSH 1 0? (c.) What, 
if we take 4H 10Y (a.) What, if we tak e ~H10 t 

24. (a.) If in a molecule of tribasir. phosphoric acid, one of the 
univalent hydroxyl groups, (HO)', be replaced by an atom of H, what 
will result ? (b.) What, if two such groups be replaced by H1 ? 

25. 1f a liter of PH a be decomposed by the p1181!8ge of a series of 
electric sparks, what Vlllume of H will it yield ? 

26. Write empirical and typical symbols for phosphoros trihy
drate an<l phosphoryl trihydrate. 

27. (a.) What is the a.ppareot quantivalcnceof P in H, P01 ? (b.) 
Iu H1 P0 4 ? 

28. Give the na.me of the compound graphically symbolized as 
follows: 

(HO)-P-0-(HO) 

6 
(HO)-P-0-(HO) 

29. What does the above graphic symbol intimate concerning the 
quantivalcnce of the P Y 

80. Give the empirical symbol for the' compound graphically sym
bolized as follows : 

(HO)........_ 
(HO),..-P=O 

6 
(HO)........_ l 
(H0),..- 1-' = ( 

·31. What. does this last graphic symbol intimate concerning the 
quanti valence of the P ? 

32. Write the symbol for b ypophosphorous acid upon the a.mmonia 
type. 

83. What weight of Pin 10 l. of PH
1 

under normal conditions? 
84. (a.) How many cu. em. of NH

1 
can be obtained from 5a.5 g. ot 

NH.CI ? (b.) How many, under the conditions, 15•c . and 740 mm. 
(Ph., § 494.) 
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$~~ON KKKo 
AR SENIC AND ITS COMPOUNDS. 

£1r 8.1Jmbof, As ; llpfCijic gra'llity, 5Jj to 5.9 i atomic wight, 75 m. c. i 
molecular ruig!.t, 800 m. c. i quantivalenu, 3 vr 5. 

243. OccmTence all(l Preparation.- Arsenic 
is widely distribut.cd in small quaut.itics. It is sometimes 
found free in nature hut more frequently combined with 
iron, sulphur and other clements. It is generally prepared 
from arsenical pyrite (mispickel, FeSAs) by sublimation or 
from its oxide by reduction with charcoal. 

244. Properties and Uscs. -Arscnic has a metal
lic lustre and a steel-gray color. Its mpor is 150 times as 
heavy as hydrogen. In its physical properties, it closely 
resembles a metal ; in its chemical properties, it more 
olosely resembles a non-metal It has been called "the 
connecting link " between the metallic and the non-metal
lic elements, being closely connected with antimony and 
bismuth on the one band and with phosphoros and nitro
gen on the other. Like phosphorus, its molecule contains 
four atoms, as is shown by the specific gravity of its Yapor 
(§ 237). It and almost all of its soluble compounds are 
active poisons. lleated in the air, it burns, forming the 
tl'ioxide. It. is used in the manufacture of shot and of 
fireworks. 

N ote.-The "arsenic '' or" wWte arsenic " of the drnggist is ar
senic trio:s:ido (As.01 ). For the detection of As, B<'C § 24G. The or· 
senides were formerly calli.'<! nrseniureta. 

245. Hydrogen Arseuide.-This very poisonous 
gas (arsine, al'seniuretted hydrogen, AsH 3) may be formecl 
by the action of dilute sulphuric acid upon zinc arsenide 

10 
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(Zn 2 As3). The greatest care must be taken in its preparation, 
as a single bubble of Lhe gus bas been known to produce 
fatal poisoning. It is produced, in an impure state, when 
a solution of arsenic, Ol' of any arsenic compound, is acted 
upon by nascent hyd1·ogen. When burned in the air, it 
yields water and arsenic trioxide. Its volumetric compo
sition is similar to that of hydrogen phosphide. 

Note.-A solic.l compound, H1As1 , is known to chemist.l!. 

Experiment t28.-Arraugo the apparatus for the prepnmtion of 
dry H, using n. cold mixture of 
1 part of H 1 SO • and 3 parts of 
H1 0. It is well to keep the gen. 
orating flask cool by placing it In 
n. cold water bath. When the uir 
has been expelled from tho appa. 
ratus, ignite the j et. Ilold a piece 
of cold porcelain in the flame, and 
notice that no colored stain is pro. 
duced. (If a stain should appear, 
it would show tlmt tho materials 
used in the generating flask were 
impure.) Keep thej t t burning and 
add, through the funnel tube, a 
few drops of a bot aqnoous solution 
of As10 1 . Notice the chango in FJG. 102. 

the appearance of the flame. Hold the cold porcelain in the flame. 
A stain having a m('talli c lustre will bo produced. Tho stnio is 
metallic As, fret.>d from combination in AsH 3 by the heat of the flame 
and ileposited, just as soot would be by a candle Onme. Do not let 
the porcelain become hot enough to vaporize the As, and cnuS(' tho 
stain to disappoar. Keep the jet burning until thE~ apparatus is placed 
in the vtmtilating closet or out of doors, to prevent the escape 
of AsH1 . 

lkptriment .t.e!J.-CIP-Sn the generatin~ Onsk and repent theexperi· 
mont, using" Pnris green "instead of the As,0

1
. 

E.rperimentt'30.-Boila green paper label with HCl in a t.est tube. 
Test tllis solution for tho presence of As, as in Exp. 228. Try the 
same with green wall paper. or with green paint scraped !rom wood 
work. 
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Note.-The author has often demonstrated the presence of As in 
gn;en fabrics worn as clothing in his classes. 

Experiment 1!31.-After paEsing the AsH a through a drying tube 
containing potassium hydrate and e~~lcium cl1loride, bent tho gliU!l! 
tube ton. red brat. 'fhe gas will b4.l d4.lcomposed, the As being do
posited as n. dark baud upon the cool part of tho tube and the H burn
ing with its characteristic ftame at the jet. Little or no deposit will 
then be made on cold porcelain. 

Experiment £32.-To show that the stains produced in Exps. 228-
229 are As and not Sb, wliid~ migltt imitllt8 tlwn, touch one of the 
stains with a g lass rod dipped into a solution of chloride of lime. 
U the metal dissolves, it is As and not Sb. 

246. Marsh's Test. - The preceding experiments 
mdely illustrate Marsh's test for arsenic. The test is so 
delicate that 0.01 mg. (wk, grain) of the poison may be 
recognized with certainty. In examinations of great im
portance, as in trials for murder by arsenical poisoning, 
the purity of all materials used and the nature o! the 
metallic deposit are carefully determined by confirmatory 
tests. 

Experiment 133.-Placo a small quantity of As10 1 in a tube of 
hard gliU!l! (Fig. 102) about 10 em. long and hold the tube in a !!lop 
ing position in a lamp ftnme until the powder is volatilized. With 
11 magnifying Ions, examine the walls of the tube whore tho 
As10 1 has condensed; the oxide will be seen to be brilliantly crys. 
tnlline. 

&periment !34.-Make tho tube used in the lllSt experiment into 
an ignition tube by fusinJ! nnd sealing one end or it in tho lamp 
flume. In the bottom of the tube thus formed, place a little (a few 
mg. only) of As

1
0 1 and above it, a. small piece of charcoal, as shown 

at c, Fig. 102. Holding the tube horizontal, beat · tho charcoal 
splinter to redness; then gradun.Jly bring tho tube into a nearly 
vertical position, keeping the charcoal red bot and heating the tip of 
tho tube until tho As1 0 3 is vaporized. The vapor will be reduced 
by the glowing charcoal nod a brilliant ring of metnUic Aa will ap· 
pear at a. 

24:7. A1·seuic Trioxide .-Arsenic trioxide (arseni
ous oxide, arsenious anhydride, white arsenic, As203) 
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is prepared on the large scale by roasting arsen
ical ores with free access of air. 'l'he white 
smoke given off condenses to a white powder. 
It occurs in throe v1rrieties, the amorphous or vitrc· 
ous, and two diiferent crystalline forms, rhombic 
and octahedral. It is isodimorpbous with anti
mony trioxide. It is feebly soluble in water but 
dissolrcs more readi ly in boiling hydrochloric acid 
and freely in boiling nitric acid or alkaline solu
tions. Heated in contact with air, it volatilizes 
without change. Heated in contact with carbon, 
it gives up its oxygen and is reduced to metallic 
arsenic. As a poison, it is yery dangerous, because it 
bas no warning odor and scarcely any taste and be
cause very small quantities (0.2 g.) produce death. 
Its best antidote is fresltly prepared ferric h ydmte 
(see § 3G3 for its preparation), which forms with 
it an insoluble salt and thus prevents the poison 
from entering the system. When these can not be 
quickly obtained, the white of egg3 or soap-suds 
sboulu be administered promptly. Arsenic tri-
oxide is largely used in the manufacture of pig-
ments and of glass. 

§ 247 

N!Jte.-In 1873, nearly 6,000 tons of As. 0 3 WE'rll made in 
England alone, more than a third or which wn.s made at n 
sin~lo mine. All tho vupordensity of this substnnco isl98, its FIG. IOJ. 

molecu lnr symbol is somctimos written, with apparent propril'ty ,As4 0 a· 

2 <18. Ar!lcnlc Pcntoddc.-Arsenic pcntoxide (arsenic an· 
hydride, As,O,) may be obtained by oxidizing the trioxide with 
nitric acid, evaporating to dryness and beating nearly to rednel'B. It 
is 1~ powerf111ly poisonous than the trioside. 

249. Arsenic Aci<ls. -Arsenic forms a series of 
acids that presents remarkable analogies to the phosphorus 
acids. 
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As80 1 + 8H1 0 = 2H,As01 , arsenious acid. 

{ 

3H1 0 = 2H , As0 4 , tribasic arseruc acid. 
As1 0 • + 2H1 0 = H4As10, pyroarse~ic ~id. 

H1 0 = 2H As00 , metaarsentc acJd. 

(a.) Wlwn As1 0 1 is dissolved in H1 0, the solution gives a feebly 
acid reaction and is supposed to contwn H0 As01 • The corresponding 
tllllts are called arsenites; e. g. , silver arsenite, Aa-1 As05 • 

(b.) H5 As0• is generally prepared by treating As1 0 1 with HN01 . 

The commercial form is a liquid with a specific gravity of2, from which 
transparent crystals may be obtained by cooling. As it is tribasic, it 
yields three series of arsenates wWch closely resemble the corre
sponding phosphates in composition and crystalline form. Heated to 
180°C. it loses H1 0 and bocomes H 4 As1 0,. Heated in 200"C. it loses 
another molecule of H!O and becomes HAs01 . 

Note.-As1 0 1 is sometimes improperly called arsenious acid. Less 
frequently, but with equal improprit!ty, As1 0 1 is called arsenic acid. 
&try acid wntaim H. 

250. Sulphides of Ar senic. - Two native sul
phides of arsenic are found. The red sulphide (As2 S2) is 
called realgar; it is used in making fireworks. 'l'he yel
low sulphide (As2 S3) is called orpiment; i t is used as a 
pigment. In additJ.on to the disulphide and the trisul
phide, a pentasulphide (As2 S5) is obtained by fusing the 
trisnlphido with sulphur. 

EXEitciSES. 

1. Write the equation representing the combustion of hydrogen 
arsenide. 

2. Wh~tt is the weight of 10As10 1 t 
3. Name the following: H1As04 ; H1 NaAs0 4 ; HNa1AsO•; Na1 As0 4 ; 

(NH 4 )Mg11As04 • 

4. Write a graphic symbol for H, P"'O,. 
5. \Vhen AsH, is prepared from Zn1 As1 and dilute H. so., ZnSO• 

is produced. How much AsH,, by weight and by volume, can bo 
prepared from 50 g. of Zn3 As1 ? 

6. (rt.) Why is As1 0 1 said to be dimorphoWI ? (b.) Why is it said 
to be isodimorphous with Sb1 0 1 ? 

7. What is a dyad? A monoba.sic acid 1 
8. You are given a mixture of ordinary and red phosphorus. How 

will you separate the two varieties t 
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~T!@W IV. 

ANTIMONY, BISMUTH , ET C. 

UJ'" ANT.WONY: symbol, Sb (see App. 1); Bpedjic gra'Dity, 6.7 i 
atomic tceigllt, 122 m. c.; guanti'Mlence, 3 ()'(' 5. 

251. Som·ce and Preparation.-'rhc antimony 
of commerce is obtained from the mineral stibnite, which 
is an antimony trisulphide (gray antimony, antimony 
glance, Sb2 S3) . Antimony is, however, found native and 

in combination with other elements than sulphur. The 
stibnite is melted with about half its weight of iron 
(Sb2 S3 + Fe3 = 3FeS + Sb2 ) or heated with coal in a 
reverberatory furnace. 

IIJ.rperimcnt 295.-Ma.ke two moulds by boring conicnl cnvities in 
a block of plaster of Paris. See that the mould terminates below in a 
sharp point. Make two or three clean cut grooves in the sides of the 
moulds. Into one mould, pour melted lead ; into the other, melted 
type metal. Remove the casts and notice that the 1C8d cone is 
blunted n.t the apex while the type metal is pointed; that the ridges 
on the sides of the lead cone are ill defined whlle those on the sides 
of the type metal are well defined. 

Tho lead contract:! as it cools and thus shrinks from the mould. 
The type metal is composed of about 70 parts Pb, 10 parts Sn and 
20 parts Sb. The Sn gives it toughness and the Sb hardness. The Sb 
tends to crystallize as it cools, thus cnusing the type metal to expand 
and force itself into every part of the mould and make a sharply de· 
fined CllSt (Ph., § 525). 

252. Properties and Uses.-Antimony is a blu
ish-white metal. It is so brittle tbut it may be powdered 
in a mortar. I ts crystalline tendency is so strong that, 
when it is cooling from the melted condition, beautiful 
fern-like figures are formed on the free surface of the 
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metal. These figures may be seen on one surface of al
most every cake of antimony found in commerce. It 
melts at 450°0. 

It is not acted upon by the air at ordinary temperatures 
but, when melted in contact with the air, it rapidly oxi
dizes. At a red heat, it burns with n white flame forming 
antimony trioxide (Sb20 3 ). It is a constituent of tru'tnr·
emetic and is largely nsed in the arts as a constituent of 
type metal, britannia metal, pewter and other valuable 
alloys. 

(a.) Sb is strongly attacked by Cl (Exp. 88), forming SbCI1 • It is 
not acted uvon by dilute HCI or H1 S04 but is easily dissolved by 
aqua. regia. HNO, acts upon it, forming insoluble Sb8 0 6 • 

lhperiment 236.-Put 30 cu. em. of HCI, 10 or 12 drops of HN01 

and 0.5 g. of powdered Sb into a small flask and heat the mixture 
gently until t he metal is dissolved. Evnp<>rate the solution to a 
thick syrup, the so-called "butter of antimony." 

253. Antimony Comi>Ounds.-The compounds 
of antimony correspond closely to those of arsenic. 

(a.) Hydrogen antimonide (stibine, antimoniuretted hydrogen, 
SbH 3 ) is formed when a soluble compound of Sb is acted upon by 
nascent H. IL is analogous to AsH •, but its metallic deposit is easily 
dist.inguished from that of the latter compound by its darker color, 
smoky appearance, non-volatility and other tests (Exp. 232). Its 
combustion yields HeO and Sb80 1 • 

(b. ) There are three known oxide!! of Sb represented by the sym
bols Sb 20 ,, Sb.04 and Sb.05 • The tetroxide may be considered o. 
mixture of the other two: Sb90, + Sb,01 = 2Sb2 0 4 • All of these 
oxidP.S form acids. The trioxide is isodimorphous with arsenic tri
oxide. 

(c.) There are two sulphlrles, SbtSa and Sb,S1 . They unite with 
alkaline sulphides to form sulpho-antimonites and sulpho-antimO
nintes (see ~ 171). 

(d.) There nre two chlorides, SbCI1 and SbCI 5 • The trichloride is 
a soft solid, known as butter of antimony; the pentacbloride is o. 
strongly fuming liquid. 
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~ BISMUTH : 87Jmbol, Bi ; specific gra'Dity, 9.8; atomic weight, 
f!l O m. e. ; quontivalence, S or 5. 

254. Source aml Preparation. - Bismuth is 
found in nature free, and also in combination with sul
phur and other elements. Commercial bismuth was 
formerly prepared by heating the ore in iron tubes sloping 
over a furnace. As this process yields only a part of the 
native metul, all bismuth ores are now roasted and then 
smelted in a pot with iron, carbon and slag. The cmde 
bismuth is drawn off in a melted condition from the bot
tom of the smelting pot after the layer of less easily fusi
ble "cobalt-speiss" above has solidified. Most of the 
bismuth of commerce comes from Saxony and Bohemia. 

Ji}xperimenl. fJ$7.-Melt 2 or 3 Kg. of Bi in a crucible. Perforate 
the covering crust that forms on cooling and pour out the still mol
ten liquid within. When cool, break the crucible to obtain a view 
of the beautiful Bi crystals thus formed. (Compare E xp. 131.) 

2 55. P roperties and Uses.-Bismuth is a brittle, 
brilliant, pinkish-white metal. Of all known substances, 
it is the most diamagnetic (Ph., § 310). In cooling from 
fusion, it crystallizes more readily than any other metal. 
Its crystals are nearly cubical rhombohedrons, often beauti
fully iridescent from the film of oxide formed when tbe 
crystals were still hot. It melts at 264°0. and expands 
n of its volume on solidifying. 

In dry air at ordinary tempemtmes, it is unaltered, but, 
when strongly heated, it burns with a bluish white flame 
forming bismuth trioxide (Bi20 3). It is used in forming 
alloys and in the construction of thermo-electric piles 
(Ph., §§ 412-414). 

(n.) Bi is acted upon readily by Cl. Cold HCI and H1S04 hnve no 
action upon it. Its best solvents are H N0

3 
nnd nrJ11fl r egi·t. 
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(b.) There are four oxides of Bi, W:.: Bi1 0 1 , Bi 1 0 1 , Bi1 0 4, Bi10G. 

E.rperiment f38.-Place 30 g. of Bi, 15 g. of Pb and 15 g. of Sn in 
boiling H:O. Let the metals remain there until convinced that 
none of them can be thue melted. Then place them in an iron 
spoon, mch them together and pour the molten mass into cold H1 0. 
Immerse the alloy thus formed in boiling H1 0 and notice that it tndU. 
Pour the liquid alloy into a small teRt tube ond allow it to cool. 
Notice that, after several, minutes, the cooling and expanding metal 
bursts tho glass walls that confine it. 

256. Fusible ~letals.-Bismuth forms, with cer
tain other metals, alloys that melt at a temperature far 
below the melting point of any of their constituents. 
The composition and melting points of some of these are 
given in the follow ing table: 

NewlOfl'l Rou'l Lici&JmbnyJ'I WOOd'l 
¥ tW . .HtW. ¥tlaJ. JftW. 

'Bismuth ...... . . ......... 8 parts, 2 5 4 
Lead .. . .... . ...... .... 5 .. 1 3 2 
Tin . ....... .. · ·· ···· ·· 3 .. 1 2 1 
Cadmium ... ......... .. 0 " 0 0 1 
--·-------- ---- - -------- ---

Melting point....... . . . 94°.5C. 93°.75C. 9l0 .6C. 60".5C'. 

These melting points may be still further reduced by the 
addi tion of mercury. It will be noticed that any of these 
metals will melt in boiling water. If any of t hese melted 
alloys be poured into a ghtsl:l wssel, the expansion in solidi
fication will burst the glass when the metal cools. These 
alloys are used in obtaining casts of woodcuts, etc., the 
CllSt being made when the metal has so far cooled as to be 
viscid. Lead, tin and bismuth are mixed in such propor
tions that the alloy melts at some particular temperature 
above 100°0 . for the making of safety plugs for steam 
boilers (see Ph., Fig. 270, t). As soon as the steam reaches 
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the pressure corresponding to the melting point of the 
alloy (Ph., §§ 502, 509), the plug melts and tbe steam 
escapes. 

257. The Nitrogen Gl'OU}).-'l'he relations of the 
nitrogen group are very marked. There is an increase in 
specific gravity, atomic weight and metallic characteristics 
from nitrogen to bismuth and (in a general way) an in
crease in chemical activity ft·om bismuth to .nitrogen. 

· N. P. As. Sb. Bi. 
Specific gravity .. Gas, 1.8 5. 7 6. 7 9.8 
Atomic weight .. 14 m. o. 31m. c. 75 m. c. 122 m. c. 210m. c. 

Each of the solids crystallizes in two forms ; i. e., each is 
dimorphous. These two crystal forms are the same for tho 
four elements; i.e., these elements are isomorphous. We 
may, then, say that these four elements are iso-dimorphous. 

The analogies in composition and properties of t he cor
responding compounds of the members of this natural 
group are very significant. Some of them are indicated 
below: 
HydrWu. Trlo:ridu. Tttroa:tdu. Ptntar:idu. (J/ikwidu. Sulpl•idu. 

NH1 N1 0 1 N.O, Na0 5 NCI,(?) 
PH 8 P 1 0 8 P 1 0 5 PCI 5 P 1 51 
AsH, As1 0 1 As.-0 5 AsCI, As2S, 
SbH1 Sb10 1 Sb, O, Sb1 0 5 SbCI, Sb1 S, 

Bi1 0, Bi10, Bi20 1 BiCI 1 Bi 2 S1 

Acld1. 
HN08 

HP01 
HAs01 

HSb05 

Note.-Cloeely allied to the metals, antimony and bismuth, are the 
rarer metals, vanadium, tantalum and columbium. They especially 
rese1~blo the members of the nitrogen group in that they give rise 
to aCid-forming pentoxides. 

l8r V ANADr UM ; aymhol, V; tpedfic gravity, 5.5 _- atomic weight, 
5J.em. c. 

~58. Vnnadiu m .-ThiR metal is an extremely rare element, 
bemg found only In a few scarce minerals. 'l'racea of it are found 
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to be widely distributed throughout the earth and have also been 
found to exist in the suo. No metal is more difficult to prepare tlu!n 
this, on account of the great affinity of the metal, nt a red bent, for 
oxygen. Every truce of air or moisture must bo cl.cludcd during the 
preparation. It is prepared ns a white powder with a brilliant, crys
talline, silver white appeanwce. It forms five oxides, analogous to 
thenitrogeu o:ridcs: v,o, v.o •. v.oa. v,o., v.o •. 

IT TANTALUM: aunibol, Ta; Bpecijic gravitu, 10.8(Y); atomic 
~tight, 182 m. c. 

2:S9. Tuntalum.-It is not certain that this metal has yet 
been prepa red in a pure state. The name was taken from the mytho
logical Tantl\lus, because the metal, " when placed iu the midst of 
acids, is iucapablo of taking any of them up nod saturating itself 
with them." Its tetroxide (Ta1 0 4) and peotox:ide (T a1 0 1 ) are known. 
TanWic acid has the composition, HTaO • . 

~ CoLUMBrUl!: 81/mbol, Cb; spui.flc grafJity, 1,.06 . atomic ~gilt, 
91, tl~. c. 

260. Colmnblum.-Thismetal is generally closely 8.880Ciated 
With tantalum. It has been obtained as a steel gray solid. It yields 
a dioxide (Cb1 0 1), a tetroxide (Cb10.) and a pentoxide (Cb1 0,). 
Colombie acid has the composition, HCb01 • Columbium is &ome
timc:-s called Niobium (symbol, Nb). 

EXERCISES. 

1. Write the reaction for Exp. 88. 
2. What is meant by the statement that As1 0 1 and SbaOa are 

ilfldimf>rpltous 1 
8. When a current of H

1
S is passed through a solution of SbCI, 

Sb1 S1 nod an acid are formed. Write the reaction. 
4. Write a graphic symbol for tribasic phosphoric ocid, represent· 

ing it (a.) as a compound of trivalent P. (b.) As n compound of 
pentad P. 

5. Write a graphic symbol for hypophospborous acid reprPsenting 
it as n compound of trivalent P. As n compound of pentad P. 

0. (a.) How is P, OG made? (b.) How many distinct phosphoric 
ncids can be forme:l Y Give their names and symbols. 

7. (a.) How is H 
1 
SO 

4 
made ? (b.) State the difli-rence between 

concentrated and fuming snlphuric acid. 
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8. When iodine and red phosphorus act upon each other in the 
presence of H1 0, the reaction may be represented thus: 

P +51 + 4H 1 0 'll:: 5HI + H1 P01 • 

(a.) What weight and (b. ) what volume of tho binary acid gas can 
be obtained by using 10 g. of P ? 

9. Explain the reaction of sufficient quantities of o.;.Jmmon salt, 
Mn01 and H1 S04 • 

10. What is a microcrith? What is quanti valence ? 
11. (a.) What is a chemical compound? (b.) How do you find the 

combining weights of compounds? Illustrate by sulphuric acid and 
potassium chlorate. 

12. Give the symbols and names of two common compounds of S 
with one chemical and one physical property of each. 

13. How much KN01 would be decomposed by 650 g. of H1 SO.., 
and how much HN01 would be formed? 

14. When anhydrous magnesium chloride, M2CI 1 , is burned in air, 
a white powder and a gas are produced. The powder is magnesium 
oxide: the gas will color blue a strip of paper wet with a solution 
of Kl and starch. Write the reaction. 

15. When barium oxide, BaO, is gently heated to dark rednt>ss in 
the air it is changed to the dioxide, Ba 0 1 • At a bright red beat this 
decomposes into BaO and 0. Row may these facts be utilized? 



MET ALS OF THE ALKALIES. 

~$E.CTION I. 
SODIUM. 

261. 1\Ietals.-The metals, gold, silver, copper, iron, 
tin, lead and mercury were known to the ancients; the 
other metals have been discovered in comparatively recent 
times. The word, metal, ill not capable of exact defini· 
tion. At one time, when only a few metals were known, 
they could be easily distinguished from the non-metals by 
their high specific gravity and their peculiar metallic 
lustre. But, several of the metals now known float 
upon water, and several non-metallic substances have the 
metallic lustre. Most of the non-metals are electro-nega
tive and form acid compounds, while the metals nre gen
erally electro-positive (Ph., § 401) and form basic com
pounds. The metals are generally solid at ordinary tem
peratures, malleable and good coniluctors of heat and 
electricity, but mercury is a liquid at ordinary tempem
tures. 

(a.) The elements of the nitrogen gronp well exhibit the gradual 
transition from the distinctly non-metallic to the distinctly metallic 
character. N Is an u.nquestioned non-metal ; R, in eome of its modi-
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fica.tions, closely approaches the metals ; As is often classed as a. semi
meta.!: while Sb and Bi are generally classed as metals. 

(b.) Tho old distinction between metals and non-metals '" is not 
founded upon any real or essential difforence of properties," but is 
preserved for the sake of convenience. 

(c.) It will be well to remember that the symbols given for many 
metAllic compounds ore not. nooessurily true molecular symbols. For 
exa.mplll, the symbol for silver chloride may be Aa-CI but it also may 
be Aa-1CI 1 , or some higher multiple of AgCI. Until the vapor densi. 
ties of these metallic compounds are determined, we, probably, shall 
not know the true molecular symbol of the compound or the true 
quanti valence of the metallic element. 

IT SoDTUM: 81Jmbol, Na; B[Jecifo; graf!ity, 0.97 ,- atomic weigM, 
13 m. c.; quanti'Dalenu, 1. 

262 . Occm ·t·en ce.-Free sodium is not founu in 
nature because it unites so readily with the elements of air 
and water, but its compounds are very abundant and widely 
diffused. Its most ahundan t compound is sodium chloride 
(common salt, NaCI), from which, on accoun t of its 
abundance and cheapness, nearly all of the sodium and 
sodium compounds of commerce and science arc derived, 
directly or indirectly. 

(a.) Sodium nitrate, carbonate, borate and silicate as well us cryo· 
lite(§ 120) are found in nature. 

263. Prep a 1·atio n.-Sodium was first prepared by 
the electrolysis (Ph., § 397) of sodium carbonate. It is 
now extensively prepare<! by igniting a mixture of sodium 
carbonate and churcoal. 

(a.) 80 Kg. of common soda ash (§ 268) is ground up with 18 Kg. 
of coal and 3 Kg. of chalk. The mixture is placed in an iron cylin-
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der 1.2 long, whlch is placed in a furnace and heated to white
ness. The CO IUld the Na vapor escape throngh the delivery tube 

FIG. 104. 

into a receiver where the latter cond<mses IUld whence the molten 
metal Bows into an iron vessel. The CO is burned as it escapes. 

Na1 C01 + C1 = Na, + sco. 
Ihperiment t'S9.-Wrap a piece of Na in wire gauze and drop it 

Into H1 0. Collt>ct nnd test the gas evolved . 

.EJ.pe-rirrumt .!'40.-Filla test tube with mercury and invert it over 
that liquid. Thrust a piece of Na inti) the mouth of the tube : it 
will rise to the top. Introduce a litUo of H1 0. Explain the result· 
ing phenomenon and write the reaction. 

· E.rperiment .!'#.-Throw a piece of Na, tho size of a pea, on cold 
H, O. It swims about, decomposing tho H1 0, freeing the H, uniting 
with the 0 nnd then dissolving in tho H1 0. It does not evoh·e 
enongh heat to ignite the H. 

Ezperiment !!4S.-Tl1row a piece of Na upon hot H, O, 
in a large, loosely stoppered bottle. The liberated H is 
ignited, and gives a yellow, sodium-tinted flame. 

Experiment £4$.-Throw a piece of Na upon tltick starch 
paste. The liberated H bums as before, the paste pre,·cnt· 
ing the rapid motion of tho globule. 

E:r:periment t,U.-Melt a piece of Na cautiously onder 
petroleum. Notice Ita lustre. FIG. 105. 
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lkperiment .!'#.-Ignite some C1 H8 0 in a small saucer. It burns 
with an almost colorleBB flo me. Sprinkle a little common solt into 
the burning liquid. T.he Borne becomes yellow . 

.Ezperiment S4l).-Wrnp a pieee of Na in cloth or filter paper and 
place upon a pieee of moist ice. Describe and explain what follows. 

264. Properties and Uses.- Sodium is a light 
metal having a brilliant, silver white lustre. It quickly 
oxidizes in moist air and decomposes water. It is a good 
conductor of heat and electricity, in which respect it ranks 
next to gold (Ph., § 539, b). It it! best kept umler petro
leum or in a liquid or atmosphere free from oxygen. It is 
hard and brittle at - 20°0. ; ductile at 0°0. ; soft like wax 
at the ordinary temperature; semi-fluid at 50°0. and melts 
at 96"0. It is used as a reducing agent in the prepara
tion of silicon, boron, magnesium and aluminum. Its 
amalgam is used in the extraction of gold from quartzose 
rock and as a reducing agent. Its salts impart a yellow 
tinge t.o flame. 

265. O x ldes.-Sodium forms two oxides, Na10 and Na1 0 1 . 

266. Sodium Cllloride.-Sodium chloride (com
mon aalt, NaCI) is obtained by mining rock-salt from 
natural deposits or by the evapomtion of saline waters 
of certain mines, springs and lakes or of the sea. When 
the concentrated brine is rnpidly evaporated by boiling, a 

Ftc. to6. 

fine-grained table saU is produced; when it is evaporated 
slowly, a coarse salt is formed. The mother liquor from 
which no more sodium chloride will crystnllize often con· 
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tains the more soluble salts of calcium, magnesium and 
bromine (§ 115, a. ) in paying quantities. Sodium chloride 
crystallizes in cubes, the edges of which are sometimes 
attached so llS to form hopper-shaped masses. Rock salt 
is usually found in cubical crystals, is highly diatherma
nous (Ph., § 552) and of great importance in physical re
search. The importance and many ttses of common salt 
are too familiar to need mention. 

267. Sodium Sulphate. - Sodium sulphate (Na2 

S04) is prepared in great quantities from salt and sul
phuric acid (sco § 74, b. and § 105, b.). 

(a.) The NaCI and H1 S04 are heated in large, covered pans. The 
decomposition of NaCI, in the first stage of the process, is only 
partial. 

2NaCI + H1 S04 = NaCI + HNaS04 + HCI. 

The HCI is absorbed in towers filled with coke, over which H1 0 is 
kept trickling. 'l'he pasty mass is then strongly hooted. 

NaCI + HNaS04 = Na1 S04 + HCI. 

The HCI is absorbed as in the former stage. 

(b.) The Na1 SO 4 dissolves easily in wann H 1 0. When such a con
centrated solution cools, ten molecules of "water of crystallization~ 
are taken up to form Glauber's salt (Na1S04 , 10H 10). ExposCd to 
dry &ir, the Glauber's salt effloresces and is changed to Na.so. by its 
IOI!S of H,O. (Ph.,§ 524, 8.) 

(c.) Hydrogen sodium sulphate (HNaS04} is often called sodium, 
di-sulphate or bisulpbate of soda. 

268. So<lium Carbonate.- Sodium carbonate (sal
soda, Na2 C03 ) is made in immense quantities from com
mon salt by the Leblanc process, so called from the name 
of its inventor. 

(a.) The first step is the preparation of Na1 S04 as described in the 
last paragraph. The Na

1
S0

4 
is then heated in a reverberatory furnace 

with an equal weigllt of calcium carbonate (chalk or limeston~. 
CaC03 ), llnd about half its wE'ight of coal. The resulting product1s 
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called "black ash," essentially a mixture of Na1 C0 3 and calcium 
sulphide. The soluble por ts of the black ash are extracted with 
H1 0, evaporated to dryness and roasted in a furnace with sawdust 
and sold as "soda ash." This soda ash contains about 80 per unt. 
of Na1 C0 1 . 

(b.) By di~qolving eoda a.11b in hot H1 0 and allowing the solution 
to cool and stand for several days, large tranSJinrent crystals of" wash. 
ing soda" (soda crystals, Na 1 C01 + 10H 1 0 ) are formed. 'I'bese crys
tals part with their water of crystallization by effioresccnco or heat· 
ing. The dry residue is Na1 C0 3 purified by the procua of cryotalli
e<dion, one of the most valuRble known means of purification. 

(e.) Many salts owe their crystalline form to the presence of a defi
nite number of molecules of H ~ 0, which may be driven off by heat. 
T hese aqueous molecules constitute the "water of crystallization." 
When soda crystalR are simply exposed to the air, they pa.rt with 
their water of crystallization and fnll to a white powder or become 
coated with it. The crystals are then said to "effioresce." The 
opaque white powder of anhydrous alu.m combines with 24 molecules 
of H10 to form the well known crystals of common alum [K1AI 1 

(SO 4) 4 • + 24H 1 0). By heating these crystals, the \Vater of crystal
lization may be driven off and the anhydrous salt len in the fonn of 
a powder. 

269. H ydrogen Sodium Carbon ate.-llydr-o
gen sodium carbonate (soda, sodium bicarbonate, H NaC03) 

is easi ly prepared by passing a stream of carbon dioxide 
through a. solution of sodium carbonate or by exposing 

soda crystals to an atmosphere of carbon dioxide. It is 
used in medicine and in cooking. 

Na1C0 1 + H1 0 + CO, = 2HNaC01 

or ........ Na1CO,, 10H 10 + C01 = 2HNaCO, + 9H10. 

(a.) When solutions of HNaCO, and of crE'am of tartar arc mixed, 
CO, is sd free and the purgative Rochelle enlt remains in solution. 

(b.) When cake or biscuit is raised with HNaCO, and cream of 
tartar (KH.C4 0 1 ) , the escaping C01 renders the dough light and 
Rochelle salt. (KNaH,C,0 1) remains in the loaf. •rartaric acid 
(H1C4 0 1) is dibasic. 

270 . Sodium H ydrate .- Sodium hydrate (caustic 
soda, sodium hydroxide, NaHO) is formed when sodium is 
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thrown upon water, but in practice it is made from sodium 
carbonate. It is a white, opaque, brittle solid of fibrous 
texture. Ii deliquesces in the air, absorbing moisture nnd 
carbon dioxide and changing thus to t he non-deliquescent 
carbonate, the coating of which protects the hydrate from 
further loss. It is a strong base, a powerful cautery and 
is largely used in the manufacture of bard soap. An im
pure variety is sometimes found in commerce under the 
11ame, "concentrated lye." 

(a.) Na!CO • is disso: .. cd in boiling H 1 0. Cream of lime(§ 292) is 
added to this hot solution until it is free from C01 • 

Na2 CO, + CaH 10 1 = 2NaHO + CaC01 . 

The insoluble CaC01 is removed from the solution of NaHO nnd 
the latter e\aporated until an oily liquid is obtained. 'fhisliquid 
eoliclifics on cooling and is usually cast in the form of sticks. 

(b.) CnuRtic soda is ronde in large quantities as an incidental pro
duct of th<> manufacturo of Na1 C03 , lw.ing cheaply prepared from the 
liquor from which tl1e "black ash" was deposited. 

E.rperim.mt 2.4-7.-Make a strong solution of NaHO and put it into 
a retort or flask with some granulntt>d Zn. Heat tlal' flll.!lk over a 
sand bath or wire gauw until the liquid boils. A gas will be evolved. 
Collect i t over H1 0 and find out what it is. 

!!11. Otlu~r Sodium {)ompounds.-(a.) Borax (Na•B~07, 
10H10) is B<idium hi-borate or sodium pyrobornte (§ 172 b). It. is 
made by fusing or boiling boric acid with half its weight of soda· 
ash . 

(b.) Sodium nitrate (Chill nitre, South American saltpetre, NaNO. ) 
is a deliquescent substance found in the soil of certain parts of South 
America. 

ExERCISES. 

1. Write the symbol for decahydrated sodium sulphate. 
2. Write the symbol for anhydrous sodium carbonate. 
8. Wbnt is the symbol for sodic chloride1 
4. Write the graphic symbol for the disulphate of soda. 
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5. The sodium obtained in practice being one-third the theoretical 
yield, what weight of the metal can be prepared from 159 Kg. of 
sodium carbonate? 

6. What is the percentage composition of NaN03 ? 
7. What weight of KCIO. is needed to furnish enough 0 to burn 

the H evolved by the a.ctiou of 200 g. of Na upon H2 0? 
8. (.:z.) Find the weight of 1 l. of each of the following: N, C00 , 

0 , CH,. (b.) Find the volume of 1 g. of ea.ch. 
9. Write the name and full graphic symbol for 

(HO) - (SO!)- S - (502 ) - (HO). 
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~Tll@N II. 
POTASSIUM, ETC. 

IT Symbol, K ; apeciflt; graf!ily, 0.865; atomic wigllt, 39.04 m. c.; 
mokc,tlar u:eig!U, 78.08m. c. ; guantiwknu, 1, 3 and 5. 

272. Source.- Potassium compounds are found 
widely distributed in nature, forming an essential con
stituent of many rocks nnd of all fruitful soils. Potas
sium compounds are taken from the soil by the rootlets of 
plants, none of which can live without them. It is essen
tial to animal life also. Free potassium is not found in 
nature. 

273. Preparation.-Potassium is prepared by heat
ing intensely a mixture of its carbonate wi th charcoal. 

K2C03 + C2 =K2 + 3CO. 

(a.) By igniting acid potassium tartrate (crude tartar) in a covered 
iron crucible and quickly cooling by plunging the crucible into cold 
water, the desired mixture is fonned as a charred, porous ml\88. 
This mixture is then heated to whitenes3 in a. retort, when K vapor 
is evolved, rapidly cooled and collected under petroleum. The pro
cess is subjoot to the danger of serious explosions from the tendency, 
at the high temperature employed, of the K vapor and the CO to 
form an explosive compound, K1 C1 0 1 • 

(b.) K may be prepared on the small seale by the electrolysis of 
equal molecular proportions of KCI and calcium chloride. These sub
stances are melted together over a lamp, in a small porcelain crucible 
into which two rods of gas carbon are dipped. These rods ore made 
t :oc electrodes of a battPry of six or eijlbt Bunsen cells (Ph. , §§ il77, 
3 3). The lamp is so plnccd thnt tltu sslt around the negative elec· 
trod~ becomes ROlid while that around the positive remains liquid to 
nllow the csea~ of the Cl, set free by the electrolysis. After pllBS
ing the current about twenty minutes, the crucible is cooled and 
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opened under petroleum. Pure K is found at the negative electrode 
(Ph., § 401). 

Experiment 248.-Drop a piece of K, half the size of a pea, upon 
H20. It decomposes the H2 0 , tho H burns 
with a flame beautifully tinted with the 
vapor of K. lfthoH , O be in anopeu clisb, 
stand at a distance of a meter or more, as 
the combustion will terminate with a slight 

:..--::.-..,....... explosion. Test the H • 0 at the end of the 
experiment with reddened litmus paper. 

Experiment .e.qo.-Stretcb a piece of blot· 
FIG. 107· ling paper upon a wooden tray, wet tho 

paper with a rod solution of litmus and throw upon it a small piece 
of Na or K. The track of the metal as it runs over tho moistened 
paper will be written in blue linea, showing the format ion of an al
kaline product. 

Experiment !'50.-Hold a small piece of K under H 10 by means of 

FIG. roB. 

wire g&ll.ZQ or filter paper. Collect the gas evolvoo as shown in the 
fiA'Uro. Wba~ is this gas? 

E.rperiment .€'51.-ln Fig. 109, a represents a bottle for the genera
tion of CO,; c, a drying tube, containing calcium chloride ; e, n tube 
of Bohemian (hard) glass with a d~>livery tube, t, dipping into the 
bottll', i. When a lighted match thrust itno i is quickly l.'xtinguished, 
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we may know that the apparatus is filled with C0
1

, Then, dry a 
piece of K the size of a pcu by pressing it between folds of filter 
or blotting paper, remove t, thrust tho K into e nnd replace t. When 

FIG. 10<). 

tho K is heated by the lamp flame, it will burn, taking 0 from the 
CO, and depositing black C upon tlte walls of e. 

2K1 + 3C01 = 2K1 C01 + C. 

The particlt>s of black C may be made more evident by placing e in 
a bettie of clear H20, to dissolve the K.co,. 

E:rperiment 252.-Repeat Exp. 249, using a current of HCI instead 
of CO, . Collect over H1 0 the gas delivered through t What is 
this gas? Write th e reaction. 

E xperiment ! 53.-Repeat Exp. 250, using NH1 instt'Dd of HCI. 
Write tho reaction. 

~eriment £54.-Borc a half inch hole two inches deep in a block 
of ice. 'Enlarge tho bottom of the Clwity to the size of a hickory nut. 
Into this cavity, drop a piece of K, tho si:w of a pea, and notice the 
beautiful volcanic action. Try the experiment in a warm and dark
ened room. 

274. Properties.-Pota.."Sinm is a light metal hav
ing a brilliant bluish-whi te lustre. In electro-positive 
rharactm·istics, it ranks third among tho metals, and in 

lightness, second. It is brittle at 0°0.; soft like wax nt 
15°0. , and easily welded when the surfaces ure clean ; it 
melts at about 63°0, I ts physical and chemical properties 
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closely resemble those of sodium, but it is less used on ac
count of its greater cost. Like sodium, it is best kept 
under petroleum. Its salts communicate a violet tint to 
flame. 

275 . Oxldc!I. -Potassium forms two oxides, K1 0 and K.o,. 

276. P otassium Chlo ride.- Potassium chloride 
(KCI) is found in sea and other salt waters, uud is largely 
prepared from the mother liquor from which the sodium 
chloride has crystallized, and from the Stassfurt deposit of 
carnallite (KCI, MgCI 2 , 6H 20). It resembles sodium chlo
ride in appearance and taste but is more easily soluble in 
water. It dissolves in about three times its weight of 
water at the ordinary temperature, producing great cold 
(Ph., § 521 ). Like sodium chloride, i t cryst11llizes in 
cubes. 

(a.) The other potassium, halogen salts, KBr, KI and KF, also crys
tallize in cubes, haven saline taste and easily dissolve in H 1 0. KBr 
and Klare used in medicine nnd in photography. 

277. Potassium Cyanide . - Potassium cyanide 
(KCN or KCy) is a white, fusible, deliquescent and intensely 
poisonous solid. .As its solution dissolves silver and gold 
cyanides, it is largely used in electro-plating (Ph.,§ 391!, a). 
It is a powerful reducing agent. It is isomorphous with 
potassium cb loride. ( ee Caution preceding Exp. 198.) 

278 . P ot a ssium Ca.rbonate.-Potassium car·bon
ate (K 2C03) is generally prepared in this country by leach
ing wood a hes to form potash-lye und evaporating the lye 
in large pots or kettles, whence the name of the cmde 
article, potash. The potash, when refined, is called pearl
ash. .A pure carbonate, prepat·ed by igniting the bicar
bonate, is called salt of tartar. Potassium carbonate is a 
deliquescent salt with a strong alkaline taste and reaction. 
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(a.) K1 C0 3 was formerly of more importance than now, as Le
blanc's process has re::~dcred Na1 C08 so much clHmper that it has 
largely replaced the former in commerce and the arts. As K1 C01 is 
hygroscopic and Na, C0 1 is not, the latter is much more convenient 
for storing and handling. 

(b.) As Na,CO, is used in making bard soap, so K1C05 is used iu 
making soft soap. 

(c.) The rapid extinction of American forests has greatly checked 
the manufacture of American potash, which industry is now not 
more than 20 per cent. of what h was 20 years ago. Similar cnUSC8 

havo operated in Europe. Hence, other sources have been sought 
and la rgo q nan titie!! are now mu.de from the refuse material of the 
I.K>et-root sugnr manufacturo and also from K1 SO • by a process simi
lar to the Leblanc process for preparing Na.CO, . 

279. Hydrogen Potassium Carbonate.-lly
drogen potn it1m carboMte (saleratus, potassium bicar
bonate, H KC03) is prepared by passing a current of carbon 
dioxide through a strong solution of potassium carbonate. 

K1 C01 + H10 + C01 = 2HKC01 • 

280. Potassium H ydrate.-Potas ium hydrate 
(caustic potash, potassium hydroxide, KHO) is prepared 
from potassium carbonate l.lB sodium hydrate is from ~odium 
carbonate. Its physical and chemical properties closely 
resemble those of sodium hydrate. It combines with fats 
and oils to form soft soap, and is one of the strongest 

bases known. 
(a.) As KHO absorbs H,O and C01 from the air, it is gradually 

changed to K1 C01 . As this salt is deliquescent. the change goes on 
until all of the KHO is changed to a sirup of K, CO, . Consequently, 
it ehould be kept in closely stoppered bottles. It ie usually cast in 
the form of stick&. 

(b.) KHO is easily but not cheaply prepared by the action of K upon 
H,o. 

(c.) A solution of KHO quickly destroys both animal and vegetable 
substances. It is best clarified by subsidence and decantation though 
it may be filtered through glMB, sand, asbestos or gun-cotton. 
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.E:r:peri'TMnt .$'55.-Repeat Exp. 247, using KHO instead of NaHO . 

.Experiment .!'56.-Repeat Exp. 8. 

lhperitnent £57.-Repeat Exp. 118. 

E:r:periment .!'58.-Repeat Exp. 1. The mixture may be placed in 
a paper or metal cylinder and the experiment tried in a dark room 
with good effect. 

lhperiment .!'59.-CacefuJiy mix, with a feather, a small quantity 
of powdered KCI05 • and an equal quantity of powdered red P. The 
mixture will ignite when struck even a slight blow as with a g18S8 
rod. 

E.rperiment .!'60.-Place a pinch of powderro KCI01 and one of 
flowere of S in a mortar and rub them together with the pestle. A 
series of explosions will take place. A minute quantity of the snme 
mixture may be exploded by a blow of a hammer. 

281. Potassium Chlorate. -Potassium chlorate 
(chlorate of potash, KCI03 ) is largely used in the prepara
tion of oxygen, and for otber purposes in the laboratory. 
n is also used in medicine, in calico printing and in the 
manufacture of fire-works and friction matches. It is 
chiefly valuable as an oxidizing agent. 

Experiment £61.-Melt some KN01 in an old flask. Put a basin of 
H10 under the flask. Pour powdered charcoal into the melted ~alt 
and quickly remove the lamp. A brilliant combustion will take 
place and probably break the flask. The C is energetically oxidized 
forming large volumes of C01 

282. Potassium Nitrate.- Potassium nitrate 
(nitre, saltpetre, KN03) is found as an effiorescence on 
the soil in various tropical regions, especially in Bengal. 
It does not extend into tho soil to a depth greater than 
that to which the air can easily penetrate. It is extracted 
by solution in water and evaporation. It is also found 
in many caverns, and is seldom wanting in a fruitful soil. 
I t is chiefly used in the preparation of nitric acid and the 
manufacture of gunpowder. It is a white, inodorona 
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Rolid, permanent in the air and very soluble in hot 
water. 

(a.) When animal or ~egetnble matterdec~~ys in the preeenoo of air 
and in contact with an alkaline or earthy base, tlle NH1 produced 
is gradunlly oxidized to HN01 llllc.l "fixed" by tlle alkali. Thus 
the well-waters of mo~t towns contain nitrates, showing that they 
have been contaminated by sewers, cc811-pools or other eauses. The 
artificinl production of KN01 is regularly eaniPd on in Sweden, 
Switzerland and other parts of continental Europe. 

283. l...lthlum.-Lithium (aymbol, Li; atomic tceight, 7 m.c.) is 
a rare metal anll the lightest known elementary solid, its specific 
gravity being 0.59. It was first prepared in the metallic state in 
1855. It is closely allied to sodium and potassium, but is harder and 
less easily oxidizable than they. It melts a~ about 180" C. 

28-t. Rubidium. - Rubidium (aymbol, Rb; atomic tceight, 
85.2 m. c.) is a rare metnl found only in very minute quantities. Ita 
specific gravity is 1.52. It resembles potassium so closdy that it can 
not be distinguislted from it by the ordinary wet reactions or blow
pipe tests or any other means except that most delicate of all de· 
terminative processes, spectrum analysis (Ph., § 688, b.). It was dis
covered by this menus in 1861. It melts at about 58" 0. 

!l8~. Crestnm.-Cmsium (~mbol, Cs; atomic tetight,13f.5m.c.) 
was discovered by spectrum analysis in 1860, being the first element 
thus discovered. It closely resemble~~ potassium and rubidium, with 
which it generally occurs. The only means of ita detection and re
cognition is spectrum analysis, which, however, mnkos evident ita 
minutest trace. It is the most decidedly Plectro-positive of n1J of 
the elt~menta. Its sj>!'cific gravity is not yet known. 

286. Ammonimn.-Ammonium is a name given to 
the compound radical, NH 4• It acts, as do the other mem
bers of this group, as an alkali, monad metal but it hns not 
been isolated (§ l 68). 

(a.) The assuming of this hypothetical metal makes the analoglee 
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between the composition of the salts of the " volatile alkali" and 
the composition of those of the fixed alkalies as evident as are the 
analogies between their properties; e. g. 

.Ammon(um hi/draa. PoUurium hydraLt . 

N~,} 0 ~}o 
287. Ammonium Chloride .- Ammonium chlo

ride (salammoniac, N H4 CI) is found native in certain vol
canic regions and is artificially prepared in largo quantities 
from tbe ummoniacal liquors of gas works. It occurs in 
commerce as tough, fibrous masses. It is used in medicine, 
in soldering to dissolve the metallic oxides, in dyeing, and 
in the laboratory us a convenient source of ammonia aud 
for other purposes. 

(a.) The ammoniacal liquor of gas works is heated with lime and 
the gaseous NH 1 thus O'Volved is passed through dilute HCI until it 
is saturated. The solution is evaporated and the NH 4 CI purified by 
recrystallization from hot H1 0 or by sublimation . 

.lhperiment .€6!!.-Dissolve 6 g. of (NH 4 )N01 in 10 cu. em. of ice 
cold H20. Stir tho mixture with o. thermometer o.nd notice there
sulting temperature. 

288. Ammonhun Nitrate.-Ammonium nitrate 
(NH4 N03 ) is prepared by neutralizing dilute nitric acid 
with dilute ammonia water or a solution of ammonium 
carbonate and evaporating the solution. It decomposes 
by heat into water and nitrogen monoxide (§ 79). It bas 
a saline taste, dissolves easily in half its weight o£ water 
with the production of cold (Ph.,§ 520). 

Note.-Ammonium salts are very numerous, most of \hem beinp: 
prepared directly or indirectly from the ammoniacal liquors of gas 
works. They are generally soluble in water. 
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EXERCISES, 

1. The practical yield being half the theoretical, how much potas-
sium ruay be prepared from 188080 g. of potassium carbonate Y 

2. What is the percentage composition of KCIO, Y 
3. What is the radical of potnsh ? 
4. Give at least one reason in favor of each of the following sym· 

bols for salammoniac: NH 8 HCI and NH 4 CI. 
5. Complete the following equations: 

(a.) HN0 0 + NH, = 
(b.) H. S0 4 +2KHO = 
(c.) 2HNO, + PbO = 

6. What is the molecular weight of caustic potash Y 
7. I explode a mixture of 4 l. of Hand 5 l. of Cl. (a.) What volume 

of HCI is produced? (b.) Which j:tns, and how much of it remains 
uncombined? 

8. (a.) What volume of N2 0 may he formed by heating 30 g. of 
NH 4 N0 8 ? (b.) What will tl1e volume bent 15•c. and 740 mm. I 

9. Assuming that H1 0 will absorb half its weight of NH 1, cnlcu· 
late tbe amount of NH 4 Cl necessary to the production of 8 Kg. of 
NH 4 HO. 

10. What substances do the following symbols represent: CH 4 ; 

c.H.CI; CHCI1 ; g•~ • t 0; H- 0-0- H? • .r 
11. (a .) Write the empirical symbols and the systematic names for 

the following: c.~ ,} 0 and g~.: } 0. (b.) What is the common 

name for the former? 
12. What is the object of having the room " warm" for Exp. 254 Y 
13. Give the names and graphic symbols for PCI1 and PCI,. 
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dr CALCIUM: tyrtlbol, Ca; kpeeijic gr®ity, 1M; atomic tJJeight, 
39. 9 m. c. ,· quantiNlence e and 4. 

289. Calcium.-Calcium compounds occur largely 
diffused in nature, especially the carbonate iu the forms of 
calcite, chalk~ marble, limestone, coral, etc. They arc 
found in all animal and vegetable bodies. The metal was 
first obtained by Davy in 1808, by the electrolysis of its 
chloride. Calcium is a light yellow, ductile, malleable 
metal about as hard as gold. It is scarcely oxidizable in 
dry air, easily oxidizable in moist air, burns vividly with 
a very bright yellow light when heated to redness in the 

air and decom
poses water with 
evolution of hy
drogen. 

Note.-Tbe name, 
calcium, is from calz, 
the Latin name for 
lime. 

290. Calci
um Oxides.
Calcium monox
ide (lime, quick
lime, CaO) is pre
pared by igniting 

F1c. no. calcium carbo-
nate. On the large scale, lime is" burned" from limestone 
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placed in a kiln of rude masonry often built in the side of 
a hill, the process requiring several days. Lime is a white, 
amorphous substance about three times as hcnvy as water. 
It is infusible in e\'en the oxy-hydrogen flame (§ 397) but 
when so heated emits an intense light, known as the lime 
or calcium light (Exp. 49). It is largely used in making 
mortars and cements anu, in the laboratory, for drying 
gases and liquids and for other purposes. 

(a) In the lime-kiln, a. limestone a.rch is built above the fire and 
tho remaining limestone placed upon this arch from above. When 
the C aO has been burned, the kiln is allowed to cool, the CaO Is ro· 
mo\•ed o.nd n new chnrgo introduced. Improved kilns also are 118('() 

in which the process is continuous, the charge being introduced from 
above nod tho CaO withdrawn from below. 

(b.) Pure CaO may be prepared by igniting crystallized calcite in a 
crucible with a. perforated bottom, so tha.t the C01 ma.y \)0 swept 
a.wny as it is evolved. 

(c.) When CaO is exposed to the air, i t absorbs H1 0 and C01 and 
falls to a powder known as air slaked lime. 

(d.) Calcium dioxide (Ca01 ) ha.s been prepared by precipitation 
from lime water with H1 0 1 • 

291. Calcium Chloride. - Calcium chloride 
(CaCI2) is easily prepared by the action of hydrochloric 
acid upon marble, and evaporation of the solution. It 
has a strong attraction for water, is deliquescent and is 
11sed for drying gases. 

(a.) CaCI 1 may oo crystallized from a. 811turnted solution. These 
crystnlfl (CaCI, , 6H 1 0 ), when mixed with snow, produce a tempera
ture of- 48 C. (Ph., § 521). 

lkperiment !'G3.-Add a. few drops of H10 to a. 8tnllJI quantity of 
slnkt>d CaO nnd rub it to a p118te between the fingers. I ts action can 
be felt ns it nctually dissolves or destroys n little of the skin. 

Experiment £'64.-Put 30 g. of rooontly burned CaO upon a. 811Ucer, 
hold the saucer in the palm of the hand and pour 20 cu. em. of HaO 
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upou it. Notice the incJ'flllse of bulk and the rise of temperature. 
Thrust a friction match into the crumbling mass. It will be heated 
to the poin~ of ignition. Sprinkle a little gunpowder upon the slak. 
iug lime ; perhaps it will take fire. 

E.rperiment 265.-Dip a pici'O of colored cambric or calico into a 
half lit:Jr of H1 0 into which 15 g. of chloride of lima have been 
stirrt'<l. )l'otice the cftbct upon the color of the cloth. Then dip the 
cloth into very dilute HCI or H1 SO. . Not.ice the effect on the color 
of the cloth. Wash tho cloth thoroughly in H1 0. 

292. Calciwn Hydrate.- When fresh, well burned 
lime is treated with one-third its weight of water, the di
rect synthesis yields calrium hydrate [calcium hydroxide, 
caustic lime, slaked lime, Ca(HOh, CaH2 0 2 ] with the 
evolution of great heat (Ph., § 524, 5). Calcium hydrate 
is a white, alkaline, caustic powder. It dissolves more 
easily iu cold than in hot water, yielding an alkaline, 
feebly caustic liquid called lime water. Lime water readily 
absorbs carbon dioxide. Lime water containing solid 
particles of calcium hydrate in suspension is called milk 
of lime or cream of lime according to the consistency of 
tho mixture. 

(a.) The power of absorbing C01 nnd H1 S leads to the use of 
CaH 1 0 1 in the purifiers of gns workR. Its caustic action lends to its 
use (as milk of lime) in removing the hair from hides for tanning. 
Its alkaline properties fit it for us~ in mnking nn insoluble "lime 
soap" for stenrine candle manufacture. Mixed with Sllnd and H10, 
it forms mortar, which absorbs C01 from the air and becomes a mix· 
turo of calcium hydrot.o and carbonate and sand that firmly binds 
togrther the bricks or stones between which it has been placed. 

(b.) When CaH 10 1 is exposed to the action of Cl , it forms" bleach
ing powder" or "chloride of lime" which is mode in immense quan· 
titles. This substance may be considered a mixture of calcium 
chloride nnd calcium l1ypochlorite (CaCI1 + CaCI 1 0 1 ) or a double 
salt, Ca0CI1 , nt once o chloride and a hypochlorite of calcium, 

Cl~} Ca. (§ 112.) It is sometimes calllld calcium chloro-bypo

chlorite, and graphically symbolized as follows: CI- Ca-0-CI. 
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Eil:periment e66.-P1ace o. little lime water in a. test tube and pe.ss 
through it a stream of co.. Notice the precipitation of CaC01 that 
renders the liquid turbid. Notice also that as the pe.~ of C01 

into the liquid continues, the Iutter becomes clenr agnin, tloe precipi· 
tate being dissolved. Boil tht.< clea.r liquid to expel some of the ah. 
sorbed C02 , nod the precipitate again appt>ars. TCI!t the liquid at 
ench step of the experiment with litmus paper to determine whether 
it gives an acid or an alkaline reaction. 

293. Calcium Carbonate. - Calcium carbonate 
(CaC03 ) occurs in many forms, both crystallized and 
amorphous. The shells of oysters, clams and other mol
lusks are almost wholly calcium carbonate. It forms tho 
greater pat·t of egg shells and is found in bones. It is 
found in enormous masses forming whole mountain 
ranges. It is barely soluble in water but more· easily 
soluble in water charged with carbon dioxide. When cal
careous mineral waters are exposed to the air, they lose 
part of their carbon dioxide and, consequently, precipitate 
the calcium carbonate previously held in solution. llcnec, 
the formation of stalactites, stalagmites, tufa, travertine, 
etc. All of the forms of calcium carbonate arc easily 
acted upon by even dilute acids, the action being attended 
by effervescence due to the escape of the expelled carbon 
dioxide. 

294. Calcium Sulphate. - Calcium sulphate 
(CaS04) is found in nature as the mineral anhydrite. The 
hydrated sulphate (CaS04, 2H 20) is gypsum, which, 
when in the crystalline form, is called selenite. By heat
ing gypsum to about 120°0., it parts with its water of crys
tnllizltion forming plaster of Paris. When this plaster is 
mixed to a paste with water, it again unites with the water 
and becomes hurd or "sets." Hence, its use as a cement 
and for making casts of various objects. Calcium sulphate 
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is sparingly soluble in water. Water containing calcium 
sulpha~ or carbonate in solution is called "hard." Ala
baster is a variety of gypsum. 

(a.) Whun soap (sodium or potassium stearate) is added to hard 
water, there is a metathetical reaction, resulting in the formation of 
110 insoluble calcium or " lime soap " (calcium stearate), which rises 
ns a scum upon the surface of the liquid. The soap can not perform 
il11 proper office until it hns precipitated the calcium salt. Other 
agents are often used to precipitate the calcium rom pound and thus 
" soften " the water. 

295. Calcium P hosphate. -There arc several 
calcium phosphates (§ 242), the most impor tan t of which 
is bone-phosphate, Ca3 P2 0 8• It is the chief inorganic 
constituent of the bones of animals. It is important as a 
source of phosphorus, and valuable, when ground to a 
powder, as a fertilizer. 

IT STRONTIUM : 8]/mlx>l, Sr ; lpecijk grafiity, e.5 j atomic 11!tigltt, 
87~ m. c.; quautiralenu, ~ ancl4. 
~96. Sti'OIItium.-Tbis rare metal closely resembles calcium 

in appearance and properties. It has two oxides (SrO and Sr00). It 
chiefly occurs in the sulphate (celestine, SrSO.) and in the carbonate 
(strontianite, SrC01 ). • 

~ BARIUM : '1Jmbol, Ba ; ~pecijk gra~ity, 4 j atomic 11!eight, 136.8 
n.. c. ,· quuntit~aknce, e and 4. 
~91. Barlnm,-This rare metal cloeely resembles calcium in 

appearance and properties. Its melting point appears to be higher 
than tl~at of cast iron. It bns two oxides (baryta, BaO; and Ba01) , 

occurs m nature ns a sulphate (heavy spar, BaS0
4

) and decomposes 
cold water. 
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EXERCISES. 

1. Write the reaction for the burning of CaO. 
2. Write the renction for the preparation of CaCI1 . 

3. Write the reaction for preparing calcium hydroxide. 
4. Why il! the formula for calcium hypoclHuriw CaCI10 1 instead 

of CaCIO, the formula. for hypochlorous acid being HCIO Y 

5. When a current of CO, Is passed through un aqueous solution of 
Bao., hydroxyl nnd BaCO, arc formed. Write the r~action. 

6. £low much KN0 1 and H,so. shall I need to prepare enough 
HN08 to neutralize 5 Kg. of chnlk? (!) 

7. '''hat Is the property that chie8y dlsliu~rulshea Cl and the cle
ments most like it from K and the elements moet like It~ 

8. What is mennt by tho statement that caustic soda is forrued 
u pou the water type? 

9. What are the clwracteriat~ properties of C t 
10. ·write tho empirical, typical and graphic symbols for common 

salt, caustic potash, baryta, sulphuric acid, acetic acid and marsh 
gas. 

11. (a.) What is the weight of 1 l. of CIY (b.) Of H,S 1 (e.) 
Of CO? 

12. Compare and contnu!t P and Aa respecting their physical and 
chemical properties. 

13. Symbolize the sulphates, nitrates, chlorides, cblorates, acetate~<, 
bromides and bromates of Ca, Ba and Sr. 

14. How much of each of Na; NH 4 ; Sr and K Ia equlvaleni to one 
atom of Ca? 



~HA?TEii XYKI. 
METALS OF THE MAGNESIUM GROUP. 

IT MAGNESTUll': aymhol, M~; 8ptcijicgraflity, 1.75; ati)TTiiC weight, 
~4 1/l. c.; quantivaunu, £. 

298. lUagnesium. - Magnesium compounds are 
widely and abundantly distributed but the metal is not 
found free in nature. It is prepared in considerable quan
tities by fusing together magnesium chloride (MgCI2 ) and 
sodium, or from the double chloride of potassium and mag
nesium, called carnallite, a mineral found abundantly in 
the Stassfurt deposits (§ 276). It has a silver white ap
pearance, presen·es its lustre in dry air and tumisbes in 
moist air. I t is readily acted upon by most acids wilh 
the evolution of hydrogen and, as it is perfectly free 
from arsonic, is orten used, u1stead of zinc, in Marsh's 
test (§ 246). It is found in commerce, usually in t.he form 
of ribbon. This ribbon, when ignited, burns with a bril
liant ligh t of high actinic (Ph.,§ 651) power. The mag
nesium light ha8 been seen from a distance of twenty-eight 
miles at sea and has hccn used for photographic purposes . 

.Expeririunt £67.-Coil lli r.m. of M~ ribbon around a lcnd poncil. 
Chango the poncil for a knitting needle or iron wire, hold tbe wire 
horizontal and ignite one end of the tibbon. The coil of Mg will 
burn to an imperfect coil of Ma-0. 

299. 1\lagnesium Oxide. - Magnesium oxide 
(magnesia, MgO) is formed when lhe metal is burned in 

nir. It m:ty be prep:~rcd by the igni tion of Lhe magnesium 
salt of any rolatile ucid ; e. g., the carhonate, nitrate or 
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chloride. It is used in medicine and for making infusible 
crucibles, 88 it does not melt below the temperature of the 
oxyhydrogen flame. ' 

:100. lU u gncsl una Sa lts. - Magne1ivm OhloriiU (Ma-CI
1

) is 
found in sea. water, in many saline springs nnd as a eonstituen~ o! 
cnrnnllitc. H is largely used in dressing cotton goods. Mug11uium 
lulpltat~ (MgSO.) is found in nature o~ kiescrito. 'l'ho hydrated 
sa:t (Ma-S0 . ,7H1 0) is called Ep/J011L 1/alt, and is found in many mineral 
waters. It i~ need at1 a pnrgati'l'e and in dressing cotton goods. 
jfaglleJfium carbonalll (Ma-{:01 ) occurs as nativP magnesite. A mix· 
turo of the carbonate and tho hydrate (MgH 1 0 1 ) prepared by adding 
Na1 C01 to a solution of MgCI1 or of Epsom salt, is calloo magnelia 
alba. 

@"' Zmc : 1ymbol, Zn ; specijic grauily, 6.9 ,- atomic tceight, 65 
m.r. ,- quantiMlence, f!. 

301. Sources of Zinc.-Metallic zinc is not found 
in nature. The carbonate (smithsonite, zinc spar, ZnC03 ); 

t he silicate (calamine, Zn2 Si04); the sulphide ( phalerite, 
blcnde, Zn S) and the oxide (red zinc ore, zincite, ZnO) are 
found native in paying quantities. 

302. Prep a ration .-The zinc ore is flrst roasted and 
thereby converted to an oxide. This oxide is then smelted 
wi th half ita weight of coal and the distilled zinc vapor 
condensed and purified. 

(a.) There are several processes of II!Delting Zn, including the Eng
lish, Belgian and Silesian. In the English process. the roastt:d ore 
and coal nre put into iron crucibles covered at the top nud having an 
iron tube fitting into the bottom. The crucibles are heated in conical 
furnacos. Th~ vaporized metnl )Jas8CS down tho tube and is col
lect.eU in vessels. This process is leas cconomiool than the othel'll. 

(b.) In the Belgian process, fire clay cylindrical retor ts, 1m. long 
and 20 em. in internal diameter are Ul!ed. About 50 of these retorts 
are sot in one furnace, slanting slightly from a horizontal direction 
so that the metal may run out. Each retort Is provided wltb a taper
ing neck and a sheet iron condeni'Or. The smelting Is completed in 
.J.oven hours, two charges l>eiog worked per day. 
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(o.) In the Silesian process, now generally adopted, fire clay 
muffiers, M. M. about 1 m. long, are arranged side by side on the 

FIG. III. 

floor of a reverberatory furnace. The vaporized Zn passes out by the 
bent clay tube, A, and is received, as it condenses, in a v('SS()) placed 
io the closed recess, 0. Metallic Zn, i o the form of fine dust, mixl'd 
with ZnO, is also obtained. The mixture is called zinc dust; It is 
a val1111ble reducing agent. 

(d.) The Zn is then remelted, cast into slabs or cakes and sent Into 
the market under the name of lptlter. 

lfi.tperiment !'68.-Mix 20 g. of zinc dust and 40 g. of powdered 
KNO,. (If you cannot get the zinc dust. pulverize granulated zinc, 
§ 21). Heat a small Hessian crucible to rednOBI', remove it fTom the 
fire and place it io the ventilating closet or where the fumes that 
may be formed will bo drawn into the chimney. By means of a 
l adle with a hnndle about 1m. long, drop thll mixed Zn and KNO, 
into the red hot crucible. The Zn will burn with gl'l'at energy nt the 
expense of the 0 of the KN0

1
• 

Experiment t69.-Put a pinch of finely powdered blue indigo into 
a test tube, add half a teaspoonful of zinc dust or fine Zn filings and 
two teaspoonfuls of a strong solution of NaHO. _Heat the mixture. 
The nllBCent H evolved cha.nges the blue indigo (C

8
H, NO) to white 

Indigo (C1 H, NO). 
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.E:rperimeut£70.-Dip a piece of white cloth into the solution or 
white inrligo. When it is exposed to the air, tho reduced indigo is 
oxid ized to the blue variety and the cloth is permanmtly colored. 
The color iR " fast." 

E.rperiment ~i.-Dissolve tO g. of l!'ad acetate (sugar of lead) in 
250 cu. em. of H1 0 and add a few drops of C1 H.01 • 

In this solution, suspend a strip of Zn. The Zn and 
Pb will chango places, leaving a solution of zinc 
acetate and a metallic "lead tree." Tho tree will 
be more beautiflll if the ends of the Zn be slit into 
branches before immorsion. The weights of the 
dissolved Zn and tho precipitated Pb will be in the 

FIG. 112. ratio of their atomic weights. 

303. Pro)>ei·ties. - Zinc is a bluish white, crystal
line metal. It is ductile and malleable at about 130°0. or 
140"0., under which circumstance!' it may be drawn into 
wire or rolled into sheets or plates. At the ordinary tem
perature and at temperatures above 200°0., it is brittle. 
1'he commercial article is seldom pure, genPmlly cont:Ain
ing lead, iron and carbon, while tn1ces of arsenic and an
timony are often found. Zinc dnst is a valuable reducing 
agent. Zinc is readily acted upon by a boiling solution of 
sodium and potassium hydrates and by most acids, with 

the evolution of hydrogen. (Ph., §§ 373, 374.) It melts 
at 410°0., and distils at about 1000°0. Pure zinc is not 
easily soluble in dilute snlphnric acid while impure zinc is 
thus soluble (Ph., § 386.) Zinc is not. much affecteJ by 
air, either dry or moist. It readily precipitates most metals 
from solutions of their salts. 

(a.) Brass is an alloy of Zn and Cu. German silver Is an alloy ot 
Zn, Cu and Ni. 

(b.) Galvanized iron is simply iron coated with Zn. The term is a 
gross misnomer, as galvanic action is not involved in tho procet!8. 

304:. Zinc Compounds. - Zinc oxide (ZnO) is 
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found as an ore in New Jersey. Its color is due to the 
presence of red oxide of manganese. Zinc oxide is known 
in commerce as zinc wltite, and is prepared on a large scale 

for use as a paint. Zinc cltloride (ZnCI2 ) is formed by 
dissolving zinc in hydrochloric acid. It is used for pre
serving timber, as a caustic in surgery, iu cleansing the 
surfaces of metals for soldering and, very largely, for the 
fraudulent purpose of weighting cotton goods. It is solu
ble in alcohol and very deliquescent. Zinc sulplwte (white 
vitriol, Zn$04 , 7H20) is used in medicine, in dyeing, and 
in galvanic batteries. 

d"' GLUCINUM: Bymbol, Gl ; 8peeijic gra'Dit1J, 2.1 / atomic weigl1t, 
9 m. c. / quanti1Jalence, 2. 

305, Glnclnnm.-This rare metal is also known as glucininm 
and as beryllium (symbol, Be). Its oxide is found in the mineral 
beryl By fusing its chloride with potassium or sodium, the metal 
is fonned as a dark gray powder which acquires a metallic lustre by 
burnishing. The .metal may be m~de coherent by fusing this powder 
under sodinm chloride. It has a silver white color and melts at a 
lower temperature than silver does. 

lW" CADMIUM ; Bymbol, Cd ; specific gravit1J. 8.6 / atomic weight, 
112m. c.; molecular weight, 112m. o. / qun,ntiwlence, £. 

306. Cadmium.-This rare metal occurs in nature 
associated with zinc ores. As it is more volatile than zinc, 
its vapor comes over with the first portions of the zinc dis
tilled. It forms compounds very similar to the corre
sponding zinc compounds. It has a tin white color, is 
susceptible of a high polish and gives a crackling sound 

when bent, as tin does. As its vapor density is 56, we con
clude that its molecule contains but a single atom. 

(a.) The. statement that the vapor density of Cd is 56, means that 
the vapor 18 56 times as heavy as H. Consequently (§ 61) its mole-
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cule weighs 56 times as much as the H molecule or 112m. c. Bui 
this molecular weight is the same as its atomic weight Hence, the 
inference above stated. 

307. The 1\Iagnesium Grou}>.- The metals of this 
g1·oup decomp0se water only at a high temperature und 
glucinum, probably, not at all. They urc rolatile and burn 
with a bright flame when heated in the air. Each mem
ber of the group forms only one oxide and one sulphide. 

EXERCISES. 

1. (a.) In the preparation of Mi' from magnesium chloride and !!O

dium, what is the other product of the reaction ? (b.) IIow may it 
be sepamted from the metal ? (c.) \Vhat is the other product when 
it is prepared from carnallite Y 

2. How much ZnO can be obtained by oxydizing 100 g. of Zn? 
3. What weight of C01 is yielded by the l>urning of l l. of CH.? 
4. If 150 cu. em. of 0 and 400 cu. em. of H are mixed and ex

ploded, (a.) what volume of stellDl is produced I (b.) Wbieh gas, and 
how much of it, remains in excess ? 

5. By a series of electric sparks, I dl'COrnpotoe 10(1 c•t. em. of NH,, 
add 90 cu. em. of 0 and explode the mixture. Giva the name and 
volume of each of the remaining gases. 

6. Write the name and full graphic symbol fOf 

5-(501)-(HO) 
I 
5-(501)-(HO) 
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1:ir LEAD: 8!/mb<Jl, Pb; ttpeciflc graTJity, 11.37; atomic toeighl, 
£06.4 m. c. ; qwmtiTJalenu, e (ana 4). 

308. Source of L ead. -Lead is seldom found free 
in nature but its su lphide (galena, galenite, PbS) is quite 
abundant and is, by far, its commonest ore. The lead sul
phide is generally associated with silver sulphide. 

309. Preparation.-The smelting of lead from its 
ore is a simple process. The ore is first heated in an open 
reverberatory furnace, in which oue part of the sulphide 
is oxidized yielding lead oxide (PbO) and sulphur dioxide 
while another part is oxidized to lead sulphate. The 
furnace is then closed and heated to a higher temperature 
when tiH' oxide and sulphate just formed act each upon 
a part of the still undecomposed ot·e, yielding metallic lead 
and sulphur dioxide. 

310. Properties.- Lead is a metal so soft as to be 
easily cut with a knife or indented with a finger nail and 
to leave a streak when rubbed upon paper. It has con
Biderable malleability and little ductility. Repeated fusion 
renders it hard and brittle, probably by oxidation. When 
freshly cut, it bas a bluish gray color and a bright lustre 
which is quickly dulled by oxidation. It melts at 334°0. 

and may be crystallized by slowly cooling a large quantity 
of the melted metal and pouring out the still liquid por-
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tion. It is very slightly acted upon by cold sulphuric 
or bydrocliloric acid; its best solven~ is nitric ucid. 

(a.) Potable waters in geneml and especially well waters contain. 
ing ammoniacal saiUI, CJftcn du4: to decaying organic matter, act upon 
lend with the formation of compounds that act as cumulative poisons. 
I n many cnSCB, the use of lend water pipes is very danA'crous for this 
reason. I f, upon l•xamining the inner stufnco of a lood pipe that has 
been thus used, it is found to be brig/it it may be known that danger. 
ous ROluble salts have Jx>en formed nod carrioo away t£Uh th~ 'IL'aUr. 
"A word to tho wise ill sufficient." 

(b.) In the p resence of air and moisture, lend Is attacked by e ven 
ft.-eblc acids like ucctie or carbonic acid. Hence, tho use of cooking 
utensils that are made of lead or that r.ontuin lend even in the form 
of solder or as an adulteration of otherwisa harmless substances 
(§ 388, b.) sometimes lends to the formation of poisonous lead com· 
pounds. When these are taken into the l!ystem, th<'y unite with cer
tain tissues of the body and may accumulate until the quantity ie 
sufficient t:o produce poisoning (§ 315). 

311. Uses.- Lead is largely used for many purposes 
on account o( its softness, pliability, easy fusibil ity and its 
comparative freedom from cl1emical action with water and 

moJSt o.f tho acids. 

312. Lend O xides . - Load suboxide (Pb1 0 ) Is also callro 
plumbous oxide. Load monoxide (PbO) is al110 called plumbic oxide 
but more frequently, litltarg~. It ill pr<'pared on the larfrll !le&le by 
highly heating melted lend In a current of air. It ill used in the 
manufacture of gla.ss. Lead scsquiox.ide (Pb10 1 ) is con~idered to be 
a compound of tbe monoxide and dioxide. Red Wrd or mlnimn 
(Pb1 0 . ) is larA'oly used as a paint and in the manufacture of filM 
gla.ss. Lead dioxide (Pb01) or plumbic peroxide iB motlt t>asily pro
duced by treating red lead with nitric acid. 

313. Len d SulJl hidc.-Load sulphide (PbS) occurs native u 
galenite or galena and may be prepared artificially by passing hy
drogen sulphide Into any solution of a lrad sa!t. The precipitate 
thus formed is of a deep but varying color. This color, together 
with the insolubility of the precipitate ill of use in detecting the 
presenC(> of lead. 
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:n.t. Some L ead Solt!!.-There are two compounds of lead 
and chlorine ; plumbic chloride (PbCI1 ) and plumbic pcrchloride 
(PbCI,). Leo.d carbonate (PbC01 ) is formed as a white precipitate by 
adding ammonium carbonate to o. cold solution of leo.d acetate. 
W!t ite k ad is a compound of varying proportions of the carbonate 
and hydrate. When ground with linseed oil, it forms the basis of 
ordinary white po.int altl10ogh zinc white is used for the same pur
pose. Lead acetate is a soluble salt with a sweet, astr ingent taste, 
whence its common name, sugar of lead. Like the other solublo 
lead salts it is intensely poisonous. 

315. Lead Poisoning.-While metallic lead is not 
poisonous, all of its soluble salts are so in a very high de
gree. Lead acetate, given in doses of f rom 0.3 g. to 0.6 g. 
produces symptoms of acute lead poisoning which often 
end fatally. Small doses of the oxides and cnrbonates 
frequently repeated often produce chronic lead poisoning 
(§ 310, b). Painter's colic is a form. of chronic poisoning 
by lead carbonate. Soluble sulphates, e. g., Epsom salt, 
are o.ntidotes for lead poisons. 

316. Tests.- The sweet taste and poisonous character 
of the solnble lead salts render their detection a matter of 
great importance. 

(n.) Any Pb compound when hooted on ehnrcoal in the blowpipe 
fiame gives a bead of malleable lead. This bead is readily solublo 
in warm HN01 ; and this acid solution yields a precipitate with 
H,so,. 

(b.) Potable waters suspected of containing Pb compounds may be 
tested by slightly acidulating with HCI and charging with H1 S. If 
a black J;recipitate is formed, lead is probably present. The proba
bility Is sufficient to call for the I!Crvices of a chemical expert. If 
lead salts are present in not too minute quantities, the addition of 
HCI will yield a white crystalline precipitate of PbCI2 which is solu
ble in an excess of bolting H10. lf the solution of the lead salt bo 
tolerably strong, the addition of Kl will generally yield a yellow pre
cipitate of Pbl,, while the addition of potll88inm ch romf\te (K 1 Cr0,) 
gives a fine yellow precipitate of lead chromate or chrome yellow 
(PbCrO, ). 
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dr TIIALLIUM: 81Jmhol, Tl ; lpecifo gra'CU1J, 11.8; atqmic tctiglit, 
eo9.6 m. a.; quanti'Calenu, 1 and 9. 

317. Thallimn.-'fhallium is a very rare metal, dis
covered in 1861 by spectrum analysis, by which means it 
has been found to be widely but very sparingly distributed. 
n is generally prepared from the" flue unst" thnt accumu
lates between the pyrite furnace and the leaden ehamlx•rs 
in sulphuric acid works. It bas a bluish, while tint and 
a lead like lustre. It leaves a streak when rubbed on paper 
and is easily indented by a finger nail, being softer than 
lead. It is malleable but not ductile. It decomposes 
water at a red heat u.nd is easily soluble in dilute acids. Its 
salts are poisonous. It melts at 20!0 0. 

(a.) Tl forms two oxides, the monoxide (TI 1 0) and the trioxide or 
scequioxlde (TI 1 0 1 ). There arc also two corresponding !!Cries of 
salts, the thallious and the thalllc. 

(b.) Tl has a peculiAr position among the metals. Like Na and K, 
it replaces H, atom for atom : it also presents other analogiCII with 
the metals of that group. Like gold, it forms a trichloride (TICI,). 
It also, as we have seen, corresponds closely to Pb. On accoun~ of 
this dillicnlty of classification It has been termed tho metallic ornl· 
tl1orhynchus. 

318. The Lead Group.-The metals of this group 
are soft;; they have a high specific gravity; lbeir sulphides 
are black and insoluble in water; their chlorides are 

sparingly soluble. 
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EXERCISES. 

1. (a.) Write the reaction for the formation of lead oxide in the first 
stage of lead smelting. (b.) For the formation of lead sulphate in 
the same stage. 

2. (a.) Express the reaction between the lead oxide and galenite 
in the second stage of lead smelting. (b.) For the reaction between 
lead sulphate and the ore in the same stage. 

B. Write the reaction for the preparation of lead peroxide from 
red lead and nitric add. 

4. (a.) What substance may be represented by the graphlc sy~bol 
0 

0 = Pb/ ) Pb? (b.) What does thls symbol show concerning the 
'o 

quanti valence of the lead atoms in the molecule? 
5. (a.) What substance is represented by the symbol 

0-Pb 
0 = Pb/ 'o ? (b. ) What does this symbol indicate concern

'O-Pb/ 
ing the quantivalence of the lead atoms? 

G. What volume of C01 is produced by the burning of ll. of CH•? 
7. What i~ the volume of 1 K.q. of 0 Y 
8. Write the water type symbol for lead acetate. 
9. What is common washing soda? Baking soda f Why is the 

ltttter better for baking than the former t 



METALS OF THE COPPER GROUP. 

C O PPER . 

m- Symbol, Cu; specific gra-city, 8.95; aUimic t«ight, 63.1 m. c./ 
guantivalence, e. 

319. Sou rce.-Copper wns probably the first melal 
used by man aa it is found native and thus rcctuires no 
metallurgical treatment. Native copper is found iu largo 
masses, especially in the Lake uperior mines, where a 
single mnss weighing 480 tons was discovered. 

(a.) Among tho more important of the copper orE'!! are currite or 
red copper ore (Cu1 0); malachite (CuC01 + CuH 1 0 1); azurite 
(2CuC01 + CuH~01); chalcocite or copper glance (Cu1 S) and chal
copyrite or copper pyrites (CuFeS1), the IBilt being the moe' im
portant. 

320. Prepar ation. -The reduction of the oxides 
and carbonates is easily effected by smelting with carbon. 
The sulphides are roasted to volatilize some of the con
stituents and to oxidize others. The ronsted ore is then 
fused with a silicate, whereby a slag containing most of 
the iron is formed and a nearly pure copper sulphide is ob
tained. This sulphide is then roasted ; part of the copper 
is oxidized and combines with the remaining sulphide, 
yielding metallic copper ond sulphur dioxide. 
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(11.) ln the smalting process, some of the oxide rlissolvcs in the 
melted metal o.nd mo.kes it so brittle o.s to bo unfit for uss. It is 
"toughened" by •• poling" or stirring the melted metal with tho 
trunk of o. young tre<>, tho surface of tho metal being Ct>vered with 
n thin layer of coal. Heducing gases, such as CO and various hydro. 
carbons. nrc O\•olved in lo.rge quantities from tho green wood no<! 
sufficiently reduce the oxide. If tho metal is "over-poled," com. 
plctoly rcduc:~d nod thus mnde brittle again, it is exposed to tho nil· 
for n. short time and thus brought back to the "tough pitch" once 
more. 

321. Properties.-Copper is a reddish metal, bard, 
very tenacious and highly malleable and ductile. Except
ing silver, it is the best known conductor of heat and 
electricity (Ph., § 539, b). It is not much affected by air 
or by most of the ncids at the ordinary temperature. It 
melts at o.bout 1200°0. 

(a.) Cu is readily dissolved by dilute HN01 , yielding Cu(N0 8). and 
NO (\183). It is diBSOlved in bot H1 S04, yielding CuSO, and 501 

(§ 145, fl.). 

322. Uses.-Copper is largely used for many familiar 
purposes. On account of its toughness, it is used in the 
manufacture of tubular boilers, for coating the bottoms of 
ships, etc.; on account of its conductivity, it is employed 
in ocean cables and for other electric uses. Brass, bronze, 
bell-metal and other copper alloys are of great technical 
importance and are, perhaps, used more than copper 
itself. 

Ezptrimem .!?'!'.-Hold a brig!U Cu coin obliquely in the small 
tlnme of n. gas or alcohol lamp. Move it to and fro and notice tho 
beautiful play of iridescent colors. Cool the coin in HrO and notice 
its.~ting of red oxide. Hent tho coin ngnin, holding it in the bot, 
oxtdtzmg pnrt of the fla.me, just above tho luminous cone and notice 
that it becomes coated with n black oxide. Quickly cool the coin in 
H eO and notice that the black coat. scales o1f and reveals the red coat 
beneath. 
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1!/.rperitMnt t7.1.-Place a small quantity of dry Cu{N01 ) 1 upon a 
piece of porcelain and heat it until red fumea aro no longer given oft: 
A black copper oxide will be left upon the porcelain. 

3~3. Co a, per Oxldes.-Coppcr tetrantoxlde or quadmnt ox
ide (Cu.O) is an olive green powder that absorb& oxygen when u 
posed to tho air. Copp.:r suboxide, (copper hemioxide, cuprous oxide, 
red oxide of c->pper or ruby coppor, Cu 10) is found native and pro
part•d nrli6cially. h is n.:~ed iu coloring giB&t. Copper monoxide 
(cupric oxide, black oxide of copper, CuO) may be prepared by 
heating the metal in a current of air, or by ignhing the carbonate, 
hydrate or nitrate. It is used in coloring glaE!I:l green. Coppor dlox· 
Ide (cupric peroxide, Cu01) is a yellowish brown powder that de
composes easily into CuO and 0 {see§ 84.1, a). 

Experiment £74.-Saturate a strip of filter pl\per with a solution 
of Cu(N01) 1 to within an inch of the end. Hold the strip, dry end 
downward, over a hot stove. The paper will ignite at the lower edge 
of tho saturated part of the papor. 

E:rprriment 275.-Powder some blue vitriol and heat it upon a 
piece of porcelain; as it loses its H10, the light blue powder will 
turn white. A drop of H,O upon the anhydrous powder wlll restore 
the color. 

324. Some Copper Salts. - Copper nitrate 
{CuN20 6 ) is prepared by treating copper with nit ric acid 

and cvuporating the solution. On crystallizing from its 
solution, it absorbs throe molecules of water (CuN20 6, 

3H 20 ). It is easily decomposable nnd, therefore, bas strong 

oxidizing properties. Copper sulphate (CuS04 ) is fom1ed 
by dissolving copper in hot sulphuric acid or the oxide in 
dilu te sulphuric acid. It is also prepared from the ori;'S and, 

as a secondary product, in silvPr refining. It is genern11y 
found as hydrated crystals (CuS04 , 6H20 ) known as blu~ 
vitriol, which is largely used in the arts. The color of blue 
vitriol depends npon the presence of its water of crystal

lization. Two native carbonates, malacltile and azurite, 
have been mentioned. Some varieties of malachite are 

susceptible of a. high polish and are bighly prized for 
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jewels and other ornamental articles. Copper acetate is 
called verdigris, although the term is sometimes used to 
designate the green carbonate that forms on th e exposure 
of copper to moist 11ir. Paris {11'een is o. copper arsenite 
It is used in green paints and in modern potato culture. 

Note. -The soluble copper salts are active poisons. Such salts are 
formed in cop per cooking utensils that are not kept bright. Acid 
solutions (e. g., vinegar) form poisonous compounds with bral'S or 
copper utensils even when they are kept perfectly clean. Some p er
sons prefPr to pickle cucumbers in bi'IISS or copper kettles becaUllo 
they take a more brilliant color. This added r.olor is due to the 
formation of poi~onou~ -oerdigri8. 

EXERCISES. 

1. Read the following equation by unit volumes : 

CH. + 201 = co. + 2H1 0. 
2. Wbat weight of Cu is nece888l'y to prepare l l. of NO at OOC. 

and 760 mm. t 
8. The combustion of 1 I. of CH. requires what volume of 0 ? 
4. What volume of CH. is n eeded to yield 1 cu. -m. of steam in its 

combustion ? 
IS. How many cu. em. of SO, (at 20"C and 740 mm., Ph.,~ 494,1 

can be obtained by the action of Cu upon 20 g. of H2S0 4 t 
6. What is the symbol and namo of a s ubstance the vapor density 

of which is 30 and the percentage composition of which is as fol
lows: C,40%; H,6.67 %; 0 ,53.33%? 

7. Compare the cost of making H NO. from KN0 8 and from NaNO, 
when the cost of KNO, is 44 cents per Kg., that of NaN01 is 83 cents 
per Kg. and that of H,S0 4 is 11 cents per K,q. 

8. Uequired the volume of gases in an eudiometer afte r the explo
eion of 50 cu. em. of H with 75 cu. em. of 0 at 150"C. and 760 mm. 

9. Assuming Cu to be a dyad, write graphic symbols for Cu,O, 
Cu10, CuO, Cu01 and Cu1 CI1 • 
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~TRON II. 
Sl LVER. 

tir Symbol, Ag ; specific gra-city, 10.5 ,· aW~nic wigltt, 107.6 m. c. _
q•uwtimlence, 1 and :J. 

325. Source. - ilver is a widely diffused and some
what abundant elemen t and bas been known from the 

earliest times. It is found native, sometimes in musses 
weighing several hundred pounds and often alloyed with 
copp<'r, mercury and gold. It more commonly is :found as 

a sulphide, mixed with other metallic sulphides. Its most 
abundant source is argentiferous galena. although the car

bonates have been found in richly paying quantities, 
especially in the Leadville (Colorado) mining r<'gion. 

:.126. Preparation. - 'l'bo processes of preparing metallic 
sih·er from its OI'Cil are numerous and widely different, de(J('nding 
largely, in any given case, upon the nature o! tho ore, the r-osition 
of tho mine, tho price of labor, fuel, etc. 

3 2 7. Properties.- ilver is a beautiful, brilliant 
white metal, harder than gold, softer than copper, exceed

ingly malleable and ductile and the best known conductor 
of heat and electricity. It melts at 1040°0. and then ab
sorbs 22 t imes its volume of oxygen. When Lbe melted 
silver cools quickly, the oxygen escaping from the interior 
of the mass breaks through the hardening crust driving 
out some of the molten metal and giving the phenomenon 

known as" spitting" of silver. Tbe metal is unaltered in 
tho air and resists Lhe action of hydrochloric and cold sul

phuric acid but dissolves readily in ni tric ncid. 
~o.) AJt is so mallea ble that it may be formed into leave8 eo thin 
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that 4000 measure only 1 mm. in thickneRS: so ductile that 1 g. of It 
may muke 1800 m. of wire and so tenacious thut a wire 2 mm. thick 
will sustain a weight of more than 80 Kg. 

(b.) A2 unites slowly with the halogen eleml'nts and more readily 
with Sand P. The tarnishing of A2 is generaUy due to the formation 
of a silver sulphide by the acLion of H 2 5 present iu the atmosphere. 

328. Uses.-Owing to its susceptibility of high polish, 
its permanency and other properties, silver is much used 
for jewelry, plat.e and coin. Owing to its softness, it is 
generally hardened with copper. American and French 
coin contain ten per cent. and English coin 7.5 per cent. of 
copper. It is used for chemical utensils as it is not &cted 
upon by the fused hydrates of the alkali metals as glass 
and platinum are. 

329. Oshles.-Therll arc three oxides of Rilver; silvt>r tl'trant
oxide or argentous oxide (Ai4 0); silver hcmioxide or silver oxide 
(Ag1 0) and silver peroxide or dioxide (A210 1). When silver oxide 
(Ai1 0) is digested with ammonia, it forms o. very explosive, !Jlack 
powder, known nsfulmi!Ulting sil'Ccr. Its composition has not yet 
been sntisfnctorily determined. 

Erperimwt tn'G.-Fill three test tubes onc.th ird full of H1 0 nnd 
pour into each a few drops of o. strong solution of A2N03 • Add 2 or 3 
cu. em. of a solution of NaCI to the contt>nts of the first tube nod 
shake it vigorously, AgCI will be precipitated ns o. dense, white curdy 
mnss. Add 2 or 3 cu. em. of a 801utlon of KBr to tho contents of tho 
seoond tube and shake as before; a yt>llowish precipitate of A2 Br will 
he thrown down. Add 1 or 2 cu. om. of a solution of KI to the con
tents of the third tube and shake as before; yellowish, flocculent 
A~ri will be formed. 

Erpcriment !!77.-Try to dissolve one.thlrd of each of thrse pre· 
cipitates separately in HNO,. They will not thus dissolve. 

E.!ptrimtnt t 78.-Treat a eecond third of each precipitate with 
(NH4)HO. Determine which diSBolves most easily nnd which leust 
easily. 

:&rperiment !179.-Treat the lnst third of each precipitate with n 
stron~ solution of sodium tbioeulphate (§ 158, b). Each of the halo
gen snlt8 is quickly dissolved. 
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Erperi~nt 1!80 -Precipitate more AiCI from a solullon or ArN01 
by HCI or a solution of NaCI. Filter the solution and wash the pre· 
cipitate retained upon tl1e filter thoroughly with H1 0. Opt•n the 
filter, spread the curdy AiCI evenly over it lllld exposo it to the diffi:t 
mys of the sun. (Ph. , § 651.) 'fhc white precipitate quickly 
chllllj.I"CS to violet, the color deepening with continued CXJlOI!UTC. 

Nott.-The last five expcrimen~ illustrate the prioci)li'J pi'OCeSI!CI 
of photogmpby. 

330. The Silver Ila loids.- ilverchloride (AgCI) 
is found native in semi- transparent mll8Ses, cal led lwm 
silcer. I t may be prepared by prl'cipilntion from a solution 

of any silrcr salt by a solution of hydrochloric tlOid or uny 

othe1· chloride. It is insoluble in water nod acids but 

ca ily soluble in ammonia water. ilvcr iodide or bromide 

is precipitated from a similar solution by a solution of an 

iodide or bromide. These compounds arc much used in 

photogrnphy. 

331. Silver Sult>hide uml Cyanitlc .-Silrer 
sulpltide (Ag2 S) is an important silver ore uud is formed 

artificially by the action of sulphur or hydrogen 8ulphide 

upon the metal. /:Jilt•er cyanide (AgCN) is n white <'urdy 

precipil.<lte, insoluble in dilute nilric acid but soluble in 

ammonia water or in solutions of the cyanides of the nlkaJ.t 
or alkaline eart h metals. It is u sed in electro-I' luting 

(Ph., § 399, a). 
(ll.) When a silver spoon is left for a time in nn egg or in mustard 

It bocomes blackened by the formation of silver PuJphide. Hence, 
silver egg-spoons aro often gilded. 

332. Silver Ni ti·ate. - ilver nitrate (AgN03 ) is 
p repared on a large scale by dissolving silver in dilute nitric 
acid and evaporating to crystallization. It is found in 
commerce in crystals. When fu ed and cast into sticks, it 

iR cnllccl lunar caustic. In this form , it is u~cu in surgery, 
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acting a.s a powerful cautery. Pure silver nitrate is not 
altered by exposure to sunlight, but when in contact with 
organic substances it blackens, forming insoluble com
pounds of great stability. It is, consequently, used in 
making indelible inks and hair dyes. It is also used in 
medicine and in photography. Like all of the other solu
ble silver salts, it is poisonous. 

333. Othe r Silver SaU8.- Silver sulphate (Ag,SO 4); silver 
phosphate (Ag5 P0 4) and silver carbonate (Ag1 C01 ) are among the 
many important silver salts. 

EXERCISES. 

1. Why do silver ooins beoome blackened when carried in the 
pocket with oommon friction matches? 

2. 564 Kg. of lend sulphide will yield bow much P bY 
3. At a very high temperature, Ag, O may be decomposed much as 

the HgO was in Exp. 56. Write the reaction in molecular symbols. 
4. What action have the alkalies upon Ag? 
5. If recently precipitated and moist AgC I be placed upon a sheet 

of Zn, a dark color will soon appear at the edge of the salt. 'l'he 
chloride will soon be converted into a dark gray powder of finely 
divided Ag. Explain. 

6. The change mentioned in Exercise 5 \vill be much more rapid 
if tho AgCI be moistened with HCI. Why? 

7. When AgCI is fused with an alkaline hydrate, the chloride is 
reduced to a metal, a non-oombustible gas is set free and an alkaline 
chloride is formed. What is the gns? 

8. If a silver dime be dissolved in HNO., the solution will be 
blue. A solution of AgN05 is oolorletiS. Whence tho Lluc color Y 

10 
9. I want _

0896 
x 

16
z. of 0 . What weight of KCI01 must I usu? 

10. (a.) How many cu. em. of H may be obtained from l l. of 
NH,? (b.) Of NY (o.) How may the elementary ~nses be obtained 
from the oompound? (d.) How mny the eudiometer bo used to free 
the N from the H ? 

11. If HCI be used instead of cream of tartar with HNaCOa, 
what residue would remain in the biscuit 
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$'_$~TION Ill. 
MERCURY. 

IT Bumbol, Hg ; apeciflc graf!ity, 13.6 ; atomic V!tiglU, tOO m. c. ; 
IIWiecular V!tigllt, eoo 711. c i quantiwknu, !!. 

334. Source. - .Mercury, or quicksilver, is found 
native in small quantities but chiefly as a sulphide (HiS) 
ca lied cinnabar. The best known deposits of cinnabar arc 
at Luria in Austria, Almaden in pain, and New Almudcn 
in California.. Mercury is also brought from Cbina und 
J ttpan. 

335. P1·epar ation . - 'l'be sulphide is generally 
mixed with quicklime or iron turuings and distilled. The 
snlphur unites with the lime or iron and the mcrcnry 
vapor is condensed by being brought into contact with 
water. 

336. Propertics.-Mercury is a silver wl1itc mel:al, 
liquid at the ordinary temperature. It vaporizes slowly at 
orilinary temperatures, boils at about 357°0. ant.! freezes at 
-39.4:0 0. , becoming a ductile, malleable, white solid which 
can be cut with a knife. The liquid is scarcely affected 
by exposure to tho air but, when heated ro .. a long time ill 
the ai t·, it oxidizes. It is soluble in strong, boiling sul
phuric acid but its best solvent is nitric acid.' 

(a.) Tho vapor density of Ha- Is 100. W e, consequ~ntly. concl ude 
thnt tho molecule of this clement contain~ bot a smglc atom(§ 300, a ). 

337. Uses.- Mcrcnry is largely used in the construc

tion of thermometers, barometers and other physical and 
chemical apparatus, for the collection of gases lbat are 
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soluble in water, for the preparation of mirrors, for the ex
traction of gold and silver from their ores, and for the 
prep11ration of various mercurial compounds. 

E;rperiment .!'81.-Prcpare an amalgam by adding bits of Nato Hg 
slightly warmed in an evaporating dish. 

3 38. A m a l ga.m s.-Compounds or mixtures of the 
metals with mercury are called amalgams. 'rhey are 
generally formed by the direct union of the two metals. 
Many of these amalgams, or mercury alloys, are largely 
used in the arts. Tin amalgam is used in "silvering" 
mirrors; cadmium amalgam, which gradually hardens, has 
been used for filling teeth; zinc and tin amalgam is used 
for coating the rubbers of electric machines (Ph.,§§ 322, 
345). 

339. Mercury Oxi<les.-Mercuryforms two oxides, 
mercurous oxide (snboxido of mercury, gray oxide of 
mercury, Hg20) and mercuric oxide (red oxide of mercury, 
red precipitate, HgO). The latter is a powerful poison. 
It is prepured by beating mercury for a long time in air or, 
on the large scale, by heating an intimate mixtnre of mer
cury and mercuric ni trate. It decomposes, at a. red heat, 
into its elementary constituents (Exp. 56). 

3<10. Me rcury Sulphldc .-Thi.'l compound (HgS) is lar~rely 
found native as cinnabar. When prepared artificially, it is called 
vermillion. 1t is of a brill:ant red color and is used as an oil and 
water-color paint, in lithographers' and printers' inks and in coloring 
sealing-wax. 

341. ~lercucy Salts.-~ercury forms two series of 
salts, corresponding to the two oxides, viz., tho mercurous 
salts and the mercuric salts. The members of the two 
series aro widely different in their properties. The mer· 
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curie compounds are more powerfully poisonous than arc 
the mercurous. 

(a .) Mercury is generally considered a dyad, even in the mercurous 
compounds. In such cases, tlu.> qu11ntivnlence is exrlalned by ni!Sum· 
ing that the double atom tHg1 )'1 partly saturates iuwlf as is shown 

Ha-- C I 
by the graphic symbol, I . A eimilar !'X planation moy be made 

Hg-CI 
concerning the qwmtivalence of Cu. 

(b.) Mercury may be detected in almost any soluble mercurous or 
mercuric salt by placing a piece of clean Cu into a solution of the !!alt. 

342. Mercm·ons Salts.-The most important mer
curous salt is mercurous chloride (calomel, Hg2CI 2) . It 
is tasteless, odorless aud insolubl~ in water and is, even 
now, largely used in medicine. It is commonly prevnred 
by sublimation fro~ an intimate mixture of mercury and 
mercuric chloride. 

(a.) Mercurous nitrate [Hg 1(N01 ) 1 ) is formed by the action of cold, 
1lilute HN01 on Ha-. Mer<:urouij sulphate (Ha-1 504 ) I! formed by 
heating concentrated H 150 • with nn exc81!8 of Ha- or by precipitat
ing Ha-1(N01 ) 1 with H;S04 • 

(b.) Hg1 Br1 may be precipitated byodding HBr or KBr to a solution 
of Ha-1(N01).. Similarly, Hg 1I 1 may be precipitated by addmg Kl to 
n soluticn of Ha-1 (N03 ) 1 • It is also formed when iodine is robbed" ith 
the right proportion of Ha-, a small quantity of C1 H10 being added. 
It is a green powder and gradually decomposes into Ha-11 and Ha-. 

E xperirMn& t82.-Place a drop of a solution of Ha-1(NO.la or of 
corrosive sublimate upon a clean copper coin. Rub the drop over the 
coin ancl Ha- will be deposited upon the Cu. 

343. 1\lcrcul'ic Salt~S.--~Iercuric chloride (corro
sive sublimate, HgC1 2 ) is a powerful poison. It coagnlntcs 
albumen, forming uu insoluble compound, in consequence 
of which the white of eggs (§ 223) furnishes the best an
tidote in case of poisoning by this salt. It unites with 
many other organic substances to form insoluble, stable 
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compounds and is used in preserviug animal and vegetable 
tissues from decay. It is somewhat soluble in cold water 
aud easily soluble iu bot water. It is prepared by sublim
ing a mixture of mercuric sulphate and sodium chloride. 

(a.) Botanical and zoologir.a.l specimens are preRCrved from decay 
and from the attacks of insects by brushing over them a solution of 
HgCI 2 in C9 H8 0. 

(b.) l\fercuricnitrate(Hg(N03 ) 1 ] is prepared by boiling Hg in HN08 

until a portion of the liquid no longer give!! a precipitate with NaCI. 
Mercuric sulphate (HgS04 ) is prepared by beating Hg with at least 
1{- times its weight of H1S04 • It is decomposed by heat into 
Hg2 S04 , 501 , 0 and Hg. 

(c.) Hg combines dirootly with Br, forming HgBr1 and evolving 
heat. When Hg is rubbed in a mortar with I snd a small quantity 
of C2 H8 0 , it forms Hgl 2 and evolves heat. It may oo precipitated 
by adding KI to a solution of HgCI1 • It is a scarlet powder. (Boo 
Exp. 8.) 

EXERCISES. 

1. An old process of preparing Hz:~ CI 1 was to sublime a mixture 
that gave this reaction : HgS04 + Hg + 2NaCI = Na2 S04 + Hg9 CI1 • 

(ll.) Write tbis equation in full molecular symbols. (b.) What 
weight of metallic Hg is needed thus to combine with 1 Kg. of NaCIY 

2. Is Hg(CN)1 a mercurous or a mercuric compound? What is its 
name! 

3. Is cinnabar a mercurous or a mercuric compound? 
4. Zinc nitrate snit potaBSium carbOnate react as follows : 

Zn(N01), + K1 C03 .= ZnC08 + 2KN01 • 

How much Zn(N01 }. is required to give 103.17 g. of ZnC0 8 ? 

5. How much ZnC03 may be obtained from 156 g. of Zn(N0 3) 2 ? 
6. How much K2C0 0 is needed to decompose 75 g. of Zn(N0 8), Y 
7. What quantity of KN03 will result? 
8. How much K, C0 3 must he used to obtain 54. g. of ZnC0

3
? 

9. How much KN0 8 will be produced? · 
10. It is Raid that 1 sq. m. of leaf in sunlight will decompose U OSl. 

of CO, per hour. (a.) What weight of C will be assimilated in nn 
hour b~ 1,000,000 trees, each of which hns 100,000 leaves, each leaf 
measurmg 25 sq. em.? (b.) What will be the volume of the ear boo 
assimilated, assuming that its specific g ravity is 1.6? 



~_MAP'Jmt XX. 
METALS OF THE ALUMINUM AND CERIUM 

GROUPS. 

@"' ALUMINUM : symbol, AI ; apecijic gra11ity, !!.6 ,- atomic weigltt, 
07.3 m. c. ,' qunnti'Dalence of the dvulile atom (AI1), 6. 

344. Source. - Aluminum (or aluminium) ranks 
third among the elements and first among tbe metals in 
quanti ty and extent of distribution. It is not found 
nati vc; its oxide is found in the minerals emery and 
corundum, among tbe purer varieties of which are the 
ruby and the sapphire; its fluoride, in cryolite; its silicates, 
in the feldspars and micas, the disintegration of which, 
by weathering, gives rise to the several ldnds of clay. It 
is also found in the topaz, emerald and garnet. It cousti
tutt's about one-twelfth of the earth's crust, and is contained 
in all fertile soils but is not taken up by any plants except 
a few cryptogams. 

345. Prcpa••atlon. - ~otwitbstanding the abundance of 
aluminum compounds, no cheap method of prepnring the metal hae 
yet )?een found. It is generally prepared by fusing. t~gether, in n 
reverberatory furnace, 100 Kg. of an nrti6cial double cl1lorido of 
aluminum and sodium with 85 Kg. of sodium, adding 40 Kg. of cry· 
olite to act as a flux. 

346. Properties.-Aluminum is a rcmnrkubly light 
and sonorons metal. It is of a bluish white color and 
susceptible of a bright polish. It is tenacious and very 
malleable and ductile. lt is best worked at a temperature 
of from 100°0. to 150°0. It does not readily oxidize in 
air, is insoluble in nitric acid and is not easily soluble in 
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sulphuric acid. Its best solvent is hydrochloric aciu al
though it dissolves easily in boiling solutions of the alkali 
hydrates. 

347. Uses.-The lightness, lustre, strength, unalter
ability in air and hydrogen sulphide, ease of working, 
sonorous and non-poisonous qualities of aluminum wonld 
lead to an extensive use of the metal were it not for its 
high price. It is used chiefly in making delicate balances, 
light weights, opera glasses and other instrumen ts calling 
especially for lightness and moderate strength. Aluminum 
bronze (90 per cent. Cu + 10 pe1· cent. AI) is very hard and 
malleable, yields fine castings, has the tenacity of steel, the 
color of gold and takes a high polish. 

3<18, Aluminum Oxide .-Aluminum oxide (alumina, A11 0 1 ) 

occurs native in corundum, ruby, sapphire, etc. Its crystals a.re 
Sf'COnd in hardness only to the diamond. An impure, granular 
variety is called emery. 

3~9. Other AHuuinum Conapon1uls . -The most im· 
portant of the aluminum compouuds are t he silicates, some of which 
have bctJn mentioned. Common ~um ie a. double aulphato of alu
minum and potassium (AI1(S04 ) 0 + K2 S0 4 + 24H1 0). Ammonium 
alum, now becoming common, differs in com position by llnving am
monium sulphate [ (NH.)1 SO.d in place of t.be potassium Slllphate. 
Cryolite is a double fllloride of aluminum and sodium (AI 1 F6 + 
6NaF). A deposit 80 feet thick and 300 feot long is known on the 
west coast of Greenland. 

~ lm>IlJl[ : symbol, In ; apef,ijk gra'Oity, 7.4 ; atomic weight, 
113.4m.c. 

350. lndium.- Indium is a rare metal discovered in 
blende by means of the spectroscope in the year 1863. It 
is white, non-crystalline, easily malleable and softer than 
lead. It dissolves slo~ly in l1ydrocbloric or dilute sul
phuric acid but easily in nitric acid. 
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IT GALLIUM: '1/mbol, Ga; tpuijie gra-cit1J, 5.9; atomic '1Uigh4, 
69.8 m. c. 

351. Gallium.-Gallium is a rnrc metal, discovered 
in blende by means of the spectroscope in the year 1875. 
It is bluish white, tough, may be cut with a knife and 

fuses at the remarkably low temperature of about 30"0. 
1 t. is not easily soluble in nitric acid but dissolves readily 

iu dilute hydrochloric acid or au alkaline hydrate solution 
with the evolution of hydrogen. 

352. The Aluminum Grou}l. -Tho metals of 
this group form feebly basic sesquioxic.les. Their sulpbates 
form double salts with the sulpbates of tho alkali metal . 
Common alum is a familiar example of these double salts. 
They crystallize in regular octahedrons. 

{a.) 'I'he apparent quontivnlcnce of these clements may be eecn in 
the symbols of their compounds, in which tho double atom of each 
metal acts as a hexad. Some of these known compounds are sym. 
bolized thus : 

AI1 CI1 

ln1 CI, 
Ga1 CI, 

AI 1(S04 ) 1 

ln,(SO,), 
Ga,(S04) 1 

AI ,(N01 ) 1 

In1(N0,)1 

Ga,(N01) 1 

353. The Cerium Gronp.-This group consists 
of six rare metals, tbe separation or which, one from tho 
other, is very difficult. Two of them, erbium and terbium, 
have not yet been isolnted. Tho metals of this group are 
contained, chiefly as silicates, in several rare minerals 
found in Scandinavia, Siberia and Gl'eenland. Cerium is 
the best known. It is malleable and ductile nnd, when it 
is scmpcd with a knife or strnck with o. piece of flint, tbe 
met.allic particles struck off burn with greo.t brilliancy. 
Cerium burns in a flame with a light more brilliant thnn 
that of magnesium. It lbrms both cerous and eerie com-
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pouuds. When these ·metals are present, they are easily 
distinguished by means of the spectroscope. 

(a.) The following table exhibits the leading known properties 
and compounds of these metnls: 

OompouniU. 

Cerium ........ Ce
1
141.2 

Didymium .. .. Di 147 
Erbium ...... .. Er 169(1) 
Terbium ....... Tr 9!l 
Lanthanum ... La 100 
Yttrhtm.. . .. .. Y 9-1.5 

6· 7 { g:·8: ~.· ... ~~ ~.·.~'~/g:·l~:l: ~.·.<.~~.·~: ~.· ... <~~.·~ ~ 
u ~;:8: .~~ ... ~: 0 ~~~ ' : 0 ~::'.~~ .. ~: .~~<.~~.·~: .~~·.<~~ .. ~ : 
6.1 ~:8: ~·,'s~ ~c'~jL~:·c<:g,\>: i.:~Nci,); i.:~,'tc6~); 

Y,O, Y,S, YCI, Y,(SO, ), Y(NO,), Y,(CO,), 

EXERCISES. 

1. (a.) Assuming AI'", write the graphic symbol for Al 1 0 5 • (b.) As
suming AI'"'· (c.) Assuming AI". 

2. (a.) How many cu. em. of 0 may be obtained by the electrolysis 
of 10 g. of H10? (b.) How many of H ? 

3. Calculate the weight of air required to burn a ton of coal, ltav
ing the percentage composition : C, 88.42 ; H, 5.01 ; 0, etc., 5.97. 

4. Write equations for the following reactions: (a.) Copper and 
nitric acid yield copper n itrate, nitric oxide and water . (b.) Mercury 
and sulphuric acid yield mercuric sulphate, sul phurous anhydride 
and water. 

5. The symbol for water Wll8 fonnerly \vritten HO and (for some 
years subsequently) H1 0 1 . What inconsistency do you see in these 
symbols other than any bnsed on atomic weights ? 

6. (a.) What would be a systematic ch emical name for microcosmic 
salt (NaNH4 HP0 4 + 4H.O)? (b.). Wh11t weight of H in 10 0· of 
this sal t ? 

7. Write the graphic symbol for AI1 F ,, asswniug the metal to oo 
a tetrad. 
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:>X~ E.CTION f. 

I RON. 

elr Symbol, Fe; ~pecijicgraflity, 7.8; atom~ tctigltt, 6Gm. t.,' quan. 
ticnlence, 2, 4 and 6. 

354. Occurreuce.-Iron, the most important of all 
the mt•tals, is seldom found native. Metallic iron of me
teoric origin has been found. This element is widely dis
tributed, traces of it being found in tho blood of animals, 
in the ashes of most plants, in spring, river and occun 
waters, and, in fnct, in nearly all natural substaucca. Its 
ores are numerous, abundant and comparatively pure. 

(a.) Thll most importam iron ores aro spceular iron or hematite 
(Fe 1 0 1); limonite or brown hematite [Fe4 0 1 (H0)1]: m&j!nctite or 
magnetic iron (Fe0 0 4 ) ; spatbic iron (FeC01 ) and clay iron-Htene or 
blnck-band iron-stone, which is a spathlc iron containing clay or sand 
with other substances and generally found as nodules or bands In 
the coal measures. 

(b.) The value of an iron ore often depends more upon the nature 
of its impurities than upon its percentage of Fe. 

355. Calcination.-The hydrate, lhe carbonate aml 
the "black-band" iron ores are generally prepared for 
smelting by roasting them. In this way the water and 
carbon dioxide are expelled, the ores are oxidized and 
rendered more porous, while any sulphides Lhat may bo 

present are oxidized and the sulphur <lrivcn off. 
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356. Preparation; Direct Process.-The na
tive or artifi<:ial oxides, are sometimes reduced in " bloomery 
forges" of simple construction. 1'he broken ore is heated 
with charcoal, the fire being supplied wilh a hot-air blast. 
'l'he charcoal deoxidizes the ore, the reduced iron collects 
ns a pasty mass called " the bloom " which separates from 
the fusible mass called "slag." Tile ''bloom " needs only 
to be llammered to yield a good quality of wrought iron. 
The process is simple and time-honored but expensive on 
account of the quantity of fuel consumed and of iron lost 
in the slag. 

357. Prepat·ation; Indirect Process.-The 
indirect process of forming wrought or malleable iron con
sists of two distinct stages : 1st, the production of cast 
iron from the ore; 2d, the production of wrought iron 
from the cast iron. 

358. Cast h·on.-Tbis is a carbonized, fusible pro
unct of the blast furnace, which will soon be d&cribed. 
The preparation of cast iron involves four steps. The 
first is the preliminary calcination of the ore for the pur
poses mentioned in§ 355. With some ores, this step is not 
necessary; in other eases, it is effecteu in the upper part 
of t ile blast furnace. 'rhe second step is the reduction of 
the oxide to the metallic state by beating it with carbon. 
The third step is the separation of the si licious or calcare· 
ous impurities of the oro by fusion with some other sub
stance, called a flux, to form a fusible slag. The fourth 
step is the carbonizing and melting of the iron. This ad
dition of the carbon renders the product more easily fusi
ble. The melted iron is finally run into rough moulds and 
forms semi-cylindrical masses, known as pig-iron. 

359. The Blast Furnace. - The blast furnace 
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(Fig. 113) is a shaft of fire-brick and masonry, often cased 
in iron plate. It is from 50 to 90 feet in height and from 

14 to 18 feet in diameter at the "belly" or widest part. 
Alternate layers of coal, coke, flux and ore are introduced 
! rom above as the heated mass settles in the furnace and 

FIG. IIJ. 

the molten iron and slug are drawn off below. Wi th ores 
that contain siliceous impurities, the flux is lime tone; 
wi th ores that con~ain calcareous impuri ties, the flux is 
clay or of a sj liceous ch<tracter. The fn iblc silicate formed 
by tho union of the flu x and tho impnri ties of the ore con-
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stitu te the slag. A blast of hot air is forced in at the 
hearth, through pipes, t, called tuyeres (pronounced tweers) 
and the combustion thus sustained and invigorated. The 
melted iron settles to the crucible or lowest part of the 
hearth while the melted slag floats upon its surface and 
overflows a dam in an almost continuous stream. When 
the crucible is full of molten metal, the latter is drawn off 
through a tapping bole which is, at other times, stopped 
wi th sand. 

(a.) The throat of the blast f1ll'llllce is closed with a cup and cone 
arrangement, as shown in Fig". 113. The cone, b, is lowered by a 
chain when a charge is to be introduced. When b is raised against 
the cup, a, the throat of the furnace is closed and the escape of the 
blast furnace gases into the air is prevented. These gases consist of 
very hot hydrocarbons with H, CO, C0 2 , N, etc. These heated gases, 
some of which are combustible, are conveyed by pi~s from the 
throat of the furnace and utilized for heating the tnycres and the 
boilers for steam power purposes. 

{b.) The chemical changes that take place in the blast furnace are 
of great interest and have been carefully studied, but our knowledge 
of them is still far from . complete. At the lower part, where the 
temperature is highest, the fuel bums to co. ; in the widest purt of 
the furnace, the C01 is reduced by the p;lowing C to CO ; at a point 
still ftutlter up, where the temperature is from aoo•c. to 9000C. the 
CO reduces the ore to a spongy mass of metallic iron. As the spongy 
metal descends to the bottom part of the furnace, near the belly 
where the temperature is from 10oo•c . to 1400•c., it takes up C, 
becoming thus more fusible. melts completely and runs down into 
the cruci ule below the level of the mouth of the tttyiru. In the 
meantime, tho fusible slag has been formed and melted. It then 
ftoats on the surface of the heavier iron in t he crucible and thus pro
tects the metal from the oxidizing action of the blast. 

(c. ) Cast iron is generally contaminated with S, Si, P, and fre
quently with Mn, and contains from two to six per cent. of C. 

(d.) ~ig iron includes white cast ircm, gray cast ircm and several in
termediate varieties called mottled caKt iron. White cast iron con
tains all of its C in chemical union. W l1en it is dissolved in HCI or 
HaS04, various hydrocarbons are formed that give a disagreeable 
odor to the H evolved. In gray cast iron. part of the C crystallizes 
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out in cooling, forming graphite, which is left in tho form of black 
scales when tho iron is dissolved in an acid. White cast iron con· 
tracts on solidifying ; grny cast iron expands on solidifying nnd is, 
therefore, the better adapted for foundry use although it is less 
easily melted. Spiegeleisen is a variety of white cast iron very rich 
in C, and containing Mn. It is very hard and crystalline and is used 
in tho l3es..oemer process of steel manufacture. W hen it contains 
25Jler cent. or more of Mn it becomes granular and is callodferrv· 
mangane.,. 

360. W.rought Iron.- Cast iron is changed to 
wrought iron by a process called puddling, in which most 
of the carbon, silicon, sulphur and Jlhosphorus of the cast 
iron is burned out. Wrought iron contains less than 
half of one per cent. of carbon, its malleability iucrcasin~ 
and its fusibility decreasing ns the quantity of carbon di
minishes. It may be welded at a red heat. 

(a.) A puddling furnace is shown in t>levation in Fig. 114 and in 

FIG. II4. 

section in Fig. 115. The charge of pig iron nod, generally, a quan-
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tity of iron scale or other iron oxide, are placed in the bed, h, sepa
rated from the fi re grate by the fire bridge, b, and from the chimney 
by the flue bridge, (l. A strong draft is furnished by the chimney 
and controlled by a damper at the top of the chimney, which damper 
may be opened or closed by the workman. After the charge hn.s 

F'ra. us. 

been melted, it is vigorously stirred or puddled, and the C, S, s, 
and P thus removed The iron becomes lees easily fusible by the 
decarbonizing. The pasty mn.ss is then carried from the furnace. the 
fusible sing removed and the porous Fe welded into a solid mass by 
hammering or squoozing. 

E.r:peritMn' t89.-Place about 15 g. of pulverized Fe1 0 1 in the bulb 
ofthe tube, c, Fig. 116. Pass a current of dry H through the bulb tube. 

FJG. 1:6. 
When all of the air has been driven from the apparatu.<~, heat the 
oxide to redness. When it has been reduced to a black powder of 
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metallic Fe, remove the lamp and allow the contents of the bulb to 
cool in a curre11t of H. 

Fe1 0 1 + SH1 = Fe1 + 3H10. 

This black powder may be set on fire by a Ughlt'd splinter. It 
oxidizes so easily, that it will take fire if emptied from the bulb 
tube into the nlr wlule it is still hot. 

361. Properties of Iron.-Iron may be prepared 
in a pure state by reducing the oxide with hydrogen or car
bon monoxide. In the compact state, it is duclllc, malle
able, tenacious and highly magnetic. It docs not oxidize 
in dry air at ordinary temperatures. When heated in air, 
an oxide forms. This " scale oxide" is beaten oil' by ham
mering and may be found in considerable quantities about 
a blacksmiill's anvil. Iron oxidizes or rusts mpidly in 
moist air. It is re!ldily acted upon hy dilute lJydrochloric, 
nitric or sulphuric acid. It fuses at u white heat but soft
ens before iji melts. In this softened state it may be 
welded. and or borax is sprinkled upon the heated sur
faces that.are to be united and a fusible slag is thus fv1·mcd 
with the coating film of oxide. Wbcu the two pieces of 
iron are then hammered together, the slag is driYen out 
leaving clean surfaces of iron in contact. The blows of 
the hammer bring the metallic particles within the runge of 
molecular attraction (Ph., § 46, a), cohesion bimls them 

fast tLnd the iron is welded. 

(a.) Commercial iron is never pure. I f Pis present as an Impurity, 
the iron is brittle when cold nod is said to be "cold-short." The 
presence of S renders the iron brittle when bot ; the iron Is tbensaid 
to be " red short." 

362. Oxides of Iron. - Iron forms three well· 
known oxides; ferrous oxide (iron monoxide, FeO), ferric 

oxide (iron sesquioxide, Fe20 3) and ferroso-ferric oxide 
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(magnetic oxide of iron, Fe30 4). The ferric and mag

netic oxides are found native as iron orcs. 

(n.) FeO may be prepared by heating ferrous oxalate in a close ves
sel or by passing H over Fe2 0 3 heated to aoo•c. If exposed to the 
air within a f ew hours alter its preparation , it oxidizes so rapidly as 
to take fire. 

(b.) Fe.03 is one of the most important iron ores. This oxide is 
prepared artificially for use as a ptililt. A fine variety is known as 
feweller'a rouge, nnd is used for polishing glass and metals. Another 
artificial variety is called crocus, and is also used for polishing metals. 

(c.) Fe3 0• is found in large quantities as the richest of iron or!'!!. 
Many specimens attract iron and are called loadstones (Ph., § 302). 
Scale oxide is chiefly Fe 3 0 4 • We may consider Fe1 0 4 as a mixture 
or compound of FeO and Fe 2 0 1 • 

Experiment £84.-Cover a teaspoonful of fine iron filings with three 
or four times its volume of dilute H2 S04 • Wl1en the evolution of 
H ceases, pour off the clear liquor, add a few drops of strong HN01 

and boil the liquid. 'rbe yellowish-red color is due to tbe presence 
of ferric sulphate. Add NH 4 HO to the solution and sl1ake the liquids 
together. A red precipitate of ferric hydrate will be formed ; it may 
be collected upon a filter. 

363. Iron lly<h·ates.-Ferrous hydrate (FeH 202) 

is obtained by treating a solution of a pure ferrous salt 
with potassium or sodium hydrate in absence of ai1·. The 
precipitate thus formed is an unstable, white powder, 
which rapidly oxidizes with change of color, e\'olutiou of 
heat and, sometimes, incandescence when exposed to t he 
llir. Ferric hycl1'ate (Fe2 H60 6 ) is prepared by precipi
tating a moderately dilute solution of a ferric salt (e.,q., 
Fe2 CI6) with an excess of ammonia water. When freshly 
prepared, it is one of the best antidotes for arsenic (§ 247). 

364. Iron S nlJ>hides.-Iron and sulphur form two 
well-known componuds, iron monosnlphido (FeS) and iron 
disulphicle (FeS2). Iron mouosulpl1ido is formed by di-
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rect union of its constituents. A roll of brimstone may 
be made to penetrate a red hot plate of steel or wrought 
iron with formation of melted sulphide. lt is generally 
prepared by grndually tlll'owing a mixture of three 11:Jrb1 

of iron filings and two p1u'Ls of sulphur into a red hotcru
cil.lle. It is tho cheapest source of hydrogen sulphide and, 
hence, very important. Iron uisulphide occurs widely dis
trilmted in nature as pyrite (or iron pyrites). It is lurgely 
used in the manufacture of sulphuric acid and ferrous 
sulphate. 

365. Iron Salts.-Iron forms two well defined ~<eries 
of salts. In tho ferrous series, the iron atom acts as a dyad 
as it does in ferrous oxide. In the ferric series, the iron 
double atom (Fe2)vt acts ns a hexad as it does in ferric 
oxide. (See also Ex. 2, page 289.) 

(a.) Solutions of ferrous salts readily absorb 0 and precipitate ferric 
Blllts unless an excess of acid is preseut. Thoy, tltcrl'fore. net u 
powerful reducing agents and are largely used as such in the ).,.bora
tory and the arts. 

(b.) Tho ferric snits are readily reduced to tho corrct~ponding ferrous 
compounds. 

366, I r on Chlorldc8.-The halogen cll'mcnls form, with 
iron, both ferrous and ferric compounds. ThCIMl series are well typi
fied by ferrous nnrl forric chlorides. Ferrou1 d/lqride (FeCI.) is bcl!t 

Jll't'pared by p1188ing a current of hydrochloric acid gas over an e:r· 
cess of red hot iron filings or wire. Ferric clllQriclr (Fe1 CI,) moy bo 
prepnred by passinjZ a current of chlorine through n. solution or fer
rous chloride until the solution smells strongly of tho gas and then 
displaciug the excess of chlorine by passing o. current of carbon di
ox.ide through the warm liquid. Tbis solution, when concentroted, 
has a dark brown color a.nd an oily consistency. 

EJ']Jeriment S85.-Dip a piece or cotton clotb into a solution of 
nut-galls and allow it to dry; dip it into a solution of green vitriol 
and hang it up in a moist atmosphere. It will be prrmnrunil1 
colored by the precipitation of an insoluble iron tannate. 
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367. Iron Sulphates, etc. - Ferrous sulpltate 
(green ,·itriol, FeS04, 7H20) is made in immense quan
tities by exposing pyrite (FeS2 ) to the action of the at
mosphere, as au incidental product in the manufacture 
of copper sulphate Ol' by dissolving iron in dilute sul
phuric acid. It is largely used in the arts. Ferric sulphate 
[Fe2(S04 )aJ is pr~pared by the action of nitric acid 
upon an acidulated solution of ferrous sulphate: 

6FeSO"' + 3H,S0 4 + 2HNO, = 3Fe :~(S04)3 + 2NO + 4H.O. 

(a.) Ferrous nitrate (Fe(N0 3 ) 2 ] is a very S(•l uble, unstable com
pound. Ferric nitrnt~ (Fe.(N0 3 ) 0] is prepared by dissolving Fe in 
HNO,. It is largllly used o.a a mordant in dyeing LLnd calico printing. 
Ferrous carbonate (FeC01 ) is found o.a an iron oro. 

368 . Iron C)•nnhlcs.-Iron unites with cyanogen to form 
fer rous and ferric cyanides. 'l'lte most important iron cyanides, how
ever, are double compounds. When crude potash (K1 CO,) is fused 
whh ni.rogenous organic matter, such o.a horn, feathers, dried blood, 
leather clippin~s, .etc., in the presence of iron filin~. the fused mass 
loocltecl with water and the liquid evaporated, largo yellow crystals 
are formed. Thesocrystals lll'e potaeaiumfe7·rocyant'de (K 8(C N),.Fe, , 

• 3H1 0), better known as yellotn pru88in.tc of potaalt. Tllis compound 
is important as it serves us t he point of departure for tho preparation 
of nearly all the cyanogen compounds. It may also be formed by the 
addition of a ferrous salt to an aqueous solution of potassium cyanide. 
12KCN + 2FeS04 = K8(CN)11 Fe. + 2K1 SO •. The tendency to form 
this salt is so great that metallic iron is rapidly dissol ved when 
heated in such a solution of potassium cyanide. Wben n. current of 
cltlorine is passed into a solution of potassium ferrocyanide, the reac
t ion yielda potrt88iurn jerric,vanide (K 8(C N) 12 Fe 1 ) or red pru88iate of 
potash. '!'he class of compounds kuown ns Prussian-blucs are chiefly 
compounds of ferrous and ferric cyanides, generally united with 
potassium. 

E.tptriment !'86.-Half fill ench of two test glasses with a very di· 
lute solution of Fe SO 1 and each of two other glasses with n similar 
solutioa of Fe,(S0 4} 1 • Prepare a dilute solution of K8 CyuFe• and 
one of K. Cy " Fo,. Add a drop of K

8
Cy

12
Fe

1 
to one of tile glasses 

of Fe,(SO,)a; a blue precipitn.te will be formed and color the 
liquid . In sim\lar manner, add K

8
Cy,.Fe

8 
to FeS0

4
; no color will 
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appear. In similar mann<'r, add K,Cy11Fe1 to FoS04 ; the blue color 
will appear. In similar manner, add K,Cy 11 Fo1 to Fe1(S0.)1 ; no 
color will appE'&r. Jn the name of K8 Cy11 Fo1 • the pupil wlll nollce 
a contrnctiou for ferrotl8; a simllar contramion for ferric appears in 
the nBJDe of K0 Cy11Fe 1 • When, in this experiment, we brougbl 
two ·OU8 or two -ic compounds together, no color was produced. 
When an -Ol/.8 compound and an -ic compound were brought toge,ber, 
a blue color was formed. Potll88ium ferro- and ft~rrlcyanid~ act 
th us with all ferrous and ferric lllllts and may, coneequenlly, be U8t'd 
118 tests to detect the presence of these salts in any solution or to dia
tinguish between them. 

Jj}zperitMnt l\'87.-Soa~ a piece of cotton cloth in a eolntlon of 
Fe1(S04 ). and then dip It into an acidulated solution of K1 Cy 11 Fe1 • 

Prussinn blue is precipitated upon the cloth which Ia thua colored. 

EXERCISES. 

1. Name the compounds symbolized as follows : FeBr1 ; Fe1 Br1 ; 

K8 C11N11Fo1 : Fe1(S0,)1 • 

2. State two things indicated by the following graphic "1mbol: 
Cl Cl 

Cl-~e-~e-CI. 
~I ~I 

8. A certain iron oxide has a molecular weight of 289 •· e. and 
contains 27.6 per cent. of 0 . What is the eymbol f 

4. (a.) What weight of FeS will be needed to yield 11. of H,Sf 
(b.) How much air will be required to burn the H,S f 

5. What weight of marble is needed to conven 1. too of soda cry• 
tala into biCilrbonate of soda! 

6. How many litera of air will be neceseary to bum a liter each of 
(a.) marsh gas, (b.) ole6ant gsa and (c. ) acetylene f 

7. 'I'he vapor density of NH.CI Ia one·fourth of the number of 
microcriths in its molecular weight. (a.) Why Is it said to be ab
normal t (b.) Can you suggest an explanation of the variation f 

13 
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~TI®N Kl. 
STEEL. 

369. Steel.-Sted is intermediate between cast iron 
and wrought iron in respect to properties and chemical 

compo ition. It contains from 0. 7 to 2 pe1· cent. of carbon. 

Its most cbo.l'actel'istic property is that of acquiring re
markable hardness by heating and quickly cooling as by 
plunging into water. Steel thus hardened cannot be 
worked with a fi le and is very brittle and elastic. The 

hardness and brittleness are lessened by tempering, which 
process consists in beating the steel lo 220°0. - 331°0. and 
then cooling it quickly. The hardest temper is obtained 

at the lowest temperature. The workman judges the tem

perature by obscrring the 
tints on t he surfa<'e of the 
metal. These colors are 

caused by different thick
nesses of the oxide formed. 

370. The Cemen· 
t.:<ttion Process. - A 
few years ago, fhe only 
method of making steel 
was to decarbonize cast 
iron in the pudd ling fu r
nace and then to recarbon-

Frc. 117. ize Lhe wrought iron in the 
cementation furnace (Fig. 117.) Tbefurna.cecontains two 
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square boxes, c, made of infusible fire clay, into which are 
put bars of wrought iron packed in soot or powdered 
charcoal. Six or seven tons of iron are put into each box. 
A fire is built on the hearth, g, and the boxes kept at a 
temperature of 1000"0. or 1200°0. for from seven to ten 
tlayt~. At the end of the process, it is found that the metal 
hll8 become finer grained, more bri ttle, more fusible, that 
its surface has a blistered appeamnre, whence the name, 
"blister steel," and that carbon has penetrated the metal, 
altltouglt tlte iron ltas not been melted or the carb01~ vapor
ized. Several hypotheses have been advanced to account 
for the phenomena involved, but none of them is satis
factory. 

371. The Bessemer Proces~:~. -In this process, 
steel is made by decarboniz
ing cast iron by a current of 

air forced through the melted 
metal in an egg-shaped vessel 
called the con vert.er (Fig. 118.) 
The converter is made of iron 
plates lined with infusible ma
terial. The bottom is a shal
low wind box, e, from which 
numerous small openings lead 
into the converter. The ves-
sel is supported upon trun- Ftc. nS. 

nions, one of which, i, is hollow ancl connected with tbe 
wind or tuyore-box. When the interior of the converter 
bas been heated to whiteness, it is turned upon its trun
nions until the line, ac, is horizontal. Melted cast iron is 
then run through the mouth into the belly, abc. 'l'he air 
blast is then turned on through i, the converter raised into 
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an upright position, the compressed air bubbling through 
the molten metal, burning out the carbon aud silicon and 
combining with part of the iron. This combustion in the 
converter causes intense heat which keeps the iron melted 
despite i~ approach to the less easily fusible condition of 
wrought iron. During this time, the flame that rushes 
from the mouth of the converter is accompanied by a mag
nificent display of sparks clue to the combustion of iron 
particles (Exps. 38-40). When this pyrotechnic exhibi
tion has continued for six or eigh t minutes, the exact 
moment being indicated to the trained eye of the overseer 

by the appt>arance of the flame, the conYerter is turned 
until the melted iron leaves the tuyere openings uncovered 
and the air blast is stopped. The decarbonized iron is now 
recarbonized by the addition of a carefully determined 
quantity of spiegelcisen. The molten mass is poured into 
a ladle and thence into moulds, and the cast steel worked 
up under the hammer or in the rolling mill. In less than 
half an hour, from five to twelve tons of cast iron has 
been converted into steel 

(a.) All of the movements of the convertt>r, ladle, cranes, rte., are 
produced by hydraulic power and controlled by a workman at " the 
piano," as the assemblnge of wheels and levers is culled. 

(b.) Steel might be produced by stopping the oxidation before aU 
of the C of the cast iron had been burned out. But tho diffiClllties 
arising from too nearly complete oxidation ond the practical impos~:~i
bility of making succP.ssive " blows " yield the sa rue quality of sr.eel 
led to the adoption of the present plan. Besscml'r steel is lnrgely 
used in the construction of railwny tracks, bridgl's, etc. 

372. The Sicmcns-1\lartin Process.- In Lbis 
process, hytlror.arbon gases and air are heated, mixed and 
burned, the flame passing over a. hearth con taining a charge 
of cast iron and wrought iron scrap mixed in definite pro-
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portions. The melted metal is run from the hearth in~ 
a ladle containing the proper amount of spiegel or ferro· 
manganese, after which the steel is ready for casting. The 
sides and top of the furnace, the exposed parts of the flues, 
and the hearth are made of such highly infusible material 
as silica brick. 

373. Crucible Steel.-A very fine quality of steel 
is made for edge tools by fusing, in gmphite crucibles, a 
fine quality of wrought iron with powdered charcoal. The 
crucibles are closely -covered and heated in a coke fire. 
The steel is cast into ingots and worked into biU'8 under 
the hummer. 

374. ltlalleable Iron.- Intermediate between cast 
iron and wrought iron is an IU'ticle, known in commerce 
as " malleable iron." Small castings are made of white cast 
iron for a great variety of purposes, such as for barne..-s, 
wagons, agricultural implements, etc. These castings are 
packed with iron scale or oxide in "annealing boxes" and 
then heated to a high temperature. The carbon of the 
cast iron is thus removed in great part and the material 
changed from white, hard and brittle cast iron to black, 
soft and tough " malleable iron." Articles thus made are 
nearly as tough as they would be if made of wrought iron 
and much less expensive. Oompare the process with the 

cementation process for making steel. 
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$~TXON UL 
MA NGANESE, COBALT AND NICKEL. 

~ MANGANESE: '1/tnbol, Mn ; lf)Uifo gratity, 8; a/Qmic wigll.t, 
64.8 m. c. ; quuntiooknce, e (4 ana 6). 

375. Manganese.-Tho principal source of manga
nese is the dioxide (M n02 ) which is found in nature as the 
mineral pyrolusite. Among the other manganese ores are 
braunite ( Mnz03 ) and bausmanite (Mn30 4). The metal 
is sc ldom prepared but may be obtained by heating one of 
the oxides with carbon at an intense white heat. for several 
hours. It is very hard and brittle, easily soluble in dilute 
acids, and decomposes warm water with the evolution of 
hydrogen. When pure, it is almost as infusible as plati
num and oxidizes easily in the air. It is Lest k<'pt in 
~troleum. It is !eebly magnetic (Ph., § 31 0) an <I forms a 
beautiful alloy with copper. 

376. Oxides.-At least five distinct manganese oxides 
are known: 

(a.) Manganese monoxide (manganous oxide, MnO) is powerfully 

basic. 

(b.) Red oxide of mangancso (mangano-mangnnic oxide, Mn,O.) 
may be considered a compound of MnO a.nd Mn 10 1 • It is analogous 
to magnetic iron ore. 

(c.) Manganese sesquioxido (manganic oxidE>, Mn 10 1 ) is isomor
phous with Al tOs and Fe

1
0 1 . Tho corresponding hydrate (MnaOa 

(H0)1] is found in nature as manganite. 

(a.) Manganese dioxide (manganese peroxide. black oxide of m~· 
guncso. Mn01 ) is tho most important manganese ore. It Is used m 
preparing 0 and Cl, and in coloring glAss. At a bright red llcat, It 
Yields up 0 and is reducod to Mn,O •. 
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ExERCISES. 

1. Give the names and atomic weights of the elements represented 
by the following symbols : Fo, Mg, Hg, Zn, Ca, C, Cl, I , P, K, N, Na, 
S, Ag, Br, Cu, Fl, H, Pb, 0 , AI, Sb, Si. 

Equation + Cl8 = 2HCI 

Names of. mol~ules . Hydrogen Chlorine Yield Hydrochloric acid. 
Nos. 1 1 ·• 2 • 
Weight " molecule. 2m. c. 71 m. c. " 86.5 m. c. 
Total welghta...... i m. c. tilled. 71 m. c. need. " 73 m. c. obtained. 
Gaseous volumes .. . . 2 unit volumes " 2 unit volumes " " 4 unit volumes " 
Laboratory Exp... . . .500 cu. em. 500 cu. em. " lliter. 

2. According to the above or a similar schedule, write out the fol-
lowing equations : 

(a.) 2H 1 0 + 2CI 1 = 4HCI + 0 1 • 

(b.) 2CO + 0 1 = 2C01 • 

(c.) C0 8 + C(solid) = 2CO. 
(d.) 2NH 1 = N, + 3H 1 . 

(e.) 2NH 1 + 3CI 1 = N1 + 6HCI. 
(f.) NH 4 N01(solid) = N1 0 + 2H 1 0 . 
(D.) Mn01 + 4HCI = MnCI1 + Cl 1 + 2H1 0 . 
(h. ) S01 + 2H 1 0 + Cl 1 = H1 S04 + 2HCI. 
(i.) 2Mn0 1 + 2H 1 S04 = 2MnS04 + 2H1 0 + 0 1 • 

3. Why is i.t not praciicable to obtain more than a small quantity 
of mixed H and 0 by electric sparks in an atmosphere of steam t 
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~~TION IXL 
MA NGANESE, COBALT AND NICKEL. 

~ MANGANESE : '1/tnbol, Mn ; lj)Uijk gra~ii11, 8; atomic wight, 
54.8 m. C. ; quanliMknce, e (4 and 6). 

375. ~Iauganese.-The principal source of manga
nese is the dioxide (M n02 ) which is found in nature as the 
mineral pyrolusite. Among the otb~:r manganese ores are 
braunite ( Mn 110 3) and hausmanite (Mn30 4). Tbe metal 
is seldom prepared but may be obtained by heating one or 
the oxides wi th carbon at an intense white beat for several 
hours. It is very hurd and brittle, easily soluble in dilute 
acids, and decomposes warm water with the evolution of 
hydrogen. When pure, it is almost as infusible as plati
num and oxidizes easily in the air. It is Lest kept in 
J)f!troleum. It is feebly magnetic (Ph., § 310) and forms a 

beautiful alloy with copper. 

376. Oxides.- At least five distinct manganl.'se oxides 

are known : 

(a.) Manganese monoxide (manganous oxide, MnO) is powerfully 

bn.sic. 

(b.) Red oxide of manganese (mangano.manganio oxide, Mn, O.) 
may be considered a compound of MnO and Mn , O,. It is analogous 
to magnetic iron ore. 

(c.) ~lanpnese sesquioxide (manganic oxidt>, Mn ,O, ) is isomor
phous with Al

1
0

0 
and Fe

1
0

1
• The corresponding hydrate [Mn,O, 

(HO)i] is found in nature n.s manganite. 

(d.) Manganese dioxide (manganese peroxide. black oxld_e of m~
goncse, MnO,) is tho most important manganese ore. It IS U8ed 10 

preparing 0 and Cl, and in coloring-glass. At a bright red bc&t. it 
yields up 0 and is reduced to Mn 40 •. 
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(e.) Manganic anhydride (Mn0 1) and manganic acid (H 1 Mn04 )have 
not yet been isolated but several manganates (e. g., K1 Mn04 ) are well 
known. K1 Mn04 is isomorphous with K1 S04 • 

(f.) Manganese heptoxide (Mn.0 7 } is an anhydride, yielding per. 
manganic acid (H1Mn1 0 8) when brought into contact with H 1 0 . 

.Experiment .!'88.-Put a small quantity of Mn01 into an ignitioll 
tube and add enough H1 SO. to wet it thoroughly. Arrange the 
tube as shown in Exp. 116. Heat gently, collect the 'gas and lind out 
what it is. 

Experiment 28.9.-DiMolve 0.5 g. of oxalic acid (C1 H1 0 4) crystals 
in 5() cu. em. of H1 0; add 6 cu. em. of H1 S0 4 ; warm toabout60°C. 
To this colorleas 110lution, add, drop by drop, a solution of K1 Mn1 0 8 • 

The K1 Mn. 0 8 giveli up 0 and converts the C1 H1 0 4 to H1 0 and C01 

and is reducOO. to MnS0 4 and K1 S04 , in which proct?88, its rich 
color is destroyed. If an excess of the potassium permanganate be 
added, it will not be decolorized. 

'&rperiment 290.-Repeat the last exp<~riment, using Fe SO 4 instead 
of C1 H1 0 4 • The K1 Mn1 0 8 oxidizes the ferrous to ferric sulphate. 

Note.-Knowin~r the reactions for theee experiments and the quan· 
tity of K1 Mn10 8 ueed, before the decoloration ceases, the quantity 
of oxidizable matter (C 1 H1 0 4 or FeS04 ) present is easily calculated 
(quantitative analysis). 

&periment .!'91.-Mix some K1 Mn1 0 8 and Ba0 1 in a mortar. 
Transfer the mixture to a flask and moisten it with H1 S04 • A starch 
and potassium iodide test paper held at the mouth of the flask will 
be colored blue. Explain Ute dilcoloration. 

377. Manganese Salts.- A few years ago, the 
manganates and permanganates were found only in the 
labomtory where they were used 118 oxidizing agents. 
They are now manufactured on the large scale fer use as 
disinfectants. 

~ COBALT : '1f"'bol, Co ; lpttijk graflity, 8.6 ,· atomic weight, 
58.6 m.c. 

378. Cobalt.-Oobalt is not found free, except in 
meteoric matter. Its ores are not widely distributed. 
The metal may be obtained from an artificially prepared 
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oxide by reduction with hydrogen or from a chloride by 
ignition. It is harder than iron and melts more eaaily. It 
is magnetic, malleable and very tough. When pure, it is 
silvery white. 

(n.) Cobalt has three oxides, the monoxide (cobaltous o:dde, CoO), 
the sesquioxido (cob&ltic oxide, Co10 1 ) and an intermediate com
pound, cobaltous-eobaltic oxide (Co1 0 4) which corm~pondJ to the 
magnetic oxide of iron. There are also two series of salts, the co
baltoua and tho cobaltlc. 

Expe1'i1M11t !'9!'.-Po.rtly fill a test tube with a concentrated aol~ 
tion of chloride or lime. Add a. small quantity of Co10 1 and beat 
gently. A brisk effervescence takes pla.ce. Test tho gu evoiYed 
with a glowing splinter. The calcium hypochlorite coot&lned in the 
bleaching powder is, onder the catalytic in1lueoceof the ~~C~qllloxide, 
decomposed. Write the reaction . 

.M.!:per,ment £93.-Prepare an aqueous solution of CoCI 1 by dla
solving CoO or Co1 0

1 
in HCI. Make a drawing with thil nearly 

colorless 110lution. Heat the sketch to about tro•c. ; U will appear 
blue. Breathe upon It ; tl1e blue color will dieappear. 

:&rpmmen.t .£'94.-To 2 cu. em. of the pink solution of CoCI, in a 
test glass, add an equal quantity of sodium Bili('B.te or" water g!UB," 
well diluted so as to be thin. A blue precivitate appeara. 

CoCI1 + Na1 Si0 1 = 2NaCI + CoSiO,, 
or 2CoCI 1 + Na,Si5 0 11 =4NaCI + Co,Si,O,,. 

~ NIOKlllL; tymbol, Ni; apecijic (l"''af!itg, 8.9 i atomill '~Might, 
58.6 m. c. 

379. Nickel.- Nickel is almost alwaysassociated with 
cobalt in either terrestrial or extra-terrestrial matter. It 
is a lustrous, white metal, ductile, malleable, magnetic, 
verv hard and susceptible of a high polish. It can be 
welded. It is largely used for plating articles of iron a~d 
steel to protect them from rusting. It is also used m 

'I · n alloy coinage and for making alloys. German Sl ver IS a 

of nickel, copper and zinc. 
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(a.) The oxides of Ni are the monoxide (nickel oxide, NiO) and the 
8e8quioxide (nickel peroxide, Ni1 0 1}. Nickel Blllts are derived from 
the monoxide. The most important salt Is the nitrate. 

380. The Iron Group.-Tbe metals of this group 
form basic monoxides; they also form sesquioxides and 
corresponding series of salts. Cobalt and nickel ha>e the 
same atomic weight and are seldom separated in nature. 

EXEBOISES. 

1. Pyrolusite may be reduced to Mn10~ by intenee heat. Write 
the reaction. 

2. Write & graphic symbol for K 1Mn0~. 

8. Write two graphic symbols for K1 Mn~O,. 
4. Write a graphlc symbol for manganese sesquioxide, reprrsent

ing the metal as a dyad. 
G. Write a graphic symbol for nickel seaquioxide, representing the 

metal as a tetrad. 
6. Write a graphlc symbol for Mn"0 1 . 

7. Which is the correct symbol for nickel hydrate, NiHO or 
NiH1 0 1 Y 

8. (a.) Write the symbol for oobaltous hydrate. (b.) For oobaltic 
hydrate. 

9. (a.) Write the equation repreeenting the reaction for Exp. 289. 
(b.) For Exp . .290. 
10. Write the symbol for the potassium salt of the hydrate of 

manganese heptoxide. What Is" the r.ame of the salt T 



~HA?TEJt XXII. 
METALS OF THE CHROMIUM GROUP. 

~ ~ Cnnommr: : 1gmbol, Cr ; ~peeijic grafliJg, .p8; alt~ tDeighl, 
6~ .. ~ m. c. 

381. C brominm.- Chromium is a rather rare, almost 

sih·er white metal and is not found free in nature. Its chief 

ore is chromite or chrome iron ore (FeCr20 4 ). It forms the 

green coloring matter of ememld, serpen tine and other 

minerals. The fused metal is almost as hard as the diamond 

and melts less easily than platinum. At a white heat, it 
combines directly with oxygen or njtrogen, forming, with 

the Iutter, a brown chromium nitride. It is a good con

ductor of electricity a nd is magnetic. The presence of 0.5 

to 0.75 per cent. of this metal renders steel ("chromium 

steel") harder than carbon alone can do. Several chro

mium compounds are somewhat extensh·ely used in the 

arls. 

(a.) Chromium forms three oxides; tbemonoxide(cbromous oxide, 
CrO); tho sesquioxide (chromic oxide, gn'('D oxide of chromium, 
Cr,O,) and the trioxide (chromic anhydride, CrO, ). . . 

(b.) Chromic trioxide may be obtained by treatinl{ poti881Dm ~·
chromate with H

1
S0

4
• The red crystals thus formod may be d•s. 

solved in H1 0 forming cMomic acid (H,Cr04). . 
(c.) Pota1sium clwomate (yellow chromate of potash, K,CrO.) 18 

used in the arts, but tho potassium dichromnte (bichromate of pot~, 
K,Cr,01) is, by far, the most important of the Cr oompounds, asH 

serves as tlle starling point in tlte preparation of nearly all of tho 
others. I t cryst:tllizcs in beautiful garnet red prisms ond is prep&red 
in large quantities from FeCr

1
0

4
• Chl'ome yeUow is a lead chromate 

(PbCrO 4 ). his lar(lely used a.s a pigment. 

(cl.) Chrome alum [K,SO., Cra(S04 )a, 24H, O] is oscd in dyeing, 

calico priptiog ~tnd tDP,!liPIJ: 
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.&petriment .1?95.-Dissolve 15g. of pulverized K,Cr,0 7 in 100 cu.cm. 
of warm H,O. When the solution has cooled, add 15 tu. em. of 
strong H 1 50 •• and pour it into a porcelain dish placed in cold H 2 0. 
When the liquid is cool, slowly stir in 8 cu. em. of C 1 H8 0 and set 
the whole aside for a day. At the end of that time, crystals of 
K1 S0

4
, Cr,(S04 ) 1 , 24H 1 0 will cover the bottom of the dish. 

ljf" MOLYBDENUM; lfiTTibol, Mo; 8pUiflc gra'Oity, 8.6; atomic 
weight, 95.8 m. c. 

38~. Molybdennrn,-Tbis metal is rare and has been but 
imperfectly studied. It is prepared by heating its trioxide or one of 
its chlorides to redness in a current of hydrogen. It has a silver 
white color, and is highly infusible. Molybdenum has four known 
oxides: MoO ; MotOa; Mo01 ; Mo0 3 • Molybdic acid has the oom. 
position, H1 Mo04 • 

nf" TUNGSTEN : '1/mbol. W ; 'lJUiflc gra'Oity, 19.1 (?) ,· atomic 
tUight, 183.5 m. c. 

383. Tun~rllteu.-Tungsten is a rare metal, being found in only 
. a few minerals, the most important of which is wolfram, a t ungstate 
of iron and manganese. It is said that the addition of tungsten to 
steel improves the hardneSB and tenacity of the latter. Tungsten 
forms two oxides, WO, and W01 • Tungstlc acid bas the composi· 
tlon, H,wo •. 

or UllANTUM: '1111lb<Jl, u ; apeciflc graf>ity, 18.33; atomic 
weight, t40 m. c. 

38.J. llranlum.-This is a rare metal, the chief ore of which 
is pitchblende, an impure uranium oxide (U 1 0 1 ). The metal ls mal
leable and hard Rnd has a color resembling that of nickel. It 
bas two well-known oxides, the dioxide (uranyl, uranous oxide, 
UO.) and the trioxide (uranyl oxide, uranie oxide, U0 3 ). These 
oxides mix to form the Intermediate oxides, U

1
0 5 (black oxide of 

uranium = uo, + uo.) and u,o. (green oxide of uranium 
= UO, + 2U01 ). Uranium dioxide is a basic oxide; by dissolving 
It in strong acids, green uranous salts are formed. Uranium trioxide 
is an acid forming oxide. The uranic salts are yellow and most of 
them have a remarkable power of ftuo~nce, which they impart 
to glass (Ph., ~ 871, 81). Uranium yellow (Na1 U1 0 7 ) is largely used 
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for giving the beautiful yellowish green color to gl .. uown u 
"uranium glll88." 

Not.,.- Uranium was formerly cl~ in the iron group, its atomic 
weight given a.s 120 m. o. and its ox.ides symbolized by UO and 
U1 0 1 • The metals of this group form &cld.furming trioxidee and 
yield very characteristic salts. 

EXERCISES. 

1. Assuming Cr to be a tetrad. write the graphic symbol for Cr1 CI 1. 

2. Write the graphic symbol for K,Cr04 • 

8 . Read th e following, naming each symbolised eabetaoee by its 
full systematic name: FeS0 4, 7H 10 is pale green; MnS04 , 7H1 0 
is pale pink ; CoS0 4 , 7H 10 is bright red ; NiS04, 7H1 0 Ia bright 
green; and CrS04 , 7H1 0 is palo blue. 

4. Can you detect any d ifference io the apparent quanti valence of 
any two metals, the compounds of which are symbolised In the third 
Exercise ! 

5. Write the empirical symbol for hydrated sulphuryl o:dde. 



METAL S OF THE TIN GROUP. 

~ TIN: aymbol, Sn ; 1pecijic gra11ity, 7.!!9 i atQmic wight, 118 
m. c. i quantiwlenu, e and 4. 

385. Source.-The principal tin ore is a dioxide 
called co.sserite or tin-stone. It is found in but few locali
ties, the principal ones being Cornwall in England, the 
island of Banca and the ·Malay Peninsula. It bas al o 
been found in Australia, New Ilampshire, Alabama, anc.l 
Cu.lifomia. Native tin bas been found in small quantities. 

386. Preparation.- Tin is prepared by pulverizing, 
washing and roasting the ore and then smelting it with 
cbo.rcou,l or !l.ntbracite. 

E;rpe1'iment t 96.- The familiar, ~llcd "tin-ware" is only 
tinne'tl ware, iron coded with tin. Heat a piece of tinned iron over 
the lamp until the Sn bas melted; thrust the plate into cold H 10 to 
harden the Sn quickly ; remove the smooth surface of the metal by 
rubbing it first with a bit of paper moistened with dilute aqua regio. 
and then with paper wet with sodn.-lye. Notice the crystalline 
figures thus produced, resembling frost upon a window pane. 

Efeperiment 297.-If you have a cake of Sn, wash one surface of it 
with dilute aqua regia until the crystalline forms, above mentioned, 
appear. 

&pe1iment !!98.- Hol d a bar of Sn near the ear 11nd bend the bar. 
Notice the peculiar crackling sound. Continue the bending nod 
notice that the bar becomes heated. The phenomena noticed seem 
to be caused by the friction of the crystalline particlf'll. 

387. Properties.- Tin is a lustl'ous, soft, white 
metal, that melts at about 23ooc. It is highly malleable, 
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slightly tenacious, ductile at 100°0. and brittle at 200°0. 
It has a marked tendency to crystallize on cooling from a 
melted condition. It unites readily with oxygen, chlorine, 
sulphur and phosphorus when heated with them. It is 
not easily tarnished by even moist air but is easily acted 
upon by acids. Heated in tho air, it bums to the dioxide 
(stannic oxide, Sn0 2 ). It forms two series of compounds, 
the stannous and the stannic. 

388. Uses.-Tin is largely employed in the form or 
foil (Ph.,§ 353) and ns a coating for other metals; e. g., 
copper used for bath tubs or cooking utensils, sheet iron 
for " t in-plate " and imn tacks and as a lining for lead 
water pipes. It is largely used in making numerous alloys. 

(a.) Bronze and bell metal are alloys of Cu and Sn. Plumber's 
!!Older and pewter are alloys of Pb and Sn. Britannia metal is an 
alloy of Cu, Sb and Sn. The "silvering" of mirrors is an amalgam 
of Hi and Sn. 

(b.) The Sn of tinnoo ware is sometimes adulterated with Pb which 
is less costly. This alloy of Pb and Sn will oxidize much more 
readily than Sn will. This lead oxide is easily dissolved by the 
C1 H 1 0 1 of vinegar forming the dangerous poison, lrad acetate, or 
" sugar of h.•ad." The various ncids of our common fruits unite with 
the lend oxide to form salts and all of the soluble lead salte are poii!On
ous. Dr. Kedzie, President of the Michigan State Board of Health, 
says: " It is an aatonishing fact that a large proportion of the tinned 
wares in the market is unfit to u se because of the large quantity of 
lead with which the tin is alloyed." As these compounds are cumu· 
lative poisons, he adds : " A pereon may not he poi110ned by one or 
two ~mnll doses but even if a very minute dose is taken for n long 
time, thll person may be broken in health or even lose his life." As 
a test for this Pb adulte ration, he rPCOmmends that u. ctrop of HNO. 
be pluced on the tinned surfuce and rubbed over u. space as large as 
a dime, that the metal be warmed until dry and that two drops of a 
solution of KI be placed on the spot. " If tho tin contains lt>ad, a 
bright yellow iodide of lead will be formed on the spot." 

389. Tin Colnpounds.-Tin forms two oxidee, the wooox
lde (staunous oxide, SnO) and the dioxide (stannic oxide, SnO.). The 
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former is basic ; the latter is both a. basic and an a.eid forming oxide. 
Their compounds are designated as stannous ann stannic salts. Stan
nic acid (H2 Sn0,) is a white solid. Stannous chloride (Sn 1 CI

4
) 

is prepared by dissolving tin in warm hydrochloric acid. Tin tetra
chloride (stannic chloride, SnCI 4 ) mn.y be prepared by passing chlo
ri ne over tin-foil or fused tin in n. retort. If a quick stream of 
chlorine be forced through melted tin, heat and light aro evolved. 
Stannic chloride is a colorlellS liquid, which, when treated with 
one-third its weight of water, forma a crystalline mass called ·• butter 
of tin." 

dr TITANIUX : 81/mbol, Ti ; atomic weight, 1,8 m. c. 

300. Tltanlum.-This is a rare metal, not found in the me
tallic state. It has the remarkable power of combining directly with 
f ree nitrogen at high temperatures, forming three distinct nitrides, 
Ti,-N,, Ti8 N4 , Ti1 N1 • Titanium dioxide (Ti01 ) is trimorphous. 

dr ZIRCONIUll: 81/mbol, Zr ; &pecijic f}'T'a'Dity, 4.15; atomic weight, 
90m.c. 

391. Zlrconlum.-This rare metal has been obtained in the 
form of an iron gray powder and in a. crystallized state. The crys
talline variety can be ignited only at the temperature of the oxy
hydrogen ftame or in chlorine at a red heat. It has only one known 
oxide (zirconia, Zr01), which is white and infusible. 

m" THORIUll : 81/mbol, Th; ~~pUijic gra11it1J, 7.7; atom.;c weight, 
t31.D m. c. 

00~. Thorium.-This rare metal is a constituent of thorite 
and n. few other rare minerals. It hal! boen prepared as a. gray 
powder that takes an iron gray lUI!tre when burnished. It takes fire 
when heated in the air. Its oride (Th0 1 ) is sometimes called thoria.. 

No~.-The metals of this group are closely connected with the 
non-metal, silicon, in that they form diorides corresponding to SiO, 
and present other chemical analogies. Ti and Zr occupy a. position 
int.ermediate, in many respects, between carbon and sill'-'>n on one 
hand and the metals on the othe:r. 
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ExEROISES. 

1. Define normal, acid, basic and double salt& Dlustrate 
2. A molecule of 11. certain oxide contains one atom of Sn and has 

a weight of 150 m. c. What is ite symbol? 
3. Write the symbol for triferric tetroxide. 
4. A number of salts having the general symbol M'HS01 were 

callt'd by their discoverer, "hydrosulphitefl." What is their proper 
systematic name? 

5. Show how far each of the following compounds agrees with the 
definitions of acid, base and salt : 

(a.) Chlorides of H, K, AI, P and S. 
(b.) Oxides of H, K·and C. 
(c.) Hydrates of K, Na, 501 and Ca. 
6. How many liters of marsh gas will weigh as much as~ l. of 

ethene? 
7. A certain compound has a molecular weight of 60 m. e. Ite 

centesimal composition is as follows: 40 of C; 58.• of 0 and 6.6 of 
H. What is the compound Y 

8. Indicate the quantivalenoe of each of the following radieale: 
S, 0 , Cl, HO, NH,, PO, 501• 

9. Write the graphic symbol for phosphoryl trichloride. 



~TEl\ XXIV. 
METALS OF THE GOLD GROUP. 

dr GoLD: 61Jmbol, Au ; ~tpeciflc {J1'a1Jity, 19.£65 j atomic weight, 
196.£ m. c. j quantitJalence, 1 and 3. 

393. Occurrence.-Gold is widely distributed in 
nature but in only a few places is it found in quantities 
sufficient to repay the cost of obtaining it. It is generally 
found in the native state alloyed with silver. Native gold 
is found in the quartz veins that intersect metamorphic 
rocks and in the alluvial deposits, called placers, formed by 

the disintegration of gold bearing rocks. 

(a.) The richest depoeits of Au are in California, Colorado, Nevada 
and Australia. Native Au is found in crystals, uuggets, grains and 
scales. While the particles are sometimes so smaliii.S to be invisible 
in eveu " paying" quartz, a single nugget, wtighing 184 pounds and 
valued at £8376, 10&. 6d., was found in Australia. Gold compounds 
are also found in nature. Two mines in Neva<la produced in 1877, 
$11i,597,263 in Au and $17,061,587 in Ag. 

394. Preparatiou.-In quartz mining, the ore is 
first pulverized. The gold is then extracted from the 
powdered mineral by means of mercury. The gold amal
gam thus formed is subjected to distillation. In " placer 
digging," the ligh ter constituents of th e alluvial deposit 
are washed away, the heavier gold remaining in the " wash
pan" or "cradle." In "hydraulic mining," immense 
streams of water are directed, under great pressure, against 
the surface of the auriferous deposit. In this way, great 
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quantities of sand, clay and gravel are disintegrated and 
hurried forward in a turbid torrent, from which the heavy 
gold particles settle into interstices previously prepared in 
the tunnel, through which the muddy mass is caused to 
flow. The amount of labor and capital expended in Cali
fornia upon canals, aqueducts, shafts and toonels for 
hydraulic mining is very great. 

E:rp6ri'IM'nt £'99.-Add a few drop!! of a strong eolutlon of AuCI,•to 
a liter of H1 0. Into this dilute eolution, drop one or two pieces of 
P, the size of u mustard·sced, nod place the whole in the sunlight. 
In tl1e course of a few hours, tho water will have a distinct Jiurpliah 
t int. This will deepen in color until finally, if the eolution baa the 
proper strength, a beautiful ruby·red liquid will be obtained. Tbe 
color of this liquid is due to finely divided metallic gold. 

395. Properties.-Gold is a brilliant, beautiful, 
omnge-yellow metal. It is the most malleable and ductile 
of the metals. It may be beaten into leaves not more 
than 0.0001 mm. thick; 1 g. of it may be drown into 
3240 m. of wire. It is softer than siher, nearly as soft as 
lead. It fuses at about 1100°0., and volatilizes at very high 
temperatures. It is not attacked by oxygen or water at 
any temperature. It does not dissolve in any simple acid 
except selenic but dissolves readily in aqua regia or in any 
other acid liquid that evolves chlorine. 

(f/,) One ounce of Au leaf may lie made to cover 189 aq. fl., while 
280,000 leaves placed one upon another measure only ono inch in 
thickness. One grain of Au will gild two miles of fino Ai 1rire, the 
de posit of Au being about 0.000002 111m. thick. Ordinary gold leaf 
transmits green light. Au may be precipitated in eo fine a state that 
it remains suspended in the liquid, causing it to appear ruby-red 
by reflected light or blue by transmitted light. Tho red color of ru~y 
glass is due to the pr~>scnco of Au in a finely divided state. Au u 
eometimes called tho "king of metal.R." 

3 96. Uses.-Gold is used for coinage, jewels, gilding 
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and other purposes, for which it is well adapted by its 
beautiful color and lustre, its unalterability and compara
tive rarity. Pure gold is so soft that coins and jewels made 
of it would soon wear out. It is, therefore, hardened by 
alloying with copper. American and French gold coins 
contain one-tenth copper; British gold coins, one-twelfth. 

(a.) The purity of Au in jewels is estimated in carats, pure Au being 
"2j carats 6ne." .An alloy containing f gold is " 16 carats 6ne." 

(b.) The compounds of Au are of little chemical interest. There 
are two ~:rides, the monoxide (aurous oxide, Au1 0) and the t rioxide 
(auric oxide, gold sesquioxide (Au1 0 1). There are two chlorides, AuCI 
and AuCI,. Aurous cyanide (AuCN) dissolved in a solution of KC N 
la uaed in electro-gilding (Ph., § 899, a). 

IF PLATINUM; '1/mbol, PI; ~peCijic gramt11, f1.5; atomic weight, 
196.7 m.c. 

397. Occurrence, etc.-Platinum is found only in 
the nati"l"e state, but very seldom pure. The so called 
"platinum ore" is an alloy of the metals of this group, 
with iron, copper, etc. It is found in the Ural mountains, 
in Brazil, Borneo, California and other 
places. The preparation of pure pla
tinum is a matter of great difficulty. 
For fusing the metal on the large scale, 
a crucible made of two pieces of lime 
is used with a compound blowpipe 
(Fig. 119). The upper part of the 
blowpipe is made of copaer; the lower 
part, of platinum. Coal gas is gener
ally used instead of hydrogen. The 
lime of the crucible successfully resists F JG. 119. 

the high temperature produced and absorbs the slags 
formed during the operation. 
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Experiment 300.-Boil 0.5 g. of Pt in small fragments in a tea. 
spoonful of aqua regils as long as the metal eeems to be acted upon. 
P our the liquid into an evaporating dish, add aqua rerfo~ to the re. 
maining Pt and proceed as before, continuing thus until u.IJ of the Pt 
has been dissolved. Evaporate the solution to dryness upou the 
water bath. Dissolve this residue (PtCI4) in H1 0. 

E.tperiment 301.-Heat a few drops of the solution of PtCI 1 in a 
test. tube. Notice the odor of the gas evolved. Hold a strip of mois
tened litmus at the mouth of the test tuoo. It will be blenched. 

2PtC1 4 = Pt1 + 4CI1• 

lhperiment 302.-Pour a teaspoonful of a solution of NH.CI intoa 
test t ube, acidulate it with HCI, and to it add a drop of the solution of 
the PtC '• just prepared. A yellow, insoluble powder (2N H • CI,PtCI4) 

will soon be precipitated. Repeat the experiment, taking enough of 
the solutions to make half a teaspoonful of the yellow precipitate, 
being careful that at last there shall be a slight excess of free NH 4 CI 
rat.h er than of PtCI4 in the overlying liquid. .Allow the precipitate 
to settle, separate it from the clear liquor by decantation and partly 
dry i t at a gentle heat. When the precipitate has acquired the con· 
sistence of slightly moistened earth, transfer it to a cup.shaped piece of 
Pt foil, and hCilt it to redm•.ss in the gas !lame, until fumes of NH 4 CI 
a t·e no longer driven off. A gray, loosely.coberent, sponge-like mass 
of m etallic platinum will remain in the cup; it is platinum sponge. 

E.tperiment 303.-Repcat Exp. 00, using either illuminating gas 
or H. 

E.tperiment 30,4.-Fill a spirit lamp with a mixture of C1 H10 and 
(C1 H1) 10. Suspend a spiral of Pt wire over the wick (Fig. 120) und 
light th e lamp. When the wire is red bot, blow out the ftaml'. The 
mixed vapors rising from the wick are oxidized by tho be:ted 

Pt ; the spiral is thus 
kept brightly incandes
cent. This is Davy's glow 
lamp. The experiment 
may be varied by suspend- · 
ing the spiral in a JOO!Icly 
covered test glass contain
ing (C. H0 ) 10, as shown 
in Fig. 121, or by beating 
a bit of Pt foil in a Bunsen 
flame and blowing out the 
flame. The foil will glow 
and may reignite the gas if 

Frc r2o. FIG. 121. 

held near enough to the burner. 
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398. Properties.-Piatinum is a heavy, soft metal 
of tin-white color. It is infusible at the highest tempera
ture of the blast furnace but yields before the oxyhydrogen 
flame. Its melting point ha.s been estimated at 2000°0 . 
It is very malleable and so ductile that it may be drawn 
into a wire less than 0.001 mm. in diameter. Like gold, it 
has little affinity for the other elements. It is not oxi
dized by oxygen, water, nitric or sulphuric acid at any 
temperature. H dissolves in aqua t·egia more slowly than 
gold does. It also dissolves in chlorine water. Like iron, 
it may be welded at a white heat. 

(a.) Red hot Pt absorbs 3.8 volumes of H, which i t gives off when 
heated in a vacuum, the surface of the Pt becoming then covered with 
bubbles. Similarly, H is absorbed by Pt, a t the nego.tive electrode in 
the electrolysis of H, O (Exp. 12), the occluded H being g iven off 
when the current is reversed RO as to make the Pt the positive 
electrode. 

{ll.) 0 is not absorbed by Pt but it is condensed on a clean surface 
of the metal. 'fhus, mixtures of 0 or air with H, CO, C1 H4 , C1 H1 0 
or (C1 H,)1 0 vapor, and other easily inflammable gases or vo.pors may 
be made to combine, sometimes s lowly, sometimes quickly, some
times with explosion (Exps .. 30 and 52). 

(c.) The preparation of platinum sponge has been ill ustrated in 
Exps. 800 and 302. Owing to ita larjle su rface, compared wi th its 
volume, it is able to conrlense large quantities of 0 . 

(d.) Platinum-black is a form of me:.nllic Pt, evE"n mor3 finely di
vided than platinum-sponge. It is a soft, dull, black powder . It can 
absorb more than 800 times its volume of 0. When boiled in H20 
and dried in a vacuum over H1SO~, i t absorbs 0 from tho air so 
mpidly that the mass becomes red hot. It upon the powder, when 
cooled after such absorption of 0 , som e C1 H8 0 or (C2 H0 ) 1 0 be 
dropped, the oxidation of the liq uids ,viii heat the m t>tal rod hot 

(e.) Pt unites readily with other metals forming alloys which are 
general ly more Cl\Sily fusible than th" element. 
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399. Uses.- On account of its infusibility and its 
chemical inertness, platinum is invuluablc to the chemist. 

In the laboratory, it is used for crucibles, evaporating 

dishes, stills, tubes, spatulas, forceps, wire, blowpipe tips, 

etc. In sulphuric acid manufacture, large platinum stills 

und siphons (§ 152, c) are used for con con traling the acid. 

As its rate of expansion it~ nearly equal to that of glass 

(Ph., § 485, a), it is used in the manufacture of eudiom
cters, Geissler tubes, incandescent electric lamps, etc. 

(a.) On account of Pt forming cosily fusible alloys, care should be 
had not to bent i't utensils with an casily fusible metal, t. g., Pb, 81, 
Sn or Sb, or any ensily reducible compound of a mt tnl. Th<'y sh<~uld 
not be used for fusion wilh nitre, the alk!lUee, or alkaline cyanides. 
They should not be booted in contact with P or As nor IJroogh' into 
direct contact with burning charcoal. 

(b.) "Wi thout Pt, it would be impossible, in maoy C68(.'S, to mAke 
tho ann lysis of a mineral. Tbc mineral must be dissolved. Ve81!Cis 
of glass and all non-mutnllio substances are destroyed by the means 
we usc for that purpose. Crucibles of Au and Ag would melt at high 
temperatures. But Pt is cheaper than Au, harder and more doralJio 
than Ag, infusible at nil temperoturt:'ll of our furnaces nnd is lei\ 
intact by acids and alkaline carbonatee. Pt unites all the valuablo 
properties of Au and of porcelain, resisting tho action of heat and nf 
almost nil chemical agents. Without Pt, the compoeition of mut 
minerals would hnve yet remained uuknown."-L~. 

@""PALLADIUM : tymbol, Pd ; Kpeeijlc oratity, 11.4 ; at<Jmie ?Night, 
106.:! m. c. 

4 00. Palladium.-'£his metal is contained in most 

platinum "ores," anti is found native. Is has a. color re

semblin P" that of platinum. I ts melt ing point is nbo~t 
that of ~-vrough t iron, the lowest of any of the metals of 
this group. It possesses the power of absorbing hydrogen 

in a greater degree than auy otbr r metal (§ 24, tl): ~t bas 
. th t lthot1gh 1ts stlrer· not been largely employed m e ar s u 
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white color and unalterabili ty in t he air have led to its use 
in preparing the graduated surfaces of astronomical instru
ments. It does not tarnish on exposure to hydrogen sul
phide and has been, therefore, used for coating silver arti
cles and by dentists as a substitute fot gold. 

~ RHODIUM : symbol, Rh ; '3pui~ grar;ity, 1£.1 j 11tomic 1/Jlight, 

104. 1 m c. 
4 01. Hlaodlum.-This meta l is found in platinum " oro." It 

hns the color and lustre of aluminum. I t is rueltod with grantor 
difficulty than platinum. It is almost insoluble in acids, but is more 
easily acted upon by chlorine than any other of ibe platinum metals. 

dr IRIDIUM ; tymhol, Ir ; 1puijlc gr(J.f)ity, 2$.38 j atomic weight, 
192.7 m.c. 

4 0 2. Iridium.-This metal also is found iu platinum 
"ore." I t has a white lustre, resembling that of polished 
ateel. It is very bri ttle when cold but slightly malleable 
nt a white heat. Pure, massive ir idium is not attacked by 
aqua regia. An alloy of one part of iridium and nine parts 
of platinum is extremely hard, as elastic as steel, more 
difficultly fusible than platinum, unalterable in the air and 
susceptible of a beautiful polish. This alloy was adopted 
by the International Commission at Paris in 1872 for the 
standard metric measures. Iridium is the most difficultly 
fu sible of the platinum metals except ru thenium and 
osmium. It has been used for the negative electrodes in 
electric lamps. 

~ R UTITENIUH : 11Jmhol, Ru ; 8pecijlc graflity, 1t .t6; atomic 
weight, 103.5 m. c. 

' 4 0 3. Rnthen imn.- This metal is found in platinum and 
other ores. It combines with ox-ygen more readily than any of the 
otbe~ platinum metals exr.ept osmium. I t is bard and brittle, and, 
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ne~t to osm_ium, the most difficultly fusible metal of this group. 
It 1s only shghtly acted upon by aqua regia. It combines with 
chlorine at a white heat. 

IF OSMIUM : aymbol, Os; q>ecijie gra'Ditg, 11477 ,· atomic wig!U, 
198.6 m. c. 

oiOtJ. O smhtnl.-This metal is found in platinum "ore," from the 
other constituents of which it is easily sepllll.ted, a.s it unites directly 
with oxygen to form a very volatile compound, Os0 4• Osmium 
crystals have a bluish white color and are harder than gl&88. Osmium 
is the heaviest known substance and ha.s not yet boon fused. Jt is 
not used in the arts but its alloy with iridium (osmi ridium) is used 
for tipping gold pens as it is not attacked by acids, and for the bear. 
ings of the mariner's compass as it does not oxidize and is non-mag
netic. 

Note.-Gold, silver, platinum, palladium, rhodium and iridium 
are sometimes called ''the noble metals." 

ExERCISES. 

1. What takes place when Na is thrown into H10? 
2. Describe an experiment showing the difference between a mix· 

tore and a compound. 
8. State the effect of heat upon MnO,, KCIO,, NH4 CI, NH 4 N01 , P 

and S respectively. 
4. You are given Zn, H1 S04 , KHO and H,O and required to prepare 

H from them by two distinct processes. Describe the prooessce and 
write the reaction for eaeh. 

5. I have two cylindrical jars of H, one of which I bold mouth 
upward, the other mouth downward. .At the end of 80 seconds, I 
plunge a lighted taper into each jar. Tl'll what you would expect to 
take place in each case. 

6. What are the products of the combustion of H,S in the air. 
7. How can you make H1S04 from S, H1 0 and HNO,? 
8. What elem11nts can be obtained from HCI, NH, and H, O? How 

would you obtain them in each case? 
9. (a.) When H is burned in air, what is the product? (b.) When 

burned in Cl ? 
10. An electric spark is produced in a mixturfl of 120 cu. r.m. of H 

and 60 cu. em. of 0. How would you conduct the experiment 80 118 

to show the gaseous condensation ? 
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. 11. You are required to prepare 0 from Cl and H. O. How would 
you do it? 

~ 12. You are given some Hg. a g lass tlask, a lamp, some glass tub-
ing nnd required to make pure 0. How will you do it under ordi
nary barometric conditions? 

13. Whon HN01 is poured on Cu, how does the action differ from 
a simple solution ? 

14. You are given ammouium carbonate and nitric acid and r&
quired to prepare laughing gas from the materials. How will you 
do it? 

15. What is the fineness of British gold coin in carats? 
16. When a positive monad radical replaces an atom of H in NH1 , 

the compound ammonia is called an amine. See§ 96, a. Write the 
typicnl symbol for di-ethylamine: for potn.ssamine. 

17. When a negative (or acid) monad radical replaces an atom of 
H in NH 3 , the compound ammonia. is called an amide. Write the 
symbol for di-iodamide. The Pymbol for acetyl is given on p. 183. 
Write the symbol for acetamide. 

18. Write tbtl symbols for potassium sulphite; hydrogen potassium 
sulphite ; calcium sulphite and hydrogen calcium sulphite. 

19. Write the nnme and a full g raphic symbol for sd - (S01 )-(H0) 

L -<so.)- (HO). 
20. Which of the graphic symbols called for in Ex. 5, p. 227, is 

preferable? Why ? See § 164, a . 
• 2l. Write the graphic "ymbol for phosphorus tetriodide (P , I .) in

dicating trivalent P. 
22. Write the graphic symbol for pyrophosphoric chloride. 

CI.P10 1 • • 

23. (a.) W rite the g raphic symbol for H 1 P01 • (b.)Doesthissym
bol indicate a dibasic or a tribasic acid ? 

24. Explain t h.e fact that when new flannel is first washed in a.n 
alkaline soap. it becomes yellow. · 

26. What weight of 0 is needed to bum 9 g. of CS1 t 
26. (a.) How would yon distinguish between Pt and Ag ? (b.) Be

tween Pt and Sn ? (o.) Between Ag and Sn? 
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DIX~ 
1. Tublc of the Elc111ents.-.An nlphabetical list ' of the 

elements with their symbols and atomic weig'hts is given below. In 
tho body of tile work some of the atomic weights were g iven in ap-
proximate numbers, for greater case in memorizing and compumtion. 
l n t he table below, the atomic weights o.re given aecording to tho 
most accurate determinations yet made. 'fhe less importanL ele
ments are printed in italic. 

Nam~. Sym. Nicro
bol. critlu. 

Aluminum .. .... .. .. AI .... 27.8 
Antimony (8tibium) .. . Sb .. 122 
Arsonic ............. As ••. 14.9 
Barium ........ . .. . .. Ba ... 186.8 
Beryllium . ...... .. . . Be 

(SU Gl~>l!Jm.) 
Bismuth .... . .. ...... Bi . .210 
Boron ..... ......... B .... 11. 
Hromino ...•... . .. .'Br .... 79.75 
Cadmium . .. . ....... Cd ... 111.6 
(fa;fittm ......... .... Cs ... 182.5 
Calcium ............ Ca ... 89.9 
Co.rbon .. ....... . .. . . . C .... 1 I . 97 
Cerium .. . ...... . . . .. Ce ... 141.2 
Chlorine ...... ...... Cl ... 1!5.37 
Chromium .. . ....... Cr .... 52.4 
Cobalt ...... ....... . Co ... 58.6 
Oulumhium . .. ...•... Cb . 94 
Copper (cuprum) .... • Cu ... 68.1 
Davyum ...... . . ... .. Da .. 153 
Decipium .......... .. De . . 157 
Didymium ......... . Di .. 147 
Erbium .. ....... .... Er .. 109 
F luorine ... ......... F .. . 19.1 
Gallium ... .. ... .. . . Ga ... 69.8 
Glucinium .. .. . ~ ..... 

(See 0/~num.) 
Glucinum . . .......... Gl.. . 92 

Nam& Blf'lt·M~ rxx. cntlu, 
Gold (aurum) ......... . AuJ96.2 
Hydrogen ............. H .. 1 
Indium ............ .. Jn.113.4 
Iodine ................. I .. 126.53 
Iridium .. ...... . ..... . lr 19.J.7 
Iron ... ... .. .......... Fe .. 56.9 
Lanthanum .. . ......... La 139 
Lead (plumbum) ...... Pb 206.4 
L ithium ............. . Li .. 7.01 
Magnesium .. .. ....... . Ma-.23.98 
MangnnOe .......... .. Mn .. 54.8 
Mercury (l1~·drargyru111 ). Hi' 1119.8 
Mulybdenum . . . .... .. .. Mo. 9,j.8 
Nickol ... .... ..... .. .. Ni. 58.6 
Niobium (Su Oolumblum). Nb 
Nitrogen .......... ... N .. t4.01 
Nor!Olgium .. ... . ...... No. 72. 
O~mium ....... .. . ... . Os 19 6 
Oxygen ................ 0 .. 1G.06 
Palladium •. .. ... ....... Pd 106.2 
Phosphorus ............ P .. 30.96 
P latinum .. . . . ... . . Pt.190.7 
Putass41m (kalium) . . .. K .. 39.04 
Rltodimn ..... .. ....... Rh.101.1 
R ubidium . . .. .... . . .. Rb .. 85.2 
Butltenium ..... ... ... Ru.l03.5 
&leniun-r: ... ..... .. . . ,.Se .. 79 
Silicium .. (Su SUiron.) •. • Si 

., 
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Name. ~ = Name. W. ~~ 
Silicon . .............. . Si .... 28 Thoraum ... . ....... ... Th.231.5 
Silver (argentum) ...... Ag107.66 Tin (atannum) . .... .. Sn.117.8 
Sodium (natrium) .. . . . . Na.22.29 Titanaum . . ... . . ... .. . Ti .. 48.1G 
Strontium.. . . . . . . ... Sr .. 87.2 11ungsten (tDOlframium) W.183.5 
Sulphur ...... . . . .. . ... 5 ... 31.98 Uranium .......... ... . Ur.240 
~Tantalum .... ..... . .. . . Ta182 Va'IUldium . .... .. ..... V •. 51.2 
TeUu1ium .... . .. . .... Te 128 Yttrium .. ............. Yt. .. 92.5 
~l'erbium.. . . .......... T r .• 99 Zinc ........... . ...... Zn . .. ()4.9 
Thaltium T . .. ....... TI.203.6 Zircunium.: .. . ........ Zr .. 90 

1~(/ 2. M.ct•·lc Meu811rC8.-Ftr a fuller consideration of 
~be international or metric rueasurcs, the pupil is referred to 

1
'j.Avery's Natural Philosophy, ~§ 24-30 and 3.>-86. Chemists 

ofallcountries use these units, alm011t exclusively. 'l'hedeei
meter rule (Fig. 122) is shown us ooing divided into ten cen-
timeters, each o! wh.ich is divided into ten milliruetcrs. The 8 
cubic decimeter mensnres o. volume culled a liter (pronounced 9 
Luter). The cubic centimeter (cu. em.) is 0.001 of a liter (l). §l 
The weight of one cu. em. of water at the fi"('Czing tempera- ! 
ture is a gram (0). These three units, the liter, the cubic $ 
centimeter and the gro.m are the ones of m011t freqnent occur- II 

renee in chemical works. Tho actual weights and measures ll 
should be babitnally used in every echool laboratory. ~ 

r:. 
1 inch=2.5~ cm .j1 ~u. i~.=16.386 cu.cm.l l grain=0.0648 g. ~ 
1 foot=:_8.04'3 dm} h~wd ~-=0.946 l. l oz. Troy=31.l035.q. g 
1 yard-0.9 144m.1 fl d oz. - 29.562cu.cm. 1lb.Av.= 0.4535.Kg. 11 

3. Tllcrmometcr8.-Chemists use the ceo· ;;_ 
tigrade thermometer almost exclusively. One or ~ 
more centigrade thermom~ters (chemical), having ~ 
the scale marked on the glass tube, and having no S 
frame like that of the ordinary house tbermomett>r, ~ 
should be in every schoollaboro.tory. In this book ~ 
temperatures are always given in centigrade de· s· 
grees. To change centigrade reo.dlnhrs to Fahrcn- g. 
beit readings, muHiply the number of centigrade ll 
degrees by ! and add 32. To change Fnl1renheit 

• •• readings to centigrade readinW3, subtract 32 from 
tho number of Fahrenheit degrees and multiply 
tho remainder by ~- (See Ph.,§§ 480, 4.81.) 

The best thermom('tcrs are straight glaBB tub<>s, 
of uniform diameter, with cylindrical in8tead of FIG. 122

" 

spherical bulbs ; such instruments can \:Ill passed tightly 
u ~ 

through a cork, and arc free from many liabilities to error 
l!1G. I23 to which thermometers wiLh paper. or metal scales are 

1 
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always exposed. A cheaper kind of thermometer, llaving a. paper 
sca.le enclosed in a glass envelope, will answer for most experimonts. 

4. Glass "\Vork l ug.- Much of the chemist's apparatus is 
made of glass which softens and becomes pla.stic when heated. Skill. 
ful workers in wood or metnl may be f01md in a.Jmost any town, but 
p;lass working will generally devolve upon the teacher and pupil. 
It is, therefore, discussed at some length in this place. 

(a.) Gla811 Tubing.-Giass tubes bent into various sha.pes a.re con
stantly needed. The pupil should acquire dexterity in preparing 
these for himself. Glass tubing is of two qualities, bard and soft. 
The former softens with difficulty and is desirable only for ignition 
or combustion tubes. (Fig. 18.) But little of it will be needed. It 
is generally better to buy the ignition tubes required. Soft glass 
tubing will be needed in larger quantities. In purchasing, it is re
commended that thu greater part be of asinglosize. Fig. 124~hows 
desirable sizes and the proper thickness of the 00 
glass for each size. By using, habitually, one U 0 0 
given size of tubing, the various articles made 
therefrom are more easily intercho.ngea.ble than FtG. IZ4. 

they would otherwise be. 

(b.) (Jutting and B ending 1Ubca.-Glass tubing and rods must gel'· 
erally be cut the desired 
length. For this purpose, 
lay the tube or rod upon 
the table and make a. 
scratch at tlte required dis· 
tance from one end with 
a three-cornered file. llold 
the tubing in both hands, 

FIG. 125. as shown in Fig. 125, with 

tbe scratch away from you and the two thumbs opposite the mark. 
With a sharp jerk, push out the thumbs and pull back the fingers. 
The glass will snap squarely off at the desired place. Tho lx>st ftame 
for bending ordinary tubes is thnt of a fish-tail gns burner, but that 
of a spirit lamp will do. Be sure that the tube is dry ; do not 
breathe into it before beating it. Bring the part of the tube w~cro 
the bend is desired into the bot air above the flru:nc i when .~~is 

. . . tb 11 0 itself Hea.t about an mch thoroughly warm, brmg 1t mto e am · . . 
of the tube holding it with both lmnds nnd tumiDg It construttly 
thnt it may' be heated uniformly on all sides. 'fhe tube should ~ 
held IJetweeo the thumbaurl first two fiogersof ench hand, thobha~ 
being below the tube, palms upward and the lamp between the U.: ~ 
'fhe desired yielding condition of the glass will be detected by _ee • 
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log better than by sooing, i. e .. the fingers will detect the yielding 
of the glass before the eye notices any change of color or form. 

When the glass yields 
easily, remove it from the 
flame and gently IJend the 
ends from you. If the 
concave side of the g;ass be 
too bot, it will ' ' buckle ;" 
if the convex side ue 
too hot, tho curve will 
be flattened and its chan
nel contraeted. Practice, 
and practice only, will 
enable you to bend a tube 
neatly. When a tube or 
rod is to be bent or drown 
ncar its end, a temporary 
handle mny be attached to 

FIG. 126. it by softening tho end of 
the tube or rod, and pressing against the soft glass a fragment of 
glass tube, which will adhere strongly to tl1e softened end. This 
handle may subsequently be removed by o. slight blow or by the aid 
of a file. If a considerable bend is to be made, so that the angle 
between the arms will be very small or nothing, as in a siphon, tl1e 
curvature can not be well produced at one place In the tube, b11t 
should be made by heating, progressively, several em. of 
the tube, and bmding continuously from one end of the 
heated portion to the other (Fig. 127). The several ports 
of such a bent tube should all lie in the same plano so 
that the finished tube may lie flat on a level surface. It 
is difficult to bend tubing large enough for U-tubes 
(Fig. 14). They would better be bought. When the end 
of o. tube or rod is to be heated, it is best to begin heating 
the glass about 2 em. from the end, as cracks s[art easily F 
from an edge. Smooth the sharp edges at the ends of the IG. 

127· 
tube by heating them to redness. Anneal tl1e bent tube by with
drawing it very gradually from the flame so as not to let it cool 
suddenly. Never Jny a hot tube on the bench but put it on some 
poor conductor of heat tmtil it is cool. Gradual boating and gradual 
cooling are alike necessary. Glass tubing may be advantageously 
united by rubber or caoutchouc tubing when the substance to be 
conducted will not corrode the latter, or when the tempernture em 
ployed is not too high. Short pieces or rubber tubing are much used 
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ns connecto~ to make flexible j oints in apparatus. Ons delivery 
tubes, etc. (Ftg. 0), ore generally made in several pioecs joined with 
caoutchouc connectors, which, by their fiexilJility, odd much to the 
durability of the appnmtus. Long glass tulles bent several times 
and connecting hea1•ier J;ioecs of apraratWI nrc almost sure to hl'f'llk 
even witiJ careful use. The internal diameter of lhe conuc.'Cto; 
should be a little less than the external diameter of the jllass 
tubing. The connection may be made more easily by wetting Lito 
glass. 

(c.) Drawing Tubes.-In order to draw a ~rlass tube down to a finer 
bore, thoroughly soften it on all sides uniformly for 1 or 2 em. of its 
length and tbeu, taking the glllBR from the flnmt~, pull the parts 
osunrter by a cautious movement of the bands. The length and 
finencEs of the drawn out tube will depend upon the lrngtb of tube 
heated and the rapidity of motion of the bands. It the dra>~•n out 
part of the tube is to have thicker walls in proportion to its bore 

c 
a 

FIG. 128. 

than the original tube, keep the heatod J:Ortion sof' for two or three 
minutes before drawing out the tube, pressing the plll'ts slightly 
togetber the while. By tlill process the glliSS will be tbickenod u 
the hot ring. By cutting the neck at a, with a file, jets aro formed 
such as are needed for Exps. 21, 26, etc. 

(d.) Oloaing Tubu.-Takc a piece of tubing long enough to make 
two closed tubes of the desir·ed length. II eat a narrow ring at the 
middle of the tube and draw it out slightly. Direct the point of the 
flame upon the point c (Fig. 128) which is to become the bottom or 
one tube, dmw out the heated part and melt it off. Each half of the 
original tube is now clos:!d at ono end but they nrc of different forms. 
(Fig-. J2fl.) You can not close both ends satisfactorily at thll same 

time. A superfluous knob of gl&88 
generally remains upon the end. I( 

FIG. 129- small, it may be remo'"'ed hy heating 
the whole end nf the tube, and blowing meden\t.ely into the open 
end. The knob being hotter than any other port. yields to the pit'&· 
sore from within and disappears. If thP knol.J Is large, h may be 
drawn off bv stickinsrto it a fragment of tube, and tlrl'n softening 
the glnss a~ve the junction. Tho samo prooess may be applied w 
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the too pointed end of the right hand half of the original tube, 01 tQ 

auy bit of tube that is too short to make two closed tubes. Wben 
the closed end of a tube is too thin, it may be strengthened by keel>
ing tbe '"hole end at a red heat for two or three minutes, turning 
thll tube constantly between the fingers. In all of these processes, 
keep the tubd iu constant rotation that it may be heated on all sidt>S 
alike. It will be difficult for the pupil satisfactorily to work tubing 
large enough for tt'St t ubt'S (Fig. 7). They would better be bought. 
'l'bey come in nests of assorted sizes. 

(e.) Blo11Jing Bulb8.-This is a more delicate operation than any yet 
described. It requires considera iJle pract.ice to ~:~eeure even moderato 
sncCI'SS. If the bulb is tole large compared with tho size of tho tube 
carry in~ it, the g loss must lJe thickiJned before the bulb con be blown. 
If the bulb is to be at the middle of a ]>ieee of tubing, tho tube is to 
be heated red hot at that place, removed from the flame, and tbe ends 
gt>ntly pressed tomrd each other. If the glass" wrinklce" in thick
eniug, us it may do if too highly heated, u good bulb cannot be blown 
there. If t ue bu.b is to be at the end of the tube, the t>nd is closod 
and the glass then thickened by holding the closed end in the flame, 
kt>eping it in constant rotation. W11en the glass is so soft that it 
bends from its own weight, the end of the tube is placed between 
the lips, the other end, if open, is closed with the finger, and air is 
steadily pressed into the tube by the mouth rather than by the lungs, 
the tube bemg kept in rotation. This must be done quickly but 
coutiously, the eye being kept upon tho l1eated part. Practice will 
soon enable you to determine when to stop the pressure. If the bulb 
thus obtained be not large enough, it m ny be reheated and again ex
panded, provided the glass be thick enough. The pressure must not 
be too strong or suddlln and never applied while the glass is in the 
flame. It is better, as a general thjng, to buy funnel tubes (Fig. 6) 
and bulb tubes (Fig. 10) than to make them. 

(f.) Welding {}/au Tubu.-The well fitted ends of two pieces of 
glass tubing may be jojned by heatjng them to redness and press· 
ing tbt>m together while in a "Plastic condition. P ractice is necessary 
to good results, but tbe skill should be ncquirt>.d as funnel tubt'S and 
other pieces of apparatus of ten need mending. If necess'lry, the end 
of one tube may be enlarged by rapidly turning the g lass in the flame 
until it is highly hooted, and then, while it is still in the flame, flaring 
it outward with an iron rod. Hold the euds together and b t>at them 
well with a pointed flame, until they are united all around. Force 
air in at one end to swell out the joint a little, beat it again until tbe 
swelling sinks in, blow it out again, and repeat the process until tho 
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joint is smooth and the pieces well fused into each other. Without 
this repeated heating and blowing out, the joint Is likely to crack 
open when cooloo. 

(g. l Piercing 1'ube8.-A. hole may be mode in the side of a tube 
or other thin g lass apparntus by directing a pointl'd blowpipe flame 
upon the gla88 until a spot is red hot, closing tho other end, if open, 
with the finger and blowingjl>rcibly into the open end. Tbegla88 is 
blown out at the heated spot. The edge may be strengthened by 
laying on a thread of glass around it, and fusing the thread to the 
tu be in the blowpipE~ flame. 

(k.) Glasl Cutting and 0rflcking. dc.-For cutting glass plates, a 
glazier's diamond is desi!'llble but efficient and cheap" glass-cutters,'' 
made of hardened steal have been put upon the market withln a lew 
years. For shaping broken flasks, retorts and other pieces of thin 
glassware, CJ"IUlking is more sntisfactory. A ecratch iH made with a 
file, pnofernbly at the edge of tho gln88. . Apply a pointed piece of 
glowing charcoal, a fine poin ted flame or a hP.ated gllll!S or metal rod 
to this scratch. The sudden expanRion by beat will generaUy pro
duce a crack. If the heat docs not make one, touch the hot spot with 
a. wet stick. A crack thus started ma.v be led in any desired direc
tion by keeping the heated rod or fine flame moving slowly a few mm. 
in front of it as it advances. 

A fla.sk or retort neck may sometimes be crncked round by tying a 
string soaked in al .:ohol or turpentine round the place, setting fire to 
the string a.nd keeping the flask turning. When the string bas 
burnt out, invert tho tlask and plunge it into water up to the heatl.>d 
circle. It will generally crack ns desired. 

'!'he lower ends of glass funnels, and the ends of gas delivery 
tubes that enter tho genernting bottle or 
flask should be ground off obliquely on 
a wet g rindstone, or shaped thus with n 
file wet with a solution of r.amphor in 
turpentine, to facilitate tho dropping of 
liquids from such extremities. With a 
little care and patience, a bole may be 
drilled t hrough glass by using a file k~>P' 
wet with the solution mentioned. Such 
a. hole may easily be enlarged or given 
any desired shape with a file thus wet. FIG. 130. 

T he lips of bottles may be ground flat by rubbing them on a flat 
surface sprinkled with emery powder kept wet. 'l'he bottle should 
be grasped by the neck and rubbed around with a gyratory motion, 
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pains being taken to prevent a rocking motion whereby first one side 
of tl1e lip shall bo ground and then another, thus leaving the bottle 
in as bad a condition at the end of tho work as at the beginning. 
The work may be finished by rubbing with tine emery powder on a 
piece of plate or window glass, until all part§ of the ground surface 
lie in the same plane. Eee Frick's PllyaicaJ Technics [17]. 

FJO. 131. Ftc. 132. Ftc. 133. 

5 . Pipe ttes and Gradnutc s.-Tubes drawn out to a small 

FIG. 134· 

opening at one end and used to remove a small 
quantity of a liquid from a vessel without dis
turbing the bulk of its contents, nrc called 
pipetti'S. They often carry u. bulb or cylindrical 
enlargement, 118 appears in the forms shown in 
Fig. 131. The manner of using them is shown 
in Fig. 132. They are often gra.duntcl. A 
cylindrical measuring glass. graduated to cubic 
centimeters (Fig. 183) is almost indispensable in 
the laboratory. 

41. \Vo uUfc BoU ies.-A verv conven
ient substitute for Woulffe bottlt!S m~y be made 
by perforating the glass cover of a fruit jar ac· 
cording to directions given in App. 4, h. The 
holes carry cork or caoutchouc stoppers through 
which the several tubes pass, as shown in 
Fig. 134. 
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'7. Thin Bottomed Glas11ware.-Oiw veeeela are larg1·1y 
used for heating liquids in the laboratory. All such veseels hn\'C 
unif~rmly ,thin bottoms that they may not he broken by unequal ex· 
panston Wilen heated. If moisture from the atmosphere or oth~r 
source accumulates on the out('r surface, it should be carefully wlpf'tl 
off before or during tho heating. 

Retorts are oft<>n used. Those that have tubulures (Fig. 37, 1) nro 
preferable to those that have not (Fig. 43). 

F.orence Flasks are now much used instead of retorts as they cost 
much l('ss. They may be bought in any siw d('sired and with lhe 
bottom rounded or flattened. (Sec Figs. 18, 32, 87r,li0, (U.) lli:Atcd 
retorts lllld flasks should not bo placed on tho tnblo as the sudden 
cooling may brenk them. The,y may bettor be placed on rings 
covered with lis ting or made of straw or other poor conductor of 
heat, o.s shown in Figs. 43 nod 71. 

Beakers are thin, flat-bottomed glasses with slightly flaring rims, 
as shown in l!'igs, 9, 58, etc. Th~;y nro conveniently used for heating 
liquids when it is desirnhlo to reach every part of the \•esse! as with 
a stirring rod. They arc generally I:!Oid in nests of dilfcreot sizt·s. 
Bcakel'!l of more than a liter's oopacity are too frngilc to bo dC!llrablo. 

T eat Tubes are thin glass cylinders, closed at one cud and having 
lips slightly flared. The mouth should bo of such A siw tL11t It may 
be clos~ by the ball of the thumb. The to be may be held In tlw 
flame with the lingers, with wooden nlppel'!l, 88 io Fig 2, or by 11 

band of foldiJd paper around the upper end. A test to be rack, rome-

what similar to the> one shown JiiW.IL 
in Fig-. 13!), should oo made or ---===..: 
llought, to hold the tubes upright 
when in use and to hold them 
lnvert~>d wheo not in use. 

T~;st tubes may be helrl in an l....iiiiliiliiiiiliiilii&iiiill•• 
In vertcd position, as at the pnen· J!' 

IC. 135· 
malic trough or water pRO. by 
W('ighting them with lead rings cot with a saw from lend p ipe. Tho 
ring should be of such n size that it will easily slip over tho tnbl· 
but not over the li p of the tube. TCl!t tubes mny IJ<' easily clr~DI'<I 
with little cylinrl ricnl brushes made of bristiCI! h eld brtwcen twtRH'CI 
wires. Tho~ cost but n few cents each. Tho cltlcf dang.•r in C'kan 
injr a test tube is that the bottom may be brokPII out. Tho bruRh 
should, therefore, have a toll of bristles at its end. Whrn tho upprr 
end of a tube is held in t11e lingers during the hcat1r1g, tl1e tubrehould 
be rolled or t 11rned in the ftame s' that all sides may bo'oqually heated. 
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8. Fllterlng .-Funnels that have an angle of exactly 60" should 
be chosen. The circular piece of filter paper should be folded first 

on its diameter, then again at right-angles 
to the first told and then opened out so as 

z. to leave three folds on one side and one on 
the other, as shown in Fig. 136. It is then 
to be placed in a funnel, the funnel plncL'<i 
in proper position and the liquid to be 61-

_,-.;:., tcred carefully poured upon the paper. If 
the first filtration does not clear the liquid, 
the filtrate should be poured back upon the 

FIG. 136. BD.me filter for refiltration. Another way of 
folding the filter paper is to make the first fold as above. Then a 
fold tl~J.UD.l to a quarter of the semicircle is made upon each side of 
the paper. Each of these IIIJlllller folds is then <I:J 
foldoo back upon itself. The sheet is then opened, 
as shown in Fig. 187, and thWI placed in the fun· 

1!- net. 6- Rapid filtration may be 
secured by making n rib
bed filter as follows : Fold 

4.. the paper a.s before on 
O two diameters at right-

Ftc. I38. angles to each other. Fto. 137· 
Open at the la.st fold and spread out the paper, nee, whlch will have 
a crease, co. Bring the corners a and e to the point c and make the 
creased lines, bo and do, so that the paper shall be creased in the 
BD.me way at bo, co and do. Open the paper 11.8 sho,vn in Fig. 138, 
and fold the corner n upon b, crell.Binll the paper In the opposite di
rection. Make similar creaBOB midway between b and o, between 
c and d, and between d and e. Tho lll.Bt four folds leave creases op
posite in direction to those made at bo, to and do. On opening the 
pnperand pntting it into the funnel, it will stand out from the glass, 
touching it only at several of the edges of the folds. 

Filters may be folded nt leisure moments and kept ready for use. 
For coarse and rapid filtering, tho neck of the funnel may be 

plugged with tow or cotton. For filtering solutions that would 
destroy the !Alxture of the filter paper, a plug of asbestos or of gun 
cotton is placed in the neck of the funnel. 

The funnel ID'lY be supported in any convenient way. Sometimes 
It may be placed in tho neck of the bottle (Fig. 7!1), care being had 
that it does not fit air tight. It may often be supported from the 
retort stand or other independent support. When convenient, tho 
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lower end of the funnel should touch the side of the vessel that re
Ctlives the filtrato 80 that the latl.(>r shall fall quie,ly rather than in 
splashing drops. The end of the funnel neck should be ground oft' 
obliquely, ns stated in App. 4, h. 

When a precipitate bas boon collected upon a filter, it may be 
washed by filling tho filter two or three times with 
tlis1illcd water and allowing i~ to run through. A a 
wnshing bottle (Fig. 139) is of great convenience, the 
stream of water being driven out at c by air from tho 
lungs forced in Ita. Tho stream of water is diroeted 
80 as to wash the precipitate from the sides of the 
filter tow11rd its apex. The jet may be carried by a 
piece of flexible tubing attached to c, 80 that it may 
bo turned in any direction without moving the bottle. 
When a precipitate is very heavy, it may be washed 
by shaking it up with successive quantities of water 
in a test tube, and pouring olf the water when tl1e FIG. 139· 
precipitate has settled down. A wet glass rod held against the lip 
of the test tube greatly assists in pouring etf the liquid without dis
turbing the precipitate. 

9. Corks, etc.-It is not always easy to obtain corks of good 
quality and cons1derable size. MHny experiments hove failed through 
defects in corks used. Usc bottles with smo.ll mouths wh~u you can. 
Choose corks cut across the grain rather than those cut with the 
~rain, ns the Iotter often provide continuous channels for the eecape 
of gases. Seloct those thnt are as fine grained 1111 you can get. They 
will generally need to he I!Oftencd before use. 'l'his mny be done by 
rolling on the floor with the foot, on the table with a bo&rd or with a 
cork sq neezer made for tha' purJ>OIW. Corks may be made le1!8 porous 
by holding them, for a few minutes, under the surface of melted 
panilline wo.x. 

FIG. 140· 

In boring holes through corks, a small knife blade or rat-tail file 
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may be used, but 11 set of brtll:ls cylinders, made for the purpose, is 
more convenient. · Such a set of cork borers and the way or using 
them o.re shown in Fig. 140. USA o. borer with o. diameter 11 little 
less tho.n that of tho gloss tubing to be used. Whe n thl' \xlrer be
comes dull, grind or file the oute r bevelled edge and, with a sharp 
knife blade>, pare off th e rough met!ll on tho inside of the edge. 

Caoutchouc stoppers are more durable than cork and much to be 
preferred. They may be bored M above d!'Bcribed. If they harden, 
they may Le softened by being kt>pt for a time in a clot!OO ftusk con
taining a few drops of turpentine. II the glass tube enters tho bored 
stopper with much difficulty, wet the outside of the tuoo with tur
pemino. 

In passing glass tnbcs through stoppers of cork or caoutchouc, eee 
that the e nd of tha tubo is smooth (see App. 4, b), b old the tube as 
near o.s possible to tho stopper and forco it in \vith a a low, steady, 
rotary, onward motlnn. Do not h old o. funnel tube by the funnel, or 
a bent tube o.t the bend if you can avoid doing so. If the glll&l tube 
enters the bored cork with mu ::h difficulty, smear the outside of tho 
tube with soap and wnter. 'fest a ll j oints made, in tho manner do
scri bed in § 21. 

Tho sticking of glass stoppers is a frequent s :>urco of trouble in the 
lo.boro.tory. Many methods of loosening the m ho.vo been suggested. 
\Vhcn one fails another must be tried. Under such ci rcumstancPs, 
patience and persistence are neCC!I.."ftr y. It is hardly ever necessary 
to brenk the bottle. Generally, the stopper may be started by tap
ping it lightly on opposite sides alternately with n block of soft wood. 
'I'hcexpo.nsion of the bettie neck by heat will often loosen t!Jo stopper. 
The beat m ay be applied by friction with the fingrrs oro. piece of tape, 
by a Bame or by hot water. If tho application of bent be continued 
too lon~r, the stopper will expand as we ll ns tho neck, nnd tho trial 
end in failure. As n last resort, fit two pii'OOS of soft woo:l between 
the lip o r the bottle and the lower side of t!1c projcctin~ part of 
the stnpper. Tie them firmly in plo.co 11nd soak in water f or sevt>ral 
hours. If the wood does not swell en ough to start tho stopper, pour 
hot Wllter over the wooden pieces, o.nd tho troulJio will gene rully bo 
at an Mil 

Wben you pour a liquid from o. bottle, ns into n test tube, hold the 
bottle in the right hand with the label toward the palm. Remove the 
stopper wi th tho little finger or with the third and f ourth fingers of 
the left h a nd, the th umb o.nd f orefinger of which mny hold the test 
tube. Remove the liquid drop that adheres !Q.)-he lip of the bottle 
by touch ing it with tho !!topper, replace tho s ·orper and ret.um tho 
bott le to Its proper place. It is schlcm ncccsso.ry to place eitber 
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stopper or bottle on the table. In a little while you will acquire 
the habit of doing these things in this way ond thus avoid much 
annoyance. 

10. Sta nds, Supports, Baths, etC'. -Flnsks, etc. , are 
often supported over the lamp by a retort stnncl, ns shown in Figs. 
37 and 38. 'l'uis Stand hns a heavy base aud SOVI' l-al movable iron 
ring!< of g raclnatecl size!! soon red to the vertil'lll rocl hy hincling screw~. 
Glass vessels th us s upported are well protected from the direct Onmc 
ctf the lamp by a piece of wire ganze, AS shown in Fig. 37. Oc
casionally , a very gradual and even heating is desired. Under such 
circumstances, the wire gauze may be rl'placed by a sand bath, which 
consists of a shallow pan, beaten out of sheet iron and 61Jed with 
sand, as shown in Fig. 42. Sometimes, 
it is desirable to heat a vessel moder
ately, ke;,pi ng- it continuonsl_v below a 
certain temperature. This m~ty be ac
complished b~· placing the vessel in an
other vessel partly filled with water and 
l1eating the water, os shown in Fig. 80. 
Copper cups with tops made of concen
tric rings that may be adopted to the 
size of the V<'sscl are offered for sale. 
A good enough water bath may be made 
of an old tinned fruit con. Core should 
be h ad that the wator of the bath is not 
allowed to boil away. Fig. 141 shows 
vn.rions clamps and fittings for a retort 
~:~tand, by m eans of which tnbes, fl asks, 
r ;!torts, etc., are easily held in any de
sired position. See Fig. 87. Many 
c)nvenieut supports may be made wit't 
corks and glnss rods s tuck on invert.ld 

fnnnels. A convenient sup vort frtr a l:i=====;;:;:;;~J 
smull vessel mny be mode in the form 

f "l I t . I b t . t" FI G. 141. o nn eqtll atera rmog e y w1s mg 
t ogether three pieces of soft iron wire nt the ~r
ners, as shown in Fig. 142. Bach of _th41 wtrcs 
may be rnn through tho stem of an ordmnr.v chty 
pi pe. The snpport may be placed u pon the r~n~ 
of a retort stand or held by n cork lntll wluch 
the twisted wires at one corner hnve been thrust. 

...#~~=-~ .... A convenient snpport for test tnlxs, etc.. may be 
FIG. 142. made by bindinll' t'tc middle pa rt of a copper 
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wire, 1 or 2 mm. in diameter. about a stout cork. The free ends ol 
th~ easily flexible wire may be wound spirally around the test tube. 
'l'he cork serves as a hlllldltl ; if perforated, it may be placed upon 
the rod of the retort stand. The wire may be bent so as to pln.ce the 
tube in nuy desired position. 

. 
" 
11. lU o rtaa·s,- A mortar is a vessel, m, in which solid suO. 

stances may be powdered with a pestle, i. They 
are made of iron, porCf'loin, agate, etc. Porcelain 
mortars of the betlt quality are made of " Wedge
wood ; " they nrc ung lazed, should not be suddenly 
healed and may be cleanl:l<l by rubbing with sand 
wet. with nitric or sulphuric acid or caustic potash 

FIG. 143. or soda, according to the nature of the substllllce 
to be removed. Agate mortar~~ are 
very nnnll and expensive. In many 
cases, a stout bowl will answor as ~~ 

mortar, while a pestla may be made of 
hard wood. Many substllllces mt\y be 
powdered on a hard surface by the use 
of a rolling pin, like that used by a 
pastry cook, or by rolling a stout bot
tle over them. If a solid is to be 
broken by blows preparatory to powder
ing, an iron mortar nnd pestle are de-
sirable. The pestle may be worked FIG. 144 
through a hole in a pasteboard cover, wl1ich will prcvP.n~ fragments 
of the solicl from flying out of the mortar. Often, it Is \Jetter to wrap 
the solid in a paper or cloth nnd then to brenk it \t 1tb blows of a 
hammer. In using a mortar for pulverizing, it is bl;tter to put only 
a small quantity of the substance into tho mortar at once, sitting it 
frequently and returning the coarser particles to the mortar for 
furthe r trituration. The eifling may be done hy rubbing the powder 
lightly with the finger upon a piece of muslin tightly stretched over 
the mouth of n beaker (Fig. 144). 

l!l. The Pneumatic Trou~:h.-For collecting gasell over 
water, the pneumatic trough, in some form , is indispen!<ll.ble. A con
venient trough is shown in Fig. G and described in \:\20. The pan, f , 
may be of Parthenwnre, wl1ile a flower pot saucer will answer for e. 
Two ftnt blocks of any material heavier than water mny be used, in
stead of the saucer, for the support of the inverted gas receiver, g. 
With this apparatus. the receiver must be filled outside of tl1e trough. 
Tlte mouth being closed with the hand, a flat piece of wood, glass 
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or card botu~~. th e bottle may be quickly inverted and plated in !>081-
~lon eo th~t tts mouth is closed by the water in f. If any air gctll 
mto U durt~g th_ls ope.mtion, the work must be done again. While 
one bottle IS filhn~r wtth gas, another is to be made read WI 
filled 'th th fi y. It'D 

• • Wl gas, e rst bottle may be removed from the trough by 
shppmg a shallow plate or Bllucer beneath its mouth and rcmovinll 
plate and bottle together . Enougl\ water will be retained in the 
plate to seal the mouth of the bottle. If the lip of the bottle bas 
been ground fiat, as recommended in App. 4, h, a piece or wlnds>w 
g lass will answer instead of tho plate. As suCCCII8ive bottlee are 
fill~, the trough_ may become inconveniently full of water some of 
wluch may be dipped out or removed with a rubber tube IIi phon 
(Ph., § 298). 

Any bucket or tub with a banging shelf having holes bored in it 
will make an efficient pneumatic trou~rb. ' 

When it can be secured, a pnewnatic trough similar to that shown 

·,15· .. ~ 

r:;
.~ ..... I' ··y-

~ 

I 

J 

in Fig. 145, is deairable. H 
may be made of boards care
fully joined and painted, but is 
preferably lined with sheet 
lead. It should be sunk in a 
table and provided with a wa
ter cock and drain pipe. Gas 
receivers are easily filled with 
water in tho well , mn, and 
placed upon th o shelf, b, which 
is to be below the water level. FIC. 

1
45· 

The dimensions of mn are to be detl'rmined by the size of the largeet 
Vef!8ClB that are to be sunk in it and the size of b by the size and 
number of gas receivers that are likely to be in use at any one time. 
Grooves may be provided in the shelf, b, running parall<'l to the sido, 
ac. These grooves allow the rubber delivery tnbo to pass under tho 
Pdgt'l of the roceivers without compression. In lifting lorge receh·ers 
from the well of a small trou,:rh, tho water level may bo brought 
lx•low the shelf, b. Under such clrcnmstancel!, more water may be 
introduced from a pail or by tho water .cock, or a jug of water pre
viously placed within convenient reach . may be placed in the wl'll 
and subaoquently removed when the filling cf the receiver with gas 
mises the level of the water too l1igh. 

Porcelain pneumatic troughs for use 'vith mcrcury(Exp. 6) may oo 
bought for a little money , of any dealer in chemical wares. but ouo 
may be made of a block of bard wood. Ita principal . di~cnaion 
should be horizontal, the bottom being rounded ao that 1t wtll coo-
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form to the outline of a test tube or cylinder placed in it. lt.q dept~ 
should be a liWe more than tho diameter of the test tube or cylioder 
UIWd. 

In collecting gases over water, two difficulties must be g\la:rded 
against. First. if from any cause, the tension of the gas witilin tho 
r.pparatus becomes less than the atmospheric pressure, water from 
the pneumatic trough may be for~ back through the delivery tube 
into the generating flask. Cold water being thus suddenly admitted 
to a hot flask, the la•ter is broken and sometimes a more S!'rious ex
Jllosion takes place. 'fhis danger is especially p resent in thus col
lecting a gas somewhat soluble in water. Soo Exp. G5 and ~ 79. In 
stopping tile evolution of a gas, remove the delivflry tube from the 
trough, and rrmove the adhering water drops before removing the 
lamp. 'Whenever the delivery of a gas begins to slacken, watch the 
delivery tube ; if water begins to "suck back" toward the flllSk, 
quickly remove the delivery tube from the wuter, or, still better, 
brenk the caoutchouc connection recommended in App. 4, b (as shown 
at c, Fig. 6,) or loosen the stopper of the generating flask. When a 
liquid is used in the flask, this danger of "sucking bo.d1." may be 
avoided by the use of a safety tube, as shown a.t s, Fig. 34. In caso 
a partial vacuum should be formed in the flask, b, atmospheric pres
sure would force down the liquid in the lower part of tile tube, 8, 

and thus ndmh air instead of raising the liquid in c, to the g reater 
height oeecs~ry to allow it to enter b. 'l'he funnel tubes shown in 
Figs. 32 and 62 net, similarly, as safety tubes. 

The 8\.Jcond difficulty to !Je guarded against ill the production of 
too great a l'ressure within the apparatus by allowinll any part of 
the delivery tube to dip too far beneath the surface of the water in 
the trough. Owing to the high specific gravity of the liquid used, 
this difficulty is especially present in the collection of gases over 
mercury. The pressure thus produced may develop leaks in the ap
l'aratm.l or, in certain cases (Fig. 32), force the liquid of a flask out 
through t'l:e funnel or safety tube. 

l3. Gas HoldCrii.-It is oClen convenient to have a supply of 
oxygen. hydrogen and other gases on hand. Oas holderd (often im
properly called gasometers) arc convenient fo · storingsurh ga.ses for 
use. One form of easy construction is shown in Fig. 14.6. It eon 
sists of au outer vessel, a, open at the top, and an in ncr vessel, b, 
open a t the bottom. Both may well be made of galvanizrd iron ; a 
may be a barrel, cask or earthen crock. The upper end of b is ha.m· 
mered into saucer shape so that its highest point shall he at the 
middle. At this highest point is int!(.rted a gas cock, having its free 
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end smooth and slightly tapering, for th~ reception of rubber tub. 
ing. 'fhree hooks or eyes are attached to the 
erlge of the upper end uf b, from which extend 
cords that nrc k notted together nt the lower end 
of the supporting cord, c. The cord, e, may pass 
over pulleys in a frame, as shown in the figure, 
or over pulleys supported from tho ceiling, the 
frame being omitu:.>d. Fill a with watl'r. Open 
the stop cock, remove the weights lrom c and 
allow b to sink into a. Be sure that there ie 
enough water in a to cover the highest point of b. 
C'onnect the stop cock, by ruboor tubing, willa 
tue gas generator, but not until all air bas 00o11 
expelled from tho tubing. Open the ~top CO<'k 
and place weights at the free end ot c. Dy mok 
ing tuese weights heavior than b tho pressure in 
tho generating apparatus may be reduced as far 
as desired. As gas is delivered, b will rise. 'l'he 
apparatus is sh own on a larger scale at G,Fig. 03. fu:. q6. 
\Vlaen tho genoration of ps has c<>nsed, or when b 1ft full, cl(IO'(l thl' 
stop cock, remove tho tubinll and lcnve susJwndoo fl'l>m c only 
enougl1 weights to counterhnlnnce b. For most schooiM, a 0 or t! 
gallon crock (prcferab:y tall and nnrmw) will be large enough for 
the outer Vl'SSOI. The stop cock may he bad of any plumber or gu 
fitte r; any tinsmith con mnke the vessel, b, 

When gns is wanted from the he>lder, as In Exp. 4!1, conn1~t the 
gas CO<'k ot b with the apparatus to be uslld, OJll'n tile col'k, n'TDovc 
wl'ights from o nne!, it necessary to produ~c the dl"<il'l.•l pn· urc, 
place them upon b. It Is customary to paim thc• OX)gt>n Jao!ckr nod 
and the hydrogen holder black , for purposes of r®dy dil!tlnrtlon . 

.A. convenient form of gas bolder, which may be made of metal 
and of any desired size issbown in Fig. 147. The OlX'll rlflfern,f, "l•lch 
is better made cylindrical, id connected with the dosed cil!tcm,g, by 
two tubes provided with stop cocks. One of thl!l!C, t, piiSIINI n<"erly 
to the bottom of g, while the other just enters the top of g without 
projecting into it. A third tube, also providocl with n stop CO<'k, 
pnsscs from tbe tup of g nod carries n ri('()C of rnbbcr tubing. Tho 
oblique t ube, i, at the bottom of g, may be cl~ with a cork or 
screw plug. The apparatus may be placed over a tnh or In 11 @bill 
low pan provided with a drain pipP. To fill this holder, cl010 i, OJ" n 
all threo stop cocks 11nd p<>nr 'vater Into 1. As water enters g, air 
escapes through the rubber tube. Wh~>n g Is filled with \\&ter, 
close tho stop cocks, remove the plug from i and Insert the d<'llvcry 
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tube of the gas generntor. As gas enters g, water escapes at i. 
When g is filled with gas, remove the tube 
from i and insert the plug. When desired, 
s may be used as a pneumatic trough by 
partly filling it with water, inverting a re
ceh•er filled with water over the upper end 
of 11, and opening the stop-rocks of n and t 
Water enters g by t and gas rises through n 
into 8 and the inverted receiver. W'hen 
desired, the cock of n may be left closed 
and the other two opened. Water from 8 

will then force gas out through the rubber 
tube. 

A convenient gas holder may be made 
from a large glass bottle or a jug by pass
ing two glass tubes through the cork, pro
viding onu with a piece of rubber tubing 
and the other with a stop or pinch cock 

I (App. 20) all as shown in Fig.148. 'I' he lot
tie being filled with water, the gas genera-

FIG. 147 tor is connected with the sto~k which ia 
then quickly opened. As the gas a. 
enters g through a, water es- _,_._~ 

capes through the siphon, c. 
The pressure on the generator 
at starting, may be relieved by 
sncki ng at c to start th~ action 
of the siphon. Gas is delivered 
from g through a, by connecting 
c witl1 a supply of water elevated 
on a shelf (siphon delivery, if 
desired) or with any other sup
ply of water under moderate 
preBSure. Any one of these 
three fonns of gas holders, when filled with water, may be used as 
an aspirator (Exp. 57). 

When a gas is to be kept for only a short time, a caoutchouc gas 
bag is a convenient substitute for a gas holder. It is easily portable 
and has other advautagtlS. One may be bought for two or three 
dollars. 

1<:1. Drying GtUC!l. - Several ways of freeing gases f rom 
aqueous vapor are illustrated in Exps. 28, 81, 57, 61 ond 88. When 
sulphuric acid is used, the method fliven in Exp. 31 is preferable to 
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that given in Exp. 88. See Figs. 45 and 64. Drying t obeB of vari· 
ous other forms may be had of dealers in chemical glaaeware. Jn 
using a drying tube, care should be taken that I here are no straight 
passages through which the gas can find quick and easy pei!S&ge. A 
loose plug of cotton wool is generally placed at each end or the dry 
ing tube to keep the solid drying agent in place. lf quicklimo bo 
used, nllowance must be made for its expansion when acted upon by 
moisture. The choice of drying agent must often be determined by 
the chemical relations of the gas to oo dried. Thus, sulphuric acid 
or calcium chloride could not be successfully employed in Exp. 61, 
nor qnicklime in Exp. 146. Pb06phoric anhydride is sometimes used 
for drying gases. 

I 5. Lumps.-In laboratories, where illuminating gas is pro
vided, tho most convenient form of lamp for healing purposes is the 
Bunsen burne r, represented in ]!~igs. 16, 18, &. It gives a very hot 
and smokeless flame. A fair cubstitute for a Bunsen burner may be 
made by inverting a wide necked 
glass funnel over any ordinary gas 
burner, supporting it in any COD· 

~eoient way 80 that air may have 
free passag13 between tho sides of 
the burner and the glass as shown 
in Fig. 149. The funnel is to be put 
into position before the gas is 
lighted. The gas supply is to be ~~~~;~ 
controlled 80 as to produoe a. smoke· ... 

less flame. . F1c. 149. 
When a very sma.ll flame IS used . 

with the Buol!lln burner, the flame ma.y drop down Into 

the tube. This may be prevented by laying a Slllall 
piece of wire gauze over the top of tho to be and prllf!ll 
ing its edges down against the sides of the tube, be~ore 
lighting the gas. A long llamo for heating tob•nll 
may be secured by slippiol{ the attachment represented 
in Fig. 150 over the tube of tho Bunsen burner. 

A Bunsen horner may be obtained of any deale~ in 
chemical supplies. Write for a catnlo~ue of c~• uncal 

FIG. 1 so. ,
1 

rat us to Bullock and Cronsha\f, Phtlodclplua. . 
. ppn . od 1 1 b I lamn r<'prcsent<.>d in FIR'@· 

When gut~ is not prov1d , t 111 11 co 0 
"' V 

, . ra.ll usod Under similar circumst'lncPS, tho npor 
3, 60, eto., IS gene Y ted. . F' 151 will be found ,,ery efficient. 
Bunsen Burner, represen 10 •g. ' · d bl , lpe 
It is provided with additional burners for evnporatmg an 0 ol~ ill 
purp<>&'S, burns ga.soline, and serves 8Jl a. retort stnnd. a so 
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much cheaper than alcohol. The lamp may be obtained of James 
S. Kellogg, (1eveland, 0. 

FJG. 151. 

Tho BerzeliuR or argand lamp burns 
alcohol, and is 
convenient for 
many purposes 
where much 
beat is neces
sary, e. g., the 
preparation of 
oxygen in con
siderable quar1- ~'~ij~~~ 
tity. It may be 
had of Qu<.-en 
& Co. ,Pbilndel- F IG. 1 52· 

,A phia, or any other dealer in awnratus. 

FIG. 153. 

16. Fletcher Burnc r8.-Special heating apparatus is now 

FIG. 154· 
FIG. ISS· 

madij iu great \"r,ri.Pty. Qf the many formS offered to the public, 
none eeem more desirable than thoso designro by Thomas Fletcher 
of Warrington, England, and supplied in this country by the Buf
falo (N. Y.) Dental Manufacturing Co. This pnrngraph is devoted to 
this apparatus. The" Lo\v Temperat ure Burner" is ~hO\VD in Fig. 
152. It gives a wide range of temperature and dispenses with drying 
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clOIICts, sand and water baths. H burns gas and is furnished with 
or without tho blast pipe, U. (Sec 11pp. 17.) Fig. 153 represents the 
"Evaporating Burner,'' which is v~ry convenient for hooting fln.sks, 
as in ~ 79, a, nod for mnny other purposes. By the nddttioo of a per
forated cylinder corrying strong wire ueuiug to tho·' Eva,.orating 
Burner," we produce a" llot Air Doth," convcnicot for mtu1y Inborn 
tory purposes. It is shown in Fig. 15~. 'l'he" Solid Flo me Burner" 
is shown nt one-fourth actual size in Fig. l w. It will boil 2 /. of 
water in six or seven minutes, nod may be used for melting zinc in 
an irou ladle, as directed in§ 21. 

Other pieces of the " Fletcher" appnrntus will be mentioned. 
I?'. Blowe rs uud BIOWitlpes.- For working tubes of 

considerable size, n blower and blast lamp are necessary . . The blower 

Ftc. rs6. Ftc. 157. 

may easily be made. Fig. 156 shows It in pcrspecth·e, and Fig. 1;;7 
in section. The sides of the bellows, m, and of tho reservoir, n, arc 

Ftc. 158. Ftc. IS!J· 

made of leather nailed to the boards at top and bottom. The ar· 
ement of valves is evident from Fig. 157. A spring !tccpll a con

rang tb •
1
·r ·1n ~ Air is delivered throu~th th~ tul>P. I . 

stant pressure on e" ·~ h b 
and conducted to the blast lamp by flexible tubing. Thl' len$!! , " , 
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may be about 60 em. A more desirable form, made by the Buffalo 

FIG. 16o. 

(~. Y.) Dental Manufacturing Co., is 
shown in Fig. 158. A Bun~en ulnst 
lamp is shown in Fig. 159. Gnsentcrs 
by the tube at the right. The other 
tuhe is connected with the blower. It 
may be had of James W. Queen & Co., 
Philadelphia. ThE' temperature may 
be increased by placing the gla~s to b.J 
heated before a pieco of dtarconJ upon 
which the ftamc plays. Fig. 100 ~>hows 
a" llot Blast Blowpipn" furnished by 
tht:' Buffalo Dental Manufacturing Co. 
Tlto uvright j et may be used for light 
or for a moderate heat for hooding tub
ing, etc. 1t is arranged 80 that it may 
be bent down to ignite the blowpipe 
jet at c, as shown by the dotted lines. 
The air pipe is coiled around the gas 
pipe and both are heated by 11 amall 
Bunsen burner beneath. This blow

pipe gives a pointed flame that will melt a fine platinum wire. 
When gus can not be had, nle<tltol, naphtha or oil may be used with 

the mouth or blast 
ulolvpipe for many pur
poses. A large wick is 
essential which, with its 
holder, should be cut 
obliquely, 80 that the 
ftnme m!ly be directed 
downward when neces
sary. The lamp should 
bcofsuchnform that the 
work may be held cloee 
to the wick. A desir
able lamp for such pur· 
pos<'S, furnished b1· the 
BufiaJo Dental Mnnu· 
fncturing Co., is shown FIG. Ioi. 

in Fig. 161. Tbe wick holder may be adjusted at any angle desired 
by turning it in its collar. The cut is half the sizo of the nctuul 
lamp. Any such lamp may be Wled with a common mouth blowpipe, 
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such aR is shown in Fig. 162, or with tho blast from tho blower. An 
attachment, similar to that shown in Fig. 100, may be added to tho 
Bnnsen burner for blowpipe 
purposes. A blowpipe, suf- ) 
ficient for many purposes, -
may be mndo from glass tub- FIG. 162. 

ing. Blowpipes may be bougM in a great variety of foi'IIUI. In oftiog 
tho mouth blowpipe, air should be forced through it by the action of 
tho cheeks rather than by the action of the Ionge. A little practice 
will enable teacher or pupil thus to maintain a wntintiO'U8 current of 
air from the no-6Zlo, breathing naturally in the meantime. Sec the 
Tioner's Soldering Lamp, App. 18. 

I S. Soldcrlng.-The toncher or pupil will often find it very 
convenient to be able to solder toge ther two pieces of metal. A bit 
of soft solder, the size of a hozlenut, may be had gratis of any good 
natwoed tinsmith or plumber. Cut this Into bits the size of a grain 
of wheat. Dissolve a teaspoonful of zinc chloride in water and bot
tle it. It may be labelled "soldering fluid." Having bought or 
made an alcohol lamp (Ph., App. B), you are ready for 'vork. For 
example, suppose you are to solder & bit of wire to a piece of tinned 
ware. If the wire be rusty, scrape or file it clean at the place of 
joining. By pincers or in any convenient w11y hold the wire and tin 
together. Put a few drops of "soldering fluid" on the joint, hold 
the tin .in the flame so tb'M the wire shall be on the upper side, place 
a bit of solder on the joint and hold in position until the solder 
melts. Remove from the flame holding the tin and wire together 
until the solder bas cooled. The work is done. The mouth or blast 
blowpipe, previously mentioned, will be a convenient substitute, in 
many cases, for the alcohol lamp. Wheregt\8 can not be had, tho" tin
ncr's solde ring lamp" is convenient. It may also be used in working 
glass. At the base of a perforated sheet iron cylinder, M, is 8 metal oleo
hoi lamp. Tho cylinder supports 8 strong metol cup, 0, beaten into 
shape. Tho opening by which the alcohol is introduced into tlJis cup 
may be c!osed by a cork, which will then ac~ as 11 BOfety valve. A benl 
tube p888CS from the upper part of the cup and tcnninatcs in a nozzle of 
1 mm. aperture, midway between tho wick of the lamp, a, and tho bot
tom of the cup, C. Tho flame of a vaporizes part of the alcoh ol in C. 
This vapor cecapes under pressure at the nozzle, where it ijlllitet. 
forming a pointed, horizontal and very bot flam <', which protrudes 
through the opening in front. The bent tube may poss through a 
slit in tho back side of the cylinder. If you have a "soldering 
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FIG. 16~. 

iron," you can do a wider range of work, 118 many pieces of work 
cannot be held in the lamp Hame. Fig. 168 shows a convenient form 
of beater for such soldering irons. It burns gM. 

19. Deftngrution Spoon.-A deHagraling spoon for burning 
phosphorus, sulphur, etc., in oxygen may be bought for a few cents 
of any apparatus dealer. One may be made by soldering tho bowl of 
any ordinary metal spoon or any other metal cup to a long wire 
handle &nd bending the wire upward at a r ight ang le ncar tho cup. 
A cup may be hollowed in the side of a piece of chalk or lime and 
then fastened to a wire handle. Tf a metal cup be used for com bus· 
tiona in oxygen, It is well to line it with some infusible material like 
clay, powdered chalk, lime or plaster of Paris. A coated cork cap
sule, smaller than the one mentioned in Exp. 58, may be proo;ided 
with a wire handle and used as a deftagrating spoon. In any case, 
the upper part of the wire handle should be straight so that it may 
be thrust t hrough the cover of the jar. 

~0. Cocki!.-Wbenever Hexible tubing is used, pinch cocks 
r .... _.....,.. furnish cheap substitutes for stop 

cocks. Fig. 1G4 shows one fom1 ; 
otl1or forms may bo found represented 
in catalog ues of dealers in chemical 
wares. When the gas is to flow. the 

~ 
pinch cock is placed so that the tui>· 

FIG. 164- ing passes ! h rough the open space, o ; 
when the supply is to s cut off, the tubing is compressed between 
the arms at o. 

A stop cock may b ade as follows: Provide two glass tubes, one 
of which sJides easil rnto tho other. CIOPe one end of the smaller 
tube (App. 4, d,) and with a rat-tail file wet with 1\ solution of cam· 
phor in turpentine, make a hole in the side 2 or 8 rm. from the closed 
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end . Connect the tubes by a piece of rubber tubing tl1at mugly fits 
the smaller tube. When the smaller tube is pushed into the largt"r 
one until the hole in the side is visible (Fig. 165) the oock is open ; 
when the smaller tube 
is drawn back (Fig. 
166), the hole is closed 
by the rubber 'ubing FIG. 165. 
and tl1e cock is closed. A very simple valve for controlling tho flow 

r I £L'4£1tt ·:· g 0 or fluids may be made \ J;+ .. {:·X':...! - by placing a gl888 ball 

FIG. 166. 
in a piece of soft robber 
tubing. The l.all should 

be larger than the opening in the tubing. By pinching the rubber 
at the side of the ball, a little channel is made tlU'Ough which tho 
l iquid or gas may ptiBS. 

21. Evaporothllf Dillh ell, Crnt'lbleiJ and Fur
naces.-Evaporal ing dishes may be bad madoof porcelain and pro-

~·~E ~= 
0*======.: 

FIG. 167. F IG. 168. 

vided with a proj ecting lip and glazed on bctl.t @ides or only on 1ho 
. insid<J. Tho latter aro tho choaper but the 

fonncr lU'O tho more desirable. SiWI! from 
8 to 15 em. in diamete r are !x>st adapted to 
the needs of most c1888C8. Thl'y ahou ld be 
supported upon wire gauze, tho @and or 
water bath and never cx))O@OCI to the naked 
llamo. For granulating zinc(§ 21) or fu~<ing 
flt\lt (§ 99), Hessian crucibles arc cheap and 
largely used. Tl1oy will endure a very 
high temveraturc bm should be heated 
somewhat gradually. They may be hcated 
in n coal or coke lire in any ordinary nove. 
JTeatod crucibles may be !Ja.ndled conven
iently with crucible tongs, two common 
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forms of which are represented in Fig. 168. They may be had of 
Bullock & Crenshaw, Philadelphia. Small clay crucibles and cap
sules are very valuable pieces of apparatus. With the Fletcher 
" Blowpipe Furnace" and the clay crucible shown in Fig. 169, several 
grams of cast iron may be melted In a very few minutes. For melting 
iron, brass, copper, etc., up to quantities of five or six pounds, the 
'' Injector Gas Furnace," shown in Fig. 170, u nd a plombngo crucible, 

FIG. 170. 

a.reconvenient and efficient. The plumbago crucible must be heated 
slowly the first time it is used. Smaller quantities (about 1 Kg.) of 
such metals may be melted in a plumbago crucible, by the Fletcher 

FIG. 171. 

"Crucible Furnace for Petroleum," shown in Fijl. 171. These thrt'o 
Fletcher Furnaces requiro the aid of the "Blower,'' shown In Fig. 
156 or 158. 

2 2 . ille tul R etOI'( OI.- Oxygen may be prepared by carefully 
heating the materials in o. Florence ftnsk nr glass retort, but for this 
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an~ other~~·. where lligh temperatures o.re usod, as in the prepa. 
ration o~ Jllurrunatmg and marsh gases, an iron or copper retort is 
ve~y dcs1rablo: Such retorts may be had in a variety of forms, made 
of 1ron, sheet uon or copper, af dealers in chemical or phil0110phical 
apparatus, at prices ranging from $1 upwards. 'J'he author bas made 
a very cheap and wholly efficient retort as follows : C11t a thread on 
each end of a piece of inch or f- inch gas pipe, a, 6 or 8 inches long. 
Screw an iron cap, k, over one end. a 

~or the o~.ber end, ~rovide ~n iron Kc :J B 
reducer, t, carrymg a p1ece of - t 

3-incb gas pipe, e, about 16 or 18 F1c. 172. 

inches long. The materials being placed in the cap1M'd tube, tho re
ducer with its pipe is screwed on the open end of t11o tube. The 
closed retort may then be thrust into tho coals of any ordinary stove. 
A piece of glass tubing may be sealed, with plaster of Paris, into tho 
end of the small iron tube. This affords a good means for conoocr.
ing the retort \vith rubber tubing and protects the latter from burn. 
ing. It desirable, the inner snrfaoo of k may be smeared with wet 
plaster of Paris before screwing it upon a. If, at the end of the ex
periment, t is not oasily removed from a, a few blows wiJl generally 
start it. The parts of this retort may be bad of any gas or steam 
fitter. 

A sheet Iron retort may be made by any tinner as 
foUows: tho conical piece, ia, hns a horizontal flllnge 
turned around its lower ed~ at a. Tho circular 
bottom piece has its edge turned over this flange, 
as shown in the sectional figure, and hiUDmercd 
down. The joint on the sloping side, ia, Is lapped 
and hammered, as Is generally dono in making 
stove pipe. The mouth at i is made slightly flaring --=-------"-' ... FIG. 173- by hammering, to admit a cork carrying a gl&l!l!l do-

livery tube. The joints may be sealed by washing them f>n t/1~ iMiiLJ 
with o. thin pu.ste of plaster of Paris. '!'be cork may be protected 
from over heating by providing a cup, cc, which may bo filled with 
water or a wet cloth. 

A good retort may bo mado by luting on the rover of a smaU iron 
kettle and connecting n dPlivery tube with its nose. 

23. Ventilntln;- Cha mber, ~t.c.-A chamber, 50 em. by 
75 em. or larger, with glass sides and provided with a ventilating flue 
that has a good drnfl, is important for experiments with chlorine, 
hydrogen sulphide, etc. Tho vPntilatiug fluo may, in some CIISC@, 

be advantageously connected with the chimney. It may bo buill 
against the chlmnoy and provided with ewo or three narrow slits 
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through the brick work from top to bottom of the closet. At least 
one side of the chamber should be made so that it may he opened, 
but when shut, it should fit closely. Openings that may be closed, 
should be made in tho bottom of the chamber for tl1o admission of 
air so that a current may bo obtained. A lamp burning in the cham
ber will aid in keeping up the cu.rront and carrying off" the offensive 
gases. 
~4. Tett Papers, etc.-Litmus paper, both hlue und red, 

should be kept on hand for the detection of acids and alkalies. Lit
mus is a blue coloring matter prepared from certain lichens and found 
in commcree in small cubical masses somewhat soluble in water. 
White, unsized papc>..r is stained with an infusion of SO g. of liLIIlus 
in 250 cu. em. of boiling water. Such a paper is rt>ddenod by an acid 
(Exps. 41, 106, etc.}. The blue litmus paper may be fain tly reddened 
by immersion in vinegar or any other dilute n.cid. 'l11is reddened 
paper is colored blue by the action of an alkali (Exp. 64). 

A purple liquid may be prepared by steeping red cabbage leaves 
in water and filtering. Such a cabbngo FOlution will be colored red 
by an acid, or green by an alkali. Prepare such a solution. To a 
part of it, add a few drops of sulphuric acid ; it will become red. To 
another part, add a few drops of a solution of potassium hydrate : it 
will become green. With constant stirring, cautiously pour the red 
liquid into the green. At first , the red color will disappear and the 
compound appear green, but, by continued addition of the rPd liquid, 
a point will be reached when tho compound will be blue instead of 
green. The acid and alkali arc then mutually neutrali~cd. Com
pare Exp. 78. 

A ruby red tincture of cochineal may be prepared by digesting 3g. 
of cochineal in a mixture of 50 cu. em. of alcohol and 200 cu. em. of 
water at the ordinary temperature for several days. Acids will 
change the color of such a tincture to orange ; alkalies will chango 
it to violet carmine. 

Turmeric paper, prepared by staining unsized paper with a tincture 
(alcoholic solution) of turmeric root (curcuma), is sometimes used as 
a test for alkalies which turn it from yellow to brown (Exp 64). 
See also Exps. 99 and 100. 
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Acetic acid, 215. 
Acetyl, 215a. 

hydrate, ••s, •· 
hydride, ••s, a. 

Acetylene, ••9· 
Acid, Acetic, us. 

" Anhydrosulpburlc, E~e. 6, p. r)6. 
Arsenic. tic., 249· 
Basicity of an, •4 
Binary. r63, 6. 
Boracic, •73• 
Boric, •73· 
Bromic, tic., u 6. 
Carbonic, r98. 
Chamber, 152, c. 
Cblorhydrlc, '"4-
Chloric, ttc., ru. 
Chromic, 38r, 6. 
Cyan hydric, W)S. 

Definition of, 163. 
Disulphuric, •s6. 
F luorhydric. •• •· 
Fuming sulphuric, rs6. 
Glacio.! phosphoric, •••• 1 . 

Haloid, 123, 6. 
Hydrochloric, •<>4· 
Hydrocyanic, oos. 
Hydro&uoric, •••· 
hydrogen, t 66, 6. 
Hydrosulphurlc, ' 37· 
Hypooitrous, So. 
lodic, tic., uS. 
Manganic, 376. t. 
Mctaphospboric, tu Pbospboric. 
Molybdic, J8•· 
Muriatic, '<>4· 
Nitric, 73· 

Acid, Ni~hydrocllloric, 114-
.. Nitro--muriatic, 114. 

Nitrous, 86. 
N ord ba usen, 156. 
Oulic,Exp.~ 

olides, •6s· 
l'ermanganic, )-,6,/. 
Photpboric, 11c., 24L 
Prusllic, W)J. 
Pyroboric, '73t 6. 
Pyroligneous, ••s. 
PyroJlbo69boric, ..-. 
salts, .,... 

"« Silicic, Exp. 217. 

St1nuic, j19. 
•· Sulphuric, de., 149. rsr, 157, •sL 
.,, Ternary, •6:lt c. 

Thionic, rsS. 
•t Tuog'Slic, J93, 

Acidity of bases, r66, 6. 
Acids, Nomencblaure of, r6). 
Alinity, Chemical, 8, 9-

Agate, op, " 
AJr, •s-•9 

u slaked lime, 290, c. 
Alabaster, •94-
Aibumen, ••3-
Aioobo~ oro. 

Aldehyde, ••s. 11, 

Albli, 167, 6. 
The volatUc, r68. 

Allotropism, 39-
AUoys, 322; JOJ, a. 
Alum, 349-
Alumloa, )48. 
Aluminium,"' Aluminum. 
Aluminum, :144· 

bronze, 347· 
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Pipru refer ttJ Pararra?lu, w11leu tJIIIerwiu specified. 

Aluminum, group, 352· 
" o1ide, 348. 

sulpha~, 349· 
Amalgam, 33S. 
Amethyst, 232, a . 
Amide, Ex. ' 7· p . 3' 4· 
Amine, ¢, a; Ex. 16, p. 3'4· 
Ammonia, 66, 168. 

type.¢. 
Ammonium, 168,286. 

chloride, •87· 
nitrate, 288. 

Amorphous, Note, p. "3· 
Ampere's law, 6r. 
Analysis defined, r8. 

of water, '4· 
Quantitative, N~, p. 2<)6. 

Anhydride, 165. 
Anhydrite, "94· 
Anbydrosulpburic add, Ex. 6, p. 1)6. 
Animal c~arcOA I , r86. 
Anthrad~, r8r. 
Antimoniuretted hydrogen, 253, ... 
Antimony, •s•. 

" chlorides, 253, d. 
glance, •S•· 
hydride, •sJ, a, 
od dcs, 253, 6. 
sulphide!<, 253. c. 

Antoxone, 38, a, 

Aqua fortis, 73-
•4 regia, 114. 

Argentum, •lc., ue Sllnr. 
Arrow root, 228. 

Arsenic, 243· 
" add, • 49· 

hydride, •u 
oxldes, • 47, ••8. 
sulphides, 2_so, 
White, 247· 

Arseniuret, No~. p. ••7· 
Ar.!eniu.retted hydrogen, 253. •· 
Arsine, 245· 
Aspirator, App. •J. 
Atom defined, S· 
Atomic attraction, 8, g. 

" symbols, s6, 9J. 
volume, r7s, •; t,.a. 1. 

weight, 64. 
Atomicity, 6s; go, II; '7+ 

Attraction, Form~ o f, 8. 
Auric, ru Gold. 
Aurous, ru Gold. 
Avogadro's law, 6r, 
Azurite, 319, a. 

B 

Barley sugar, 226, c. 
Barite, 1310 6. 
Barium,og7. 
Baryta, 297. 
Base defined, 166. 
Bases, Acidity of, 166, ;. 
Bssic ammonia, r68. 

hydrogen, 164. 
oxides, 166, a. 
salts, 170-

Bssiclty or acids, •4 
Bau~ite, 

Beakers, App. 7· 
Beet sugar, •26, 6. 
Bell metal, 322, 388. 
Benzol, 22r, c. 
Beryllium, JOS· 
Bessemer steel, 37'· 
Bicarbonate of sodium, 26c}. 

or potassium, 27'9-
Bichromate of potassium, 381, c. 
Binuy acids, 123, 6. 

compounds, 59· 
Bismuth, •54· 
Bisulphlde of carbon, 20L 

Bisulphate of IOdlum, 267, c. 
Bituminous coal, r8r. 
Bivalent, <p, ... 

Black ssh, 268, a. 
Black-band iron stone, 354, a. 
Black lead, 179-

Biack oxide or manganese, 376, d. 
Blast furnace, 359· 
Bleaching powder, ogo, 6. 
Blende, IJJ, a ; 30'· 
Blister steel, 370-
Bloom, 356. 
Blower, App. '7· 
Ulowpipes, App. '7· 
Blowpipe, T he compound, ••· 
Blue ,·itriol, 324· 
Bohemian glass, 234, a . 
Bone-black, t 86. 
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Bon e phosphate, 295· 
Boracic SLCld, ,73• 
Borax, 172, 271. 

Boric acid, 173. 
Boron, 172. 

Bottle glass, o:w, c. 
Brass, 303, a; 322. 
Braunite, 375· 
Bread making, 229• 
Urimstone, •3•, d. 
Britannia metal, 388, a. 
Bromine, 115. 
Bronze. 322, 347, 388. 
Brown sugar, oo6. 
Bulbs, Blowing, App. 4, '· 
Bunsen burner, App. •5· 
Butter of antimony, 253, ti. 

" of tln, 389· 

0 

Cadmium, )06. 
Creslum, oSs. 
Caimgorm·stone, •3•• a. 
Calamine, 30' · 
Calcareous waters, •93· 
Calcic, 1t1 Calcium. 
Calcite, •89· 
Calcium, •89· 

" carbonate, "93· 
chloride, 29'· 
chloro-hypochlorite, 292, 6. 
hydrate, 292, 
hypochlorite, 292• 6. 
light, Exp. 49 ; 290-
oxidcs, 290-
pbosphate, 295· 
stearate, 2<)4, a. 
sulphate, 294· 

Calomel,w. 
Calx, Note, p. 246. 
Cane sugar, 226. 
Caoutchouc stoppers, App. 8. 

Caramel, oo6, c. 
Carbon, '77· 

disulpbide, ""'· 
dioxide, •¢· 
group, P· •55· 
monoxide, •93· 
oxides, 19,. 

Carbonic acid, •98· 

Carbonic anhydride, t¢. 
Carbonyl, 194, 6. 
Carburet, Note, p. ·~· 
Carnallite, •76· 
Carnelian. :ap:, "'· 
Casein, 223. 

Casserite, J8S. 
Cast iron. JSS. 
Catalysis, 3' · 
Caustic lime, "92· 

" luna.r~ 332• 
potash, •So. 
soda, 270-

Celestioe, o¢. 
Cellulose, 2JO. 
Cemcntation steel, 370-
Centesimal computations, •JO. 
Ceric, Itt Cerium. 
Cerium, 353· 
Cernus, 111 Cerium. 
Chalcedony, 232, a. 
Chalcocite, •3•, 11; 319, • · 
Chalcopyrite, 3•9• a. 
Chalk, 289· 
Chamber acid, •s•. c. 
Charcoal, •S.-•9'· 
Chemical action, 11. 

affinity,&. 
changes, 10. 

equations, 127. 

Chemism,S. 
Chem!Jtry de6ned, •J· 
Chili nitre or saltpeter, 171, I. 
Chlorate of potash, .S•. 

of pot.aSSium, o81. 

Chlorohydtic acid, •<>4-
Chlorldc of antimony, •53• d. 

of ethylene, Exp. 009-
d hydrogen, '"4· 
of lime, 292, 6. 
of methyl, 009· 
of nitrogen, "3· 

Chlorine, 98· 
acids, 112. 

Diatomic, •74· 
group, 12Jo 

oxides, "'· 
Chloroform. 009· 
Chrome o.lum, 38r, ti. 

iron ore, 381. 

345 
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Chrome, yellow, 316, 6; 381, c. 
Chromic acid, 381, 6 
Ohromite, 381. 
duomium, 38r. 

steel, 381. 
Cinnabar, 334, 340. 
Clay, 233· 3H· 

iron-stone, 3S.., a. 
Coal, •8•, •84, 186. 

gas, 221. 

tar, 2211 c. 
Cobalt, 378. 
Cocks, App. 20. 
Coin, 328, 379, )96. 
Coke, 182. 
Collection of gases, 21 ; E1ps. 15, 185. 
Colloid, E1p. 218. 
Colored glass, 234, Jr. 
Columbium, 26o. 
Combining weight of compounds, 6J. 

" of elements, 64, a. 
Combustion, 33· 
Combustible, 43· 
Composition of elementary molecules, 

6s. 
Comput~tlons, ••&-•JO· 
Compound blowpipe, 41. 

ndlcals, 97· 
Compounds, 6, 12. 
Concem.ro.ted lye, 270-
Collstltutlonal symbols, 95· 
Cooking soda, 26g. 
Copper, 3'9· 

" 

.. 

acetate, 215, c ; 324· 
arsenite, 324. 
carbonate, 3~· 
gtance, 3' 9• a. 
nitrate, 32+ 
oxides, 3•3· 
pyrites, 319, a . 
Ruby, 323. 
sulphate, 3•4· 

Coral, oSg. 
Corks, A pp. 9· 
Corrosive sublimo.te, 343· 
Corundum, 348. 
Crea.m of lime, •92· 
Crith de6ned, o4. 
Crocus, 362, 6. 
Crown glass, 234, 6. 

C rucibles, App. 21. 
Crucible steel, 373· 
Cryolite, 120, 349· 
Crystal, 234, d. 
CrySIJlls, Classes of, N ote, p. 113. 
Crystallization, 268, 6. 

u water of, 268, c. 
Crystalloid, Exp. 218. 
Cupric,,,. Copper. 
Cuprite, 319, a. 
Cuprous, tee Copper. 
Cyanhydric acid, ""5• 
Cyan.ogen, 204· 

0 
Davy's glow lo.mp, E:a:p. ~· 
Davy um, App. '· 
D ecipium, .'\pp. '· 
De6nite proportions, Law of, go. 
Deflagrating spoon, App. 19. 
Deliquescence, •So, a. 
Dextrin, oo8. 
De:a:trose, 227. 
Dialyser, Exp. 218. 
Dialysis, E:a:p. 218. 
Diamond, •78. 
Di-- , Stt bi--. 
Dlcarbonate, see Bicarbonate. 
Dichromate, ut Bichromt.te. 
Didymium, 353· 
Dimorphous, Note, p. 113. 
Disulphate, sec Bisulphate. 
Disulpblde of carbon, 201. 
Double salts, •70· 
Drummond light, Exp. 49, 2QO. 
Drying gases, Exps. 6t, 88; App. 14. 
Dutch leaf, Exp. 74. 

liquid, Exp. q. 
D yad, 921 a, 

E 

Effiorescence. •68, c. 
Egg shells, 293· 
Element de6ned, 6. 
Elements, Molecular composition of,6s. 

Nomenclature of, 58. 
Electro-negative, 166. 
Electro-positive, 163. 
Table of, App. 1. 

Emerald, 344, )81. 
Emery, 348. 
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Empirical symbols, 94· 
Epsom salt, JOO. 
Equations, Chemical, 127. 
Equivalence, 92, d. 
Erbium, 353· 
Etched glass. 234,./. 
Etching, 77, Exps. 126-8. 
Ethene, 217. 
Ether, 213. 
Etbioe, 219. 
Ethyl, 2U. 

" hydrate, 21t. 

oxide, 213. 

Ethylene, 217. 
chloride, Exp. oog. 

Eudiometer, 42. 
Evaporating dishes, App. 21. 

F 

Factors, 126. 
Feldspar, 233, 344· 
F ermentation, 210, Exp. 187. 
Ferric, u e lron. 
Ferrous, 111 Iron. 
Fibrin, 223. 

Filter ing, App. 8. 
Flasks, App. 7· 
Flint, 232, a . 

gfas.q, 2)4, d. 
Florence ftasks, App. 7· 
Flowers of sulphur, 132, ti. 
Flue dust, 317. 
F luorbydric acid, 122. 

Fluorine, 120. 

Fluor spar, 120. 

Flux, 359· 
F ormulas, Molecular, Note, p. 54· 
Fruit sugar, 227· 
Fulminating silver, 3"9· 
Fuming sulphuric acid, 1s6· 
Funnels, App. 8. 
F unnel tubes, App. 4• •· 
Furnaces, App. 16 and 21. 

Fusible metals, 256. 

0 

Galena, 131, a ; )08, 313· 

Galenite, )OS, 3'3· 

Gallium, 3''' 
Galvanixed Iron, ]03, I. 

Garnet, 344· 
Gas carbon, •IJ. 

" bolders, A pp. 13-
" lltumln&ting, nt. 

Gases, Collection of, o1, P.:~ 11. 1ls. 
" Drying, &s~ 61, &'I ; App. 4 · 

Gay· Lussac's law, •76-
" 

Gelatin, 224. 
German silver, JI)J, n: 319-
Giadal pbospborlc acid, ..-, t. 
Glass, • 34· 

" stoppers, A pp. 9· 
Ruby, 395. 4. 

tubing, App. 4•-. 
Uranium, 384· 
working, App . .. 

Glauber's salt, 167,1. 
Glueinum, J05· 
Glucose,u7 
Glow lamp, Davy'a, !Up. :J04. 
Glover tower, ss•, c. 
Glue, 224• 
Gold, 393· 
Graduates, App. s-
Grape supr, "7· 
G rapblc aymbols, 95-
Grapbite, 179-
Gravlmetric oomputatioos, uL 
Green vitriol, 'frl. 
Gray antimony, 151. 

" oxide of mercury, 339-
Gun oottoo, •)I), IJ. 
Gypsum, 1Jt, I; 194· 

H 

Haematite, 354• " · 
llalogen group, 1t)o 

Haloids, 123, 6. 
Hard coal, 181. 

" soap, •70; .,., I. 
water, 194-· 

Jlartsborn, 66. 
ll~tusmanite, 375· 
Heavy spar, 131, I; ~· 
Hematite, 354, a. 
Hemioxide, 323, J29. 
I leptad, 92, a. 
Head, 92, a. 
Hesivalenl, 92< "· 
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Homologous series, 220, 

Hom sUver, 330· 
Hydrargillite, 
Hydrates, t67. 
Hydraulic main, 221, e. 
Hydrocarbons, 206. 
Hydrochloric acid, •"4-

•• type, 9(5. 
Hydrocyanic acid, 205. 
Hydrofluoric acid, 122. 

Hydrogen, •s, '9-

.. .. .. 

.. 

Acid, t66, 6. 
antimonide, 253, "· 
arsenide, ••s
Basic,~~. 

carbide, 207· 
chloride, '04· 
Collection of, 22. 

Combustion of,~ 
Diatomic, '7+ 
dlca.rblde, 217. 
dioxide, 4+ 
oxides, #· 
peroxide, # · 
persulphide, Note, p. roo. 

phosphide, •40· 
pistol, Note, p. 40 • 
potassium carbonate, 279 • 

preparation of, ••· 
properties of, 24, •S· 
purification of, 26. 
alts, '70' c, Note, p. 14<4· 
silicide, 231, d. 
sodium carbonate, 4 
sodium sulphate, 267, c. 
sulphate, •5•· 
sulphide, '37· 
Tests of, oS. 
tones, Exp. 29· 
type,¢. 
Uses of, 27. 

Hydrosulphltes, Ex. 4, p. lOS. 
Hydroxides, •67. 
Hydroxyl, H· 
Hyponitrous acid, 82, 
Hyposulphites, ; 57; •58, 6. 

I 
Illuminating gas, 221, 

Indigo, Rxps. •69 and •70· 

Indium, 350. 
Inorganic substances, 7· 
lntematiooal measures, App. 2. 

Inulin, oo8. 

Inverted sugar, ••7· 
Iodide of nitrogen, "9· 
Iodine, "7· 
I ridium, ~o2. 
Iron, 354· 

h carbonate, J67, & .. 

" Cast, 358. 
·• chloride, 366. 
" cyanide, 368.1 

Galvanized, jo3, 6, 
" group, 38o. 
" hydrates, 363, 
" Malleable, 374• 
u nitrate, 367, a. 

ores, 3S4, a. 
" oxides, 362. 
" Pig, 358. 
" pyrites, 132, c : 364. 

" salts, 365. 
H spathic, J.S., a. 
u specular, 354,a• 
' ' sulphate, -p,, 
" sulphide, 364. 
" Wrough t, 36o. 

Isinglass, 22~. 
Isomerism, :az6. 
Isomorphism, Note, p. 113, 

J 

Jasper, 232, a . 
Jeweller's rouge, fo, 6. 

K 

Kieserite, JOO. 
King of metals, 395, "· 

L 

Lactose, 226, d. 
Lagoon, 173, d. 
Lamp-black, •Bs. 
Lamps, App. •s and t6. 
Lanthanum, 353· 
Laughing gas, 79· . 
Law, Ampere's or Avogadro's, 61. 

Gay-Lussac's, 176. 
of definite proportions, 90-
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Filllr'n r't/" I# Pllr'"P't>)lu, ""''u #llaWfiJI# 1j«r',fiMI. 

Law of multiple proportlODI, 91. Magnesium "98· 
Lead, )OS. ' carboorue, 3""' 

acetate, 215, c; 314. chloride, 3""' 
Black1 179. u group, 'P7· 
carbonate, 314. oxide, 299. 
chloride, 314 ; 316, ~. sulphate, 3""' 
chromate, 316 ~. Magnellte, 354, a. 
group, 318. Mlllacblte, 3'9. •; 324o 
Iodide, 316, ~. Malleable iron, 374· 
oxides, 312. Maltose, 226, tl. 
pencils, •79· Manganese, 375· 
poisoning, 315- " salta, 377· 
Red, 312. oxides, 376-
Sugar of, 3'4- Manganic acid, 376, •· 
sulphide, 313- " anhydride, 3~ •· 
Tests for, 316. Manganlte, 3r6. c. 
tree, Exp. 271. Maple sugar, 226, 6. 
White, 314. Marble, ollg. 

Leblanc, 268, Marsh gas, 207· 

Levulose, 227. " type, ¢ 
Lichtenberg's metal, •s6. Marsh's tesr, 246. 
Liebig condenser, Exp. """· Mercury, 334· 
Lignite, 181, " bromides, 3421 6 ; 343. c. 
Lime, 290· chlorides, 3421 343· 

Air slaked, 2QO. c. Iodides, W 1 6 ; 343, <. 
Caustic, '9'· nitrates, 34•• a; 343, 6, 
Chloride of, 092, ~. oxides, 3J9o 
Cream of, 292· salts, 34'• 343-
llght, 2QO. aulpbates, 342• ,. ; 343, 6. 
Mille of, 29•· sulphide, J40o 
Slaked, 292· Metaboric acid, 173, • · 
soap, 292, a; 294• •· Metallic oxides, r66, •· 
atone, •89. 093- Metalloids,"' Noo·metals. 
water, 29•· Metals, 26r. 

Limestone, ollg, 293· Metamerism, 216. 
Limonite, 354· a, Meta-phosphoric acid, 242; 242, '· 
Litl>arge, 

3
u . Metathesis, ,g, 

Lithium, o83. Methane, 207· 
Litmus paper, App. 24- Methyl, 208. 
Loadstone, 362, c. " chloride. q. 
Lunar caustic, 33•· hydride, 207· 
Lye, •

70
, •

7
a. Metr ic mea~res, App. •· 

Mica, •33• 3« · 
K 

Matter defined, •· 
Divisions of, ,., 

Mass defined, 3· 
Magnesia, "99· 

.. alba, 3""' 

Magnesite, 'f"" 

Microcosmic salt, Ex. 6, p. •78. 
l\llerocrlth, 62. 
Milk of Ume, "92· 
Mille sugar, 226, tJ. 
Mlnlum,312. 
Mineral coal, r8r. 
Mirrors, 3]8. 

\ 
34.!) 
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Jiigwru rtfn- t~ P4rarraplu, '"'''" ~IJurUJitt rjl«ifitd. 

Mispickel, , 43• Oil of tbo Dutch Cbemlsts, Exp. 309-
.Miud gases, Note, p. 39· " vlLrlol, 151. 

Mixtur~, 10. Olefianl gas, 217. 
Molasses, 226. Onyx, 232, 4 . 
Molecular composition, 6s. Opal, 232, 4. 

fonnulu, Note, p. 54· Organic cbemlslry, 022. 

symbols, 57, 94-¢; 261, ~. substAnces, 7• on. 
volume, •7S· Omithorbyncus, The metallic, 3'7• 6. 
weight, 63. Orpiment, •s<>· 

Molecule defined, 4· Ortboboric acid, 173-

Size of, 4• 4 Osmiridlum, 4"4· 
Molybdenum, )82. Osmium, 404· 
Monad, 92, 4. Ossein, 024. 

Mono.r, 292. 4; App. n. Ox.alic acid, .EJ<p. lJ89. 
Multiple proportions, Law of, 9'· Oxides, 33· 
Muriatic acid, 104- Oxygen, 16, 29. 
Muscovado sugar, oo6. " Linking, 163, c. 

N 

Nascent state, "4- 6. 
Natural groups, 123, t6o, •57, 318, 352· 
Nessler reagent, Exp. 70-
Neulra.l salts, '70· 
Newton's metal, •s6· 
Nickel, 379-
Niobium, o6c>. 
Nilre, 282. 

Chili, •1•• 6. 
Nitric acid, 7J. 

" o.nhydride, 89-
Nitrocellulosc, o3o, 6. 
Nitrogen, s<>· 

" cbloride, " 3· 
" group, ~57 ; 261, a. 

hydride, 66. 
Iodide, " 9· 
oxides, 79-9'· 

Nitro-hydrochloric acld1 "4• 
Nitro-muriatic acid, t 14. 
Nitrosyl, 83. 
Nitrou.s anhydride, 86. 
Nitryl, 87. 

Noble metals, Note, P· 3'3· 
Non-metals, o61. 
Nomenclature, s8-6o. 
Nordho.usen acid, •s6. 
N ormal salts, 170. 

Norwegium, App. '· 
0 

Occlusion or gases, •4· 6, d. 

Preparation of, JO· 
Proponies of, JO, 33· 
Relation Lo animal life, 35· 
salts, 171. 
Saturating, 163, c. 
T esL' for, 36. 
Uses or, 34· 

Oxyhydrogen fto.me, 41. 
Oyster sbelb, og;. 
Ozone, 37· 

p 

Painte r's colic, JIS. 
Palladium, 400. 

Paraffin, •J8, t. 
P•rchment, Vegetable, .EJ<p. oz6. 

Paris green, 304. 
Paste, 234, d. 
Pearlash, 278. 
Peat, z81. 

Pentad, go, a . 
Percentage computations, IJ•· 
Permanganlc acid, 376,/. 
Pewter, 388, a. 
Philosopher's candle, Exp. o6. 
Phosgene gu, '94• 6. 
Phosphine, 040. 
Phosphoric sun, Exp. 37· 
Phosphorus, 235. 

acids, 240. 
hydride, 240. 

oxides, 041, Exp. sS. 
Red, o38. 
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Figurtt r•/•r to Parap-aifu, unl•u otll'""i" sjuifi•d. 

Phosphoryl, • 4., d. 
Phosphurets, 1\ ote, p. 205. 
Pbosphuretted hydrogen, • ..,_ 
Photog111phy, Note, p. •69· 
Physical changes, 10. 
Pig iron, 358. 
Pinch cocks, App. 20. 

Pipettes, App. 5· 
P laster of Paris, 294· 
Plate glass, 234, 6. 
Plalinum,.397· 

" black, )98, d. 
•ponge, 398, e. 

Plumbago, •79-
Piumbic, su Lead, 
Plumbous, su Lead . 
Pneumatic trough, App. 10. 

Polymerism, 016. 

Potash, 278. 
P otaSSium, 272. 

" bicarbonate, •79· 
carbonate, •tB· 
chlomtc, o81. 
chloride, ~ 
chromate, 38r, c~ 
cyanide, • 77· 
dichromate, 381, e. 
ferricyanlde, 368. 
ferrocyanide, 368. 
hydrate, o8o. 
nitrate, 282. 
oxides, 275· 
tanrate, 273, a. 

Precip itated silica, Exp. ••7· 
P recipitate, Red, 339· 
Products, t o6. 
Proportions, Law of definite, 9"-

" Law of multiple, 9' · 
Prussian blue, 368. 
Prussic acid, aos. 
Puddling furnace, 36o, a. 
P yroboric acld, 173, 6. 
Pyroligneous acid, ••5· 
Pyrophosphoric acid, 24•· 
Pyrite, IJI, a ; 364. 
P yroxylin, •JO, 6. 

Q. 

Q uadmnt.o:ride, 3•3· 
Q uadrivale nt , 92• a . 

Quantitative analysis, Note, p. ¢ 
Quanti valence, 92; 34,, 11• 

Quartz, 232. 
Quicklime, 2CJO· 
Quicksilver, 334· 
Quinquiv-alent, 92, a. 

a 
Radicals, 97· 
Ratlooal symbols, 94• 216, 1. 
Reactions, 1241 125. 

Reagents, ••4-
Reolgor, •so. 
Red !cad, 3••· 

" oxide of maogonese, 376, I. 
" o.zide of mercury, 339· 
" phosphorus, •JB· 
" precipitate, 339-
" prussiate of potash, J68. 

Reduction of oJt ides, E.sp. 3' · 
Red zinc ore, J01. J04· 
Regent diamond, 178, • · 
Retorts, A pp. 7 and ... 
Retort stands, App. 10. 
Rhodium, 401. 
Rochelle salt, ~ a. 
Rock crystal, •32· 

!<lit, 266. 
Rose quartz, •3•· a. 
Rose's metal, 256. 
Ro uge, Jeweller's, fo, I . 
Rubidium, •S.· 
Ruby, 348. 

copper, 323· 
glas'l, 395• a. 

Ruthenium, 403· 

8 

Sago, .. a. 
Sal-ammoolac, •87. 
Saleratus, •79-
Salsoda, a68. 
SaJt, 266. 

" Epsom, JOO. 
" Glauber, 0167, 6. 
" of tartar, 278. 
" Rochelle, 269, a. 

Saltpetre, .S2. 
" South American, 271, I. 

Salts classlfied , •70-
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Salta defined, •69· 
" Nomenclature of, 6o. 
" Sulphur, '7'· 

Sand, op, a . 
b&tb, 74, a; App. to. 

Sapphire, 3-48. 
Scale oxide, 362, c. 
Scrubber, ""'• .t. 
Selenite, 29<1· 
Selenium, t6o. 
Septivaleut, .,., a. 
Serpentine, 381. 
Sesqul- '43• a. 
Sexl valent, go, a. 
Shells, "93· 
Siemens-Martin steel, 37"· 
SiUca , •3•· 
Silicic acid, Exp. ••7· 

anhydride, •J2· 
Silicon, "3'· 
Silver, 325. 

bromide, 330-
carbon&te, 333· 
chloride, 3JD. 
cyanide, 33'· 
Fulminating, 3"9-
Genoao, 303, a. 
halolds, 330-
Hom , 3JO· 
Iodide, 3JO· 
nitrate, 33"· 
ol<ldes, 3"9· 
phosphate, 333· 
sulphate, 333· 
sulphide, 33'· 

Simple radicals, 97· 
Slag, 359· 
Slaked lime, ogo, c ; 29'2· 
Smithsonite, JO•· 
Soap, Hard, •70; 278, 6, 

u Lime, 292, a. 
Soft, 278, 6 ; o8o. 

Soda, •69· 
" ash, 268, a. 

Caustic,,.,..,. 
Cooking, :>69. 

" crystals, 268, D. 
Washing, 268, 6. 
water, 199. 

Sodium, 262. 

INDEX. 

Sodium biborate, 271. 
blcarbonare, 261). 
bisulpbate, 26r, c. 
carbonate, 268. 
chloride, :>66. 
hydrate, 270. 
nitrate, 271. 

oxides, o6s. 
pyroborate, "7'• 
sulphate, 26r. 

Soft coal, t8r. 
" soap, 278, 6 ; ~ 
u water, 294· 

Solder, 388, a. 
Soldering, App. t8. 
Soluble glass, •3-4· 
Solution, g, a. 
Soot, .ss. 
South American nitre or saltpeter,27t,6. 
Spathic iron, 3S., a. 
Specular iron, 3s., a. 
Spelter, JOO, d. 
Sp.halerite, 30'· 
Spiegeleisen, 359, d. 
Stalactite, 293· 
Stalagmite, 293· 
Stann.ic, 1u Tin. 
Stannous, ,,. TiD. 
Starch,208. 

sugar, 227. 
rest for iodine, Note, p. 99-

Stassfu rt, o;r6. ogS. 
Steel, J69-373· 
Stibioe, •53· 
Stiboite, •s•· 
Stoichiometry, Note, p. ro8. 
Stop·cocks, App. oo. 

Strass, 234, d. 
Strontianite, og6. 
Strontium, og6, 
Suboxide of mercury, 339· 

" of copper, 323. 
Sucrose, o26. 

Suffionl, '73· 
Sugar, 225-227. 

" of lead, 3'4· 
Sulphur, ' 3' · 

acids, f49, rsr, ' 57· 
group, 162. 
Linking, rp. 
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Fip.rts refer to Paragrajlu, ,.,,z,,. ollttr111ist •Jtdjittl. 

Sulphur oxides, 143, •so, 157. Tuyeres, 359· 
" salts. , 7.. Types,¢. 

Saturating, 171. 'I'ypical ~ymbols, g6. 
Sulphuret, Note, p. ns. 
Sulphurerted hydrogen, •37· 
Sulphuric acid, •s•-

,, ether, 213. 

Supporters of combustion, 43• 
Symbols, 56, 57, 9~, •6•, c. 
Synthesis defined, 18. 

u of water, l7o 

Table salt, 266. 
Tantalum, •59· 
Tapioca, 228. 

T 

Tar, Coal, 221, c. 
Tartar, Salt of, 278. 
Tellurium, 161. 
Terbium, 353• 
Ternary compounds, Nomenclature of, 

6o. 
Test papers, App. 24. 

" tubes, App. 4, d: App. 7· 
Tetrad, go, a. 

Unit volume, '75· 
Univalent, 92, a. 
Uranium, 324· 
Uranyl, 324· 

u 

U -tubes, App. 4, 6. 

Valence, 92, tl. 
Vanadium, •s8. 

v 

Vegetable parchment, Exp. 216. 
Ventilating chamber, App. •3· 

Ventilation, '94• '<» 
Verdigris, 215, c; 324• 
Vermillion, 340. 
Vinegar, 215. 
Vital air, 35· 
Vitriol, Dlue, 3•4· 

Green, ]67. 
Oil o~ •s•
White, 304· 

353 

Tetrantoxide, 323, 329-
Tetravalent, ttt Quadrivalent. 
Thallium, 3'7· 
Thermometers, App. 3• 
Thionic acids, 158. 

Volatile aikaU, 168. 
Volumetric combination, Law of, •16. 

computations, 129-

Thoria, 392. 
Thorium, 39•· 
Tin, 385. 

" Adulterations of, 388, ~ 
" compounds, 389· 
" oxide, 389· 
" stone, 385-
" ware, Exp. >¢. 

Titanium, 390· 
Toluol, 221, c. 
Topaz,344. 
T oughened glass, 134, r. 
Travertine, 293· 
Triad, 921 a. 
Trimorphous, Note, p. 113. 
Trivalent, 92, a. 
Tubing, App. 4, a. 
Tufa, 293· 
Tungsten, 383. 
Tungstic acid, 383. 
Turpentine. Exp. 93· 

w 
Wash bottle, App. 8. 
Washing soda, 268, 6.. 
Water, Analysis of, '4· 

b&tb, App. 1.0. 

composition of, 14, 17, .o. 
glass, •34· 
Hard and soil, 294-
of crystalllzatlon, 268, c. 
synthesis of, •7· 
type, g6. 

White arsenic, 247· 

lead, 3'4· 
vitriol, 304· 

Window-glass, 234, 6. 
Wood's metal, •s6-
Wou1JI'e bottle, Note, p. 23; App. 6. 

v 
Yellow chromate of potash, ]llr, c. 
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Fiprn r1/" t• P.zr•rr•Jh, ••l-llt4W'fllilllj«ifietl. 

Yellow prussiate of pota!h, )68. Zinc oxide, 3<'4· 

YUrlum, 353· " silicate, 30' · 

z 
Zinc, 30'· 

" carbonate, 301. 
" chloride, :!Of. 
u dust, ]02, c. 

" ore, 30•· 

U spAr, JO lo 

" sulphate, 304· 
" sulpbldo, 30'· 
•• white, 304· 

Ziocite, 30' · 
Zirconia, 39'· 
Zirconium, 39'· 
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DR. AVERY'S PHYSICAL SCIENCE SERIES. 

tst. The Elem ents of Nnt1wnl PhilosO]Jhy. 
2d. .4. Tencher' s Jlnnrl-Boolc. Containing Solutions to 

Problems, Additional Experiments, Practical Suggestions. 
etc., etc. 

Sd. The Elem.euts of Cheulist1'!J• 
4th. Tlw Teaelle1Js Haltel-Bool,, to accompany "Avery's 

Ch~mistry." (In Preee.) 

Tlte Eleuteuls of Nrtfnrnl Philosophy. 400 pages. By 
ELROY M. AVERY, Ph.D. 

Tho Book b an ~arnut and eminmtlv ~ atiempt w pratnt the ftJC/.1 

of the &Mn« In a logkol and oomproelu/181bU m2nner. 1' lu chapter upeclaiJv 

detlottd w ~ has been prononnced, by competent and dli!Crlmioatlog 

judges, the mo•tl!lltl&factorytbat has yet been written. 

1'114 chapin' on Ef«lrldtv baa met with tbc wannest expN!as\ooa of ap.. 

proval from prominent teacbcn<, school eupcnowndel!t•, and profe&eors. The 

other cbapten~arc eqll&lly good. 

1'/u tvpe u larY;t and cltar, tbo cn~ving11are about four hundred In num

ber, and aU artil!tlcally executed. Tho (Jrlntel1! and tho ongravcra havo tried to 

make this book 118 clear cntM the atatcmeote and dellnltlonij of tbe author. 

The Elements of Chemi.'ltJ•y. A Text-Book ror Schools. 

By ELROY M. AVERY, Ph.D., author of" Avery'a Elements of 

Natural Philosophy." Dlustrated by nearly two hundred 
Wood Engravings. 

IV1 clalm tMt tlllJ u the but boo.t publlthtd on Cll.maltt171 fOr &Mol uu. 

lt u the rno~t tkgantlv Ulliliraitd UJ:t-book on Ohmtutf'JIIIIal. hal t.n pub. 

lltMd for Sclwol#. 

From the wonderful lnccesto wblcb "A'fery's Natural Pbllooopby" baa 

eecurod (having been adopted within the ftrat year ancr Its publication In 

over two hundred ot lbo loading cltlea and ecbool! of tbl8 countr.J, and being 

generally admitted to be tbo leading &Cboot cext·book on this I.Jbjt-et), It 1B 

but natural that both lbo public and the (JubiiPhera @bould expect that bls 

CbemiBtrywoald be a tazt·book of wry tMUitlal ~-
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PROF. CALVIN PATTERSON'S BOOKS: 

1st. Pattm·soJ~'~~ Ommmm Sclwol Speller. 

2d. '' Speller and Analyzer, or Tut WOJ•tu 
antl School Etymoloyy. 

3d. Patterson's Elemeuts ol GJ•anlnwr, wUh PTac
tical Exe~•cises. 

----------.-···-----------
l 'ntt cr•on111 Conw•o•• .~olwol SJ~llPr bt.8 bad and :JJ now bavllii an 

enormous sale, for the rc&SOn tbat It Is t11e kilt SJ>eller ctet' publl•lu:<t 

i•• t"i11 cumttt'IJ• 

lBL It l111s tile Cltoicut .~el<JCtio•• of •oo•-M· 

2d. ltd nrrangemcnt., and co•.c<11e an<l uraetical rulu for •J'dllll(l 

are unequnlcd. 

3d. H bas o.dmlrablo Dictation Excrc~, and Ia adapted. to II•• _, 

imp•·oved tnetlw<ls of >•••tr.utloll. 

Patter!IOJl1S Speller, and .Analyze,·, aJHZ & hool 

Etynwloyy. 
This Ia an enlarged edllWB ot the SPZLLD •lfD ANAL TOll. A Mil' rt:tl<." 

on the "JNMt:alWB qf JVordl" bae been added, wblcb, It Ia bcllc•·cd, will take 

the plnce ot tho large and expensive etymologle:~ now In u>'t. The book u 

II rat tuned met with eocb uniurwJapproral and Ia oo ezlttuifltlt wed that thll 

aotbor did not feel at liberty to mako any changes other tban to add a new 

part. As the work bae bean simply enlai'J:ed, and not re•18cd, the~ "ow 
in UH n«d nol be =IIGnfJt> · for new onoa. Tbo prict rtmallv tJu -· 

Pntterson's Elements of Gram111a1· tvillt Pl'flf'licttl 

Exercises. By Prof. CALVIN PATTERSON, author of" Pat

terson's Common School Speller," &c., &c. 
Prof. PA'I'TERBON bas opcot about 2 yeara In preparing thlt book It I~ AD 

effort to make the etudy or Oramm&r att:racUve, and to embodr tbat "bleb It 
really good In the Language Lel!BOD System with the older and more rigid 

roles of Grammar. We believe that the effOrt baa been 5ucce till, and that 

th1a Ia II•~ btllt teaching b~k on till• 8ttldect .,.,er p~tbll.rMd. 
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H i ll's Elem ents of B lletoric ana Composition .... 
By D. J. liiLL, A.M., President Lewisburg University, author 

of the Science of Rhetol'ic. Beginning with the seleciion of a 
tl1emc, this book conducts the learner through every process 
of composition, including the accumulation of material, its 
arrangement, the choioo of words, the construction of stmtenccs, 
the v9.riation of exprelll!ion, the use of figures, the formation of 
paragraphs, the preparation of manUBCript, and the criticism of 
tho completed composition. 

' 
II ill's Science of R hetoric • . . . . ....... 

An introduction to the Laws of Effective 011!60urse. By 
D. J. II!LL. A.M., President of the University at Lewisburg. 
12mo, 300 pages. 

This is a thoroUjtbly scientific work on Rhetoric for advanced 
clal!sel!. 

I ntellectual P h ilosophy (EL:mmNTS OF). 420 pages ..... . 

By FRANCIS WAYLAND, late President of B.rown Univer
sity. 

The Elem en ts of M01·al Science ...... .. ......... ..... . 
By FRANCIS WAYLAND, D.D., President of Brown Univer

sity, and ProfC880r of Moro.l Philoeophy. Fiftieth thousand. 
12mo, cloth. 

Elem euts of Political Economy .............. ........ . 
By FRANCis WAYLAND, D.D., late President of B.rown Uni

versity. 12ruo, cloth, 403 page~~. 
Rcca.st by AARON L. CIIAPIN, D D., President of Beloit 

College. -
No text-book on the subject has gained such g<lneral accept

ance, and been 80 extensively and continuouRly u&.'d, as Dr. 
Wayland's. Dr. Chapin has bad cbicfty in mind the uant~ of 
th" cl.au-room, as suggested by an expt>rience of many ymrs. 
His aim has been to give in full and proportioned, yet clear 
and compact statement, the elements of this impor1.ant branch 
of science, in their latest a.spoots and applications. 
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Tlte Science of Govermncnt in Connection with 
Am~·icnn Institution,,., By J oe&Pn ALDEN, D.D., LL.D., 
Pres. of State Normal Sch()()l, Albany. 1 vol 12mo. 

Adapted to t.he waota of BJgh Schoola &Dd Colleges. 

Alllen ' s Citizen's Mnntutl: a Text-Book on Oovemment,ln 
Connection with AmcriCIUI Institutions, ada plod to tho wants of 
Common Schools. h is in the form of questions and a.nswel'll. 
By JOUPH ALDEN, D.D., LL.D. 1 vol. 16mo. 

Hereafter no Amerla m can be Mid to be tducal«J who does not t.horooghly 
understand tbc formAtion or our Oovcrnmcot. A prominent dl'floo bA.8 Mid, 
that "every young peroon •hould carefully and CODIICicntlon•ly be taught tho..e 
distinctive Ideas which constitute t.he •ub•tanceor our Con•UtuUoo, aDd which 
dete rmine the policy o r our politics; nod to this end there ought forthwith to 
be Introduced Into our schools a •lmplo, comprohcn•lvo manual, wherobT the 
needed tu!Uon should be Implanted a t that carty period. 

Long's ClaMical Atla.•. ConstructAd by WILLIAl( H UGILE8, 

and edited by GEORGE LoNG, form~rly Prof01180r of Ancient 
Languages in the University of Virginia. With a Sketch of 
Ancient Geography, and other additions, lJy the American 
Editor. Containing Fifty-two Colored Maps and Plans en 
Twenty.two large imperial quarto Plates, beautifully engraved 
on steel. With an index of Places. 

Haven' s M e-ntal. Pl&ilosopl•th including the Intellect, tho 
Sensibilities, and the WUl, by J OSEPH HAVEN, late Profe880r 
in Amherst College and Chicago University. Onll vol. largo 
12mo, bou.nd in half leather. New edition. Probably no other 

"Mental Philosophy" ever pubUshed in this cou ntry has hnd 
a sale one quarter as large as Dr. Raven's. We h&ve ready 
a New Edition, electrotyped in the most attractive style. 

Fairchilds' M01·al P hfu;;ophy; or, Tho Science of 
Obligation. BY J. H. FArilomLD3, President of OberUn 

College. 1 vol. 1211)0~ • · J 
The aim or t.hls volume is to ~~et forth, more 1\lUy than bAa htth

1 
e~ been 

done tho doctrine that virtUe in Ito elementary form, conolaLe n .,.,nevo
lence and that an forme or vlrtoooa acUon aro modlftcatlons .or thll prln1ciple. t 

Alte r pre.entlng this view or obU~tlon, the author takes up t?e que~ ~r, 
P 1actical Ethlce Government and Peroonal Rlgh.t& ~nd Dot ee, an of 
them In their relation to Beoevolenc~. almlng at a eoloUon or tho problema 

I right 4Dd wrong upon thla simple prlnclple. 

L __________ _ 



Slteldon ~ Company's Text-:Books. 

PROFESSOR OLNEY'S 

NEW MATHEMATICAL SERIES. 

The suCC<'SS of Prof. Olney's series llns been most wonderful. 
With all their admi tted excellencies, both the Author and Pub·· 

Jisbers have felt that it wns possible to retain their many attractive 
features and yet adapt the books more perfectly to the special 
school-room wants. 

'l'o accomplish this most desirable end, Professor Olney hos been 
accumulatin~ very vnlunhle s uggeetiolll'. llo h as also, for several 
years, bad associated with him in the preparation of this new 
series, some of the best practical teachers in the country. 

Tho design is to present to the educational public the best and 
most teachable aeries of Mathematics ever published. The work 
is now so far advanced tbat the Publishers are able to make the 
abo·. e pleasing announcement, which they feel will be of great 
interest to all who are engaged in teaching. 

THE NEW SEJRlES EMBRACES: 
1. 

Olney's Fi1•st L essons in Arithmetic. J usT PunLI SIIED. 

u. 
Olney'.fl Pl'actiral A1•ithmetic. 

This book bas been published but a short time, but it bas 
already had the most 'WfJnderful sueu&~. 

They are models of beauty and cheapness. 

For schools of a high grade, P rofessor Olney has prepared
m. 

The Sciencb ;,; .ArUlunetic. 
IV. 

The Fi1• ... t PJ"i.nciples of Al(Jeb1·a. 
AN INTRODUCTION TO TilE AUTHOR'S CoMPLETE AND 

UNIVERSITY ALG.EBIIAS. 

v. 
Olne11's Omtplete AloebJ'<t. NEw EDITION, IN LARGE TYPE. 

This book is now entirely re-electrotyped in larger and more 
attrrrcti'lle type. The explanatory matter is ~reatly lessened. The 
attractive features of this book , which have made it tlte moat 
popular .Atgeln·a eur publislted in this wuntry, are oll retained. 









p~ J, Compa.,y's 'Ied-:Oooks. 

' M ental P Tt iloRoplty. 1 vol. 12mo 

~ 
,~< .. J 

1 
Including the Intellect, the Sensibilities, and the Will. By J 

J OSEPll HAVEN, Professor of IntellccLual and Mor.J.l Philos· 
ophy, Chicago Univr~ity.' . ) 

It Is bolfeved this "ork wiU be fQnn<l pre-eminently distinguished for 1 
the completeness with wllicl• It p~CI'enta the whole subject, .. •, .j 

M o1•al Philosoph y. ~ . '~l Including Theorcticttl and Practical Ethks. By fosEPn •.· ' 

llAVEN, D.O., lato Professor of Moral and Intellectual Philos- -
opl1y in Chicago Uni\·ersily. l{f;yal 12mo, cloth, !'llli)OS~(·d. 1 

I 
Ilistm·y .of Aucieut and .llo<l~·r1~ 1'/tilosophy. 

By Prof. Jo~EPII U.\VE..'\, n.o. 
Tbe preparation or \hi• work rnn parallel with the ~tudles which ftlled 

the life of the author, and it~t<>n1ple1ion antll'C\'Ision for J!Ublicatioll was 
his last work. 

B~trritt's Geography of the H eavens. 332pp. 

BIWI' ift'.'l CelN~tial Atlo.'l, Large quarto. 
By Prof. nm.ur hlAT1'ISON, A. M., and Er.IJAllll. BunRTT1', A.l\1. 
The populurlty of u,,., ,. Plnnclard t<•>:l-book• I• Phown by Its ~e of more 

llulll 300,000 ropie•. llurritt'• Geu~;1·aphy of the HClivens, ne rcvll'Cd by Prof. 
AtuLLi80n, \• o11c of th~ nw•t n•eful unc.l •ucce~•ful •chool books ever published. 

' 

BULLIONS'S LATIN DICTIONARY. 
Bullions' s L at[n Le:x·icon (now complete). The cheapest and· 

best LtLtin-English'nncl English-Latin Lexicon publisliCd. 1 vol.' 
roy~ octavo, about 1400 pages. , ~ 

We raoonlly published a copious nnd critic:ll Latin-English Dictionary, for • 
tho use of schools, etc., abridged and rc-nrran~d from Riddle's Latin-English 

1 
Lcncon, foundecl on the German-Latin Dictionaries of Dr. Wru. :Freund and • 
others, by Rev. P. !!UJ,t.tox~. D.D., author of the ,eries of Grammars, English, ' 
Latin, and Greek, on the Mme plan, etc., etc., to which we have now added an j 
Engli~h-~tln Dl~-tionary, mak.log togctJ1er the mo•t n!!<lOII nod convenient, nt 

1 
the •u.me bme the cheapest Latin Lexicon p!lblilohPcl. 

. ,....... 
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Slleldon J: Company's :rext-:OooA:.r. 

HUl's Elements of Rhetoric mul Composition~ 
By D. J . Hn.L, A.l!., J;>resident Ipwisburg Unl vcl"l!ity, author 

of the Science of Rhetoric. Beglpning with the scleetiou of a 
the~e, thi~. boo~ cond~cts th,e lrrn{'r th!'l>ugh e very proc< 
of oom(J081non, mcludmg the f~umulation of material, Its 
arrangement, the choice of words, the oo~truclion of ntcnc•e 
the variation of expression, the use of figurcl!, the fonnatlon of 

, , pan)graphs, the preparation of manuscript, and the crlticlsm or 

tho completed composition. ·I· ' , 
Hill' s Science of Rhetb~·ic:. ·... . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. ..... . 

An introduction to tho )jaws of Efl'ectivo Diacoll11!C. By 
D. J. IlrLL. A.M., President of the Unlverslty at u •wlsbu tg. 
12mo, 300 pages. 

This is a tl10roughly scientifi~ work on Rhetoric for advanced 
classes. 

' Intellectual PMl<Jsophy (ELUENTS OF). 426 pages ..... . 

By FRANCIS. WAYLAND, lat_o President of Brown Univor· 
sity. 

Tlte Elements of ~Io1·aZ Scirnce ...... . 
By FRANCIS \V'AYLAND, D.D., President of Brown l'nh'l'r· 

sity, and Professor of Moral Philosophy. Fiftieth thmtNinli. 

12mo, cloth. 

Elenwnts of Political .Econo111 !I .... •...... . . ...... ... . 
-'I By FRA.lscrs WAYLAND, D.D., late Pre8id!>nt of H nl\\ n Uni

versity. 12mo, cloth, 403 JlllR\'~. 
Recast by AARON L. ('uAPI:-1, D. D., Prosidcnt of Ddol~ 

College. '" 

1 
No text-book on tho eubject has gained such grneml aCC!'pl

anco, and been so extensively and continuously lll!Cd , as Dr. 
Wayland's. Dr. Cbnpin has had chiefly in mint! the uant1 (l/ 
tJ!e dau-r()()ITI, DB suggested by nn t>xpcrico()(' of mnny year~. 
Ilis aim has been to give in full and proportioned, yet clear 
and compact statement, the clements of this importan~ branch 

of science, in their latest DB peelS nod awlicatiODIJ. 




